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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1977

AMERICAN INbIAN Pon= REVIEW COMMISSION,
lVatthington, D.0.

The Commission met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 3110,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator James Abourezk (chairman
of the Cominission) presiding.

Present : Senator James Abourezk, chairman ; Commissioners Ada
Deer ; John Bqrbridge; Adolph L. Dial ; Louis R. Bruce; Jake White-
crow ; and Congressman Don Young.

Staff present: Ernest L. Stevens, staff director; Ernestine Duche-
neaux ; Peter Taylor ; Paul Alexander; Donald Wharton; Charles
Wilkinson; Dr. Patricia Zell ; Max Richtman; Gil Hall ; Alan Parker ;
Karl Funke; Chuck Downs; Dexter Brooks; Fred Martone; and
Winona Jamieson.

Chairman ABOIIREZR. The American Indian Policy Review Com-
mission meet Mg will come to order.

Ernie, do you want to give the administrative report? You have 3
minutes in which to do it, according to your own timetable.

Mr. STEVENS. You have a copy of the progress report.
Chairman ABOUREZII. Before you do it, we had better establish the

fact that a quorum is present.
Will the clerk call the roll.
Ms. JAMIESON. Commissioner Borbridge?
Commissioner BORBEIDGE. Here.
Ms. JAMIESON. Commissioner Bruce ?
Conunissioner BEErCE. Here.
Ms. JAMIESON. Commissioner Deer ?
Commissioner DEER. Here.
Ms. JAMIESON. Senator Hatfield ?
[No response.]
Ms. JAM-MON. Congressman Meeds ?
[No response.]
Ms. JAMIESON. Senator Metcalf ?
[No response.]
MS. JAMIESON. Commissioner Whitecrow ?
Comm iss;oner WrirrEcnow. Here.
Ms. JtatrEsow. Congressman Yates?
[No response.]
Ms. JAMIESON. Congressnian Young?
Cowl essinan You:CO. Here.

,TAMIEsON. Cha i nun n A bourezk ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Here.

(1)
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Is there a quorum present?
Ms. JAmEsox. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREEK. How many members?
Ms. JAMESON. Six members present.
Commissioner DIAL. I don't think they called my name. I am

present,
Chairman AB-OUREZIL Seven present.
All right, Ernie.
Mr. STEVENS. I am going to have Max do part of the administrative

report.
The only thing that I wanted to emphasize that is in the progress re-

port and some of the. other things, is that we are asking the Commis-
sion's indulgence on it.

We are trying to get the first cut of this whole thing done so that
we can have one set. So that what we can do is give the Commission
E.,oine time, after the 30-day period in which the tribes, State organiza-
tions, and so on, review this report.

And so, in order to do that, we need to keep pushing chapters at
you so we have one thing. And we just ask your indulgence.

After the 30-day period is up, which is approximately April 16- -
from April 16 to the 21stwe will consolidate the comments that are
coming back in and categorize them by groups.

Also, the stair will then make recommendations as to changes. And
then we will have, at least, if neee.ssary. two equations in which the
Commission can actually finalize and finally vote on the report.

That is the remaining schedule.
Max. tlo you want to carry on ?
Mr. lirotrrmAN. There are two task force reports that are yet to

be printed and delivered to the Commission's oflicetask forces 5 and
9.

We have been assured hy the Government Printing Office that. we
will have those around March 10 or 11, and we will distribute them
as soon as we get them.

We just received task force 2tribal government. I brought over
about 15 copies for the Commissioners and I will distribute them in
a few minutes. We will mail out the rest within the next few days.

The Indian Commissioners have also requested 10 complete sets of
all the task force reports, plus the BIA study and the special study on
Alaska. I will put those together and we will be mailing them out to-
morrow to all the Commissionem

The Commissioners also requested fivo sets of the transcripts of
all our Commission hearings and. meeti.igs, and I have arranged to
dist rilmte them as soon as we get them. We are just getting proofs now
from the November transcript.

The Govermnent Printing Office_ hasn't provided us with the e,qti-
mate as to the cost of the graphic displays that we. would like included
in the report, and when they do that. we will be able to submit a con-
current, resolution in the Senate and the House to get the authorization
to include those kinds of displays in the report.

I have also made arrangements with the Government Printing
Office so that each Commissioner will receiv e. a hardbound copy of the
finti I report with his or her name engraved on the cover.
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In order to get additional copies of the report for the Commission's
use, Senator Abourezk will have to introduce, or will have to makc a
unanimous consent request on the-floor, for an additional 1,000 copies
or whatever figure we arrive at, for the use of the Commission. Once
we submit the report it becomes the property of the Congress and
no copies are provided to the Congress.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Well, you draft that request and I will take
it over.

When should that be done?
Mr. RicirrstAx. As soon as possible.
Chairman ABOUREZIK. If you will draft it, I will do it either today

or tomorrow.
Mr. RICIITMAN. All right.
The Government Printing Office will also print about 1,500 copies

of the report which will be sent to the depository libraries and the
Library of Congress as well as the House and Senate documents rooms.

We still expect to distribute the draft of the final report on March 16.
We are now in the process of reducing the mailing list to a. matchable
number.

We have about 1,600 organizations and people on the mailing list,
and we are trying to cut that down to around a thousand.

The amendment increasing the Commission authorization and ex-
tending the time. for submission of other reports to Congress, passed
the Senate on February 3, the House on February 9 an d. was signed
on February 17.

It is Public Law 95-5. .

Chairman ARCIIIIIEZ.X. Then we are no longer living in sin. Eight?
Mr. RICIITMAN. That is right. Ernie and I appeared before the House

Legislative Appropriations Subcommittee to justify the supplemental
appropriations of $100,000. We received a letter from the chairman of
the Senate Legislative Appropriations Subcommittee.

They haven't set a date yet for us to appear. and it is not clear that
we even have to appear. We may just get by with the submission.

The GAO Audit Commission audit that was discussed in September
of 1975 is nearly completed. On August 5, 1976. the chairman sent a
letter to the General Accounting Office requesting the examination of
the Commission's financial and other budgetary items to be carried out.

On Frbruary 9. the GAO conducted the investigation and they had
an oral briefing with Ernie and some of the other staff people.

The overall conclusion was very positive. They felt that we main-
tained excellent financial accounting mid budgetary control systems.

There were a few problems that they recognized and they are draft-
ing a report which is just a first draft. They will submit that March 15
and we will have a chance to respond to it and clarify any differences
that we feel exist, with our interpretation of the way things happened.
They will draft a report that will be open to the public.

T think that is about all. The staff will he much smaller in a few more
days. A lot of the people here will be leaving at the end of this month,
and you will have a very small staff to distribute the report and to do
some edi t ing work.

Chairman Anol"REZK. Thank you very much.
Any quest ions ?
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Commissioner Bonn:mt. I note that we contemplate that on
April 16, that will 'A our closing date for comments by tribal groups
and other interested individuals and groups.

These comments will be summarized by April 21 and the report,
based on the 30-day review, mailed to the Commission April 25, and
the next date for meetings of the Commission are scheduled for May 9
and 10.

The question I have is : Is there sufficient provision made for dis-
position of the added recommendations that will be coming as a result
of the 30-day review period ?

How, mechanically, is it intended that the Commission will dispose
of such recommendations as may result following the 30-day review
period ?

Mr. STEVENS. From April 16 to 21, we:will consolidate all of the
recornmendatir As by group, and we will submit that through the mail
prior to that meeting in May. Then we will make recommendations on
changes, and that will be the subject of that meeting.

We will have that in a specific kind of way. If you recall, we were
asked to consolidate that input from the various groups and append
it to the final report.

So, it will be published with the report, and we have to have it in
that condition.

We are categorizing the groups and we are going to divMe it by
issue before it comes back.

So, as they come in, we will consolidate them. So the material that
you will get, related to the results coming from the field, will be rather
specific and rather at length, and will be separate from the recom-
mended changes and text.

Commissionar Bounumon. Thus, we can anticipate that, the consoli-
dated material will be presented to the Commission for its disposition
and will be made a part of the final record?

Mr. STEvENs. Yes, sir.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Thank you.
Chairman ABotatEnc. Are you ready for chapter 13?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sire
Chairman ABOUREZR. All right. Paul, go ahead.
Mr. ALEXANDER. One brief comment before that.
'We now have chapter 5 available for distributionAft will be handed

out to you in the next few minutes, and that is scheduled for Saturday.
Chapter 13 contains, at the current time, three sections. The thrust

of all the recommendations were presented to you in November. There
are no significant changes, and I will run through each section quickly.

The first section concerns the state of knowledge concerning Indian
affairs and the public in general. Specifically, amongst those persons
who find themselves administering Indian programs or interacting
with Indian communities as part of local governments or Federal serv-
ice structures.

Our feeling, throughout the entire report, is that there is a gross
misunderstanding of Indian law.

Indian history : There are two recommendations. One directed to the
Federal Government to require mandatory training programs in the
subjects I just mentioned of all Fedei.al employees dealing in Indian
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programs and that that be attached to Federal grants to the State mid
local governments as a training requirement fo-r State and local gov-
e?..mnent employees dealing with Indian affairs.

Chairman ABOUREZIL That would not be mandatory at the State
level?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It would be mandatory, attached to specific Federal
programs.

Chairman ABOUREZR. MI right. Wlmt about school curriculum ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. That was the second recommendation.
Chairman ABOUREZR. HOw would that be handled ? That- could not

be mandatory, of course, but we would make it so that Federal funds
would be available to any school that wanted to institute the pro-
grams, right ?

Mr, ALF.XANDF.R. We asked for sufficient resources to be allocated for
comprehensive programs to be developed and evaluation. of 16 cur-
riculmns and the establii,' ent of model curricula which local schools
could adopt.

That is on page 4, No. 2.
There is one addendum to these two recommendations that came up

in discussion in the hist several days. and that is something of the exec-
uthe branch departments already have existing authority to imple-
ment trainine. programs. And so, as an interim, we would like to add
that the Fecreral agencies with such authority should implement the
appropriate training programs.

Interior, for exaniple, would have such authority.
Chairman Anorak:MK. Any questions?
Commissioner BIWCE. So what we are saying is that rather than by

legislation, we are talking about. implementation at all the agencies ?
Mr. Ar.rxAwnEn. As an interim measure., also, that there should be,

some spechic. congressional legislation of those agrncies that, with cur-
rent authority, ,shoula st ill go ahead under that current authority and
establish a train;ng progran,.

Chairman AnornEzrc. On page 1, "there is throughout most levels of
governmental society, substantial ignorance of information."

I understand what ! the word ignorance means, but I wonder if wo
might not. repilace that, or strike it altogether, and just use the word
"misinformation"?

Mr. Anr.:KANDEa. That will cover it.
Chairman ABOVREZK; Is there an objection to that from the

members?
Strike thr word "ignorance," and without objection, those two words

aro stricken.
Are there any other questions or connnents on this ,ection?
r will entertain a mot ion. then, to adopt it.

MARTONE. On page. 4, paragraph 2. "It is proposed that Con-
gress, by appropriate legislation, provide a model curricula which
accurately reflects Indian history, tribal status. and Indian culture."

Is this a precedent that is being set? I have never fully understood
how the Government is going to write and describe the accurate history
so that that accbrate party line, if you will, can be promulgated under
the legislat ive scheme so tliat school systems will adopt it.

Isn't there a hazy interface here between the Government and educa-
tion ?
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Chairman ABOITHEZIC. NO, that is why I asked if it Couldn't be manda-
tory, obviously. But. I did some hearinp 2 or 3 years ago in South
Dakota on the subjeet. of eurriculums in State schools. whore both
teachers and students had the need to learn more about Indian people
themselves, as far as coining down the races, and facts, and so .forth.

It came out during those hearings that the best thing would be for
the State board of education to promote curriculums that would create
understanding of the Indian people and get away from stereotypes
that would be the most necessary thing to do by just teaching what
actual Indian culture and Indian religion amounts to.

That is what my understanding is, that this is what it presumes to
do.

MI'. MARTONE. My concern is not the Government programs which
seek to aid in the definition and the social studies which may be neces-
sary, but who is going to write the curriculums?

Chairman ABOUREZK. I suppose the Indian historians will write
them. The trouble is there is no Indian history that is in existence
right now that is taught. in any school.

I assume you could get almost any historianI use the word objec-
tive or subjective historian, because I don't. believe any historian is
subjectivebut I think the existence of a history of any kind would
be a good beginning.

Mr. MARTONE. I understan(1 what you are saying, but my only con-
cern is it seems to ine that accuracy would hest '1)e served by historians
and educational institutions each performing the task, pet:haps stinm-
lated by congressional legislation, which would provide the funds
necessary for such a concern, but it would be best that they do it rather
than the Governments

But what I guess I am saying is I think it wonld be unfortunate. if
t he Government were to purport. to write a definitive history on this
subject. and then promulgate that as a model curriculum for all the
schools in the United States.

Chairman Asounuzic. I don't think this says the Government does
it, lmt if you have some language that you want to pmpose in that
literature, and we will adopt it. if it will.say what we all want to say,
that it will change this language.

Mr. MAwroNE. At the moment. I don't, hut. perhaps the Congress
ought to by grant, or otherwise. finanee research on Indian law and
history, but not itself promulgate that history.

Chairman A BOUREz.K. What I am saying, Fred, is: "I don't think we
contemplate that at all, and I don't think anyone else contemplates
t hat.

At this time, it is just a matterof how you understand this language.
Isn't that right ?

Mr. MAI2TONE. That satisfies inc.
Chairman AnotTamK. Let me just direct the staff, then to make that

more clear.
We all understand what we mean by it. The Government isn't going

to write the history, but funds will be provided so that a history can be
written.

That is simple enough.



'With that amendment, and we will ask for the specific language from
the staff on this, then, and I will entertain a motion for adoption of
this section.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I so move.
Commissioner Blum& I second.
Chairman Aro Inuinc. All those in favor of adopting this section,

then, with the amendments, raise your right hand.
It is unanimous. There are seven votes for and nue against.
The nest section.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Section B is pursuant to the kejslation establishing

4 this Commission which requires a look into.alternative elective bodies.
Task force 3 was delegated that responsibility.
Chairman ABOUREM. What page is that on ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The findings and recommendations are on page 5.

p There is a typo, there, which I will get to in a minute.
Task force 3. Federal administration task force, delineated the num-

ber of,proposals which this chapter repeats, and recommended that no
action at this time be taken by Congress, and that any recommenda-
tions in this area should be generated by the tribes, themselves.

We are adopting those recommendations.
That last sentence should read, "No congressional action is appro-

priate at this time."
Chairman ABOUREM All right. The amendment, without objection,

will be adopted.
Can I make another suggestion, that you put that particular sentence

above the one saying, "With the tribes " instead of putting it after.
Just switch the order.

Is that all right with you ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Sure. It seems to make more sense that way. All

right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Are there any questions or comments regard-

ing this section ?
I f not. is there a motion ?
Commissioner DEm. I so move.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It has been moved.
Commissioner I )IAL. I second.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All those in favor of adopting liis sectione

please raise your right hand.
4 The vote is six in favor.

Those opposed ?
There is one abstent ion. Six in favor, one abstention. Actually, one

talking.
4 'onaressman YOZNG. I will vote.

Chairman ABOunria. All right.
The next, section C.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Consolidation, revision, and codification of Fed-

eral Indian lawMr. Taylor.
Chairman Asot.PEZIC 'What page are you on ?
Mr. A LEXANDER. The recommendations are on page 13, the last page

of that chapter.
Mr. TAmoll. Essentially what this section of this chapter does is

simply recommend that. the work of Task Force No. 9that was di-

(')
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Chairman Ails:WM:MC No. 2.
Commissioner WurrEcnow.. De let ing it entirely ?
Chairman AROUREZK. Yes; on the grounds that the Congresois going

to take care of that by itselt.
First of all, the amendments to paragraph 1 are adopted without

objection.
All rightOs there objection to deleting paragraph 2 altogether?
Connnissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to see and

emphasize that if we are going to delete it as a recommendation that
I think it is important that we keep at least the statements on the
net d for Indian attorneys somewlwre in this.

(linkman ABOUREZK. All right; that would be rather like report
language.

)o you want to put it in the narrative?
M r. TAYLOR. Film
Chairman ABOUREZK. Without objection, that amendment is

adopted. Section 2 is deleted; the descriptive language and the text,
itsel f, will be there.

No.3 is fine with me.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman. just for the tranFeript. when.we first

started these proceedings, we didn't know that they wen. all going to be
published.

So in view of the fart that we now hr ve a rather informal record, I
would siniply like to point out that reeonnuendation No. 3 does recom-
mend that the process of recodification involves a substantial amount
of consultation with 1 in {inn people.

'hairman AtioranK. Is there a mot ion to adopt this section ?
Commissioner Bauer:. I will make that motion.
Chairman ABOUREZIC There is a motion. Is there a second?
Conn issioner Drfria. I second.
Chairman AnounEzii, All those. in favor of adopting this section,

raise their right hand.
The vote is 7 to 0.
What page is the next sect ion on ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Aecording to the sehednle, we are supposed to

move to ehapter 12. but I would like to nsk that
Chairman ABOUREZK. What about section D? Are you skipping

that ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No: that is what I am coming to.
I would like to present and add sect ion D at t his time and discuss

it briefly. And we will have a vote.
( 'hairman AROUREZN. I )o we have a copy of that ?
Mr. HALL Yes, sir: I just handed them out.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Gil I fall will present that sect ion.
Mr. Briefly, part. D is appended to correct what we perecive

ns a shortcoming of the iesearch munl information sources available
to Congress :mil to the public in Indian affairs.

The last two pages of part D. that I just handed out to von. contains
recommendations which, in essence. directs the Library o Congress to
establish the Native American Studies Division in the Library with a
st a tY. with a col lert!on of basic referenee niaterials, with facilit ies and
money for prepanng a comprehensive bibliography and updating,

1 6
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
It was Commissioner Bruce's suggestion. The finding of the Alaska

sectionbegin on pa.ge 17 and chapter 12.
Basically, I should say that this chapter does not track all of the

imany problems and special conditions in Alaska. It s a very narrow
chapter.

It deals with two basic issues. One is the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, and some of the problems in the implementation of
the act and some of the long-term implications of the act.

The second thing this chapter deals with is current funding prob-
lems under Public Law 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination Act as
they apply it in the multigovernmental system of Alaskawhere we
have regional corporations, village corporations, Native villages'
municipal corporations, regional tribal governments, and some others.

It is very unclear in that setting who the funding entity should be.
Li terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, what we are say-
ing is that the Department of the Interior has impeded the intention
of Congress and the Claims Settlement Act and many of the Native
corporations have not, in an efficient manner, received their land. The
whole easement process has been an incredible stumbling block to the
conveyance of interim title.

We make a number of specific recommendations on easements, one of
which is that the easement provisionship be repealed.

I might mention that this reconnnendation collies initially from the
State Director of the Joint Federal State Land Commission in Alaska
that was established by the Alaska Native Claims Settlement A rt. An
interim reconnnendat ion barring the complete repeal of these from the
provision would be that the interim Secretary of the Interior grant
interim conveyance and that easements be negotiated after land con-
veyance. I think on easements: It is important to point out that there
are, under existing law, a variety of mechanisms for obtaining neces-
sary easements, but an easement in the Alaska situation has been an'
ineredible controversial situation.

Commissioner Borbridge, would you like to add anything to the
easement issue end how it impacts southeast Alasla or what-have-you?

Commissioner BORMUDGE. Mr. Chairman, you pretty well covered
the concerns that have been expressed by the Native corporations and
the stockholders intended to be the beneficiaries of the passage of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Certainly there is an impact on the nature and type of act ivities in
which the corporation can eitige in view of the fact that Alaska has
the longesS coastline of any State in the Union.

The question of shoreline easement becomes a part ieulam'ly important.
consideration as the corporations plan fosr the type of development
and other associated activity in which they can engage.

Mr. Chairman, in addition to the general connnents on the easement
matter, it is important, for us to apprgeiate that with ,respect to
Alaska, the Alaska Natives have also enjoyed the same unique and
spcial relationship with the nited States in the, sense that the
'United States is the trustee, and the Alaska Natives are a part of the
Native American Nation. The passage of the Claims Settloment Act.
was intended to resolve with finality the long-pending question of the
aboriginal claims of the Alaska Natives.

3:1-569-7S-2
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The resolution of the. claims itself resnited in sonie rill her innova-
tive steps that were taken both in the resolution of the matter and its
implementat ion.

It, is important to appreciate, however. that although there were
innovative concepts that became a part of tlm administration of the
Claims Settlement Act, in no way was t his intended, nor has it actually
ever hod an adverse impact On or reduced or eroded the trust, rela-
tionship existing between the Alaskan Natives and the Federal
6overnment.

I think that basic point is a very important -me to establish and
one that I want to emphasize at this time.

Other than that. I think that you fairly well addressed yourself to
the concerns that we Natives have felt.

Mr. ALExAxnr.u. There are several other specific recommendations.
The Alaska Natives Claims Settlement Act provides a 20-year tax
exemption on the 40 million acres that were to be conveyed.

Given the substantial delay in conveyance, that 20-year period may
well run out lw fore any massive conveyance has ooeurred.

The 20-year exemption had lAind it the largest land corporations,
a period of time to be able to be substantially become eeonomically
viable so that they would be in a condition to pay taxes. That may not
be true.

We recommend as a specific anwndment that that exemption, at a
minimum, rim from the conveyaree of fees, simple title in Alaska,
to the 40 million acres.

There is another recommendation on taxation. and this really con-
cerns ninny of the subsistence villages, that all undeveloped lands
remain tax exempt permanently in situations like Arctic Village or
some of the other more remote villages in Alaska.

The land was selected on the basis of a subsistence economy and
also on the basis of retaining an isolated status; and not on the basis
of development.

Alaska currently does not have a land tax. There is no particnlar
reason why it would not be given it down through the years, ithd that
Alaska would adopt a land tax.

The villages, such as Arctic Village and others similarly situated,
would be forced into the position of development, when that is not
their desire, or into the sale. of land.

Congressman YouNo. Point of information. Arctic Village, I be-
lieve, opted Out into the reservation.

A reservation, we can argue that later, is a s:parate unit. They
voted to go into the lam!. use reservat ion and had that option.

Mr. ALEXANDER. OK.
Congressman YouNc. Mr. Chairman. r think the recommendation

for the exemption of .20 years is good as the Interior Department has
often made roadblocks. I have often said tliat one of the other recom-
mendations of the Claims Settlement Art. is that the Alaska Native
communities take Interior Department to court and sue for legal fees
that have been derived from the legal tight ing.

II don't know if that is a viable solution or not.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We do. Congressman, on page 19 make a mem-

niendat ion that the litigation against the Department of the 'interior
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to enforce compliance with the-Claims Settlement Act, where success-
ful, attorney fees should be provided.

Congivssman YOUNG. As far as undeveloped lamls: T think a refer-
ence to subsistence should be stricken and just refer to nondeveloped
lands.

Subsistence is a very sticky is.sue in my State right now. I think
John will agree with me. It is recognized, but if it is based upon an
ethnic recommendation, we have some real problems outside their
lands.

That raises another point., Mr. Chaiiman, if I may: We are quite
aware that the demi to land issue in the Native Claims Act directly
affects the Native land selection. I think there should be somewhere
in this recommendation that the right; of access to, from, and across
Vederal lands be a right and not be t the discretion of the Interior.

Aleo, along those lines, that their right to utilize those lands, not
only for subsistence purposes, but for the taking of gameand I want
to get away from that subsistence againbut the issue of obtaining
fur is very crucial because most of the trapping is done in my State.
Outside of the. selective Native land there. is a move afoot by the so-
called Alaska Coalition to deprive them of that right to trap and they
were denied this.

But if anyone can tell me where you crn trap on the park lands I
would like to see it. So, I would like to have somewhere in the recom-
mendation that these things are clarified so there is no depriving of
what has been their right for as long as it lias been in existence. John
might want to comment on that.

(ommissioner Mniamem.:. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would certainly
agree with those recommendations. I think it is possible through the
elassification of the deed to lands which are adjacent to the. Native
lands. to have imposed on the Native activities standards which might
not be ant icipated.

EPA for example, which could have the result without the Natives
knowino. alx)ut it, of severely restricting the nature of the, use of the
lands, uPn.hicli Congress intended should be uscal as the Natives desired.

I would certainly agree with the recommendationsof Congressman
Young.

Congressman Vol-No. One other point. if I may, Mr. Chairman.
I am just. going through these. now, and 5-BEstablishing and

Reestablishing the Reservation Statusis there some reason for this?
Mr. AT.ExANDER. There are a number of long-term issues under the

act involving the. availability of stock certificateseventual los,..; of
mitt ml as a potential.

What we nee saying is that down the road, in another 4 years, that
Aeknowledging that the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. was
an experiment: that a cleat.. cannprehensive h)ok should be taken and
all al t ernat i yes 1)e. considered.

We specifivally mentioned that becaTIV that is in the alternatives
that people are beginning to talk about in Alaska.

I know that it was reject ed by many when the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act was first being discussed. but that when the act be
reevaluated, Ixtsed on the 10-year experience, that- all alternatives
should be part of the consiilerat
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Congreasman YOUNG. I have no objedions, I just want to make
sure that W8 Under Stand there is Only one supposedly agency reserva-
tion in Alaska.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is correct.
Congressman Youxo. And the rest of them are land-use reservations

and they were wishinoto refer to that slatusthey have thken a great
deal of pride in not being an agency reservation but a reservation for
land use only.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Our point is that the full range of alternativcs
shouhl be the subject of that. review and that that review not be
rest ricted to any current conditions.

Commissioner 11(MBRIDGE. As I perceive it, Mr. Cl iairman. the inten-
tion of the establishment, of the special conoTessional commission would
be to consider those items listed un 'er 5--t-A and 5-13, that they might
be c(mshlei-ed, but such consideration would not necessarily be restricted
to such items.

It. might well be that we might not have solved the issues pertaining
to section 7-L the revenue-sharing provision. That might well be a
matter for an oversight hearing.

ME. ALEXANDER. Absolutely.
Conunissioner liolummon. About. the only other comment. I have.

Mr. Chairman, relates to item 6, Public Law 93-638. There have been
mixed feelings in Alaska and especially southeast. Alaska.

The central council, the one established tribal governing council
in the State, has always considered itself the appropriate body for
coniracting with the Tlingit and I laidas.

Thus. I look at the recommeiniat ions in section 6 with some rather
mixed feelings. because I feel it is important to reaffirm at all tinws
the right of the tribal governing body to enter into contracts. That
given that as a central theme, it may well be that other entities mar
also have an opportunity to contract. but that I would not agree with
the designation of the subent it ies as tribes.

This would have the impact of creating a conflict which would be
unfortunate.

Woubl you comment. please ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. On page 20 of D, "any recognized mrional tribal

government should he exclusively eligible for both self-determination
,trant funds and contract ing."

Commissioner BORBRIDOE. 'MIS, it is intended that in the absence
of such, that tiwse others that you have alluded to would then be
determined to be ellirible ?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Right.
Which gets us to C, also. because as we well know there is a multi-

plicity of organizations and it varies by region.
Where there had been nonprofit corporations of the social servico

nature established on the regional basis. and there are local tribal
governm. in the villages: and what. we do is allow those social
service ent ics to have a contract right, subject to preemption by the
individual community.

That would not be applicable in the southeast, but it may be ap-
plicable in some of the A btska regions.

Chairman ABOVREZK. John. as von know, we. had several hearings in
Alaska on this question and we never came to a resolution on it.

2i
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It was very confusing, and my question to you is: Does this settle
it I haven't read the narrative of it, but does this bring us sett lenient ?

Mi. ALFX NOFTt. Yes it sets up a priority systeni.
Clmirman AnotatEzIc. Let me ask the Alaska representatives what

they think of that ?
Onigressman Youxtt. My i:roblein is that "recognized regional tribal

governmenrwho is going to judge what is recognizable ? We have
llatl this tight before. A re A laska Natives or are we tribes individually,
as recognized tribes in the Government ?

The southeast doesn't have the problem, necessary ; we do in the
northwest.

.101in. do ini have any coniment on this?
Commissioner BORBRIME. My comment would be, at least with

respect to the one recognized tribal governing body, whose status
a w4 111141:-iin1)1y be affirmed.

Namely, the Central Council of Tlingit and ITaida Indians of
A la sk I think that to the extent that there is a possiliility of the
regiomil groups being recognized either because of further work by
the mimission tmd subsequent kgislation by the Congress; anti if
they should he recognized as tribes. then perhaps that might be- a
preferable way to go, rather than to have a number of substitutes
recognized as tribes, making it difficult, for example, to operate on a
regional level.

-AS I understand it, this is what the intent is.
Congressman I'm:No. I am still in the dark, Mr. Chairman, but we

will discuss it.
Connnissioner DEER. I am not as informed on this as I would like. but

wlwn I hear this word experiment, my antenna goes up, because this is
what they did with us, the Menominees. and I guess you are all aware
of the result of that experiment. I would like to ask what is envisioned
after this 20-year limitation ? What is going to happen to the land ?

I am concerned about the long-term limitation on the Alaskan Na-
t ives involved in these issues.

3I1'. ALEXANDER. I would say the experience of the Menominee Enter-
prise. which was your corporate entity. as I remember it. which ended
up being controlled functionally for a Ionz time by a non-Indian inter-
est. is a potential problem in Alaska. Once. that stops, it becomes losable
in a variety of mechanismsvoluntary and involuntary.

There is a real chance that those corporations and those assets
which were designed for the Native peoples of Alaska will go out
of Native hands.

There is a real fear that is being expressed in Alaska.
Congressman Yorso. This is a real danger. 'We had a discnssion

about this the other day, because even at the end of 20 years there is so
little taxable land in the State the State can't. tax its own. There ic
only S0.000 acres now of privately owned land in the whole State of
37, million acres. The rest is Federal Government land.

And yet, in those Native_ lands. the State itsel f could possibly be
looking for a tax base. I7nder State law, we could pass a law that woul
tax the Indian lands: and in turn. through taxation, th: Natives would
lo,e control of the lands, because they won't be able. to pay the t axes.

I don't think they object to paying the taxes when they are drilling

0G.
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oil or doing something else. I don't think we have to talk about this,
but some people keep saying all this will never happen.

I just happened to think that behind every bush, there might be a
rascal. I hope we can come up with a recommendation that will protect
those lands, that will not take it away Trom them, and there is a real
strong possibility there.

We can extend the 20-year deadline. Maybe we can work it out. I
don't. worry as much about stock as I do the. lands.

Commissioner DEER. Wu HI I am worried about both here. Based on
our experience.

Congressman YOUNG. I think you will have a lot of Natives bnying.
up Native stock, between you ancl I, but the land bothers me. A lot of
people who are in Alaska today, who are not aware of any benefit of the
Native Land Claims Settlement Actthe only thing they are going
to have left is the land. That is all they will have left.

Mr. ALEXANDER. On the stock certificatesI think there is a poten-
tial for involuntary lossit is really significant.

Even if the corporations are as economically successful as people
would wish them to be, the amount of money that would be paid in
dividends will not be significant given the 7-1 provision.

The taxation, and so on, peoplo may very well remain poor What is
the status of that stock and the State welfare proceedings? What is
the ;;tack on that stock in bad debt proceedings?

That stock could end up with a large portion being held by the
State of Alaska. It could be one of the leaders in Alaskathe situation
where "X" Oil Co., knowing there was a deposit, within a particular
Native corporation's area, where. the Native corporation did not want
to develop it along the lines that the oil company perhaps did, could.
for a limited sum of money, go out along the Yukon River and pui
chase at $10,000 a shot, the rights to that corporation.

Mat do you need to control a corporation : 30 percent of the stock.
40 percent of the stock? There is substantial potential for problems
here of total loss of the benefits of the. land and economie benefits of
the Native Claim Settlement Act down the road. Both on the land
base and on the stock certificate.

Congressman Thum. One thing, if I could comment again, I want
the protection, but I also want them to have a decision in that
protection.

I don't want to lock them into something that they may not really
want and I think John will agree with that.

Commissioner BORBRMGE. Yes. Mr. Chairman. I would think that
the intention of the Commission at this point would be to recognize
that there is a problem and a danger, but. not to make a hard recom-
mendation ; but rather to concede that perhaps by 11)81 we would ha ye
a better perspective front which to evaluate what the dangers may well
be. It may be by that time that the corporations and stoekholders may
be in a position to be peepared to make a hard decision that they would
not, be prepared to make right now.

I would like to comment, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the Ala-.1:a
circumstances: because of some rather unique problems that need fur-
ther clarification.

I would like to state for the record that I require the serviees of an
attorney to assist with the Alaska section, not in a major effort, be-
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cause I want to comment for the record that I have been very pleased
witathe work thatstaff has done in this area.

On the other hand, I feel that it is very important that I should
have the opportunity to work with counsel. I have tentatively dis-
cussed this with Mr. Itichmond Allen, who would be available.

He is a partner in the firm of Weissbroctt & Weissbrodt. I would like
to arrange to engage his services in this limited area. There would
also be an opportunity for Congrressman Young to express some of the
concerns that he expressed, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What is the proposal ?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. The proposal that I am making is that I

would have the opportunity to have counsel working with me on refine-
ment of the Alaska section; so that some of the particular concerns
that I have expressedfor examplethe necessity to differentiate or
to distinguish between the Settlement Act and the provisions of the
act pertaining to implementation and on the other hand the trust rela-
tionship of the Alaskan Natives which, while in some respects is not
clearly defined by the Congress, nevertheless still remains as a trust
relationship.

This matter is quite important, and I think that it is important that
an adequate statement be entered into the record for purposes of defin-
ing or clarifying several of the areas. I would, therefore, propose that
I be given the opportunity to have this special assistance. .

Chairman ABM-1MM 'You mean a special office that would require
an additional funding?

Commissioner BORBRIDOE. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't knov if we have any more money,

John.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. The question I would then ask, is for a

"yes" or a "no."
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is not up to me to say yes or no; it is up to

the Commission itself.
All I am saying is that I don't believe we have any more money to

hire outside attorneys.
Commissioner BORRRTDOE. The reason I ask is because I feel that if

$2.t.000 has been allocated for one attorney, perhaps $2,000 might be
allocated for these purposes.

Commissioner BRUCE. I have to agree.
Chairman ABOUREZR. The Commissioner can vote for an extra attor-

ney. but I don't know where the Conunission is going to get the money
to do it.

Now we, as you know, put in for an additional authorization awl
appropriation, and if we get thatI don't knowI will have to ask
Max Richtman. I will have to ask Max if we have money available for
that. You are talking about $2.000?

Commissioner BORMUDGE. About, yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Did you hear the proposal, Max ?
Mr. RIcIrrMAN. No; I didn't. I am sorry.
Chairman ABOVREZR. The proposal is that Commissioner Borbridge

be provided about $2,000 to retain an attOrney to work on this Alaska
sect ion.

Do we have the money I
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Mr. RzurrALAN. We do.
Chairman Amu mut. All right.
Well, before we do that now, let's find out: Are there any other

commissioners who want special counsel for anypurpose?
Commissioner 8ntron. Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman, on the urban

situation. I don't think I need $2,000 but I do need some money.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. How much do you need?
Commissioner BRUCE. I would say $2,000 at the maximum. That is

pretty far down from $21,000.
Chairman ABotruzir. That is $4,000 now, Adolph ?
Commissioner DIAL. Well, I did my thing the last time and it was

taken cars of.
ChairmaleAsouREnc. It has been taken care of?
Commissioner Dm. Yes, my fellow is here today, he will appear.
Chairman AnotranK. We already hired an attorney for you?
Commissioner DIAL. Yes.
Chairman AsounEnc. All right; that is $4,000.
Congressman Young/
Congressman YOUNG. Point of information.
John, I hope we consult on whom we are going to hire.
Chairman Asounmr. You don't want, your own attorney?
Congressman Youxa. No.
Chairman Anoranx. Do you have $4,000 Max, with which to hire

a couple of special attorney's?
Mr. IlicHrAnor. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREEK. All right.
So now, the proposal is: Do you want to make it in the form of one

motion for both of you
Adolph V
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, I move that John Borbridge

and Louis Bruce be
Chairman ABOUREZIL Not to exceed.
Commissioner DIAL. Not to exceed $2,500 each
Congressman YOUNG. We got a raise.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I have to reconsult with our financial man

now.
Do we have $5,000?
Commissioner DIAL. All right-32.000 each, to hire an attorney or

consultant to work on their special problems.
Chairman ABOUREZR. We are all right for $4,000?
Mr. RTCITTMAN. Yes.
Chairman AnnyitEzic. The motion has been made that not to exceed

$2.000 each he. alTotted to Commissioners Borbridge and Bruce for the
purpose of hiring outside consultants for the special problem areas
that they are interested inAlaska and urban affairs.

Is there a second ?
Con frressm n Yormo. Seconded.
Chairman A TIOUREZK. There is a second. All those. in favor will raise

their right hand.
The vote is 7 to 0. The motion is adopted.
Commissioner BRITCF.. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment ?
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I tJirn, in the record, we did discuss this last time and the chairman
told uI we Pll had equal rights to hire attorneys and so forth. Is that
correct ?

CoMmissioner DIAL Yes; that is correct.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes: that is corn Ct.
Commissioner BRUM But we have lmd a motion anyway.
,We are coming into the urban chapter tomorrow morning. I am

anticipating quite a lot, but I am very much concerned, as I am with
the Alaska situation, because, as we -went over this yesterday, in the
briefingI want to be sure, and I am sure John does, and the Congress-
man' from 'Alaskathat all of these things are satisfactory. That
there won't be any question later down the road about what we are
recommending.

There are a lot of things that I can think about that are involved
A in that Alaska situation. The 638 situation has to be more definitely

spelled out. You raised the question about the tribes. Who is going to
define that point ?

So I think this is good. We have a chance to review this, as I want
to review the urban situation.

Congressman YOUNG. Mr. Chairman, if I could ask the staff, along
those lines: Can you get into the reports of the act itself. I have read
some of them ancl I haven't been able to determine if the intent of
Congress, as a floor, as again may I restate the utilization of lands
outside those lands which were granted to them under the act, is a very
important issue.

I think there is some new wording in the report that wouli help
clarify the situation, and would be of help to me if anybody asked me
what it is.

Mr. A.T.EXANDER. The Alaska chapter, particularly what this chap-
ter is, as I said in the outset, is very limited. I agree with Commissioner
norbridge. We discussed that there needed to be additional things
said on the Alaska situation.

What we haven't discussed today is: We made various attempts, pre-
viously, to get certain people to act and we were unsuccessful. It is a
significant problem for us, as a staff in 'Washington, to do anything
on Alaska to this point.

As was mentioned earlier, many of us will be leaving the staff with
this hearing, and there will be a much smaller mop up staff, if you will,
afterwards and the provision of the special counsel to Commissioner
Borbridge will have to take care of that.

I believe the staff will be pble to help on that.
Congressman YouNo. All right.
Commissioner Baru:. Does this mean that we are not going to be

able to vote on these recommendations?
Mr. ALEXANDETZ. That was the question that I was going to ask.
As I understood our discussien yesterday in the briefing, the issue

was recommendations beyond those currently being made. such as
those effecting trust status. such as those affeetin .e. the special delivery
problems in Alaska of social services, health and education, and cost
di fferent i al.

Congressman Young raises the issue of D-9, lands which we did not
address. I am not entirely clear as to whether Commissioner Borbridge
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feels it appropriate to vote on the specific recommendations made on
the claims settlement at this time or not.

Commissioner BRUCE. Commissioner Borbridge, and Congressman
Young, the question I ask is : Should we vote on any of the recommen-
dations or should we delay it ?

Congressman YOUNG. Mr. Commissioner, this is what we are dis-
cussing right now. Just bear with us for a moment.

Commissioner BRUCE. Is there anything else that should be brought
pp regarding the Alaska situation?

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Commissioner, I still want to, for the
record, emphasize my concern about the stock and the land. I think
t hat this issue should be addressed forthrightly. We have had enough
(xperieiwe with these experiments that we should be. able to predict
the outcome.

Mr. A LIAANDER. We address the concern, however, we did not recom-
mend specific things in this area. In om field visits to Alaska, and in
our consultations with many of the people from Alaska. there has
been, if you will, R preoccupation with all the issues surrounding im-
plementation of the Claims Settlement Act. The easement question
and the 71 provision and so on. and it is only recently that peopleare
beginning to discuss the various longterm alternatives and solutions
to the problem.

We were not able to identify either on a regional basis, or an Alaska
basis, clear-cut solutions that Alaskan people were telling us. So that
is why we went to the alternative of a full-funded, look-see at the
situation with 10 years yet to run in the act. It would involve substan-
tial Native participation.

If there had been a consensus, not even a consensos but a well de-
bated system of alternatives, that had occurred in Alaska to this point,
WI' would have been in a better position. We, individually, have our
own perspectives upon an appropriate solution, but we were certainly
not willing to impose our personal solution when the Native people
of Alaska have not fully debated the issue yet.

There is a substaMial preoccupation with day-to-day problems of
fighting the Secretary of the Interior, and the gentlemen in the
Bureau of Land Management. and I use that word slanderously. .

Congressman YOUNG. I think we have agreed on the extension, and
that the rest of it we Num get into later. I don't want to prejudice their
position, hut we have had correspondents and they are worried about
t he 20-year solution on those lands and thev are not available.

We must make sure that they will not he taxed out of existence.
Chairman ARM-REM. What will be the procedure for reworking

this chapter ? We will report back when?
Commissioner Botimunor. Mr. Chairman, with the assistance. of our

ettorney Mr. Richmond Allen, I would propose to work with Mr.
Young and his staff. and also some of our Commission staff, for pur-
poses of clarification, refinement, and expansion, where appropriate.

'Under those circumstances it might be appropriate then to introduce
a motion to approve the sections subject to the proviso that they will
be submitted and available for circulation, a draft of which we would
work out jointly. This draft would be made available to Commissioners
and to the staff.
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I think this would be an appropriate motion.
Chairman ABOUREZH. May I ask a question? Is there another meeting

set up for approval of any other chapters?
Mr. ALEXANDER. March 4.
Chairman ABOTTREZIL May I just saggest we not approve anything

until it comes back?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. OK.
Chairman ABOUREEK. WC will put that on the agenda for the March

4 meeting. Can you do it by then ?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Surely, that will be fine, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREM And not take the action now, if that is all

right.
Can I just make one suggestion? On page 18, under the recommen-

dations that the form of that be changed. not the substance. What you
g say in the main body of paragraph 1 is repeated, it seems to me, in

subparagraph A. I think subparagraph A is redundant.
Subparagraph B is as well.
11r. ALMA:UW/1. What we are addre3sing in A. maybe, should be in

the text. But I think it is an important point that the executive branch
occasionally hides behind the excuse that it doesn't have resources, and
then doesn't take a second step of coming to Congress and saying, we
bave X job to do and we only have resources for 40 percent and it
should be really laid out that that is not an acceptable procedure.

Chairman ABOURE7.N. I think it should be laid out in the text, but
there doesn't seem to be anyplace right here in the recommendation at
all. But I think to expose the practice is fine.

Subparagraph B is redundant to the main text of paragraph 1.
Yffil are just. saying it another waythat Congress ought to do it.

So, without objection. I will make an amemlinent t o delete A and B
aml put it in the text, if you want to. Is there objection to that dele-
tion ? If not, A and B will be deleted.

A;1 right, is that it. on Alaska? Where is Jake? All right, we can go
to Oklahoma now. Incidentally, let me announce that we will bleak
for lunch at 12 :30 and come back at 2 o'clock.

The reason for that is that the only way we can get. this room is to
provide that period of time open for soniebody else at a meeting set
up here, anti we can't come back before 2 o'clock.

Commissimier Boanmixii.:. So we should move all of our material ?
Chairman ATIOI.RUK. I don't know where they are going to meet at.

It is not a regular meeting, I think it is some kind of a const ituent
meet ing.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Maybe we can store the book r. in the backroom.
( *hal rnmn A inn-nnz K. We ought. to keep one a ieniber or t wo menthers

cif t he stall here during the lunch hour and make whatever moves that
are necessary after Senator liumpers has arrived with his people. We
nuiy be able to leave everything here and take it off of those tables.
I a ni not sure yet.

A 11 right. Malt page is Oklalanna on ?
Mr. 11 .m.. iftfA is Where I would like to begin. We need to do some

housekeeping be forp We actually get into the discussion. Starting
with page 2.0A we will strike that page.

The reason that that page is being stricken is because the findings
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have been added to and the recommendations have been changed alto-
gether as of yesterday.

Chairman Asouanzit.. Do von have the changes ?
Mr. Irma,. Yes; they are' being handed out right now. The changes

begin at page 81 of this chapter. Pages 81. 82. 83. nod 83A. But. those
three pages in your current- chapter should be deleted, and the pages
that you are being handed now should be put in their place.

Chairman AIMITEZK, Voll are delet ing in the hook pages 811 82. 83.
and 84; is that right ?

Mr. HALL. No; we are deleting in the book pages 81, 82, and S.
Chairman 4.-110111F.7.K. And replacing them with
Mr. HALL With 81, 82. and 83A which you have just been handed.
Chairman ABOUREZIC All right.
Mr. I km,. A brief overview of Oklahoma, to describe why it is

twine. treated separately, would help to introduce sonic of the problents.
Okaoma was originally contemplated to be exclusively Indian terri-
tory. The aborie.inal trays who were in Oklahoma and a number of
trihes from all '-dire:tions of the United Stales were removed to that
territory so that it would be exclusively theirs.

Oklahoma wan originally not intended to be a State. Later on it did
become a State, due mostly to the pressures Gf non-Indians moving
into the State, and some views by the U.S. Government that they
needed some controls in there because of the kinds of people, largely,
who were going into Oklahoma.

The'y were not largely viewed as being the kind of folks that were
most desirable. Oklahoma did become a State in 1906, and there were
a number of acts which led up to that.

The acts which led up to Oklahoma becoming a State are numerous
and they are 'confusing because they also were acts which affected the
tribes which held the title to that State except for the northwest corner
of a very small strip up there.

The confusion which exists now traces back to most of those acts.
They also trace by territory. The eastern half of Oklahoma, by the
trib;s tl. At are there now and who were all removed there, was largely
occupied by the five civilized tribes.

The Congress, in the late 1800's, decided to and moved to abolish
those tribes as governments. They never aceomplished that intent com-
pletely, and those tribes haye been left largely in limbo since 19m.

The northeastern corner of Oklahoma has a number of small tribes
situated there which have varying status. Some of them have been
terminated and some of them still have tribal status. Some of them
have lands and some of them do not..

The tribes in western Oklahoma were treated still differently from
those in the east and northeast. Their status is still that of being t vibes
and there is no question about that.

I might add also that there is no question that the Five Civilized
Tribes are still tribes. They did not accomplish their intent.

So, the jurisdictional picture in Oklahoma is very varied. I might
also add that the Osage, because of the situations that. they had, have
still a different status from the rest of the tribes in Oklahoma. That
tribe is still considered on the land to be a reservation, which is con-
fusing because there is no good reason to include the rest of the tribes
on the also "reservations."
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The result is a very confusing picture that flows from the laws
jpassed to extend and to exercise urisdiction within the Oklahoma

Territory.
We have virtually in Oklahoma every powihle kind of situation

that you will find in the rest of the United States with the exception
of Alaska. Such that it is difficult to sort, out exactly what the situa-
tion of the State, Federal Government, and the tribes are today.

It is virtually impossible to have any one scheme of laws that is going
to meet the needs of all the people concerned.

At tile same time the Indian people of Oklahoma face the very same
kinds of problems and frustrations and needs as Indian people in the
rest of the United States. There is no difference between them and
other Indians in those dimensions.

Likewise, they have been neglected to a large degree and in Some
cases more so than other Indians in the country.

For that reason we have made recommendations, beginning on page
S2. which start out by sayingand this addresses one of the concerns
uppermost in the minds of the people in Oklahoma, the Indian people
tIterethat they have been treated differently.

There is no good reason that they know of, or that this staff can
discern for them, having been treated' differently. Therefore, our
first recommendation contemplates that those findings and recom-
mendations of this Commission, which are applicable generally to the
Indians in the United States, shall also be applicable to the tribes of
Oklahoma without distinction.

That, in and of itself, of course, will not solve the special circum-
stances that they face. 'We, therefore, have gone on to recommend r.
two-step process for restoring those tribesat least restoring the
potential for those tribes to regain the status they once enjoyed
which contemplates the continued existence of the State of Oklahoma.

We are not going to terminate Oklahoma. Contrary to some of the
suggestions that we have received from the trib,..s. Therefore, recom-
mendation No. 2. page 82, is that: Congress provide by legislation
for the repeal of those laws which are inconsistent with those tribes
enjoying the status identical to tribes across the United States in
Public Law 83-280.

That does not. in and of itself, do anything other than remove the
barriers of t he jurisdictional propositions to those t ribes. That recom-
mendation would also provide that those jurisdictional powers pres-
ently exercised by the State of Oklahoma would continue on a con-
current basis. so that there would be no question as to whether or not
a hiatus would be created for the purposes of doing particularly law
and order services to the Indian people of Oklahoma.

The second part of that. process is very similar to the process that
we reconnnend for tribes who find themselves in the Public Law 280
States. It is. in effect, a retrocession kind of process. 'What it provides
in principle is that the tribes on an individiml basis, or an hitertribal
basis, because some of the tribes have been put into that situation,
particularly in western Oklahoma, they may petition the. Secretary
of the Interior for the assumption or reassumption. if vim will, of
jurisdiction which they enjoyed prior to the establishment of the
St ate.
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Again, not inconsistent with the existence of a State. The procedure
that is laid out in pages 82,83, and 83A is nearly identical to that of
the recommendations and the retrocession of Public Law 93-638. It
provides for the provision of a plan which would be submitted to the
Secretary, and then the Secretary will in turn implement the plan
consistent with the law.

Commissioner WnrrscRow. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commit
on this particular recommendation. In our orientation yesterday we
had quite a discussion in regard to this. I find that the recommend at ion.
at that particular time, did pretty well delineate the Oklahoma Indians
from the rest of the Indians in ::he Nation, and maintained this sep-
arate status as far as the nonreservation status is concerned.

The recommendations that we have here, I think, are most appro-
priate to our particular situation because we do have sonic tribes in
the State of Oklahoma, due to their size, who would not be able to
assign full jurisdiction operations over their treaty boundary area.

Also we have some tribes that desire to work toward assumption
of these full jurisdictional powers.

We also wanted to be absolutely certain that the tribes of Oklahoma
are governing tribes. If we are fully intending to work toward self-
sufficiency of the tribes, then we must provide that avenue for the
Oklahoma tribal government to assume its rightful place along the
same, or with the same, status as other tribal governing bodies who-
ever the may be.

I believe these recommendations allow this to take place. As it is
written here: We have had comments from nmnv tribal leaders in
the State of Oklahoma that have indicated that they would be most.
happy with concurrent jurisdiction with the State government., and
I believe these recommendations do that.

Is that not correct, Don ?
Mr. WHARTON. Yes; they do. They also provide for a process by

which, under a tribal plan approved by the Secretary in consulta-
tion with the State, a tribe could assume exclusive jurisdiction.

Commissionei WHITEcnow. This is in line with those comments
that we have received from the various tribes indicatMg their desires
to assume those jurisdictional powers. It does not impose that require-
ment upon those tribes who would not be capable of assuming those
responsi bi 1 it ies at the present time.

This process does allow a phase-in or a step-by-step process of
tribes assuming those responsibilities. We have got a strange situation
in the State of Oklahoma in the fact that. the past TO years the
assimilation pi vess within the State ha3 certainly been worldng its
direction in fulfilling its total goal insofar as removing tribal Indians
from tribal status.

We have a great number of people in the State of Oklahoma who
are of Indian descendancv and are members or citizens of their tribes,
and who have not really 'llad much dealings with their tribal govern-
ment other than to receive those Federal services with which they are
currently eligible.

This will, in effect., bring a reestablishment or a vjuvination of
those individuals back to the tribe, and I believe it allows that type of
process to evolve. So I would recommend, and I heartily concur
with, this ent ire report for the State of Oklahoma.

31
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Chairman ABOUREZE. Comments or questions ?
May I make one suggestion insofar as style is concerned. Recom-

mendation No. 1, rather than say : "should be the consensus of the
American Indian Policy Review Oommission," wouldn't it be better to
say that "the American Indian Policy Review Commission finds that."
Does anyone argue with that particular language? I just think it
cleans it out better.

Is that all right, Don ?
Mr. WHARTON. Perfectly, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner WurrEcnow. Say it again.
Chairman ABOUREZA. That sentence, recommendat ion No. 1, should

be that : "The American Indian Policy Review Commission finds that
the finding's and recommendations applicable to Indians generally"
and so forth. It is just more a matter of style than substance.

Without objection that amendment will be adopted.
Is there a motion.
Commissioner Dmit. Mr. Chairman, I so move.
Comniissioner BORBRIDGE. I second.
Chairman ABOUREM. Those in favor raise their hand.
The vote is 7 to 0 In favor of adopting. The amendment is adopted.
Next section.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The next section concerns the California Indians.

This sect: . does not make any particular
Chairman ABOUREZT{. What page are you on ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Page 84. I would like to briefly explain why this

chapter is here, and where the recommendations are really found.
California encompasses a number of, probably, mostly the prob-

lems that exist in Indian country generally, and several unique ones.
Public Law 83-280, the problems of funding smaller tribes.

Three-quarters of the States Indian population is found in urban
areas and so on. This chapter is necessary information because most of
the recommendations that are made in the report have pertinence to
California.

The special one that we point, out here is that the Bureau of Indian
A tiairs allocates resources to California based on the 6,000 reservation
count when, in fact, the service population on a year in the Indian
reservation in California is approximately 40,000 persons.

Based on the recommendations that were made in the Federal admin-
istration and budget section that allocation process would be straight-
ened out and Public Law 83-280 is addressed in the private government
chapter, and so on.

But we did want to pool together for informational purposes some
A of the unique problems in Cali fornia. The recommendations would

simply be referrals to other sect ions of the report.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right, is there a motion to adopt this

sect ion ?
Cohan issioner BRUCE. I SO move.
Chairman ABOVIREZIC Is there a second ?
Commissioner DIAL. Second.
Chairman ABOURUK. All t hose in favor of adopting will raise their

right hand.
All right, six in favor and none against.
II( next sect ion, dui pter 1 1 , non recogn ized t ribes.

32
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Mr. ALEXANDER. With us on this section is Dexter Brooks, an attor-
ney from North Carolina, aul our other staff person is Chuck Downs,
who is on our staff. Dexter, do you want to make a comment?

Mr. Bnooics. My name is Dexter Brooks. I am an attorney practic-
ing in the town ot Pi mbrook, which is predominantly Lumbee Indian.
I was asked to appear by Prof. Adolph Dial, who is a memberof your
Commission.

Our primary concern, or my primary concern, with the work of the
Commission is in the area of what might be termed the nonfederally
recognized. I; is our hope that your recommendationE, and the rec-
ommendations by Congress, will make that term obsolete. That after
the enactment of the recommendations there will only be one kind of
Indian in the count.7 and that would be federally recognized.

There is a little illwtration to my point. I would like to relate to
you an incident which happened to me some 5 years ago. In the sum-
mer of 1971 I was in Senator Abourezk's home State, on Pine Ridge
Reservation, and I was involved in an automobile accident when an-
other car came across the center line. I suffered extensive injuries and
I was taken to the Pine Ridge Hospital.

A nurse on duty asked me if I was Indian and she was white, and in
a semiconscious state I talked to myself and I said, "Well, I attended
an all-Indian school until I went away to college. I was a member of
a group that developed the first Indian college in the country." So,
quite naturally, I said I was Indian.

Due to the extensive nature of my injury, especially to the facial
bone structure, I was flown to Omaha, Nebr., and coming in on a plane
from Pine Ridge I was immediately ushered into the facilities.

About 3 days later a very nervous hospital administrator came to
see me and asked if I had Blue Cross. Then I finally began to realize
what the nurse ha(' really meant when she asked me was T Indian.

I think mcre precisely she meant to ask me was I an Indian who was
on the nonpublic health care benefits. And at that time, of course, I
would have had to have answered no.

This, to me, is the primary consideration of a lot of eastern Indians
because a lot of people, (.specially like the nurse, tend to confuse the
terms. I think we have to come down with a definition and agree upon,
once and for all, what is an Indian.

I believe that in working with the Commission staff here on these
recommendations, which we wholeheartedly support, that this prob..
lem once and for all will be resolved.

A lot of eastern Indian groups, unlike the LumLees, do not have a
specific act. Congress recognized them to be a group of Indians and
with that I will open myself to questions.

Chairman AROUREZIK. Any questions?
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Brooks, the Indians in your definition,

what are they?
Mr. BROOKS. In line with the Commission's proposed chapter 11.

An Indian would be a person who is a member of a group, meaning
for definitional factors the ones outlined, that weuld be a legal
definition.

Of course, we could talk about culturally and racially what consti-
tutes an Indian, but here we are speaking of a legal definit ion.
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Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Alexander, what do you view as a tribe?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We have defined in the cAteria what a tribe is.

What we are talking about in terms of a tribe is a political entity that
has a political relationship with the Federal Government. I think it
is important, in the context of this chapter, to have some substantial
explanation as to how some Indian tribes became forgotten or
unrecognized.

There seems to be a feeling on some people's part that that occurred
because of certain legal factors, or other factors. I think the review
of the history of what happened, clearly laying that to rest, that it
wasn't a distinction based on law but a distinction based on historical
accidents and, in some cases, on the abuse of administrative discretion
by Federal officials.

To answer your question specifically, on page 1 of this chapter, the
last varagraph going on to page 2, gives our definitions, for purposes
of this chapter, what the term "tribe" means.

The term "tribe" as it is used in this chapter will apply to all Indian
peoples, including Indian communities, bands, clans, societies, alli-
ances, and groups that meet any one of the criteria listed at the end of
the chapter.

I would like -For record purposes to have Chuck Downssome of
you may not know, but Chuck has been doing a significant amount of
historical research over the past several years on eastern Indians, par-
ticularly ;:he Tunica Indians in Louisiana, to explain some of the
circumstances that resulted in some Indian people being forgotten.

Commissioner DIAL. Before you move on, one other question. How
varied could this political relationship be that you speak of? You
speak of a political relationshipI can see a political relationship
existing in various ways.

How do you see a political relationship with the U.S. Government?
Mr. ALEX A N DER. The recommendations are really a three-faced set

of reeommendations. The last phase answers that question. I guess I
shouhl lay out the three phases.

First is a declaration of policy by Congress in favor of recognizing
all Indian peoples. The second is an administrative proeednre based
nil those criteria to it» pl ement that congressional declaration. The
third is a negotiation form bet ween the 'went of the trust and the
individual -Indian group to negotiate out t he speci(;c components of
that political relationship.

T think the circumstances of the different groups. and we have iden-
t ified probably 130 to.mups with a populat ion of approximate". 100,000
persons, very considerably.

ne have. communal lailds bases. some do not, Some aro very small,
sonle are as large as the Lumbee. Well, there is only one gnmp as large
as the Lumbee group in r, concentrated population area, and I think
there !Lhould it flexiNlity.

It fdlould be a decision made by the local Indian tribe community as
to what components of the relationship they wish to establish.

Chuck.
Ur. Dow Ns. Perhaps we "an approach this chapter front a evnoral

,tau,lpoint and just discuss for a moment. the directions this C:hapter
going and where it comes from.

35-565-7S-3
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The Commission has found, in almost every case, the question of
whether or not a trilw is recognized depends On certain historical acts
or accidents. There IS DO reason why approximately 120 Indian tribes
across this eountry have not had a formal relationship with the U.S.
Governnient.

In many mses it is because they were in isolated areas, or because
they purposely hid in isolated areas, or because administrative offi-
cials paid no attention to the tribes, and a number of other things
which are outlined in the central .sse( 'ion of t his chapter.

So the. Commission had to devilop some_ kind of solution to solve. the
problem of the accidental nature of this issue. A second aspect of the
Issue is that. historical accidents have been compounded by adminis-
trative indecision and by a lack of any firm basis for the administnt-
tire decisions on this issue.

Mr. A IYAA NDER. One thing that is not. generally known. a in I shollid
be pointed out, is that we oftentimes talk about treaties as a basis. We
will amend this chapter to Mehl& a detailed chart, tribe by tribe.
State by State, by population count, land base, and treaty status.

Them are approximately 25 colonial treaties
Mr. Dowxs. We tabulate 29 ('oliifliu tilt ies, under these 129, who know

that they have U.S. treaty rights. There are 37 communities that have
formal treaty relationships with governmental powers predating the
United States with France or Spain.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The United States, in most circumstances, adopted
in the treatks with France for the Louisiana Purchase, and so forth.
So to simply say. as many people understand, it is an absence of treaty
rights which excludes these people, is just not factually accurate.

Chairman A ROUREZK. How many tribes are nonrecognized tribes
exist ing in the United States today?

Mr. ALEXAN'NER. Our count is approximately 129.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. And how many people?
Mr. AI.EXANDER. In excess of 100.000. but we would not think that

figure would go mulch beyond 150,000 to 175,000. The census counts
are terrible in this area.

Chairman AnornEzic. Any other questions?
Any other comments?
Commissioner TiRtTE. On that treaty thing, Paul. are von saying

that a tribe can be recognized without being a treaty trib.e?
r. ALExAsplai. I certainly am saying that they can be recognized.

All I wanted to do was have the public record lay to rest the notion
that the ea..fern Indians did not /91 ve treaties.

A substantial number of thent do. T think there is one further ele-
ment in the procedure, to the point of talking. alnait, that should be
pointed out, when that package, that Dr. Dial and I spoke about---the
trust relationship with each individual Indian coninninitywould be
submitted to Congress with a specific request for whatever additional
appropriations are necessary to fulfill those responsibilities.

It would n ea,:e-bv-ense sit mit lull. sittmly boc:111:41, the
unique and different. The populations are different and the land uses
are di fferent.

Commissioner MAL. Mr. Chnirman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes sir
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Commissioner Dm. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend Mr.
Alexander and Mr. Downs and all others who participated in the work
on chapter 11on nonfederally recognized tribes.

jI think they did an excellent ob, and I hope that the Congress in
later months will be able to study and think as well as these people did.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Are there any other comments or questions on this section V
'If not I will entertain a motion to adopt this section.
Commissioner Dm. Mr. Chairman, I move that we adopt section 11.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is there a second ?
Commissioner WurrEcnow. I second it.
Chairman ABC/VD:Mc. All those in favor raise their right hand.
The vote is 7 to nothing in favor of adopting. The section is

adopted.
Chapter 10--terminated Indians.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Charles Wilkinson and I will present that chapter.

I might point out, because it is not entirely clear in the chapter that
the recommendation for an administrative pmcedure was drafted
by Charles Wilkinson for task force No. 10, and I would like Charles
to explain what that procedure is and any ground that he thinks is
necessary.

Mr. ItuaussoN. This Commission well knows that the furthest
extension in Federal Indian assimilation of policies occurred in the
1950's. where the Government. in effect, went all the way with assimila-
tion and terminated several tribes, including some large tribes with
verv subst;.ntial assets.

The findings of task force No. 10, and the findings of Congress
during the passage of the Menominee Restoration Act, is that ter-
mination Ilas been a failure, and that is the aim of chapter 10. to
recognize that failure.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Charles, may I interrupt.
I think there is a fundamental thing that has to be addressed in that

failure.
Many people will say that termination was a failure, factually and

they say it was a failitre because Indian peoples oftentimes became
financial wards of the State and municipal governments.

But termination is a failure beyond that. The factual matter is it
ini,trht be almost less important than coneept nal failure.

Termination, as a philosophy, is flawed because it denies the polit-
ical existence and the permanent obligations of the United States.

Although die factual and personal experiences of people who
have suffered through termination are appropriate conFiderations.
would not want to lose sight of the fact that it was a conceptual failure.
regardlms of what Auld have happenNl.

Mr. IV !MUNSON. I think that is an important point. I know several
people on this Commission were present. Congressman Young will
remember in September of 1973 in the IIouse wlwn the Menomince hill
was passed, and that Congressman and many others spoke out against
ternnnat ion in general. because it. was wrong.

And on September 23. in this very room. Senator A liourezk
near' Tlas on tlw Menoniinee bill by stating that. termination itself is
a failure; that it was wrong: and that Indians have not participated in
that process.

36
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He was followed by Senator Jackson, Senator Kennedy, both Sen-
ators from Wisconsin, and several others. I think my colleague is cor-
rect that the record shows that termination is a failure. Not- lwause
the tribes were not equipped to handle it, but because it was wrong.

Chairman AROITE7.K. May I make one suggestion? On page 2, where
it. sn S. "Congress should officially state that- termination is no longer
the policy of the United States" by reviewing in the House and hav-
ing a concurrent resolution in some wayI believe under the rules
of the Congress, both the Senate and the Houseyou can't repeal a
col ICU rrent resohit ion.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The word should be"replidiate."
Chairman AROURE7.K. I think that is correct.
I tl link it might be better to say that Congress should repudiate the

polivy of termination by appropriate resolution.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think the Senator raised a very important point.
Cmicurrent resolutions, of course. do not bind Congress bevmd that

particular Congress; but American Indians are not aware ( f that, as
far as ouse Concurrent Resolution 108 is concerned.

My own impression is that it was an oversight of those of us who
wen' involved in the Menominee process, not to have a statement at
that time: repudiating House Conenrrent Resolution 108. I think it
probably should have been in that bill. I think that this proposal that
is hi the staff report is terribly important to American Indians.

Chairman ABOLTREZK. Which proposal?
Mt% Wu WINSON. Th e. proposal you were speaking ofto repudiate

House Concurrent Resolution 108.
Chairman ABOUREM Chuck? what is wrong with the Restoration

Act that you are talking about in this second recommendation?
Having in its preamble a repudiation?
Mr. WILKINSON. That is alrefuly in there, Senator.
I drafted that act at the request of the Commission, and the first

section is a statement of policy, as you suggest, repudiating House
Concurrent Resolution 108.

Chairman ABOURE7.K. Will that do it for you, then ?
Mr. WILKINSON. Yes.
Chairman Anon-mil. OK. I think we just ought to delete that first

section and put in : "Congress should pass the Restoration Act. both
repudiating termination and authorizing procedures whereby," et
eetpra.

Mr. ALEXANDER. T would like to actually separate them because they
are two legislative processes.

Chairman AROMIE2K. All right.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The recommendation is spelled out more siwcifi-

cally on pure 13. using the word "repudiate."
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. Then you will change this

recommendation.
Ts there objection to that ldnd of an amendment if not, then the

amendment is adopted. Are there any other questions or conunents Ofl
t his section I?

Mr. WILKINSON. These recommendations are at page 13 of chapter

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to comment on
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Ole excellent presentations of the issues and the essence of the
termination.

It was excellent.
Chairman AROTIREZ1L OK.
Is there a motion, Ada
Commissioner DEER. I move for its adoption.
Chairman ANOUREZIL Is there a second V
Commissioner WarrEcRow. I second.
Chairman Anomm. There is a second.
All those in favor will raise their right hand. The vote is seven to

nothing in favor of adopting this section. The section is adopted.
Chapter 9, Off-Reservation Indians. I want to take notice that this

is a very efficient commission. We have gone into the second day. After
dallying for 2 years.

Commissioner DIAL. It is about time.
Chairman AeouitEnc. We finally got on track.
What page are the full recommendations on, on this section?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Page 31.
COIMIliSSioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ment ion

before we start on this chapter, that we had a lengthy discussion
yesterday in our briefing section on a lot of tne issues and
recommendations.

I think we ought to discuss this now, but here again, if we can
come up with some further changes, and recommendations, shouldn't
that go over to March 4?

Chairman Amon:cull. Are you still working on additional recom-
mendations?

Commissioner %int Yes.
Chairman ABOUREER. If you want to do this, we will save this

section to March 4, too.
I think we can do it.
Commissioner WIIITECROW. Mr. Chairman, there is a portion of

this I would like to throw out. for discussion now and perhaps staff
.could take into account some of these concerns.

In the off-reservation atmosphere around the Nation the thing that
concerns me, and I expressed my concerns yesterday in our orientation,
is the fact that w., have a situation here that I believe, if I were a
Congressman of the United State,s. or a Senator of the United States,
I would be concerned with the actual delivery and the cost of the
delivery of these services to Indians, wherever they may be.

I believe that in our last meeting that I notified the Commission
that I would -draft a process which I felt would be appropriate for
the delivery of health services and educational benefits, plus credit
and finance opportunities for Indians, when they were away from
their home area, or their reservation area.

When you take a look at this entire budgetary process of pmvid-
ing moneys to "fill obligations by the Federal' Government to the
beneficiary trust of the Indians," I would like to read into the record
here a process which I feel could be considered.

The fulfillment and delivery of treaty and other legal obligations
to the individual Indians has been a matter of concern to me for many
years.
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t iml constitution or other method of determination and recognition
an Indian
Commissioner BRUCE. But are you, Jake, eliminating a lot of Indian

people in the community?
(*ommissioner Wnrmcnow. No; I don't think so. This would require

those imlividual Indians, then, to establish their relationships with
tlwir tribes. As-you know, we have an awful lot of tribal people today
who sa v that Mice the Indian leaves the reservation he is no longer
an Indian.

This does not cut him off RS an Indian just because he leaves. Tie
does not cut himself off. However, we do have some tribal constitutions
that say if you are not born on that specific reservution you are no
longer a member of the tribe. Well, this is that individual tribes'
prerogative. If an individual Indian is an Indian, he should be a mem-
ber of a trib, , otherwise. how can he become an Indian?

That doesn't answer your question
Commissioner Barcr. No; because what I think we are saying here

is what percentage of the. 400.000 or 5n0,000 we are talking abont of
urban Indians who maybe can't qualifymaybe we are accepting
Commissioner Dial's definition.

Commissioner Drm,. No. Mr. Bruce it seems to me that any Indian
in Chicago or any other city would be able to ident ify with some tribe.
If he says he is an Indian he. is going to be able to identify with his
people somewhere, and if he can't then he is sonwone lost, and, then
he has to find hhnsel f in a different world, other than the Indian world.

Wouhl you go along with that ?
Commissioner liRreF:. Where is the other world ?
Commissioner Dm. Pardon ?
Commissioner BRUCE. Where does he find services?
Commissioner DIAL. I don't believe the people exist that you aro

speaking about.
Mr. Stevens, all Indians of urlmn communities; can't they relate

to some Indian community soinewhere?
Mr. STEVENS. Almost without exception.
Cominissioner Dm o t hat is not really a problem, is it?
Mr. STEVENS. Not really. I would like to explain. sir.
Let's talk about people who are from the nonfNlerally recognizei

tribes. If whet Commissioner Dial has proposed was done, and if the
rest of the. recommendations and the report were adoptedand hope-
fully. the: will be some followthroughthere will be a designator
of some. type providing that Indians would be set apart, like in an
urban community. What happens in that urban community is that. the
Indian people do not form in most cases, neighborhoods or get-
togethers, or whatever you want to call them, for a lot of different
reasons.

Other minorities are able to (Yet things like neighborhood facilities
and other kinds of progrims, because they live in a certain area..

So, the Indians in urban areas suffer from reverse discrimination
and tlwy have to be protected from that. I think this can be done ad-
ministratively, as a matter of policy. There are chances to build urban
centers from the neighborhood facility program. The. thing that was
raised. was discrimination in Los Angeles, and all the Indians had to
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Commissioner BirecE. I have no real problein wit h t hat, except t hat
I think there are some who were left out. You see there were very few
in the urban community. Employment assistance in the MA was
charged with the responsibility to do exactly what you are talking
about.

Where did they slip up as far as the urban centers are concerned ?
There is a budget for that too, Jake. but thet is very little contact be-
tween the BI A office, the Employment A. -Lance Office and the In-
dian centers; isn't that true?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes. That has improved somewhat, at least it had
around 1970 in Los Angeles and other parts of the country. I think
that the heads of the employment assistance offices saw that they were
running some things in parallel with the underfunded Indian control
organization or organizations.

I think they saw that. We had a very difficult t ime with the pc,issilile
exception of people like Al Trimble and other people who wero a litt le
more expensive, and this is where they ate very rest rietive. They ae
even restrict ive within the context of whether you are a member of a
federally recognized tribe.

This is leading to a point that I was going to bring up. You get into
a ridiculous situation, and we brought this up before. I don t think
the American public or Congress fully roalizes that being turned down
in Los Angeles for employment assistance or training because you
were an off-reservation Indian; jumping on a train or tr boxcar, going
home on that train, and hitchhiking. gett ing back toin this case. I
suppose Oneida, Wisidentifying for employment assistance and re-
ceiving it and then I,eing relocated to Los Angeles.

This is standard practice and has been for some time. It is kind
of consistent with what Jake is saying. What needs to he done in those
types of situat ions where people can't get the services and services wit h-
in the community that they live: An Indian person, wherever he is,
should be allowed to get in line with the rest of his own tribal members
and apply for that.

Furthermore, the Indian centers shouhl be permitted to administer
these programs. The hardly ever turn anybody down. unless they
don't have the money thenisel yes, and they usually do a lot better job
of both referral and orientation.

Yon will remember. CommiKsiotwr, that in 1972 a business I . la, of
organization in Los Angeles was setting up business. and tlw finrean
had approximately $78,000 to $98.0M tied into two industrial build-
ings; and things eliat twither the chamber of commerce. the mayor or
the other Indians knew about.

Commissioner WitrrEellow. Madam Cliairman, be fore I forgig niv
point, the point that I want to bring up here is--and T fully under-
stand that this process that you just explained has been required in the
pastthis would not necessarily transpire in this process by providing
that. that specific urban center be funded, be operated. and be cont racted
lo their particular tribe.

The individual urban Indian in that locat ion who goes to that facility
and completes his necessary application. that facility then would con-
tact his tribe and receive the authority to go into this ritual work, to
provide those specific services.
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It would not be provided by his catching his freight train all the
way back to Oneida, or wherever, and become eligible and then be re-
located. He would already be there. He would not have to return. The
only thing this does is provide the individual an opportunity to estab-
lish nis relationships with his tribe.

Commissioner Dart. I think we have run out of time. We are 5
minutes into overtime, so we will recess the Commission meeting until
2 o'clock.

[Whereupon the meeting was recessed at 12 :35 p.m., to reconven at
2 p.m.]

t
0)



AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman ABOUREZH. The Commission will come to order.
I have two announcenients to make. Are all the Commission members

here? The meeting tomorrow, and if there is a Saturday meeting, will
be held in room 457 of the Russell Senate Office Building, in the-Small
Business Committee hearing room.

The other annourwement is that we will today complete chapter 8,
and then go on over until tomorrow for the remining chapters. The
staff tells me they believe we can complete everything tomorrow. I
appreciate the restraint on the part of the Commission members and
the staff so far as getting the sessions completed. We should have had
time limits all year long.

Where are you at now, Paul I
Mr. ALEXANDER. Chapter 8.
There are four sections to chapter 8. The first section is a general dis-

cussion of problems in the welfare systems. We do not make specific
recommendations in this chapter, and I would like to explain that.

Chairman ABOUREZX. You make no recommendations in the chapter ?
Mr. ALEXANDER. In this section on the delivery of public welfare

systems: This is an area that was overlooked in all of the task forces
and some of our staff people did sonic basic research; and what we did,
is identify problem areas on page 8.

The recommendation actual] v is that Congress should authorize
substantive research in the problem areas that need to be addressed.

We did not have sufficient time to deal with this very coniplex issue
and come up with specific information ; so what we did is we identified
a series of problem areas that goes for two pages.

The system is not uniform. There is disparity in the operations.
There are substantial questions as to when the different systems oper-
ate ; and what we are asking for here is further research in these
prololem areas.

Chairman ABOUREZIL All right.
So is there a motion then to adopt this section even though it does

not contain recommendat ions ?
Commissioner DIAL. I make such a motion.
Chairman ABOUREZX. A second ?
Commissioner WnrrEcnow. I second.
Chairman AnouitEzx. All those in favor will raise their right hand.

The sea ion is adopted by a vote of 6 to 0.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The second section is child placement ; we dealt

with that at our last meeting and it was adopted by a vote of 7 to 0
as I remember it.

Chairman ABOMIEZK. OK, what page are the recommendations
on health ?

Mr. ALEXANDER. They are on page 69starts Findings and Recom-
mendations.

(39)
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The first set of recommendations on page 60 referred to urban health
problems and the three recommendations contained there are to appro-
priate sufficient funds for the continuing function of the urban Indian
centers in the health area.

The urban Indian centers in this area basically provide some clini-
cal work and mostly intercede between other delivery services in the
individual Indian who is having troubles getting health services.

The second recommendation is to mandate that the Office of Civil
Rights and HEW effectively monitor discriminatory practices by
non-Indian delivery 'istems to eligible Indian persons.

Clmirman ABOUREZK. Pat, have you talked, in this sect ion, about the
experiments that are taking place on Rosebud and on Navajo on the
mobile health vans?

Dr. ZELL. No.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you think that should be included in there?

I think it ought to be. It is an experinwnt, a model that can be used in
nationwide rural health care, in fact, and I think very important.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There. is one other that could be added and that
is the experimental .program that was conducted in Alaska through
some satellite system which also had that.

Chairman AwunEzic. Is there any objection on the part of the Com-
mission members to including that. in a sort of discussion at least ?

Without objection then, I think the staff should include ^.t least one
or t Wo paragraphs on those programs.

Mr. ALEXANDER. OK.
There also is a recininendat ion for supplemental funding of Indian

Health Service for medical care for the. isolated Indians. I would like
to take these el tu :er by cluster.

( ai rman ABOURE7.K. Am there any questions on this part ?
Commissioner DEE% Mr. Clutimmn, as I recall, when we discussed

this before, one of the major areas that. was lat.king was the mention
of the Indian Comprehensive Health Care Act and its implication for
Indians.

fins that- been incorporated in this?
Mr. AIX:0MM/. That was back several meetings ago. Yes; there

is a whole sect ion in this chapter on the Indian Health Cara Improve-
nwnt Act of 1975; what its implient ions are and what some of the
potential limitations are, in that some of the recommendations that
are addreed are supplemental to what is provided in the Indian
I fen It h Care Improvement- Act.

Oniunissioner DE.i.at. Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. What I was suggesting a moment. agoas the

recommendations do go on for about. six or seven pages and they
are detailed in the areas of staffing off-reservation problems, and so
onI think it would be useful to adopt it. section by section. Vote on
it section by section rather than take it all at once.

We can't do this at the. moment. In the interim, we will go on and
explaii: the recomnwndat ions and the facilities.

Dr. ZELL. Essentially, in regards to the sx,etion on facilities, most
of thcse reconinwndations should be considered as a part of our last
Commission meeting am., the discussion on health issues. The Com-
mission staff has now analyzed the alternatives and the reconinwmht-
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oath some of their funds to assure that the traditional medicine people
are brought into the IHS services.

Chairman Awl:mut. I understand that this is your goal, but I am
trying to find out why. Why it should be funded when it does seem
to be, at least, a system that goes well beyond the purview of formal
medical training.

It's sort of like the Government is saying, "We are ping to establish
a Government-funded program to teach Indian religion."

It just seems to me that that is a thing that is handed down in the
families as well as traditional medicine men training. It is handed
down within the families and within the groups and so on. I don't per-
sonally see any reason, unless somebbely can show me different, why
that ought to be funded by the Indian Health Service and by Congress.

Dr. ZELL. I would suggest, Senator, that IHS is the first organiza-
tion to admit that they cannot meet the health needs of the Indian
people and they need all the help they can get.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But that is because of the shortage of money ;
that is because nobody will appropriate enough money for IHS; it is
not because IIIS couldn't possibly meet the health needs, that they are
incapable of it, it is just that they don't have the money to do it.

Dr. ZELL. Perhaps the difference in what that money can buy is the
difference between .a medical professionalan M.D. as we know it
and a traditional medicine man whose treatment might be more appro-
priate to many cases that Indian Health Service confronts.

Mr. ALEXANDER. This recommendation comes from task force No. CI.
I just went back to the task force on it, and the logic behind it is
several fold.

That to enter for training you would be able to document, if you
wiil, "ome of the practices and be able tt maintain the traditions. As
yen probal ly well know, the training for medicine people is a long-
term proceas spent informally over the years. We are now in a so-
ciety where people have to earn a living. It is difficult outside of
runded, supported context to train a medicine man or a medicine
woman. The other part, of that is that, would also provide a forum
where the non-Indian doctors, the medical professionals as we define
them in this soc;ety, would have .t forum for interacting with the
medicine men and women, which is conceived of by the task force re-
port; and we agree with them.

It is a very, very important step in the delivery of effective medical
services. On that, point the World Health Organization recently
adopted a policy of making the delivery of health services around the
world to be as culturally relevant to the indigenous society as possible,
to incorporate as many of the local uses as pos,siblc; anil would pro-
vide an interar.tien forum for the M.D. and other health professionals,
with the Indian health professionals; and also provide a forum to
continue training medicine men LLS has been done on an informal basis
for many years.

That is now difficult to do, continued cm an informal basis because of
,he long time it takes. and the constraints of having financial support
while going through that. That, is generally what th task force has
ident ified.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. You are talking about IHS not being able to
take care of the health needs of Indians. Isn't allocating money for
this kind of thing taking away money from the Indian Health Service

Mr. ALEXANDER. I guess there is a distinction between more delivery
and effective delivery. In the concept of utilizing Indian health pro-
fessionals, whether they be known as medicine men or medicine women,
that would make their delivery system much more functional.

It has relevarce M many areas, but the one that is often spoken of
is in the mental health area and in the treatment of alcoholism and
drug abuse.

I am familier, from a seriei of hearings in the Southwest, with the
substantial complaints that many Indian people have about the type
of professionalism of the M.D.-trained person in deliveries

Chairman ABOVREZK. That is not only the complaint of the Indians;
that is the complaint cf a lot of whites, too.

Mr. ALEXAND=. True, and the interjection in what would be a long-
term process of both systems could make for a much more elicient
and effective delivery system, so it is a difficult, lone.-run treatment.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Also, what we call the traditional medicine
man: Isn't he rome kind of a traditional holy man, too ? So we are
interlocking the terms.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would prefer to defer to someone else.
Dr. ZELL. That would depend on the Indian culture of the tribe you

are referring to, but I do think it is very important that, when we
talk with all this knowledge-that the hospitals and health care facili-
tie s. for all of us are pretty frightening places and there are many
Indian People who wouldn't seek out IHS services, were they not
endorsed or suggested by the traditional medicine man.

We feel that it just is a very necessary matching in that you are
going to bring together the Iniian culture and our highly sophisti-
cated health care professional services; that the two need to work in
close harmony with one another.

Chairman ABOVREER. What I am objecting to is the fact that that
is-11 am having a hard time articulating.

That kind of thing ought Lot be to funded by the Government. I itiFt
don't understand why and your explanations haven't satisfied me
personally.

Maybe the other members have something.
Dr. ZELL. T would sav to establish the MS to meet the health needs

of the Tndian people. and given that maybe we will never have ade-
quate funding to fulfill this goalthis legislative mandatethe incor-
poration of medicine men and hopefully, expandine the population
base. tin, target population to he served eNnetly fulfills that goal and
speaks of that goal, and IHS could only he. serving its legislative
mandnte.

Chairman .1 BOVREM. Do you think that there will he medicine rOcil
if they don't get funded ?

Dr. ZELL. Absolutely.
Chairman ABOUREZK. SO they will do it without Government fund-

ing; right ?

nn nt19 ..7q. 4
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Ithink that the task force indicates that in today's
society, it is a difficult process to become a medicine man er a medicine
woman; and there is a danger of diminishing numbers.

One of the 'conceptions which I think is really important is that
the medicine man and medicine womanthey vary considerably ; some
of them are defined as diagnosticians, some. as treatment persons, some
have religious connotations, and so onshould be acknowledged as a
health professional.

Now, if we make that classification in our understanding then I don't
think we have a significant problem. We don't have a significant prob-
lem where we say to fund the training of doctors, or to fund the train-
ing of psychiatric social workers; or to fund the training of alcohol
counselors.

If we understand it in the context that the. medicine men or medicine
women are physical health professionals, I think the other problem is
remote.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, if I may speak on this,
being somewhat familiar with the delivery of Indian medicine..

I would like to just make this particular observance: The Indian
medicine man and their training is a very, very long rrocess; in some
instances a lifelong process of training. The train:og facility dem-
onstration school has come about and has been a tr.mendous asset to
Indian medicine and to the acknowledgment of Indian medicine as a
competent delivery service.

However, I think I would have to concur with Senator Abourezk
in won&ring whether or not this would be an Indian Health Service
requirement to be funded by the Federal Government.

I believe, if we are talking totally about Indian self-sufficiency, that
this certainly should be an area in which tribal governments sbould
undertake as a very special area of interest. because each tribe has a
separate culture insofar as medi, ine, and other cultures in song and
dance is concerned.

I really have some reservations about setting up a department here,
such as establishing similar schools on other rese..-ations. I sometimes
wonder if other reservations would want that type of a school estab-
lished. Of course, this allows for negotiation.

I do feel that it might be i)ossible to incorporate within this recom-
mendation a mandatory recognition by the Indian Health Service
personnel, and their professional people. that anyone who is recognized
as an Indian medicine man should have pro fesisonal status within that

I believe that would be an item that could be purchased and would
be marked by the Indian community.

Dr. ZELL. I think that is an excellent suggestion. It seem,, that there
may be an air of confusion and they were not asking for Government
funding to train the Indian medicine men in their own Indian medi-
cine; but rather that they be incorporated in the MS health provi-
sions.

Commissioner WHITECRMV. I think that should be included in the
test.

Indian people. as they read the text, could see that we do that. We
could make the recommemlat ions to the trihe and they could take those

5i
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specific recommendations if they desire and their trained professional
people would be recognized in the Indian Health Service as proper
professionals in medical care.

Chairman -ABOUREZK. I wonder if the Connnission might agree to
the following amendment : That that whole recommendation should
be stricken.

Instead, put in lang;uage that would say something to the effect that

the- Commission or Congress, however you want to do it, takes the
position that the recommendation should be somewhat as follows:

Ihat the Commission encourages the use of traditional medicine by an
Indian tribe, whenever such a tribe finds it desirable to do so.

And then, if a tribe wants to contract under Public Law 93-638 for
medicine, they are perfectly free to do so. I just want to be very frank
with you here.

Being a practicing politician, I keep looking for areas in this report
that might be plugged out by some newspaperman who might say:
".lust.look at the crackpot ideas these guys have come up with." There
is a kind of little warning bell that goes off inside of any politician
when they see something like this particular recommendation. I am
just afraid that might become a front page newspaper story if we
adopted that.

Dr. ZELL. I would suggest only one countm which concerned me in
meeting the newly published IIIS standard 'for contracting, and that
is. anyone who is considered to be a health care professionalwhen a
tribe contracts IHS servicesmust fulfill Civil Service Commis an
standards which I don't believe most traditional medicine men would

chairman A BOURF2K. Well, then you can recommend that par-
ticular exemption from the Civil Service Commission standards in

your recommendation.
Just put in there: In the event any tribe wants to contract for

such traditional medicine the requirements of section such and such
would not apply.

Will you take care of that ? Is there any other comment ? Would
the Commission agree to that kind of an amend Men t ?

Commissioner Wurrrcuow. That would he placing the Indian medi-
cine man up with the professional status. That is what we are talking
about, isn't it ?

Chairman .1 BOUREZK. It doesn't place him anywhere. It just says
they are encouraged to do it if they want to and they don't have to
follow the Civil Service Commission requiretnents if they don't want
to.

Conunissioner WI I ITECHOW. W011 Itt that allow for the professiomil

approach of that particular Indian medicine man, if we did it this
wa v ?

Mutt I am concerned with is that the Indian medicine man, goinr
into an India T1 heal( lt facility and delivering service, shonld be treated

as a professional of health delivery along the saine mantles of a
phyician in the Pnldir I Tea It Ii Service.

Would yon agree with this:
Dr. ZELL. Yes: I think that is the professional status that we are

speaking of.
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Chairman ABOUREZIE. All right. if you would make that change
then, Pat. We will hold off until the next meeting and you can offer
us the exact language that we are talking about.

Is that agreeable with theCommission members?
Commissioner BRUCE. May I ask a question ? How many medicine

men are we talking about ? We have a figure somewhere, but how many
are there ?

Dr. ZELL. I believe it is in the health tusk force report. I don't know
the figure right off the top of my head.

Chairman ABOUREZN. While you're looking for that, do you want
to wind this up ?

Dr. ZELL. Yes. I would think that the major recommendation in the
terms of healthand this is upon our analysis of the IHS organiza-
tional structure, budgeting system, management instructions, and the
communication that exists between services and area offices, program
offices, and central offices of IHSit is our conclusion that despite the
major advancements in potential that the Health Care Improvement
Act may hold, the management and funding structure of IHS is such
that we believe that the dollars under that act will not reach the reser-
vation level ; or in this case, the service unit level in terms of providing
direct treatment.

So, on page 72, we ask that Congress authorize a management study
of the Indian Health Service to be conducted by the General Account-
ing Office, or to be separately contracted.

We feel this is very important to the effectiveness of the Health Cre
Imnrovement Act.

Chairman ABOTTREZX. OK. Any questions ?
Have you found that number yet. or are you still looking?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We are still rooking.
Commissioner DEER. I just wanted to ask you why you thought that

funding would not get down to the reservation level ?
Dr. ZELL. Our analysis of the administrative cuts that are taken off

at the central office level, the program office level, and the area office
level, which provides teehnical assIstance for the services, sharply cuts
into that dollar that is targeted for the services. One of the big prob-
lems in IHS is that there may be a specific, amount of money allocated
to the service unit, but that money may not come down in dollars. It may
come down in machines or equipment. However, that service unit may
need staffing. That sort of flexibility, in the budgetary system, would
not be consistent in HIS. So you may get machines instead of people. or
people instead of machines and health care improvement, and certainly
doesn't address the budgeting of IHS, either in the management or
budgeting of IHS.

We feel it is vitally important to investigate the structure of HIS to
make sure that the money that is alloeated under the Health Care Im-
provement Act does eventually reach and help to treat the Indian
people.

Chairman ATIOUREZIt. Can I just make a comment on page 72, section
C. budget and management ?

My only comment. is that the language there sounds a bit too bureau-
cratic. "The MS budget is rigid and fails to accommodate actual serv- .
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icing of needs. Position funding in fixed medical categories does not
permit service unit flexibility for making optimum use of staff."

Would somebody please change that I
Dr. ZELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ALEXANDER. You would like it in English?
Chairman ADMIREY.K. Yes ; put it in English. lt would be helpful. I

mean, without changing the substance of it, whatever that may be.

Mr. ALExAmes. WelItaken.
Dr. ZELL. I would refer the Commission to page 74reconunends,-

tions addressin,g the U.S. Department of Agriculture. I think we dis-
cussed this a bit in our previous meetings. The fact that the corn-
nioditv food prog.ram is being phased out and the food stamp program
phasea in is perhaps particularly relevant to urban communities, but
not particularly relevant and certainly not ever effective on a reserva-
tion.

There needs to be mechanisms for delivering food out to those rural
areas. There needs fo he access to tnulitionally managed food stores on
a reservation. The food stamp on a reservation doesn't go as far as it
does in any city in United States, and I think that the 1Duying power
of that food stamp has not been closely scrutinized in relation to the
tndian community.

Chairman ABOVREME. Any questions or comments?
Do you want to move onto the next laart I
Dr. ZELL. Generally, I would refer the Commission to page 75, the

f st set of recommendations, and that is as I said before, but on a
more general level.

Our analysis of the moneys authorized under the Health Care Im-
provement .Act, not only for construction of hospital facilities, but
for other needs addressed in the act, seem to be insufficient to achieve
the goals stated in the declaration of policy and the Health Care Im-
provement Act.

Chairman AltorREM. All right. The next section.
Dr. ZELL. There is some documented evidence, and considerably more

evidence that we can't document right at this point, that. there has been
spme reluctance on the part of IHS to cooperate with the implementa-
tion of the Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance
Act.

They have been very slow in publishing.their recommendations. The
Il.IS standards fvr P.L. 98-638 have just come out statAng that there
will .12T at least two more manuals to be undertaken by IHS before the
feasibility for contracting can even be evaluated. There seems to be a
lack of compliance 'n other respects and we would like to see Congress
put whatever _pressure is necessary on IHS, because it is chiefly di-
rectly targeted to serve the Indian people.

Chairman AsounExix. Ttib next section.
Dr. ZELL. The other major finding is on page 73. This is the estab-

l!shment of an oversight commission which would insure the coordina-
tion of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, and the Indian Health Service, in the budgeting and planning
cyclesfor the construction of water systems, houses, and sanitation
facilities until such time that the feasibility of transferring these func
tions to an independent Indian agency can be evaluated.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. That is correet.
Chairman AROUREZK. So you cannot move any further today ; is

that correct
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is oorrect.
Chairman ABOUREZK. SO, therefore, we will adjourn until 10

o'(lock tomorrow morning in room 457 of the Russell Building.
The meeting is now recessetl.
[WhereupOn the meeting was recessed at 2 :55 p.m., to reconvene in

room 457 of the Russell Buihling at 10 a.m. on. Friday, February In,
1977.]
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1977
4

AMERIelN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
1l'o8hington., D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant to Imtice, at 10 a.m., in room 457
Russell Senate Of lice Building, Senator James Abonrezk (ohairnum
of the Commission) presiding.

Present : Senator James Abourezk. chairman; Commissioners Ada
Deer; ohn Borbridge. Adolph L. Dial. Louis R. Bruce; Jake White-
crow ; and Congressmen Don Young and Lloyd Mceds.

Staff prent : Ernest. L. Stevens, staff director; Peter Taylor; Paul
Alexander; I kina Id Wharton; Charles Wilkinson: Dr. Patricia Zell;
Max Richt man ; Gill Hall : Alan Parker; Karl Funke ; Fred Ma Hone ;
Eileen Stillwaggon: and Winona Jamieson.

Chairimut Arun-Rua. The Commission will come to order.
Let. the recoNl show that a qnoriun of six people is present. for the

continuance of the meeting from yesterday. WI' will ask the stall to
begin. What do we start wit h t his morn incr. chapt or S

Mr. ALEXANDER. Chapter 8, page 120 for the education recommenda-
tions. These are a revised set of recommendat ions based on our diseus-
sion last time. The same three policy thrusts are identified in the open-
Mg paragraph, which is consolidat ion of Indian education programs
into t he consolidated Indian agency, which is recommended in t lie Fed-
eral administration chapter.

A shifting of control of funds to tribal governments and training
for comwelors, administrators, and tribal educational programs. Rec-
ommendation No. 1 is the consolidation recommendation. It is very
straightforward. At an apprr4-iate time. all Federal educat ion pro-
(Tuns in the Indian education programs will be removed from t Iwir
r-
present agencies to the consolidated Indian agency.

Chairman ABouarzic. Paul, onct again as a matter of style, t ii i rec-
ommendation is not 'in its final stylistic form, thope.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, actually, the second clause should come first.
Congress sliould buy appropriate

Cha irman AROTTRUK. Let me interrupt. I should announce we have a
distinguished guest in the audience this morningLaDonna Harris,
from New Mexico.

3fr. ALEXANDER. Recommendation iNo. 2 is direeted at the real ad-
justment of the funding mechanism on Indian editeation money. Theve
are four specifics. The first one is the authorization of a tribal mon-
itoring system through which impact aid 874 and 815 would be passed
through to the local tribes with a settlement for administrative ex.
penses to have some influences on the education of Indian children.

6 ,.
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at previous meetingo. Basically the thrust of the. recommendations is
that not that off-reservation boarding schools should necessarily be
closed down but they should serve the actual needs of the students
being sent there, which in essence tends to be special educational needs.

Some of them should become vocational. technical trainers in train-
ing institutions, and the curriculum of those hist it utions should reflect
the student body. There is also a thrust. in the report that. wherever
possible the schools be established so that they are boarding schools
within reservation areas.

This is directed at the existing boarding schools. There is a range
of specific things that those boarding schools could be doing and they
are all doing generally the same kind of academic programing, even
though studems are sent there sometimes either because they have
specitzl learning problems or behavioral problems or what. have you.
Those schools are not addressing the needs of their student bodies.

There are a series of specific things delineated that those schools
should be geared to doingnot every school on all things. They
should be like the special schools in the city of Boston that are
designed around special program areas: for gifted stndents, voca-
tional students, et cetera.

That. is the thrust of that set of recommendations.
There is another section that is addressing itself to scholarship

programing for Indian students. In this one the thrust is that scholar-
ship funding should go through Indian organizations and tribes. and
that there is a specific need still for more scholarship programs,
particularly in tbe. area of Indian-controlled colleges.

The next set of recommendations are directed toward post semnd-
a ry education for Indians, which asked for increased funding for
Indian-owned and Indian-operated colleges. research funds. the need to
establish certain postsecondary vocational institutions and the need
to establish a permissive consortium arrangement between the higher
education systems controlled by Indhms.

There are several things that need to be mentioned by this chapter
in that it does not. cover all the education issues. In t lie off-reservat ion
area there are a number of specific ednent hut reeonmanulations and
in the nonfederallv recognized sections there are also a lumber ur
specific recommendations having to do with interim funding
mechanisms.

Most of this elm pter is geared toward reservation Indians a ml that,
should lw recognized.

(*ha irman ABM'ItEZR". Under postsecondary von say CoinTress
shouldn't initiate legislation. I think you want to siuv Congress should
enact. and everybody here is happy with initiaw, but I just don't
Wfl nt to appropriate.

Any comments or questions?
Commissioner Baul.E. M r. Chairman, you mentioned there were

some ot her issues on ed twat ion.
Mr. IAA.% N Dna. Yes.
Commissioner Barcr.. When do we face those, on the fourth
Mr. ALEXANDER. When we come back with the. off-reservation

chapter tla.re will be specific education reconunendations. The policy
for drafting was where there was more specific areas that. sonwthing
could be covered in, that it would be covered in that area.
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Now, when the final editing of this report is done, there, will be
cross-referenced reconnuendations. In a sense, this chapter will then
have added to it those speeifie recommendations for urban Indians
and so on, but they are contained in other chapters. We felt it was
more appropriate to deal with them in the context of that specific
problem area for drafting purposes.

(lini num i A iu )Uiniz K. Any other questions or comnients?
T f not is there a motion to adopt this section ?
Commissioner DEER. I so move.
('ommissioner BRUCE. Second.
Chairman AM-Witt:7.K. Those in favor of adopting this section will

raise their right hand.
The vote is 6 to 0 in favor of adopting and the section is adopted.
Mr. ALEXANDER. That completes this chapter.
The next chapter on the agenda is tribal government and I would

like to switch tennis a bit.
Chairman ABOITREZK. I would like the staff to refer to the page

munber they are talking about as they switch pages. It would be
helpful to the Commission.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We would like to have one agenda switch on the
tribal ,e.overnment section, which is the section B. constraints. We
would like to do that first, shnply because it has to do with the prep-
aration of tho Federal administration chapter inter on, and I would
like that staff person o do that first.

Cha A irm a 'REM. Fine.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I will give you the page number. The first set of

rect nu tnendat ions we would like to start on page 62.
Chairman A BOUREZK. I don't have page 62.
Dr. ZELL This section of the report is entitled "Constraints on

Tribal Government Governing Capacity," and it consists of three sec-
tions, the first of which is the administration of the trust responsi-
bility by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Because the trust responsibility is defined to entail the protection of
tribal trust funds amd resources as well as tribal self-government, the
information .ontained herein is information gathered from he public
hearings conducted by task force Nos. 2 and 4, in which the Bureau
of Indian A ffairs has, on many occasions, interfered with or acted to
directly undermine tribal government, and misuse the assets of Indian
tribes.

The recommendation is that. Congress should mandate the Bureau
of Indian A (fairs to be held accountable to the highest judicial stand-
ards as the trustee and in its role as representative of the prime agent
of the trust, the Department of Interior, and the administration of
the r.S. trust responsibility.

Chairman Aw)11{}:7.1i. That is a general recommendation. Is there a
more detailed part of that somewhere in the chapter?

Dr. ZET.L. No: essentially this is a eompilation of information that
we thonght should be recognized by the Commission as to the conduct
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Mr. TAYTA)11. "I think, Mr. Chairman, the, chapter on trust respon-
sibility, which we dealt with in the, last sessionI believe NVO came to a
vote on itwhich would be chapter 4, does touch on the responsibility
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Mr. MAIrroNu. The language that. I re.ferred to on page 63 is as
follows: "The trust principle approves the permanent Obligation to
provide those services necessary to protect- anti P/111/WP land resoumes
and self-government." The same language appears at the bottm of
page 265.

That. language was rather nulically changed sinm chapter 4, and it
seems to me if this chapter is to remain, then that. has to be. changed.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think we. would have to refer to the transcript. I
remember very well the discussion on this, but certainly I know very
well that we never agreed to say that the first responsibility did not
pertain to the protection of tribal rove rnment ,

There was consic,erable discussion of the word "enhance." and there
was also discussion about monetary liability or failure to deliver
service-type systems such as health and education. But_ tribal govern-
ment is certainly not deleted from within the protection of the trust
responsibility. What I would suggest, in view of this, is that we con-
form the language that appears on pages 63 and 65 to the language
that appears in chapter 4, based on what the transcripts reflect.. That.
way we can proceed forward with the more innnediate. problem that
is under discussion; namely, the relationship of tribal governnwnts to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the problem in the Federal delivery
system

We intentionally have skipped past tribal government in the. context
of sovereignty. It is a discussion that we will have to have, either this
afternoon. or maybe late!, but it ean go on interminably, and there arc
very important. parts of tribal government that we simply have. not
dealt with.

So, perhaps, we could bring this trust parameter up again this
afternoon. In the meantime I would suggest that we deal with mechan-
ical problems tliat were throughly dealt with by Pat.

Conimksioner WIIITECROw. Mr. Chairman, I believe this particular
recommendation. on page 62, could be better refleeted as an additional
finding becanse on page 14. in chapter 4, in the trust re.:Tonsibility
section 3, under policy. first. paragraph, as we. changed it, the trust
responsiNlity to American Indians is to establish legal oNigation
which requires the. United States to protect. and enhance Indian trust
and l'es(airces, f-government.

I believe that is the particular recommendation we. have already
approved. The reading bears out exactly to what. this recommenda-
tion on page 62 alludes.

So, in fact. all we have here is just a. duplication of something that.
we have already approved.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't recall the exact diseussion we had. We
are talking (dont using the words "protect" snd "enhance." Did we
ever make a decision, does anybody recall? What is the staff's recol-
lectior. on that ?

TArr.oa. Senator. T can't- recall. I know we had a heated exchange
about it. Mr. Yates expressed some con;..ern over it-. but I can't recall
whether we ever came to a. vote on the use of that specific word.

Chairman Anovarzx. T can't either.
Commissioner DEER.' Mr. Chairman, according to my notes here: T

think Mr. Yates questioned the established legal obligation. Again,
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these are my notes and my recollection, and that he has approved a
change of Indian lands to Indian trust resources.

We did not delete tribal self-government.
Commissioner WiirrEenow. That is what I have in my notes.
Chairman ABOUREZX. I don't remember deleting tribal self-govern-

ment, but I do remember the argument over the word enhanced, and
I can't remember how we resolved. it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I have sent for the transcript..
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let's go on over it until we get the transcript.
I still think I see the same language on page 66 and the same

recommendation that you have on page 62.
Dr. ZELL. Yes; it is a summary of major findings and recommenda-

tions on both pages.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The same thing applies to that. It is re-

dundant and confusing in that particular context. It should be made
more specific or you want to delete it out of those two sections.

Congressman 'VOTING. I apologize for being late. I am just curious
about these recommendations. To me this is an extremely weak recom-
mendation. It appears that we are condemning the agency and then
saying, all right, now, agency, shape up.

But I have had a little experience with that agency. It is under-
the Interior Department. It is really not a full-fledged agency and is
in direct confliet with the Bureau of Lands, and in direct confliet
with the parks and wildlife group, in direct conflict with the Bureau
of Mines. I see how it is worked. The Commissioner might make a
recommendation and he is overriden by the Secretary. I think there
may be a recommendation here that says, "All right, let's get an
agency that has got some stature, and some position." I know the
new administration recommended it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. You mean a separate agency
Congressman YOUNG. Absolutely, not part of the Interior Depart-

ment. I know it is in another area, but it is not here. This looks like
you are condemning the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and so do it.

I am saying: Let's make it strong enough.
Chairman Anot,anzic. What we have done is to delete these two

recommendations. They don't appear to mean mueli. Have you got a
m iplace where you are recommending a separate agency so ewhere n

t lw record?
Dr. Zmr,. Yes: in the Federal administration chapter.
Cliairman ABM'REZN. Well, we have got it already.
Congressman YOUNG. All right, fine; I apologize. I have only

been here 2 days.
Chairman ABouRF.7,Tc. Let me ask the staff : Can we then delete

that same reconunendation on page 62 as well as page 66?
Mr. TAvr.ou. Ye.z.
Chairman ABOUREZ1c. Does the Commission have an ohjeetion to

deleting those two? If not. without objection they are deleted.
Mr. T.m.ou. ;lust as a point, of clarification : (The of the chapters in

this book, at the very front, is called executive summary, where these
various recommendations and various findings will be consolidated
into a tight package so that we won't have this problem of findings
living totally unrelated to solutions further back.
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trative procedures as they define the status of tribal governments with-
in the Federal domestic assistance programs delivery system.

The implementation of principles, which would result in such in-
consistencies, should establish a clear definition of tribal government,
eligibility for each Federal domestic assistance program, and guar-
antee the )urisdictional independence of tribal governments as penna-
nent political entities within the Federal domestic assistance pro-
arams delivery system.t,

Second, in accordance with that principle, Congress should au-
thorize the analysis of enabling legislation program acts and ad-
ministrative regulations of Federal domestic assistance programs to
determine tribal government eligibility.

In addition, and in accordance with the samc principle, Congres
should authorize the waiver of administrative regulations of .Ised-
eral domestic assistance programs which condition eligibility on
population formulas.

I am gOing to back lin on this. Excuse me, this is a different concept.
In analyzing Federa domestic assistance programs we found that .

particularly for tribat populations a formula. funding based on
population works to the detrim of those with the greatest need.
That is the 89 percent of the Indian tribes that are under 1,000
members.

In many instances that immediately disqualifies the tribe from
eligibility for a program. For instance, some seeded programs say
1.000 pmple is the minimum population to be. served, so that one
autonmtically el inlinates 89 perrent of the tribes.

So. we would ask that the funding for Indian tribes. or the calcula-
tion of formulas not be based on population and generally not work to
th det ri me nt of those wit h t he greatest need.

Commis-sioner BOIMIUDGF. Mr. (Thairman, I have a question on that.
How would one determine need? What is need in this context.? I think
that I know what you intend hut the. concern that I have is the, uncer-
tainty that results when the decision is left to the good graces of the
bureaucrat who, with their usual creative innovative approach, would
act exactly contrary to what would be. beneficial to the tribe.

The less discretion that is vested in those places. I think, the bett er
off the tribes are. It seems to me that you are almost arguing, or pre-
senting. a viewpoint that there might be two caterrories of funding or,
perhaps. within the funding too little sel f-funding7One which provides
minimal assistance to tribes that are small. which would otherwise, on
a population basis. receive insufficient amounts of assistance, The larger
tribes might he dealt with on another basis,

We have discussed this before, and I still have grave reservations
about leavinu the definition of "need" to some bureaucrat.

Dr. ZELL. Perhaps a model to be considered might he in a method that
was used for PubEr Law 93r):3S funding under section 104 which pro-
vidod moneys to tribal governments for tribal government capacity
bnilding in which the indications were based on population formulas.
where the first 100 members would be $50 a head, and then decreasing
as the population of the tribe increased.

Tn addition. under Public Law 93-63S. section 104 moneys. there was
a sort ion ent it led small tribes incentive progra ms in wh i ch snml I tribes
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Dr. Zmt.. Yes.
COMmissioner WIIITECRoW. That would not be knocking out Indian

commissions from becoming
Dr. ZELL. The authorizing legislation for each agency or program

establishes different criteria for eligibility. So, conceivably, in. the 1,030
Federal (jolliest ic assistance programs there could be 1,030 different con-
ditions of eligibility. So you have to examine it statute by statute, and
regulation by regulation, or program by program.

Commissioner Witracitow. What we see then, here, is not the curtail-
ment of these kinds of organizations, but rather a voluntary coalition
by t ribes, based upon t heir inherent soverignty.

)r. ZELL. That is correct.
Colliniissioner BRUCE. What was that again, Jake ?
Commissioner WIJITECROW. What we see here is not a condition

whereby it prohibits intertr l councils from performing, but it pro-
vides for a voluntary coaliat ion of tribes to form into these intertribal
muncils, and coal it ions to get the populat ion base to bring in a Federal
(lomestic. program.

Am 1 following you correctly now, Pat, we are not prohibiting thistypo--
)r. ZELL. That is correct, Commissioner.

Commissioner BRUCE. Are you a prink. sponsor, Jake, as an inter-
tribal group ?

`oninlissioner WurrEcitow. Ful some programs, yes.
Commissioner limuntinoE. 1,airman, as a matter of claritica-

t ion, if a program is developed, ;Appropriations made, and there ap-
par to be realistic comments so taat smaller tribes ea their own would
not Appear to be ready to receive enough funds te make a significant
possibility for them so they could administer program, they can
simply choose to bypass the program.

At least they are not permanently required to associate themselves
or aline t heniselves with other tribal governments.

ht the other hand all you are saying is this is not prohibited. You
touched On t his. but explain how this differs. It seems there is just a
stibt le dist Met tm. All you are saying is you don't want the forming of
an intertribal alliance to be a requirement for benefiting from some
Programs.

The result might he t he Salne hut yOU just want to be sure that it is
not st in there us a precondition attached to any legislation. Is that
basica l v right ?

Dr. ZELL Yes: t hat is basically right.
Commissioner Iioanionor. Thank you.
Dr. Z:1.1.. The last part of this section is on page 83. I f I may read

the finding. many tribes do not lutve the fitunicial resources.necessary
to afford the basic operations of tribal government .

in addition many 1 vibes do not have the financial resources neuessary
to engage in (list ly lit:411111On to protect tribal trusts, lands, and re-
sourci anti to dtft'Ilti I Cie exereise of their sovereign powers.

I f you will recall : That last fin( ling was dealt with extensively in
t he t rust chapter, as part of the justification for the establishment of
a trint council authority.

Chairman Atuit-nvzti. Onee again, Pat, if I might comment on these
recomnicndat ions. I don't really see much of anything for Congress

0,'"""
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It seems to me it is a very simple change. But what I am saying,
I don't think it is up to the Commission to make these changes every
time you hand us a recommendation. I think the stair ought to do that
before you bring it to us.

Mr. 'I'Arr.on. With respect to page S3. that is really a summary of
the major finding and I think to get. to the specific an it we would
have to move further back.

Dr. ZELL. Move to page 90,
Chairman AnounEzK. All I am looking at is a recommendation.
Mr. TAvr.ou. It says summary. Frankly. the format is a little diffi-

cult to work withto start each section with the summary of recom-
mendat nms, and then wind up With what the recommendations really
are.

Chairman Anontrz... I think von ought to start out with a recom-
mendation and not with the summary.

Mr. TA yr.on. That may he a wise editorial change.
Chairman Anounnzu. I really hate to keep harping on this. hut I

really don't know how to say it any di fle-ently than to repeat it each
nue ono of these comes up. and that is: At. the beginning of every

cimpter where you have recommendations. it ought to be set ont very
clearly either what Congress or the administration must do with the
recommendation of the American Ind:an Policy Review Commission.

We have talked about it at least 832 thnes, at a minimum, and
everybody has agreed upon it. yet we keep getting recommendations
like this every t i inc you hand us a draft.

Mr. T.m.on. Through our editing process we will attempt to tighten
tnat up.

Chairman AllOUREZIC I hope you do because I have to say that I,
personally, just as one vote on this Commission, will vote to reject any-
!ling. that doesn't come in that form. t would hope the, other Commis-

sion members would join me. It is going to make. the report worthless
i f we don't have it readable hv the time it is finished.

Do the other Commission members disagree with that ?
Commissioner Witurcitow. I concur.
Commissioner DEEn. I concur.
Commissioner BnucE. I agree.
Chairman ABOUltIV.K. I suggest that the weight of the, Commission

i s upon I he shoulders of the staff. Now, really, I don't want to 501111(1
11:1I'd Ii tie about it. but to me it is very, very important, and I can't
emphasize it enongh.

Commissioner linurn. I would like to say that. the. inherent overview
is e.x-ellent. I think it k a very important point, here, and I think he IS
right in saying that we want it to be well organized.

TAyipit. I think the mduit ion nmv well lie in connect in the,
specific Ihnlin,r with the specific recommendation so that. then, the.

t hat is beim', presented here has meaning within the context of
what the thnling is we are t vying to cor:vet.

I believe I here is :1 proldeni here. I understand your concern and I
think we can tighten it up without too much of a Imblem.

C11,1 irman A ant-Iwz.K. Before the next meeting I would ask t he staff
to go over everything von are going to present to us. that..you have
it in the form we have a ()Teed noon. and i you' don-1 we a:v pist going
to reject it each time yoti bring it up.

74:
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I think there is general agreement amongst the Commissioners on
the form it ought to be in. So, will you make that amendment on page
83 to simply say Congress should appropriate adequate money to run
the basic operations of tribal government.

And then the second partwell, I don't know how you would get to
diat. Yon may have to show us a bit more to make sure that the Indians
are assured competent and independent counsel in administrative pro-
ceedings. Tell us how to get there.

Mr. TArLoa. I will wait for the presentation of this section. T know
that the trust chapter does deal with this to some extent, but there may
be more specific reeommendat ions.

Chairman Alwyn Ent. I would like to say that I don't think we ought
to accept that second reconnuendation. 'You have got the amendment
on tlw first one, right ?

Mr. TAmon. Yes.
Chairman AnounEztc Or the second one, I don't think we have to

accept it, unless you are more specific with what wo ought to do. 'Wi
you be more speeifk on your position to appoint legal connsel for In-
dians? You know. what is it we need to do? That is what I am asking.
So can you give us different, language on that ?

Mr. TAmoit. Yes, sir.
Chairman AmwriEzic. (30 to the next section then.
Dr. Zw.. On page 90, the t recommendations which comprise

t his section, "Congress should direct. the Bureau ,of Indian Atryirs to
undertake a needs assessment of each tribal government to determine
tribal capability to finance the basic operations of tribal government."
With the request that Congress recognize that many tribes do not have
the financial resources necessary to support the basic operations of
tribal government.

And, finally, "Congress shall authorize the evaluation of the admin-
istrative regulations of the self-determination grants program, and
shall ant horize the revision of regulations where such regulat ions _nn r-
row the scope of congressional intent articulated in the Indian Sel f-
Determination and Educat iona 1 Assistance Act."

This recommendat ion is addressed in the narrative. and will be ex-
panded upon in the Federal administration chapter. Thal completes
section B of tribal government.

C(mgressman YotNO. Congress shall authorize the revision of regu-
lations. We already have that , gnlat ion for authorization. do we not ?

Mr. TAyt.im. Mr. Commissioner, I think the agencies do under the
aet that the statute was enacted. I think that "authorized" should be
changed to say. "and should require the revision of regnations."

Congressman Youxu. I !-4) move.
Commissioner DEEn. Von have heard the nyion that Mr. Young has

made, is I here a second ?
Commissioner BatvE. Secolldoi.
ConlinisNioner DErn. rtirthel discussi6n ?
Commissioner Wurmciauv. I would like to offer some discussi(m on

the change. Strike out "should" just prior to the word "require". I
think that won d make it a little stronger.

That would then read : "and require the revisim of regulat ions."
Commissioner I All iu fa vo- raise your right. hand.
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11-. Kurroxii. Madame Comml.-..-WIRT, is it still open for discussion
On this port ion of it, because 1 do have a commmt I would like to make.

Commissioner DEl. Well, we were in the middle of the vote. Let us
finish our vote. Opposed ?

OK, it has passed.
What. is your comment ?
Mr. Mmmo;F:. As you probably know, I sce the major weakness in

t his eta ire report a-. a hick of object ivity------
Commissioner Iiin(E. What was that.?
Mr. AlAirmx.E. Objectivity. There are lively legal controversies on

all these issues, and there are good arguments on bot h sides. Of course,
the prerogat Ivo of t his Commission to reconnnend how those eon-

t roversies oupht to be resolved 11S a matter of poi ky. That, it :seems
to me, is not being done here. All t he issues are not treated as issues,
t I icy are t witted as set t led issues of law,

Not only that, : is compounded by rather fast and loose treatment
of certain eases. To vive you a specific instance of that. I refer yol, to
page s 1- of this r .)rt. which cites the ease of the United Stafis V.

a 197i ..uprcnw Court (11St'l for the proposition that the
Supreme Court affirmed inherent powers of Indian tribes and upIwId
1 l w t ri WS right to exereiSe t 1X)We1ti.

'Hint IS not Wh/It rilileti Stilte8 V. ilazurie held. United States v.
.11o.??Irie held that the Congress luul the. power to delegate its power
to an Indian tribe, and the court specifically refrained from ruling on
t ques.ion of whether or not. an Indian tribe has the independent
power t.) (I() it in the absence of a congressional delegation.

Cur anissioner BolUMIDGE..1uht a point of inquiry. I understand, Mr.
Mar+ one. that what you ae giving lis is your interpretation of what
ytm consi(ler t he ruling to be. as I pemeive your comments. I sense you
are concerned about objectivity, and as you present your views I must
confess I, too. become more concerned alxmt objectivity. But I do want
to make it quite clear that I consider your comments as one viewpoint,
and an interpretation that you consider to be, let's say, somewhat
object ive. I think within t we may continue.

Mr. MAIrroN E. Thank you, Mr. Conunissioner.
To adequately lay a foutplation of my own objectivity I will read

from United States v. .11-a2ttrie. The court says bwe need not decide
%vhether this in(Iepk intent authority is itself sufficient for the, tribe to
11111)0!-V its ordinance number;26."

That question was specifically reserved by the court. I think the
la wyers on t his st atf will agree with me t his question.

Mr..T.i.vion. The court went on to reply t't the 1 01 11 circuit. and I
2.ree .1t, was dicta. lait it was a rei)ly to the theta of the 10th ( ircuit.

I )ot it not say I hat it would appear they do luive their own inherent
Power ?

r. MARToxr.. It does not say that, and I hand you my copy of
Ma.?arie.

Mr. Wir.hrysoN. I f I might just rend from this. Madame Chair-
peNon. the earlier eases in the court here is referring to Worcester, but
I am reading from .Ifazurie, The earlier cases, in add if ion, make clear
that when Congress delegated its ant horit v to vont rol the int rodnet ion
of alcoholic beverages in Indian rountry. it did so to entities which
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possess a certain degree of independent authority over matters that
affect the internal and social relations of tribal life, and I think that the
court expressly said that Indian tribes had independent authority.

Mr. ALEXANDER. If there are no more questions on this point I would
like to move back to section A of the tribal government chapter.

Mr. TAYLOR. Have we had our vote on this?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes ; we have had our vote on this.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to make one comment before we do that,

Paul.
The point that Fred Martone has raised here is a question of illegal

status of tribal government. This entire section is dealing not with
whether or not they are sovereign entities particularly. No one dis-
agreed that they are a governmental entity.

Whether or not they are sovereign or fedei. .ly created, which is.the
argument we are moving into, that no matter how you conceive tribal
gov,..rnment for the purposes of that part we have discussed here and
passed on, the point that Fred is raising is irrelevant.

Move over to the tribal government and the exercise of its powers,
then I think it is a relevant issue.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Which is why I suggest we move to section A.
Mr. MAtrroxE. I think, as a matter of administrative convenience,

you can make that allegation, but it is not fair to say it is irrelevant,
when those statements of law are stated on pages 84 and 88 over and
over again. So, it arises in this section, for purposes of convenience. in
terms of your presenting your report to this Commission:That is fine.
But I think it is not fair to say it is irrelevant if it arises out of the text
of this discussion.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the record stands.
Commissioner DEER. Let's proceed. What page are we on ?
Mr. TAYLOR. We are on page 1 of tribal government.
I would first like to call attention to the table of contents for this

chapter on tribal government. What we are dealing with here is part A,
which is legal status. Generally, we have broken it into four different
sections first of which is entitled historical overview and jurisdiction
generally.

This section is a review of the Federal Indian relationship by gov-
ernmental level and the legal cases, the policies that were pursued, et
cetera, leading us to the present posture of Indian tribes as govern-
ments. and in certain jurisdictional facets of disputes that are presently
arismg in tribes and Statesquestions of jurisdiction for non-Indians.

The second portion of this part A is an examination of the sources
of tribal power. In some measure it is slightly redundant to the his-
toncal overview, but it is treated, I think. as a very short function.

I believe it is necessary in order to examine some of the questions
that have arisen in our prior hearings. The third section is entitled
political relationships in the Indian Reorganization Act.

Essentially, what this section will deal with is the relationship of the
Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to
Indian tribal governments. environment. and political processes of
Tnd inn tribes, and the secretarial power to approve or disapprove tribal
ordinances.

74
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The need is to expand certain basic provisions of the Indian Reor-
ganization Act, such as land acquisition, to what is now presently
considered to be under that act. And then the fourth section deals
with amendments that the staff believes would be under the 1968 Civil
Rights Act, and the matter of according full faith and credit. We will
then deal first with historical overview and jurisdiction generally.

I ask that we turn to page 1, whkh is our summary of findings and
recommendations. The basic fii.ding here, and it flows out of the prin-
ciples which we originally discussed. The principles are in the intro-
duction portion of this chapter.

The leadoff sentence is that :
It is the conclusion of this Commission that Federal policy towarl tribal

governnwnt should he directed toward affirming and enenuraging the development
of tribal governments into strong, viable, permanent, governmental institutions.

That is a key conclusion that this Commission has to make a rec-
om me mint ion on. We continue.

Recitation nf the litigation presently surrounding the Jurisdictional conflicts
between States and tribes may suggest the desirability of a legislative solution.
But it is the nnsensus of this Commission that any attempt to impose a hroad
legislativp Solutien at this time would be 111-edviwd en premature.

The Commission finds that the growth and development of tribal government
into fully fuiwtioning governments nevessarily encompasses the exercise Of
tribal Jurisdiction over non-Indian people and property within reservation

amda ries.
The trihes must accepi. the fact and operate under the assumptiml that the

jurisdirtion they assert over non-Indians must bear a reasmuil;.e relationship
to legitimate tribal interests such as proteetion of trust resources. inaintmenee
of law and order, delivery of services, and protection of tribal government
generally.

Thi- sentenee that I have just read is an attempt to provide some
guidelines to tribes in eertait jurisdictions, particularly on reserva-
tions that have a large. non-Indian popuhttion or a large percentage of
lion-Tudian-owned land.

It evolves out of the prior three or four hearings that we have had.
They :HT very complex isues that are 1)1ese11te,1 to tribal government S
and to this Commission today.

Wit h hi this context We make four summary findings here.
Chairman Anot-aEzti. What page?
Mr. T. yr,nit. Page 1. right behind the table of content
Within this enntext the Commissinn etidnrses the following principles as the

imsk for the Federal-tribel-gtete relationship.
Federal poliey cozwerning tribal sovereignty must be prendspd nn en :c4sunip-

tion th: t when ennfronted with options the Tildign people will fict
respons.bly, and fairly when exercising powers of self-government. The suspicion
and resntment wlikh presently eharactriw the relations between trines and
States must be eliminated within the context of respect end fweeptenee nf the
institutions of tribal government and Federal laws must ne designed to foster this
result.

Thc tribes must aceept the feet that with the increasNi power and responsibil-
ity of trilwl governments. sonw Federal review authority will he impased.

I think- we have amemled that 1:mgnage slightly in the %.ersion that
you have be fort von.

The Federal policy must fweept the position riat the superykory authority it
asserts must be limited and flexible.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. That language now reads that it is a fact that with
the increased exercise of power and responsibility by tribal govern-
ments, some Federal review authority will be retained. The Federal
policy must accept the position that the supervisory authority it as-
serts must be limited and flexible.

This authority is now encompassed in title II of the 1968 Civil
Rights Act, otherwise known as the Indian Civil Rights Act.

Mr. TAYLOR. The third major element here is :
The ultimate objective of Federal-Indian policy must be directed toward aid-

ing the tribes in achievement of fully functioning governments exercising pri-
mary novermnental authority within the boundaries of their respective
reservations. This authority would inchnit the power to adjudicate civil and
criminal matters, to regulate land use, to regulate natural resources such as fish
and ;tame and v ater rights, to issue business licenses, to im;pose taxes

Ana I might say also to offer tax exemptions to attract enterprises
int 0 t he reservation
and to do any and all of those things which all local governments within the
United Statisi are presently doing.

Each of these three must be read together. We are cautioning tribes
on the necessity that the jurisdiction they assert must have relation-
ship to the legit imate interests of the tribe.

We are trying to set a Federal policy hero that is assuring the per-
manvney of Indian tribes, and lay down our ultimate conclusion that
we art' not asking for legislation in this jurisdictional area, but we are
trying to set a policy Ixtiideline that will shape legislation in the- future.

Chairman AnotliEZIC SO we don't have anything more to discuss in
this area then, is that right, is that. t he understanding?

Mr. TAYLOR. One moment, sir.
Mr. Chairman. ap:ain. this is a summary of specific findings that

would come at. the end of this section, which would be on page. 22
thr(aigh 29. They are findings arising out- of our review of the history
of tlw Federal-Indian relationships.

I think. really, we have discussed all of this in our prior meetings,
and I frankly would feel that we would be )repared for a vote or an
adoption of this basic policy that we just. laid out.

Chninnan ABounzic. Once again I gvt back to page 28. 'When you
my recommend:it ions you repeat findings again.

Mr. TAyLoa. Yes: that was pointed out last night, and we will change
that. In fact we concluded. Mr. Chairman, that in fact the only two
r( c)ffin wildat ions that. no Ily appear On 28 and

'ha i man A Bornmi. Which tmes are those?
Mr. TAvLon. The last paragraph on page 28, there is a brief state-

ment of the policy which I have just read. That, last paragraph on
page 29 is a recommendation that liere be no legislative action at
this time.

Those are really the only two recommendations
Chairman luounmc.. Can m clean t hat one up, at. the bottom of

patre 28 ? Give us a better idea of how to accomplish that-.
Mr. TAYLOR. OK. in essence it should be a restatement of eRsentially

the policy that is la bi out in the summary, and wo can make that clear.
Chairman Anot-in7.x. All right. Subject to that stylistic change, are

yot I cady to have sect ion A. legal status, adopted?

7()
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOTAHaK. Is there a motion ?
Commissioner WitrrEcuow. So movecl.
Cmiunissioner BRUCE. econded.
Chairman ABouarmc. All in favor of adopt ing sect ion A raise their

right hand. The vote is 7 to 0 in favor of adopting. The section is
adopted. What about section B ?

Mr. 'TAYLOR. At this point we move to sect ion A2, which is a discus-
sion of the legal status generally, that is on page 29A.

Chairman A.BOURF.Z1i. Have you finished section B ?
M1*. TAYLOR. Yes.
Chairman Alto:WM:MC Have we adopted it ? I was out of the room.
Mr. TA vi.on. Yes, sir.
Coniniissioner WIIITECROW. I don't believe we did.
Choi rman ABOUREZK. Did we vote on adopting it? We voted on the

amendment, that is all.
A I I right, is t here a mot ion to adopt section B?
Commissioner DIAL. I malw sueli a motion.
Chairnian ABOUREZK. Is there a se(.ond ?
Commissioner WurrEcaow. Seconded.
Chairman ABOIREZK. Motion made and seconded. All those in favor

of adopting section B raise their right hand. The vote is seven to not li-
infi in favor of adopting.

All right, now you want. to go where?
Mr. TAYLOR. Sect ion A2, which is tit led cases of trilml power, and it,

st arts on page 29A.
apologiw to the Commission ; this section, necessarily is rather

technica:ly legal. I think it has to be in here in view of the discussions
that had in the past on the question of whether or not tribes are
sovereign. exactly what their status is. and where the source of power
flows from.

It has to be set forth by this Conun;ssion. This section reviews t he
ease law including 17.S. v. .11a,:urie and numerous other cases. It finds
that the primary and most important source of t ril ad power flows
from :is inherent sovereignty, which has always been recognized by I lie
Unit ed States.

I suspect. that this will be open to some question. The second source
of power. and one which has always been recognized, is the power of
t lie landowner to restrict nomnembers of the tribe from enterina onto a
reservation.

is power, obvionsly, was severely eroded during the allotment era,
and not, by the choice of the tribes, but the power to eject on reserva-
tions is a well-recognized power. In fact it was recognized first in 1821,
and it was the principal source that interior relied on as of 1934, as to
what they considered the powers of tribes to be, and the source from
which it. sprang.

As the assert ion.of' the sovereign powers of tribes increases the im-
portance of the land ownership power diminishes.

Mr. ALF.XANDER. One clarification for the record. We mentioned in
t he presentation that the chapters promised on the basis of inherent
sovereignty, t here was a statement that may be open to some, quest ion.

It is the statrs position that, it is not. open to question, that is the
legal position that we take.
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areas are very important. But they really only comprise one aspect
of that. which the Commission conF',Jers. Thank you.

Mr. TAYLOR. The t hird sect ion of part A2
Chairman ABOUREZK. "What page?
Mr. TAYLOR. Page 38A. This deals with a question that has arisen

very recently, the fact that there did not appear to be a prnblem ;n
Federal Indian law until 1.956, in the case of Collifiawer v. Garlovd.
It is a question of whether or not a tribe is a Federal instrumentality
or exactly what is meant by that language.

There is a body of case )aw coming out of the ninth circuit, particu-
larly in criminal matters dealing with double jeopardy, that is preclud-
ing subsequent Federal prosecution of persons convicted in tribal
court on the grounds that it constitutes double jeopardythat the
prior trial and tribal court are subsequent prosecution on the grounds
of double jeopardy.

The. theory being that a tribal court is the arm of the same sovereign
as the Federal Government. It creates many, many constitutional prob-
lems, so this is a discussion of the Federal instrumentality concept.

Nothing in prior case law dealing with taxation has recognized
tribes as instruments through which the Federal Government has
chosen to carry out Federal-Indian policies as opposed to the reverse
concept. that tribes are somehow or other being a creature established
by Federal law and therefore an arm of the Federal sovereign.

What we are asking the Commission here to do, and this would be
back to pag-e 29A, is simply make a finding that to the extentwell, I
would say that would be the third paragraph on page and I be-
lieve that. we agreed to reverse the order of the, sentences in t his pa nt-
graph so that. it would read that tribes are Federal instrumentalities
only in the sense that the Federal Government has recognized the
tribes as domestic dependent sovereigns and has chosen to carry out
its Indian policy through those recognized governments.

The power of Indian tribes does not spring from any grant of au-,
thorit v from the, Federal Government to the tribes. That first sentence,
I think, could just be struck out of there.

In a sense what we are trying to achieve here is first an impression
of concern over the issue. It. does not require any legislat ai whatever.

think caul ion is needed, though. to attorneys, to the courts, to con-
sider the ramifications of this thing when it gets tied into this Federal
inst rmnental ity concept.

I think this expression of concern would at least alert people to
consider where tins is going to lead the Federal-Indian relations. So,
I think, we could just adopt those findings and recommendations. Ac-
tually it is not a recommendation, it is findings on page 29A.

That would satisfy what we are asking for in section A2.
Chairman AROURIV.K. Any questions or comments?
Mr. Mmrroxe. Yes. The Commission may want to adopt. those find-

ings, but, it ought to realize it, is rejecting the case. which Pete has
relied on. Uvited States v. Wheeler in the ninth circuit, holding tribal
courts and Federal colirts emanate from the same sovereign; that is,
t he United States.

That case wasn't just an aberration. Tt relied on the U.S. Supreme
Court, in Un;ted States v. Kagama. At 545 F. 2d at 125i the 0t h ei Ivo it
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relieS on Kagama and quotes it sayingthis is the U.S. Supreme
Court"there are only two sovereign entities withm the United States,
the Federal Governtnent and the States. Indians are within theoge-
graphical limits of the United States. The soil and the people within
these limits are under the political control of the government of the
United 'States, or under the States of the union. There exists within
the broad domain of sovereignty, but these two."

That. quote is from 118 1,.S. at 379. So, to the extent that you adopt
those recommendations, you should understand that you are reject mg,
at least. the political doctrine espoused by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Cominimioner Wiirmcnow. Mr. Chairman. I don't belwve this Com-
mission at any thne has ever made any' recognition that the tribes do
have external kinds of sovereignty. I think we have recognized, up to
this point, that we do have, as trilms, internal powers of sovereignty,
and those internal powers of sovereignty are still there, so long as they
have not been expressly reinoved by Congress.

As such I can't say that that particular a rgunwnt has any reference
to this particular position whereby we are recommendingyecogrution
by tlw Cengress that tribes are domestic indeiwndent nations, and as
SUCh they (h) have inherent powers of internal sovereignty.

Mr. TAyi.on. I would just like to make a short reply to Fred's com-
ment. What he has just referred to is the IV/becler case out of the
ninth eitcuit. The l'ela-011 we have put t his section in her e. is because it
is important to know in adtlit ion that tliere is a split opinion bet ween
the ninth circuit and the eighth circuit, and that is what we discussed
in this portion.

This rase has not been derided by tlw Supreme Court. I don't know
whether it is going to t he supreme Court this thne around. Ultimately.
t IlK que,t ion Will he there.

The lawyers need to be aware, and Congress needs to he aware, of
the ramifications of its Federal instrumentality concept. The eighth
circuit is in disagreement with the ninth circuit on this question.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. (Intim:in, there are a untidier of com-
ments that I have in list enityr to Mr. Ma tt011e and also lAng a Wa 113
a the !Ill He. I think tit is rather (6v1ous that We th) have disagree-
ments on certa in fundamental points t hat deal h trust, t ribal sover-
eignty. and tribal governmnt.

We. as Indian penple, Int Ve 0111* knowledge, our perceptions, 011T
attorneys and the Commission has this. We conunent about ohjee-
tivity. and I find it quite interesting. So I feel the first time in the
hory of this (1111111 ry we hn ve Ittlin 11 peOph- sitting oil a (.011..1.es-
:um:II eommis,sion alont,ide Congressmen and Senat ors. with an
equal point of vieW.

I feel that with the Indian 1111)lIt we have the opportunity to bring
ahout the ()hive( Mt V t hnt Mr. Nfartone has been talking about. T
think t:fat if We all examine the various documents. polieics, and
eases. t here has been a lark of Indian involvena,nt.

frol with the involvement 01 Indian people we will WOrk tOW:Ira
oblee.tivity. It is I taw that there are different interpretations to legal
opinunIs. and to the Indian peoples, and I again would li1 e. to express
my 01)11110o.
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do not support that policy, but he has that right, and I that he
should be given adequate time to express his views und say what he
wants to say. I would like to hear some time before the day is over, in
a few minutes, expressed by Mr. Ittartone, what he believer-, and what
Lis philosophy is. And also what,theothers believe it to bc. I think this
would be good, if there is no object i01/1.

Commissioner BORMUDGE. Mr. Ch'ikirman, I certainly concur with
your comments, that we do need the benefit of lwaring as wide a diver-
sity of views as may be available or are held by varic,...s individuals or
groups because certainly, as we seek legislative enactment, we are
going to encounter various views and it is helpful to have them avail-
able to us at this time.

I would only join you in objecting to any characterization on Mr.
Martone or anyone (Ise. of either staff efforts or efforts of the Com-
mission as perl.aps lacking objectvity, or being characterized as that
of Indian advocacy, although I must say that if I were to be painted
with the. brush of Indian advocacy I would stand very proudly, and
be glad to be painted with that brush.

I do feel, Mr. Chairman. that I can appreciate the variouS views
that are presented. I would hope that all attorneys, or all staff people,
having views similar or different would express themselves at an ap-
propriate and timely point, rather than to wait until later on in the
proceedings.

Tlwre is ample opportunity for everyone, as we proeeed, to express
themselves, either eoncurring or disagreeing, whenever presumed find-
ings or recommendations are considered.

So I consider the proceedings have always been open. They have al-
ways been available. for anyone to address themselves to pertinent
issues.

Chairman Anorm:zic To say it. further, John. than what you are
saying: The Commission was pretty carefully drawn with a cross-
sect ion of the- Indian community nationwide, and was drawn from a
fairly good cross-section of congressional leaders.

Everyone has the right to one vote, and at the end of this Commis-
sion's life, when we ha.e the report, and the votes are reported, and
t he majority v'ews are sPt down. and t he m inority v iews are specifically
brought out and expressed and are reported. that I think the perspec-
t ivy of the Commission will be well established. People will have the
right to look at both the majority and minority views and decide what
is right and what is wrong.

I think the report will be an expression of this Commissico, and will
be characterized as one-sided.

In any political deliberationthat is exactly what this is. a political
del iberat ionwhen yon fiiial lv come down to the decision of what you
are going to do. you can adNinately characterize the position as being
one-sided. Yon have got t o route down on t lw side of something.

There has been a great um ny cumpromises made_ in this N :.ort. It
doesn't go as far as a lot of people Wolllii like to see it. In other cases
it goes further than sonic people vould hke to see it, but nevertheless
there arn compromises made. In t hat. respect. it is not totally one-sided
at all.
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of view of this article is evident from some of the legal interpretat ions
that are made. and I think to a very substantial degree.

First, the article mentions page Now, this 5tatemnnt about
Felix Cohet's work. COhen conceded that conquest rendered a tribe
subject, to the, legislative power of the United States and as such this
terminates the external powers of sovereignty of the tribe

This is a theme that runs throughout. the article. Essentially.that
plenary power eliminates inherent tribal sovereignty, and th iis s an
artiele.that conies out against inherent tribal sovereignty.

. The findings of the staff here aro supported clearly by case law.
I think this is terribly important. The tribes have powers of govern-
ments, and those powers are not given by the United States, and can
exist with plenary power.

Just. because. the Vnited States has brought power over Indian
tribes. doesn't mean that those tribes don't have inhe,-ent powers. It is
a major theme of the articlethat tribes do not. have inherent powers
an:1 I think that Cohen is aboutely correct in saying that the two no-
tions are consistent with each other.

In terms of objectivity, also. the author gives a summary of Fed-
eral policy as expressed through Congress. The author, I think he
would agree. does support termination and reaches this conclusion.
Termination was suspended because Indians who are members of ter-
minated trilies were not equipped for work termination. There is no
authority for that cited in the article.

I think this Commission knows very well that that is not why termi-
nation was suspended, be7ause (he tribes were 'quipped -for that.

Conim'ssioner Bruce was Commissioner of tije Bureau of Indian
A ffairs at that time, and. maw other Commissioners have first-hand
knowledge. Terminationas is shown by a tremendous amount of re-
search by this Commission. and is reflected in the Menominee her.-
ingswas rejected becauscit was wrong.

Many. many Congressmen- have gone on record to that effeq, and I
think the article is incorrect in indicating why termination was
suspended.

At another point. the art ielein diseuNsing congressioRal act ion,
and again I think seekints to reach a cca,clusion that tribes do not have
inherent power. and that Comrees,.: is not opera( ing consistent. \'ith
thatdiscusses briefly a. history of Federal legislation. There is a
great deal of treatment giveu o t he allot ment era. there is subst ant ml
t reatment given to t he termination era. and t here is substantial t remit-
ment given to the 196S Civil Right s Act. but there is nothing discussed
after the Mk Civil Rights Act to indicate what Congress intent is
and the summary of legislat i(at by CollgreKs: concludes t his way : is
in tills holding pattern that Congres: vont innes to olwrate.-

I don't believe Congress is in a holding, lantern. Many twople have
said, and I for one go on record to this effect t hat t he 91(1 Congre-s
was the greatest pro-Indian Congress in t he history of the 1 ited
States. It passed more t a dozen act s support ing self-determinat

eueol ragino. tribal sovercHty. I think that a fair treatnwnt of
comlyes,siona 1 history cannot describe that era as a holding pattern.
It was an era hen Congress camp down hard or the side of trilml
sove:vignty.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman ABOURE.ZIC Paul, 11T you ready?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. Coining back to the point that was raised this

morning, about what amendment we made to the trust statement, I
have gone through that section and there was only one amendment
adopted, proposed by the chairman. That was to say "Indian trust
resources" instead of "land."

Chaiman Aww-nEzw. We didn't change the word "enhance" at all.
Mr. Annx.txDER. That is right, we did not. There was an extended

discussion and Mr. Yates' final statement, was, "I will acept it but I
want to state for the record that I am concerned with the quAion of
Prot oct ing and enhancing tribal sdf-government."

Then we voted to adopt the section.
Chairinan Anount:z1:. Was there any other recommendation or re-

quest made by tlw Commission to the staff in that regard?
Mr. At,r.x.%NnEn. There was, at an earlier point in the discussion. a

suggestion to special eonnsel for Mr. Meeds that perhaps he, in the
minority statement, would dra ft an alternative.

That was never a motion of the Commission or anything of that
nature.

Chairman ABOUREZN. All right, go to your next section, then.
Nrr. TAy I A mi. It will be. on page 39.
Cluti-m.ta AM/111E7Jc. rap\ 39 ?

I: M. Yes. sir. page 39. whin]] is the beginiting of part .13
under "legal status"its political relationship under the Indian Re-
organization Act of 1934.

On page :19 we have our summary of findings and reeommendn I 1011S.
The :Ape(' i fie findings and recommendations appear on page. 4). What.
flth4 section of the report deals w7!li is tlie relationship bet ween the
Secretary of the Interi n and Indian tribal govermnents.

The legal authorities which the Secretary relies on in mallets of
approval. or disapproval of tribal codes, an'It amendments 10 t
cODSt ii Ilt ionswe discussed certain situations where the. Secretary has
assumed the authority with respect- to trilws that a PO not oranized
tonler the Indian Reorganization Act, to suspend the'r tribal eonst it
t ons and virtually suspend their governnient pem mg an action or
adopt ion of a new -nnst it ut ion.

Ther0 ()Mk Sit MI ion in t he St at e of Nansastho Pot a wa on 1i_
where. sue]) a suspensiol resnIted in the I rilniJ 5,0N-eminent being vir-
ttmlly terminated for n period in excess of 2 years.

They werea member of a mutt itribal group and in order to have
a representat i ve of that multitribal group, so ;hat they could continue
to p:et Federal benefits, the Secretary bad to name a spokesman for
he tribe.

There is really no legislative authority for such action on the part
of the Secretary. I think the feeling of tbe Department of the Int ,nior

(81)
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Mr. TAYLOR. We could do that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Or the lines.
Mr. TAYLOR. kt one point in our drafting of this it was pointed out

that frequently there is a resentment, if you actually prepared statu-

tory huiguage and then go out to Indian country to consult, because

they feel like the consultation process is meaningless. You have already

done this and what are you there for.
Chairman ABOUREZIL I don't understand: What do you mean by

that ?
Mr. TAYLOR. There is a feelina that the consultation processif you

are carrying out a completed st7ttute for their examinationis really
sort of a farce, that their input has not been sought.

Chairman ABOUREM. Wouldn't that be true for every recommenda-

t ion von make?
\fr. TAYLOR. That is why many of these recommendations are

phrased in the narrative form instead of proposed legislation.
Chairman AsouttEm. But, the recommendations that we do have,

the rules that you just said would apply to those too ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOURUK. We decide the ones we have in narrative form

and state the specific recommendation. Why would it be true of them

aml not of this one?
Mr. TAYLOR. I am not sure how many recommendations we have that

speci fically propose legislati ve language.
Chairman ABOUREzic. Well, we say Congress should appropriate

money for such and such, you don't. put in the figures, necessarily, but
you a're very specific about f ppropriate, and in fact that is what we are

here for.
If somebodyout in the field doesn't like it they can change it, they

ican agree with t, or they can amend it..
Mr. TAYLOR:WPM frankly, Mr. Chairman, my preference, if I were

sitting out in Indian country, is I would rather have a man bring me a

statute that I could tear apart.
Chairman ABOURET.H. That is right.
Mr. TAYLOR. But it is my understanding that the Indian community

has a di fferent reaction to it.
Chairman Anormic. To begin with, it is unprecedented that any

Commissioner, in any legislative forum, would go to such lengths as
this Commission has to elicit comment from the community affected.

I don't think anybody is going to complain out there about that. At
lc;st. i f von are asking to repeal somethincr. yoi, ought to say speeifical-

ly what ought to be repealed. I don't know how you can be general

ahotit that.
Mr, TAYLOR. In this case, sir, there would be no problem to specify

that precisely.
(Thai r»vin AnornEm I am going to have to apologize once more for

sminding like a broken record, but I am going to do it each and every
time because T feel so stron7ly about. it, but to adhere to this section
i f you just simply say the Commission recommends repeal of section

19. spe, ifically the following language: colon quote.
Mr..T.M.oa. flight There is no difficulty in doing that.
Chairman Atint-RZTC. T had to read this particular section twice to

figure out what you meant.



I know some ..)f you probably sat up late at night and did this, and
it takes more time to put down the proper language, but nevertheless
I wish the staff would do it.

Commissioner Boxinutxn.:,. Mr. Chairman, I would certainly concur.
because with respect to the question raised as to whether or not the
consultative process with the tribes wouhl be subverted or erfaled. if

language would be offered it. is my opinion that we would
be subject to charges of walllintr or not concluding our task if the
speci fie language. is lacking. And certainly with respect to this t wo-
part recommenUationone is a reconnnendation to repeal. and the
Other to conunendthere is no other way to go but to be specific. This
in no way violates the spirit of the consultative process at all.

Mr. TAYLOR. IVE) will make that recommendation.
All right. The second recommendation is that secthm 1(1 of the

Indian Reorganization Act, which authorizes the tribes to organize.
be amended to spevifically reflect the fact that tribes have an inherent
right to form their own political organizations in a form which thoy
desire which is well established law and provide that not wit hstain liIi
any provisions in existing tribal constitutions vesting the Secretary
wit II 8 pproval authority that the authority of the Secretary over the
actions of tribal government would extend only to matters relat ing
to the trust responsil)ility.

Second. paragraph 3 w,a:hl amend section 2 of title 21 to mite-
spond with the amendment we all' proposing to section I ( of tlw
Indian Reorganization Act. Namely. limiting the appm al and
disapproval power of the Secretary to t ritst-related matteN.
(inning that when he does make a di-zapproval hi, must appri-e tlw
tribes of why so that they van act intelligently.

The fourth recommendation is an amendment to s-ction Alsa
it is part of the scheme proposi-d in paragraphs 2 and 3. Section SI
imposes the trust responsibility on contracting and related tru-t
assets. So all of these. amendments relate to authorizing tribes to
make decisions rigarding their own trust assets and make this limited
waiver of liability for the Seeretary.

Mr. l'AnKru. Mr. Chairman. I would Commission's :Went
t 0 the references to the. specific statutory language which arc con-
tained in the tribal government task force report. The reconewo-
dations that you have in front of yon. in each cast,. have been ref.
erenced to a imge number in task force 2 report.

This responds directly. 1 think. to the inquiries from the Commi,-
sion that what. wouhl he the specific statutory proimsal. That siwcific
statutory proposal is contained ill t he text of task force 2 report.

This recommendation that yon have in front of you cross references
to the task force 2 report and it is just as an a fterthon:210 tliat
this specific document. that you have in fr -it of you. probably should
have incorvorated that specific statutory i.lagunge. Bat in any case it
does refer you to task force 2 report wherein that ,pecific language is
and can he fourA.

MAirroxi.:. Mr. ( !,;zirman. I wonld like to refer your at (dolor)
to reeommendat ion No. 3.

Chairman Ant What page?
Mr. MAIVI% Ai:. Page reeommendat ion No. 3. It seeks to limit the

authority of tne Secret ary to adiuns relating to the protection of

DL
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Chairman ABOUREZK. I hope you have made that clear, because I
don't think it is clear to the Commission at this point.

Mr. PARKER. If I might return to the subject: I think it is a policy
decision on which the Commission is obviously in a position to exercise
its judgment. The Commissioners may well decide that they don't want
to take. this positionwhich is to provide for authorit: in a tribe to-
override a disapproval by a Secretary, and thus limit his liability.

Obviously, there are problems which wouldn't be hard to imagine
where a particular group or tribe may wish to proceed in this way
against the wishes of the majority if the majority, for example, had
notice of this.

I think the only way to protect the rights of the majority in such
an instance, would be to require sonic sort of a referendum procedure
before the tribe can actually take that. action to overrule the disap-
proval of the Secretary and thereby limit his liability.

Chairman Am) limmx. Well, that may be true. The existing language
that. you read before has a big loophole in it. That is all I am saying.
While these verbal explanations are somewhat soothing and reassur-
ing, they don't exist. on paper, or at least not that I have read. I think
you ought to get it in there, so it can be understood, once again, because
you al e not going to be around forever te explain that.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to report on
Mr. Parker's suggestion hy referendum.

Clatirman ABOURF.ZK. That is fine.
Mr. MARTONE. Mr. Chairman, I could illustrate what I mean by the

problem, as follows: Let us suppose that a duly elected tribal council
enters into a contract with a. county that it happens to be, in for the 1170
of county or State police for interim protection until the tribe has its
own resources to provide the same sort of thing.

Presubiably. that issue goes to self-government. Suppose that dissi-
dents in the t ribe then sue the United States arguing that. the contract
somehow affects the trustee's responsibility with respect to self-gov-
..,rument, and it infringes on inherent tribal sovereignty, and We don't
t hink that ought to be done.

The Seer:i ary says: "I don't have. any authority with respect to.
tribal sel f-governmeot and though it. is somehow within my trust
responsihility, I lmve 110 authority under that portion of the
responsibility."

Mr. T.m.on. On the example I h..t is raised I don't have much difil-
cult y Wit 11 I he de fetif-,0 of t he Secretary. It seems to me that is what
tribal sel f-gm eminent is about. and that individual's complaint. is
against his own government.

Mr. M Thell. it seetilS to me. you nave proved my point that
Fel ,hotild he taken out of this cpwle. "Federal tntst re-
spnisihility.- if has no authority.

M. Wu.KINsox.. If lie has no authority. because if they were Inter
sued hy the county. the I ".S. attorney should be available if the tribe
wishe-z to defend the tribe. and that's whore the trust. responsil)ility
would he fnifilled.

Mr. PAI:Ku. The responsibility to provide legal representation to
protect thy rights of the tribe and the men ;se of set f-governnwnt.

Chairman Alv)unri.K. It seems to me that- what yon ought to say
really is that trust responsibility extends to tribal :lel f-government

9
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Mr. MAIrrow.. The Indian Civil Rights Act is a limitation on the
power of the tribe not the United States,

Mr. PARKER. The United States enacted that law specifically to limit
the powers of tribes.

Mr. MARTONE. It doesn't protect the sovereignty of the United States
by suits of tribal inembers or the tribe against it. My concern is not
with the disFidents against the tribe, as Glair lie has mentioned, but
conc.ern about suit brought by dissidents against the United States.
.T1w United States will say, and the plaint iff will say, that self-govern-
nient is under the t rust responsibility, as t his Commission has defined it.

But then it will say, 'bbut I don't fiave any power with respect to that
responsibility, I don't know what I can do for you." Can the ITnited
States ever be liable with respect to the trust responsibility as it in-
cludes self-government ?

f your answer to that. question is "yes." then it seelnA to me wat
the Secretary has to have some control over its liability.

Mr. TAII,Mt. It strikes me that we are bogged down in excessive
legalisms here. I think that one of the functions of this Commission is
to try to set some policy (I i re&i ves. We have got a temporary Indian
committee which is corninf in; which will study legi ,tation for 2 years.
Nnw, sonic. of this material .isigoing to require refinement, and I think
you pointed ont a potential problem here

It is one of the problems Otrying to put this into specific legislative
la muage. I t h ink what we. need to be considering here is the, broad
direction of the legislative determinations of this temporary commit-
tee. Is it .(roing to be directed toward I la kind of problems we are going
to la` focusing on ?

Now, this debate that is going on right here can go the rest of the
afternoon, and possibly the next 2 years,

(`Itaiminam AB( warm That is true, Pete. Let me shut off the i oate
by saying this: There is obvious conflict, there is an unclarity of defi-
nit ion t hat I find difficult to resolve myself, and I am pretty sure that
some of the other Commission members have the same difficulty. I
don't think von have worked it out. yet. We haven't, worked it out for
certnio.

I would hesitate to vote to .,dopt anything that contains such an
obvious conflict and such ambiguity. I. for one, and the rest of the
Ccnumisioners with the sat:, vote have to defend this report.

Ir. T. ijA at. Senator, the alternative, as I would see it, N% 0111(1 be re-
writ in!, certain of these reeommen.Iations to say that Congre!;s should
consider legislation that will accomplish in broad purpose the follow-
ing resolts. or att:,npt to (.o in this dire,tion.

( irnmn A aot-REi.K. That is what I INAS saying.
Mr. TA vt.(m. But it is (min!). to be fairly general language.
(*ha irman A noi-aEzicz--That is fine.
Mr. TArtim. I think we can do that.
Chairman AlUg.'liFIZIC Back to t his other seet ion where you talk

:Wont repealing such and such la noint t he way you have it worded,
voo have no alternative hut to put in sperific language.

I f you want to change that aml say that Congress should repeal
an v portion of title is and so and so. that requires overriding of t he
trW:ul ,,,Touip or whatever von said, you can be that general. As far as
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the way you word it the way you did, you had to be specific, you left
your1f no choice.

COMMisSi011et BORBRIDOE. Mr. Chairman, I want to reiterate my
concern. I seethe trust responsibility on the part of the Federal Gov-
ernment extending to the trust resources and to tribal self-govermnent.

Where I have difficulty is not with the concept as to what was
intended but with the language. It was to be clearly understood that
while holding the trustee accountable, and in that context we dis-
cussed liability or justifiable cause of action, at the same time we
were talking about waiving some aspects of that trust relationship.

Perhaps you have not clearly spelled out what, thereupon, would
happen to that liability. I don't want to get bogged down in some of
these detailed concepts, but I am not sure that the language truly
achieves that.

I think that the suggestion by the chairman, to which you responded,
would take care of those concerns.

Chairman AROIIREM. When we come back to the next meeting can
you offer something different on this ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; sir.
Mr. WILKINSON. I would like to say. just extremely briefly, that the

notion came out of here from the cases involved by Reid Chambers in
his la w review article on t he trust relationship.

The key point he was trying to make is that States are making
incursions on tribal self-government. taxation, courts, or whatever;
that attorneys funded by the United States must be. available to the
tribe where States are attempting to make improper incursions into
the reservat ions. That, is what these recommendations are primarily
aiming at.

The reason that the approval power is not extended is because
there would be no tribal netion for the Secretary to approve in that
kind of situation. It would just be the State attempting to tax. and
that. is what we are attempting to get here. is to be certain that the
United States will be defending the tribe and the tribe wishes.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I think we should say that, if that is the case,
Charlie.

Mr. WILInNSON. That i5; my feeling
Chairman AIOUREZIC Yon have one intention and you write. down

anotlwr intention, it is too unfair to he introducing it.
Well. we will look at this over the weekend and bring it bark at the

IloNt meeting. with something different. right ?
Mr. TAriPn. Yes sir.
Mr. l'Ayrm. At this point we MT On soet ion A-4 which stArtS on

pa!re P4. It deals with a recommendation to the amendment of the 196S
Civii Ilitdits Act and a provision that would accord laws and judg-
ments of tribal courts and trihnl councils recognition or standing in
the emirts of StiltVS and the Federal Governnwnt.

Chairman AnoVIZEzii. Where are the recommendations?
TAyr.on. Page 48 is the summary. 'rho Spodne findirws and rev_

ommmlations are on page 59. Actually. the narrative section of this
portion is essentially a recitation of findine.s. Our first recommenda-
tion is that the judieially evolving rule requiring exhaustion of trihal
remedies before a Federal court takes jurisdiction over a pro..,cding
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should be rigidly enforced. Our evaluation of the cases under this act
show that it is a rather hit and miss doctrine of the courts right now.
It is particularly a miss doctiine, when a complaint is tiled in the court
and, for some reason or other, adequate representation for the tribe
does not appear to defend. I fra kly think the court, when confronted
with the complaint itself, should quL,f ion whether the tribal remedies
have been exhausted before it will accept jurisdiction.

The exhaustion requirement should include all the tribal remedies,
the administrative remedies, the tribal court, and any tribal appel-
late court systGns that may exist. This should be a very rigidly en-
forced requirement.

Chairman ABOLTREM. Shouldn't there be specific legislative author-
ization for something like the Administrative Procedures Act of the
Federal Government? Should we have a specific piece of legislation
requiring exhaustion ?

Mr. TAYLOR. I. think we could have an amendment to the 1968
Civil Rights Act, codifying that exhaustion.

Chairman ABOURE7.K. Yes; I don't know how legally it could lie en-
forced unless we pass a law but I think you ought to do that.

Mr. TAYLOR. All right. The second recommendation is that review
of the actions of tribal governmentparticularly tribal courts--
should be limited to the record of proceedings in tribal courts, where
such a record has been maintained. At this time, many tribal courts
don't have the equipment to record their court proceedings.

Frankly, the tribal courts could easily be equipped with recording
devices at, I t hi nk, a non lina I expense.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There are recommendations for that latt.r on.
Mr. TAYLOR. There is another recommendation on the recording

devices in another portion of thiS rthapter. But we are saying that tho
review should be limited to the record of the tribal court proceedings
where such a r(cord is maintaired. There has been criticism that these
review proceedings, in a situation where there is no record, are taken
virtually at :t de novo trial where the U.S. district court simply be-
COME'S a mtrial of the ease through a habeas corpus proceeding. In this
instance here the recommendation for the solution would appear--

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is in part I) at page 125. Those were recom-
mendations on tribal courts generally and appellate systems that we
will be making.

Chairman AnourtEzic. Should this belong in that section ?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think that paragraph should.
Chairman ABOIltrzli. What page is it, 123?
11f r. ALEXANDER. YeS.
Chairman ABM:RE:Mi. It is not as simple to provide a court record as

you say because not only do you have to have a recording machine,
you have to have somebody to type it up, almost instantly, after the
trial is over.

Mr. TAYL01.. That is t rue. but the nurnher of criminal appeals out of
trial courts is, thus far, I am sure, less than a half-a-dozen in the 8-
year history of the act.

Chairman ABotrnEm. Don't you have to set up a specific procedure
for that kind of thing?

Mr. PArtar.R. Mr. Chairman, are you asking on the question of court
of record ?

96
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Chairman ABM:ME/K. Yes.
Mr. PARKER. Prior to coming to the Commission I was engaged in

some research on that particular question. It is an ongoing area of the
law that just needs much clarification. My research revealed that a
court of record is a very flexible term and Is not tightly defined I n Fed-
eral law or in common law. The concept is a fairly well-agreed-upon
one. A court of record is a court which maintains a recorda court
which issues written orders or opinions or whatever in each case where
the court makes a decision. I think that that is basically the funda-
mental aspect of a court of record. I don't think a court of record re-
quires that the transcript of all proceedings be typed up, simply that
they be available.

Mr. ALEXANDER. In the District of Columbia the district court uses
a tape system which the judge seals and if an appeal is taken, it is
then transcribed, which is a much more economical device..

Chairman ABUUREZK. There ought to be some kind of procedure for
that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The recommendation is essentially that funding be
provided so tilat tribal courts can become courts of record. In a Navajo
situation, with a heavy caseload in the appellate court system, it may
be functional for court reporters and in Gila River they may have a
tape system. It varies.

Chairman ABOUREZK. It seems to me, in recommendation No. 2 on
page 59where you say all tribal courts will be equipped with record-
ing devicesthat particular language seems to be out of place in a
recommendation where you want to he totally general and say that
it ought to have a procedure set up. 'Why do you have recording devices
as the answer ? It is not. There are other things RS well.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We will use the type of language that is on page 125.
Chairman AROVREZIC. All right.
Mr. TAYLOR. The third recommendation on this page is that the

review should not turn on procedural niceties but should rather be
premiFed on the concept of fundamental fairness based on the entire
record. Several decisions under the 196R Civil Rights Act have adopt-
ed that standard as the basis for review. Tt goes to the question of
whether or not the 19(iS Civil Rights Act was intended to blanliet
in all-Federal constitutional law with all of fir, mechanical sa fe-
2-nards and procedures which are applicable in Federal courts. I think

the history of the act. the relationship of the tribal governments a mi
tribf,l courts in the Federal leffal stricture would clearly reflect that
the act is not intended to bring in NNholesale all of the. Federal con-
stitutional law but !lithe! the act was settin e. out eerta in standards
and some. Federal courts, in dealing with this MR act. adopted this
fundamental fairness concept. but not all Federal courts have. Again.
it is one of these hit-and-miss thintm

S40 what we are snirze4 int* here is that the more flexible standards
adimted by .onie of thee court decisions, be incorporated into the 19t1S

Pialits Actcodified into it. Again. the. specifics of the statutory
lanymnEre is not here. but the concept is what we are after.

Mr. MAirrosr.. Mr. Chairman. it seems to me that one's 1)(9.cl-wet ive of
thee recommendations in volviinr tile Civil Pirrhts et -toils and
one., agreement or disagreement with the recommendations may

9
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Commission does not recommend a change in the law. I think he is
correct in saying that we should proceed on that assumption because
it is our judgment that that is what the existing law is.

Mr. tLEXANDER. What. we are talking about though is----
irnmn ABOUREZK. Under that presumption wc:ld you make dif-

ferent recommendations?
Mr. Wirauxsoy. No, we do not believe it would make a difference.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I think we should respond a little bit more directly

to the question presented. The courts, in defining what has been called
procedural niceties, is not. taNngabout diffemees between criminal
defendants in court., but ithe court n defending those remedies is talk-
ing about. its frustration in beimg able to enforce rules against. police
and governmental apparatus. Trutt has been a long-evolving history
for the U.S. court system working in the governmental system
of the United States. We do not, necessarily, as a matter of course,
transfer that 200-year expeience to a tribal court. setting. A setting
where there may be other mechanisms for holding governments and
police departments accountable. o I don't think the distinn,tion of
who is before t he court should change the procedural matters, because
the procedural matters are not- based on who is before the court.

Chairman Anoi:RE7X. Under the 190S Civil Rights Act: Is there
appeal provided from the decision of the tribal court?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The Civil Rights Act provides for a habeas corpus
prweeding. There is another general civil rights statute, I don%
remember the number, which generally provides, when an appeal is
limier civil rights legislation, generally under the Federal district
court.

Chairman AnarRE7.1C Do you think it would be appropriate that
non-Indians who might come under the jurisdiction of the tribal court
be accorded the trial de novo in the Federal district court on the issue
that. it was brought before. the tribal court ?

Mr. ALFAANDER. There is an assumption there. that non-Indians
wonld be treated somehow less fairly than Indians would in the tribal
courts.

Chairman A nal-711E7X. Not necessarily, no. I think, Paul. you are
missing une thing. By preserving tribal courts you are attempting
to preserve tribal customs. You are attempting to preserve a tribmml
that would preserve, tribal customs, but a non-Indian living within
the boundaries of a reservation may not necessarily adhere to those
tr bal customs. I know you could essentially say: "well, if he is living
Fore. he damn well better adhere to the tribal customs," but we are,
in effect, changing a system that. has been in effect 100 years and I
think changing it for flue better if we. do that. But. you are taking
a non-Indian who has been living -within tlw boundaries, of a reser-
vation for a long time. who may not. want to adhere to tribal customs
aml may say. "well, I want, my day in a non-Indian court, such as the
Federal court."

WILKINPON, Senator, the analogy we must draw here is between
the tribal court system and the State court. system. If an Indian ends
up in the State court-, system, that Indian does not get a de novo trial
in flue Federal court.

Chairman ABOURE7.x. But he gets an appeal.
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Mr. WILKINsoN. He gets an appeal, and so does the Indian in tribal
court.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Where does ho appeal to?
Mr. WILKINsoN. In tribal court, well, it is not truly an appeal. It

is an original action in district court.
Chairman Anotrapm. All right; then a non-Indian can do the same

thing.
Mr. WILKINSON. That is right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is what I am asking.
Mr. WILKINSON. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right, that is settled.
Mr. WILKINSON. But it is not de novo in the true sense.
Chairman ABOUREZK. But

i'
you said it is an orioinal action.

Mr. WILKrssoN. That is right ; and the districtcourt is reviewing
what was done by the trial courts. It is v. new case and the district
court is reviewing. It is similar, to an action under the Federal Ad-
ministrative Procedures Act.

Chairman ABOUREZR. Wait just a minute. Is that' \true only in
criminal cases? What about civil cases?

Mr. WILKINSON. It would be true of the civil cases also.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is it done under a writ of habeas corpus?
Mr. WILKINSON. That is one method but it can also be done under

case In- for an injunction of declaratory reLef.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What about a civil case?
Mr. WILKINSON. Only if there are constitutional rights involved

would they be permitted to go into Federal distriet court.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What if a non-Indian does not like the way he

is taxed by the tribe ?
Mr. WILKINSON. If he doesn't like it, just doesn't like it
Chairman ABOUREZIK He lumps it..
Mr. WILKINSON. Right but, and this is very important, if he can

show discrimination on the basis of race, he can then go into Federal
district court.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What if he can't show that ?
Mr. WILKINSON. ITe would have no more right than would an Indian

who was being taxed lw the. State. That Indian would he left for State
court procedures and i he same thing where an Indian would be left
with tribal court rocedures.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Wait. We have already shown a distinction
bet ween the two parallels you tried to (trim. One is in a State court
there is an appeal to the higher court. What I am trying to establish is
an appeal to a higher court from n tribal court.

Mr. WILK/NoN-, You mean a tribal appellate court ?
Chairman ABOUREZIC. A tribal court decision. Is there an appeal

from a tribal court decision to a higher court ?
Mr. Wzmi-issox. A higher tribal court ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Any kind of court.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We are recommentlina the. permissive establish-

ment., for development, of appellate tribal court, systems. When that
systNn is intact

Chairman ABOUREZK. No, no, Paul, back up. What I said was: The
non-Indian who says I want my (In in it non-Indian court. Now,
promed with the discussion on that basis.
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to suggest that Indians need not fear the litigation of federitilyre-
served rights in the State court because there is always judicial review
in the U.S. Supreme Court, by petition for writ of certiorari. No sueh

avenue of review exists for judgments of tribal courts, and later on in

this report they are going to recommend an amendment to the United
States Code to provide full faith and credit for such judgments. That
could create rather interesting results.

Now, I don't want to drag this out but the law seeks to go beyond

that to insure that horrible things don't happen. What does one do with

a tribal court judgment from which there is no appeal, which relates
only to matters of contract_ or real property and which is in the amount

of $2 million? Theoretically a State is supposed to give it full faith
and credit in a State jurisdiction.

Chairman ABOTIREZK. I think it raises a good question, both for
*Indians Pnd for mm-Indians: in fact. the question of appeal from a
tribal court rkcision. I think it is one this Commission ought to face
one way or the other.

MP. TAYLOR. Senator, I find it rather difficult to quarrel with what

we have doner-here. We are saying that these things are subject to
review undet fundamental fairness. We are quarreling with mother-
hofHl.

'hairman ABOUREZIL Peter, where do you find the review at I think
You agree there arc certain circumstances where there is no review.

Mr. TAYLOR. In civil proceedings there is no review, yes. sir.
Chairman ABOgREZK. That is the only cases we are talking about

vh.fht now. Where there is a review we aon't have any disagreement.
WI:It we are talking about is providing a review for all cases.

Mr. WILKINSON. I don't see why review on appeal within the triPal
,ourt system is so special. It happens that_ in our system we provide
for appeals. It happens that many other countries aon't. Tr you have

a -.wall tribe that does not want to set up an extra level of appeals, it
that, our system of justice ought to be tailored toward that and

p.rmit this one level of decision so long as constitutional rights aren't

chairman ABOITREZR. Charlie, even in small claims courts there is
proyi,ion for trial de novo and even in municipal court or eirenit

..ioirt in most. State jurisdictions. It is costly to litigate naturally but
!!at is the discouraging aspect of it to keep the historic lawsuit 'from

ving, but there is one thing perhaps the, Commission ought to face,
t!.at even Indian litigants, not only non-Indians, but even Tn:lian liti-

ifltS are entitled to go beyond one court when they feel like they
ran't find justice in that court. They ought to have some outlet.

Arr. WIT KINS0N:. Shooldn't we leave t119 up to the Government In
(It her words, we have a tribe. leader, a tribal council that is attempting
to run its own ,eservation in the best way. They rare about these mat-
ir much SS you and I do and the rest of the Commission do. They
,!i,ride that with their resources being what they are that they want to
provide a good, fair trial at one level only with no appeal. It seems to
me that what this C.Immission wants to 'do is to respect that kind of

and not antomatically require an expensive overlay of an
ni,nellate court system. That is why we suggest that it be permissive
with the tribe. If there is a tribe that. wants to set. up an appellate

1 o,
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court system then it should, but if the tribe decides, in its own con-
kience in dealing with its own people, that there should only be one
level because the resources are best tuned to that, then it is our juclg-

Z ment that that tribal self-determination should stand.
Chairman ABOTTREZK. If we followed your argument logically you

would repeal the 1968 Civil Rights Act by saying that is an interfer-
ence with the tribal courts,' right.

Mr. Wnauxsoisr. But I am.not suggesting that and no one ;else is
either.

Chairman ABounEzit., But Tou are by saying that to twld one more ,
amendment would interfere with thoses.

Mr. TAYLOR. It would add one more interference, but we are talking
about these large civil judgments and I think I made a misstatement.
You asked if there was a right of appeal. My answer to that is no. But
there has been access to the U.S. courts for review of actions of tribal
government related to similar matters. I am thinking now of Cheyertie
River Si01,10 v. O'Neill where the tribe got a civil judgment of lore-
closure against a non-Indian's cattle that were on tribally owned land.
I think he failed to pay his lease, or something like that, and they
started to execute that loreclosure proceeding and the man went into
Federal court on a complarit filed under the 1968 Civil Rights Act. He
got his stay in that ease. In fact, in that case the U.S. district court sent
it back to the tribe for exilaustion of tribal remedies but indicated that
it would take jurisdiction if a satisfactory solution was not worked
out.

So there is a possibility of Federal court review.
Chairman ABOTTREZK. There is a possibility and that is one ease, but

what I am talking about is setting up a procedure.
You can't pluck one case out of the air where some Federal court

judge decided to take it. 'What about the other 800 who decided not to
take it? You can't leave it to the judge. Either von do 't or you don't do
it. That is what we are talking about here. I want *0 ask the other
Commissioners to express their views on it. The purpose of the discus-
sion is to find out whether or not we ought to do it.

Commissloner RimiocrE. Mr. Chairman, if I may ask a question of
the staff? Besically you are. saying essentially that the court. systems
which are established by varions tribes provides adequate safeguards
as far as the rights of the individual Indian or non-Indian are con-
cerned.

Are yon further saying that in all instances where a non-Indian is
involved, assume that he has been treated unjustly, that there is re-
course in even, instance, even in fact i f that recourse may not neces-
sarily he available through an appellate procedure, within the tribal
courts.

Mr. WTT.KINSON. No. T will stand corrected if anybody disagrees with
this, but T believe that a normal contract situation, who owes S5n0 (-)r
a normal personal injury eace, can't recover for 1,0(10. and that situa-
tion where no constitutional questions are involved, the act does not.
rennin+ any review by anybody.

So Hatt. in other words. if von and T went into a trihal court over an
automobile accident, then it is possible under the net that then- would
be no review by anybody. Tt would he a matter of fairness as to what
went on in that tribal court.

10
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Commissioner BORBRIDGE. So we go back to my question, will you
answer yes or no ?

Mr. A.i.ExANDER. Well, fairness is also a due process issue. You are
talking about fairness, Charlie, and if it is a violation of due process,
then it would be appealable.

I think we liave to oet a little reality. The skt nations that I know
about where there havee'beea a large number of non-Indians going into
a tribal court is mostly in IIela River, and this has been going on
about 4 years now, and that court in that period of time has processed
over 6.000 cases. It has not had one single action under the Indian
Civil Rights Act.

We should not lose track of the fact that there are, in fact, tribal
appellant systems in existence in some of the larger tribes. There are
also special processes of review of tribal court decisions by a three-
person panel of elders appointed by the tribal council. In the Apache
situation, if you are a 25 CFR court, the Secretary of the Interior has
appel late authority.

We are recommending that this appellant system be permissively
developed by the. tribes, that it be funded, and that there be an ex-
perimental period to try to see what kind of system will meet the
tribal needs

Commissioner IIORIMIDGE. Does this mean. Mr. Chairman, that where
there is an appellate procedure that is established that the right of the
defendant mirty be in better shape than where there is no appellate
procedure. This is just a layman's question here.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Procedurally, there may be, but I would say that
the tribal courts generally are fairly informal operations today. I
think Peter's use of the term "fundamental fairness" as far as ap-
plicability to those courtsthey are not the terse adversary system
with overtrained lawyers, if you will,

You are talking about a much more personalized delivery of justice
system at this stage in time. We seem to be using standards from a
very tight justice system where you have got a prosecutor with an in-
vestigative stall of 20 people, and a corps of defense attorneys. That is
not what we are talking about at this stage.

Chairman ABOUREZK. John, are you finished ?
Commissioner 1301IBRIDGE. Just one other question, Mr. Chairman.

Are we further stating that as relates to the establishment of the
tribal courts, you would view this as simply anof her progressive step
in the increasing sophistication of the operation of the courts by mov-
ing the tribes toward a permissive establishment of an appellate proc-
ess, and that this may well take a little time to accomplish?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We have described the tribal justice system as an
evolving system. That is the fundamental concept. The answer to your
question in short is yes.

I want to come back to something Peter said before, because I think
it is pertinent here, and that is one of the principles, that we were
talking about earlier, is that tribes would essentially be held to the
standard that the poweis that they were exercising are in the govern-
mental interest of the tribe, and we are not talking about some left-
handed kim: of action.

Commissioner I3ORBRIDGE. I object, as a left-hander as to the con-
notation

1 OG
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.I would think that given the liiii ited applicat ion of what we are talk-
ing about in faetval terms, that there. really isn't a probleni with that.
Now, what I think I am doing is conceding t he point. that, Senator
Abourezk is making, the point originally raised by Mr. Martone.

I don't think we can defend .supporting a I ribal court system Lhat
does not have a right of appeal. The right of appeal is not a con:A it u-
tional right, but it. is accorded in every court system in the country,
and I don't think we can defend not providing a right of appeal.

There needs to be a lot, of work done oii this before we are at a point
where we can define precisely what that right is, where it. should he
exercised, what is its scope, and what are the procedures. I think we
are a loag way from that.

Chairman AsontrzK. Do you think the CommissionI am asking
of the. Connnission menilmrs--.should establish a principle that there
should be some kind of an appeal from a court that previously had no
appeal ? Is that. a fair principle or not? That is the queAion I have
been trying to raise all a fternoon.

Conunissioner limuunnon. Mr. Clutirman, I think it. would be pos-
sible to do that in the perspect ive that. we as a Commission see this ns,
call it. an obligation, if you will, of the Federal Government to work
with the tribal courts in the extension of tribal sovereignty so as to
provide. such an appellate. procedure on the basis that it will accord an
additional guarantee.

Once we do that I don't see any problems, really, with the rest of it.
AsousF.z.K. All right.

1fr. I'mumt. I think we have taken direction from the (Onunis.sion
on t his.

Chairman AnorRnm. Does the Commission agree, or is there fitly
dissent. on t hat ?

Commissioner WfirrEcnow. Mr. Chairman. I wholeheartedly agree.
Under any system there must be an appeal and whether it be for
Indian or non-Indian, as long as this Cmimission has provided for
the establishment and continuation of tribal courts, and tribal gov-
ernment processes. I think veiy definitely it is a part of our responsi-
bility to assure that there is an appeal process provided within this
entire context. 7 .

Commissioner BRUCE/ I wonhl agree with that. Does this mean
that we are. leaving kopen as it stands now, unless we take some
action ? Is that right ? ,

Mr. PARKER. I think we have direction from the Commission. I
interpret that we have direction from the Commission.

Chairman ABOUREzic. Y011 will bring us back some language?
yr. WILKINSON. Would it, be acceptable to the Commission to per-

mit tribes to permit the appeal to go to the tribal council if no for.oal
appellate court. is set up? The tribal czamcil then to review for funda-
mental fairness.

Chairman ABOT7RE7K. If you want to get into specifics.then I am
going. to push for a Federal district court trial or appeal to the Fed-
eral dist rict court.

MAIrroNn. I think his sungestion raises another problem. at
least in onr tripartite system where yon separate the judicial front
the executive and ltsgtslative branAes. It is a little peculiar to say that
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an appeal from the judicial branch of the tribal system slmll be to
its executive/legislative branch, the veu branch which may be a,
party to the suit. It is just a blending and mixing of problems.

Clearly, the political branches of the tribe's government are go-
. i!g to have fairly strong feelings about some issues raised, and I can
give an example. Paul Alexander mentioned the Gila River Indian
Reservation in Arizona because of its location. I usually go through
that. reservation every week.

You can't go from Phoenix, Ariz., to Florence, Ariz., without going
through that unless you decide to go a long way. I have been in the
Gila.River Indian Court, I was in the peculiar situation of represent-
ing an insurer of the tribe in an action brought by the heirs of a de-
ceased Indian against the tribe, and against a tribal sheriff where that
tribal sheriff ran over the tribal Indian while he was sleeping in the
street. in a drunken condition.

The heirs of that deceased Indian brought an action against the
tribe and against the tribal sheriff. Under our contractmil obligation
the insurer therefore had the duty to defend the tribe. The action was
brought by the plaintiff first in the State court in Tucson. The case
was dismissed because clearly the State court had no jurisdiction over
a reservation Indian defendant and a tribe.

Action was then brought in the II.S. District Court for the District
of Arizona, and at that time I was counsel, and I moved to dismiss that
act ion for lack of Federal jurisdiction.

Since the matter was a tort arising on the reservation there Was no
Federal question, and there was no diversity of citizenship. The, mat-
ter then went to the tribal courts and we found that the tribal court
was geared for two things: Criminal offenses and domestic relations.
They never had a case like this before. There were no procedures avail-
able. To even talk about the litigation

Chairman ABOITREZK. Without (ming any further I a (Tree with that.
Putting it back in the council woulI not. be the appropriae thing to do.

Commissioner BORPRIDOL Mr. Chairman, I was just wondering .
whether, instead of discussing proposals that we clearly don't intend
to vote on, if we might simply refer this back to staff and ask them
not to conjecture a lot as to what they might be coming up with later on.

Chairman ABOUREM That is it, go on to your next recommendation.
We are on chapter sixFederal administration?
Mr. SMVENS. Yes, sir, we will start with the recommendations on

pages 58 and 61. I want to WU the Commission that we want to talk
about the recommendations. The Federal administration chapter has to
be taken up next Friday, but we need to talk over the recommendations,
the concepts, and the things we are trying to propose.

Mr. HALL. There are basically three areas that I would like to hring
to the Commission's attention. The first is the Federal delivery sys-
tem : How it functions, how it should function, and th e. specific reeom-
mendations that we have prepared for those pages 58 through 61.

We also have specific recommendations with respect to Indian Pm-
ployment and contracting: preference. The condition of that currently
and what changes should be made to improve it. There are two sets of
them 011 pages 73 through 76 and 81 through S.

A third area. which we do not have the specific recommendations
prepared for, is the concept of the independent Indian agency. I am

1 0
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own copies? It is not a very big deal. It just seems to me that they
ought to be able to get their own copies some way.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment ? I know rf a
situation where a tribe had to hold a special powwow to raise $1.1 to
buy a copy of Black's Law Dictionary.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The.v had to do what ?
Mr. TAYLOR. They had to hold a powwow to raise $11 to buy Blaek's

Law Dictionary.
Chairman Anorrnmi. That is theprice of democracy.
Mr. TAYLOR. Under the statute right now, agency offices ft* sup-

posed to have copies of all statutes relating to Indian affair, and
several other legal works, which I don't believe those offices am
holding.

This, I think, would be a. very inexpensive procedure. It is a way of
equipping tribal offices to deal with laws and regulations, and for some
tribes, really, the expense could be a strain.

Chairman ABOUREZR. But 25 U.S.C. is just one book.
Mr. TAYLOR. Then there is 25 CFR.
Chairman AB6IIREZTE. You dont' say tha: here, you say 25 U.S.C.
Mr. TAYLOR. In this instance that may be %%hat is referred to.
Chairman ABOUREZTE. As I say, that is not even worth arguing

about, it seems to me, and it is not even worth putting in the report.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman. I think we are off point here, and that.

is our fault. I don't know entirely what. is happening on this, but I
know what. I would do. It is what Congressman Yates was referring
to in the last meeting.

I think that Indian tribes are expecte.d to do things that the Federal
Government does not do. Many of the executive departments and agen-
cies, although they have the materials to work wit,h, like the GAO
person who NNW in my office the. other day, and asked to look at. the
GAO manuals. I pulled them and I put my hands on them and I said.
"Now. I am competent and you are incompetent, and that is the dif-
ference between you and me." He laughed and said, "Yes."

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Indian Health Service, and cer-
tain other departments--I think We have to change, possibly, the
phrases in here, that Indian People have to have access to the rules.
That is the real line. When they have the, rules, when they have the
regulations, and when they have the statutes then they will have access
to the kinds of materials that they need to operate with. I think that
niakes a difference on whether a tribal government is incompetent.
That is the point of it.

Chairman ABOITREZIE. I don't disagree with that. The only thinti.
I am saying is you have got a report. here and we have all the heavy
issues in the world, and there is one little section that says somebody
onfrlit to hand the tribe copies of 25 r.S.C.

What the hell, if the tribe can't get it-, own copies of 25 F.S.C. it
can't set up its own court system, right., fun I right or wrong?

Mr. STEVENS. Right.
Dr. Zr.r.r.. Well, as we discussed this morningwe were talking about

the fact that many tri.bail governments do not have the financial re-
sources necmsary to support the basic operations of tribal frov2rn-
ment I certainly think that this goes right in with that. Thelidian
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people have a right to know, and have access to the laws which govern
them, in this case 25 U.S.C. I rcally think this is pretty important.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Pat, I don't think 25 U.S.C. annotated. even
if you had an annotated, wouldn't cost ova $20. Is there a tribe in
the country who can't raise $201

Dr. ZELL. I would imagine there are.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you know which ones?
Dr. ZELL. I would say many of the southern California tribes.
Chairman ABOIIREZIE. They can't raise $20? I have been through

southern California and I think they could, and 25 U.S.C. is available
from the best publishing companies.

Mr. HALL. If I may suggest a solution to this, Mr. Chairman? I
think the more crucial one is the meaningful one that follows, and
that is the complete revision and publishing of the BIA maual, which
is now unavailable regardless of how much money a tribe might have.

Chairman ABOUREZR. That is a different question.
Mr. HALL. It would seem to me that, perhaps, it could be handled

in the context of the bureau or the agency supplying te:hnical assist-
ance and necessary, materials to tribes to contract and assame certain
responsibilities, and included in that would be the manual and the one
other resource would be there.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is fine. I don't disagree with that, but
just to see this pop out, putting this in the report, is saving furnish one
book is like putting in the U.S. Constitution a prohibition against
spitting on the sidewalk. I am sorry but that is the way I look at it.

Congressman MEM& I tend to agree with that, Mr. Chairman. This
kind of recommendation is going beneath the 'dignity of the report. 25
U.S.C. is not goincr to cost very much, and the chairman made that
point and most trias can afford 25 U.S.C.

Is there anywhere where we have the total cost. of this program. if
it were implemented? Has anybody done a cost analysis of the rec-
ommendation ? Do we have that anywhere?

Mr. HALL. On the entire report or this chapter ?
Congressman MEMEL Of the entire report.
Chairman ABOTTREZK. There is no way, because the recommendations

don't get that specific.
Congressman MEM& Well, I saw some pretty specific recommenda-

tions that. looked to me about 20 billion dollars worth.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Some of them are specific, but not all of them,

so you can't tell.
Congressman MEEos. Has a iyone done a cost analysis of the ones

you can calculate ?
Mr. HALL. If I might respon ? Mr. Meeds, the Commission spent

close to a year trying to determ e the cost. of the Indian programs
as they now existworking witi the agenciesand we were unable't
to do so beyond the specifics th we identified in here, of t hose pro-
grams which are nailed (limn iiexcluSively or with Indian set-asides.

There is no way that we haN4 been able to determine to date what
the current cost is, let alone what our proposals would be.

Congressman MEWS. I would think, Mr. Chairman, that. it would be
very valuable for us tO include in this report tint best estimate by the
staff as to what the total- cost of the proposals are.

35 589-75-8 /
./
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Chairman AROUREZK. I would be opposed to that.
Congressman MEEDS. Why is that?
Chairman ABOTMEZE. On political grounds. I think as each program

is brought up again in Congress, that is the time that the Budgeting
Act will have to be presented to the Budget Committee, and I think to
put an overall price on this would first of all be impossible. It would be
inaccurate, to say the least, because it is the roughest estimate that
may or may not be correct.

I don't know if staff is equipped to do it. I would be opposed to it,
and if you want to

Congressman MEM& Mr. Chairman. I would like the opportunity to
make. a motion.

Chairman ABOUREM. Sure, go ahead. I think we ought to vote on it.
Congressman MEEDS. I so move. Mr. Chairman, that included in this

report be the best estimate of our staff as to the cost of the proposals
contained hArein if implemented.

Chairman AnDUREZIC. Am I given an opportunity to debate on that ?
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman. you have every opportunity. sir.
Chairman Attorawt. I would say that primarily on the groUnds that

the staff is not equippred. either with regard to personnel or with regard
to making such an estimate. I think the motion ought to be tabled.

T move to taMe the, motion and I ask for the
Commissioner ThyrcE. I second that.
Chairman ABOLMEZK. All in favor of tabling raise their right hand.

The vote is six.
All those opposed to table it. Six to one in favor of tabling.
Commissioner %MIDGE. Mr. Chairman, is it appropriate to com-

ment on the reason for so voting? May I comment on the action ?
Chairman Anorramt. Either one.
Commissioner BOMITUDGE. All right, fine. I certainly agree with the

principle, as we all do, of fiscal responsibility in seeking to determine
the cost. estimate to actions whieh are anticipated.

Tn this instance. howeve,r, I am very fully aware. of one aspect of our
operations. That is, we have discussed with staff the tightness of this
schNbil ins!, we know that some of the staff are leaving, and if there
was a responsibility to be borne by staff for determining such costs, such
a decision should have been made by this Commission at an early time
when people were initially brought on board. Thep we would have had
such a capability.

I think to ask that. such action be undertaken at this time is somewhat
unrealistic. T don't disagree with the principle. I just don't feel that we
can accomplish that under current circumstances.

Chairman AnortzEzn. The thing is we are not even authorizing or
appropriating here either. I just want. to point that out.

What we are doing is maldng policy recommendations and as we
bring each one of these recommendations up to the Congress. at that
time the budget impact will be assessed hy the eommilt PPS lf Con2TPSq.

COMMISSionpr WItmcnow. Mr. Cha irman. n T understand the MA
management review processthe budgetary proipss that is involved
in that particular management reviewI believe that it points out in
herP in whiell the total budEryt would hp devcdopod agpnev hv agency.
In this regard I have opposed this particular point on previous n(va-
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sions in regard to determining what is the total cost to provide fulfill-
ment of treaty obligations.

The BTA management review and the est ablislnnent of budgetary
pro,psses and planning procedures. I believe. spell out that reqah.e-
went. that perhaps will give us this kind of a total cost for all Indian
programs. But I ant SI/re it will be a not her year and a half or 2 years
lw fore that process is really firnied tip

Congressman MI:Ens. I just got another idea. Mr. Chairman. I think
probably GAO could give us an estimate of the cost of this program
breakdown. It might, lw better than if we did it ourselves.

Mr. HALL, I don't know, Congressman Meeds. whether von have, if
not I will eertainly make available. to you a copy of the 0A0 report
that was prepared August 28. 1975, commonrv referred to as the
Fannin report because Senator Fannin requested it.

The figure. that is set forth in that report. and we relied on the
backup information to some extent in preparing our backup informa-
t ion to this chapter, cites the current cost for Indian programs some.-
wlwre. bet ween $1.1 billion and $1.5 billion. But the report readily
points out that all the figures they had came directly from the agen-
cies. They did not verify them, and we know for a fact that in sonic
cases they are inaccurate..

So. as 'far as I ant aware, this report is. despite the fact that. it is over
a year old, is probably the most comprehensive and the best, job done,
but it has three shortcomings.

Mr. S'rEvFxs. Mr. Chairman, there is a later recommendation that
we want to deal with. It has to do with the accountability and just
adding onto that. we have spent some considerable staff time trying to
get a better handle. than ( ;AO, and we were not able to deNt because t he

in format ion is not available.
The Federal agencies. like for instance the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

do not. put out a program report. or some kind of report that accounts
on how they expended money. And so ym! are left to estimations.

This whole thing that. the.GAO started with, Bureau of Indian A f-
fairs estimations and other Federal departments, making estinuttes
some time ago, and that. studies have been made off of this, and they
don't know what_ the Federal a ppropriat ions are.

By they, I mean the. Office of Management and Budget, or any of
the departments. They have no knowledge. They could not produce the
figitres.

It was requeqed by the President's office last year, and they couldn't
come up with it..

Chairman ArionlEzIc. T worild like, to move to recommend, on recom-
mendat ion 6. to delete that 23 17.S.C. Is there. objection to the amend-
ment ? If not that last se.ntenCe to No. 6 is deleted.

Do you want to go on with No. 7 ?
Dr. ZELL, Recommendation 7 is addressing the problems that have

been encountered tinder Public Law 93-638 by tribes, as well as Ole
pmblems encountered in a plan for Federal domestic assistance, pro-
grams, and settintr out as many as 10 to 13 different accounting sys-
tems required by different Federal agencies.

The administrative burdens on tribal governments, which they are
ill-equipped to deal with, we feel as an internal tribal government
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governing measure, that the appropriation of funds to allow prepara-
tion of operations and procedures manuals to be used by tribal govern-
ments in their administration of tribal government affairs would be a
great boon to the governing cap_acity of a tribil4Swernment.

These manuals would include operations models, presenting alter-
native systems for financial management, accounting personnel policies
and procedures, management infoimation, and organizational struc-
tures.

This would be a significant step in preparing for Public Law 03-68g
contracting, and is not now realizable under the training and technical
assistance moneys allocated under the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
such mirposes.

Commissioner WHITECROVV. Pat. is this not already allowable and
provided for in section 104 of Public Law 93-638?

Dr. ZELL. Our analysis of section 104 moneys allocated under Public
Law 93-638 of the capability of most. tribal governments to finance
basic operations of a full-t ime tribal chairman. the tribal council, the
hiring of a tribal administrator or attorney, leads us to believe that
section 104 money does not only not go fa'r enough but most tribes
would need to put that money into more immediate tribal govern-
ment operations.

Commissioner WiTrrEcRow. In other words, this is just an expansion
of that section 104 money, is that correct ?

Dr. ZELL. Yes; it could be.
Commissioner Witrrsraow, If it could he an expansion of that then

why don't ne just say that in this aspect ? Expand that particular line
item budget for section 104. to allow this and, especially as we brine
abou',. the nonrecognized tribes into this whole process. They too will
have to have moneys to do exactly this.

So, by expanding section Mt, the line, item money, would it not
accomplish this very Same thin°. ?

Dr. ZELL. Yes. I would add with the caution that the allowable
costs now detailed in the regulation imder section 104 of Public Law
93-638 be expanded or at least clarified to include all of these activi-
ties. and the preparat ion of such manuals.

Commis.sioner WurrErnow. Do we say it like that ?
Dr. ZELL. Yes.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I want to point out that in these there

F. mild be some kind of a caveat unfriendly to the expansion of
acpropriations. I think with that Nip have to tie in the idea about
Government being efficient. We will say, in some of our other reports.
that. the Bureau of Indian A finks and Indian Health Service. have
commandeered that program.

T oon.4ider administration could he a practice in fundamentals. Now.
Puhlie Law 93-B3R. particularly as it relates to section lat. is to me
a real study on how a bureaucracy takes m concept of self-determina-
tion and turns it into a WI A program. What T am talking about is
the Bureau has taken money for administrative purposes. Indian
Health Service, not too long a:go, transferred money for salary
increases.

I think that Congress has to stipulate on tiwse types of thine,.
Like if we use Public Law 93438 for this purpose. and I think it rotthl
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1)0 done. Congress has to stipulate amounts to be specifically used for
.operations manuals, and such, hoping that the Bureau will put it in
their general administration, and that Indian Health Service and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs both will put it into salary and positions.

don't know how many people have talked to a tribe that. got some
of that section 104 money, but we are trying to ascertain the break-
down of that right now, and it is mighty slim.

In the central offices here and the area offices have plenty of it, and
recently the Colville Tribe was in an argument between the area office
and the central office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, arguing about
who had the section 104 moneys, and they never did settle that.

Cimgress shmild stipulate on those kinds of things. The other
thing. that is slightly related, is that Congress has to specifically ask
that. a line be drawn between administration and programs. Curi-

4 misty enough. the Department of Labor does with their CETA; their
positions are separate and apart from the moneys stipulated to be
delivered to Indians

The exact opposite exists in employment assistance, for instance,
whi,di is predominant ly federally employed.

Commissioner BRUCE. Jake, are you asking whether this could be
action to section 104?

Commissioner WI i rrEcnow. Yes.
Commissioner IinucE. Is it possible that what we are talking about

lucre is systems, and ran that he added to section 104?
Dr. ZELL. Yes. I will stipulate again, though, that the recommenda-

t iow- that we discu,sed this morning in t elms of the population formula
fumling under section 104. and the small tribes incentive program, that
there probably should be more money allocated to the small tribes
inccntive program.

So t hey. once again, suffer under the loss of allocations by popula-
tion.

connuissioner WitrrEcnow. Mr. Chairman. maybe that should he an
a inendinent to Publie Law 93-6:K Maybe this should be one of our
re,.ommemlat ions to amend Public Law to provide this.

I )r. Zri.L. I think it could be an amendment to the regulation rather
than the act.

HALL. I don't think. and correct me if I am wron,,, Pat. I don't
think that we are finding a problem w ith the statutory language of
section 104 here.

Whot we are finding is a problem in the way it is heing interpreted,
and the a moimt of money that i Iwing made available.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. That is what concerns me. Tn the past
I have seen many regulat ions develop and even Congress is unable to
turn over those reemlat ions.

Tn my past experience, when Conaressman MeSpaden from the State
of Oklahoma very pointedly brought to my attention that he could
expend numerous days. hours, weeks, months, or what have you, in the
legislative development of a public law. Then once the bureaucracy
finished with the reeadation nroPess. there was no sense. to that par-
ticular delivery mechanism as to finding out the legality of the legisla-
tive process.
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So here is what I am saying: Section 104 is definitely not Iving used
properly out there with the various Indian tribes. There is not enough.
money in that particular section to realty do the job that it should be
doing.

The bureaucracy, it is Irae, has established many new job positions
through section 10 money. So what I am saying here: Perhaps wo
should make a recommendation to the Congress to amend Public Law
93-638 to guarantee this statement, so that we can ultimately change
the regulations in this matt-r.

Now, am I too far oil base here ?
Dr. ZELL. I would think that we might have a recomthendation here

that the regulation be amended to expand the definilion of allowable
cost, and that appropriations under section 104 be increased so that if
a fribal government chooses to use this section 104 money in this
way it would be able to do so.

Mr. STEVENS. I would like to make a point. I would like again to point
out the CETA program. I am not all that much of a fan of it. but
at least in the legislation it is stipulated what was to be delivered but
some of my ff iends who work over there think they are doing it. at
their discretion. The fact of the matter is that they are delivering that
money direct to those tribes because it is stipulated by kgislation,

I believe that there is more than ample cause to have oversight hear-
ings on Public Law 93-638, and I think it goes beyond the kind of
discretion that we are looking for here.

I think that Congress should act uallv consider amending that legis-
lation so it is rather stringent and rather .explivit about what the ad-
ministration is to be permitted. I will give you an example that pro-
vided for grants, because tlwy neded granting authority, and they
turned it into contracting BIA styk.

All that needs to be done is tlw tribe needs to write a proposal almut
an assessment of its Own needsit needs tlw eonst it union rmritten or
whatever it ismake the proposal, attach the amount of money that
it needs, and then they give them the money for it. That is whth mask
to be done.

And what happened, I believe, is that. discretion was allowed and
then they turned it into a program, and they are doing that. As a mat-
ter of filet, one of my friends told me it was their duty beeause they
were the trustee to hire people to handle t hat.

I think in Public Law 93-63S. possibly, you might consider a nitwit
broader recommendat ion.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to follow up on this
'nt. In looking over these recommendation:4. I don't disagree with

t major substance of bot h of thetn, but I think we are getting hogged
down in some unnecessary details. I am just wonderiu g. if these could
be framed in a larger policy perspective and be summarized?

Chairman ABOURE7.1c. That is a good point. Our purpose is to try
to establish policy but not to write every line. Detail seems to be piling
on detail.

.Mr. Mu. There are two ways that this recommendation could be
framed : (1 is a recommendation to the executive. to carry out section
104 in the manner in which we are talking about : or (9.) a recommen-
dation to Congres_ for specific amendments to section 104 which in-
sures that these are carried out.
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I am not sure that we are in a position right now to select one of
those.

Dr. ZELL. We are going to discuss Public Law 03-63S later in this
chapter.

Chairnmn ABOUREEK. In following up what Ada just said, I think
it is probably very appropriate to bring up in the narrative and in
dicta what we are saying here, that the administration has not allowed
the Indian tribes to accomplish the objectives of Public Law 9:1-638,
they have not given them manuals, they have deprived them of par-
ticipation, and so on.

In the reading of a chapter like that, I think the congressional com-
mittees can pick up on that rather rapidly, and have oversight hear-
ings and ask questions on it about why they don't furnish '2,0 United
States Codes, or why they don't give them the manuals that they need,
and so on.

I don't know if I'm leaning on this too much myself, but aren't we
just overdoing it somewhat to account for every detail and say that
they have got to do this and they have got to do that.

Mr. STEviixs. We could possibly consolidate these t wo. For instance,
that the Bureau is in violation of the administrative procedures re-
lated to the manual. Some kind of recommemlation has to be made to
the execut ive branch to ask them to provide

These tribes have been operating for 40-some years, and :vet they
don't know the rules. I was able to begin work on a tribal constitution
because I was lucky enough to almost subpena the. Bureau to give me a
sect ion that lsos te do with tribal government.

No tribe has access to that, unless we can give them subpenn power.
Mr. Chairman, I am submitting that if it isn't explicit, at. least it is
implicit, that the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health'
Service and others are denying regulations. manuals and all that. so
that they can keep the. tribes in the Idnd of condition they are. We
should rephrase this in such a way to get right on point there.

Chairman Anommc. You ought to ask yourself, when you are re-
writ ing this material : Are we establishing policy, or are we filling out
blanks4

Let me interupt for a moment. T am told that,this is Paul Alex-
ander's last day with the Commission. is t hat right ?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is also Donald Wharton's and Pat Zell's.
Chairman Auot-rmzic. Don, are yon on loan?
Mr. WHARTON. No. sir : I work here.
Chairman An(WREZIC Oh! you are going to work for the Depart uncut

of the Interior?
Mr. WHArrrox. Yes, sir.
Chairman A IMVREZTC. Where are. you going. Pat?
Dr. ZELL. Back to Santa Fe.
Chairman Anormr.m. Santa Fe, all rielit. T just want to say before

we go any further. before we. forget to do this at the end of the day
and to rush. that on behalf of myself and T am sure the other members
of the Commission, we want to express our gratitude to Don Wharton,
Paul Alexander, and Pat. Zell. for their very dedicated service to the
Commission. We appreciate it very much.

In the case of Paul. our thanks ,roes also to the Civil Tigl,t.z Com-
mission. he is on loan from them. and we. are not paying Paul, is
that. right ?
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1:7.. ALEXANDER. Only part of his salary.
Chairman ABC:CRUX. In spite of the fact that we paid Pat and

Don a Commission payroll allowance, we still want. to thank them.
We really do appreciate your service, all three of you, and anybody
who would like to say anything please feel free.

Commissioner Bolummon. Mr. Chairman, I certainly want to join
you in that, and comment further that I consider their work outstand-
ing, and their willingness to respond at all times to all questions as
being representative of he best kind of standards that I have always
hoped to see in a staff with which I might be associated. I c( rtainly
appreciate their dedication.

Commissioner DEER. I certainly concur with *you. Mr. Chairman,
and with John, and your comments about the work of Don. Nul. and
Pat. I would like to say, in addition, that. it is a pleasure to see the
expertise and the dedication in the exercising of our task.

Commissioner WirrrEcaow. Mr. Chairinan. what more can you say,
other than this: What a wonderful job! Thank.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, I concur with all that has been
said.

Commissioner BRUCE. So do I.
Chairman AROUREZK. Then I will just announce that the vote is

five to four in favor of happy returns and all of that.
Now. go ahead, Pat.
Dr. ZELL. Recommendation No. 8 has been covered in the health

eliaptor. and was adopted by the Commission yesterday. Recoinnwn-
dat ion No. 9 addresse4 the Xoint Planning Simplifkation Act which
now has no appropriations attached to it. and the Commission mom-
wilds that. Congress should appropriate such funds necessary to
etrootivoly implement the Joint Funding: Simplification Act.

Recommendation No. 10 was covered and adopted by the Commis-
F,ion this morning. in the education section of the report, as well as
recommendation No. 11. Recommendation No. 12 rends: Congress
shouh1 enact Senate bill S. 2175Pub1ic Participation in Government
Procmlin!fs Act of 1976, commonly known as the Kennedy-Mathias
bill. which would authorize $20 million to assist the preparation of
expert testhnony and the travel of expert witnessys in public and Gov-
( rim wnt proceedings affecting the public good for those citizens or
grinips who ca nnot a fford their own counsel.

('hairman A TIOL-REZK. Aro you on page 61?
Dr. ZEr,r,. Yes.
Chairman Amu-m:7,K. You were reading something that we (lon't

ha ve.
1) r. ZELL. I was just explaining it.
Chairman AnounKzx. All right.
I )r. ZELL. Recommendation No. 13. is in line with the Mathias bill

the emicepts embmlied therein. I iliSt explained that the Secretary or
the Interior has the authority to amend the rules of procedure of that
Department to provide compensation for a participant in rulemaking
and adjudicatory proceedings conducted by the Department of the
Interior, including public and formal hearings conducted on rulemak-
ing procedures.
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It is our recommendation that the Secretary of the Interior, iinder
existing authority, undertake the amendment of the rules of proce-
dure of the Department of the interior.

Mr..STEvExs. Indian employment and contracting preference.
Mr. HALL. Page 73, under recommendations where they start.
Mr. FUNK& The first vart of the Indian employment preference sec-

tion just deals with a brief historical and legal overview of past pref-
erence legislation. The failures that have been with the past preferenee
legislation, and it details the Indian Reorganization Aet as it was de-
signed to correct the failures of the seven pre-IRA preference statutes.

Despite the careful drafting of section 12, of the IRA, it has still
failed to correct the deficiencies of pre-IRA preference laws because
the agencies have failed to fully implement it.

Section 12 of the IRA directed the Seeretary of the Interior. and I
should also point out that this is applicable to the Secretary of HIM'
with regard to the Indian Health Service, to establish standards of
health, age. character, experience, knowledge and ability for Indians
who may be appo:nted without regard to civil service laws to nny
positions in the Indian servicewhich is now the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Indian Health Service.

It also provided that such qualified Indians shall hereafter have
preference in employment within said agencies in all positions. The
purpose of this was to get away from civil sei vice laws which were
preventing Indians from getting into positions within the Indian
service, and it directed the Secretnry of the Interior to set up n sepa-
rate Indian career service, which has never been implemented, and the
Civil Service Commission is continuing to apply civil service require-
,nents to the appointment of Indians in direct eontradiction of the
mandates of section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act.

The recommendations are, No. 1. and this is on page. 73, "Congress
should appropriate sufficient funds to establish a separate Indian
career service as mandated by section 12 of the IRA."

An additional Indian career service recommendation is that the In-
dian career service should develop :4tandards of health. w. character.
experience, knowledge, and ability for Indians who may be appointed
without regard to civil service la ws to the various positions maintailml
now or lwreafter by the' Federal Indian Service in the admini..tration
of the functions of the services affecting Indian tribes.

The Indian career service should be developed withont regard to
the current. standards illegally being imposed by the Civil Service
Commission, and should he designed to take into account the culturn1
nvironment, life, knowledge, and skills of Indians obtained outside
the standards of formal education. as well as other practical require-
ments necessary to fulfill such positions.

Ono of the other primary failures in getting into tbe Indian Serv-
icewhich has t.ontinued todayis the- .fact that within the Bureau
of Indian Affairs there are no specific recruitment or training pro-
grams for Indians. The total number of Indians employed in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is less today than it was in 1951. and the In-
dians that are employed in the Bureau are concentrated in the CIS-7
and below grade levels-65 percent.
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In 1974. only 56 percent were concentrated in those lower grade
levels, so in the last 2 years, the overall effect has been a rapid deterio-
ration of the quality of jobs which Indians have had within the Indian
se rv ice.

So, recommendation No. 4 is designed to correct that by providing
that a division of recruitment and training be coupled with the Indian
career service, which would be responsible for identifying training
fluids as an identifiable budget line item, which they are not at the
present! time. They are mixed in with general program funds, and
supervi4ors are generally reluctant to spend program funds for any
type .3 of training programs.

This recruitment and training program would [Ilse develop and
operate an Indian development program, institute a program to edu-
cate managers, supervisors of EEO and Indian preference ri!-,hts, to
place special emphasiion developing avenues of potential recruitment
of qualified Indians, projecting future manpower needs in the Indian
service. end development of management skills for the development
and training of Indians to make sure that they have adequate upwi.rd
mobility. At the present time there is no upward mobility program,
or procedure within the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We recommend that the Indian career service be initially sot up
a body outside the Bureeu of Indian Affairs, and we have two alterne.
proposals at recommendation No. 5. The first being that a congres-
sionally established Indian career service commission be established
to set up the training and recruitment, and also the personnel for the
Indian career service.

The other alternative would be that an executive task force be es-
tablished to set up such a service.

Recommendation No. 6 is that whichever bodythe task force for t
the 'Indian career service commissionis established to set that up,
that they have authority under Public Law 93-038 to contract on,. with
Indian enterprises for developing certain aspects of that personnel
and t raining and recruitment. program.

Recommendation No. 7 deals with the Indian career service assist-
ing tribes setting up their own personnel systems and that can be tied
into c,rtihn 104 of the Indian Self Determination Act providing tech-
nical assistance to tribes for tribal government development.

Once the Indian career service has been developed by either the In-
dian service. commission or the special task force, it. could then be
transferred to the Indian service. whether that is a new agency or
remains in the Bureau of Indian A ffairs, it would become. an integral
division within the Indian service.

Assuming a new Indian agency is established. and all Indian pro-
(*rams under the Federal Government are transferrNl to that new
a crency. then the Indian career service would be applicable to the
fillin!,.of all those positions within that agency.

In the event that certain Indian service type. programs are not trans-
ferred into the new Indinn agency. then section 12 of the Re-
orrrnnization Act one.ht to be amended to reflect the recent development
of Indian service programs beim-, developed in agencies other than
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service.

The Indian career service would remain the primary agency respon-
sible for developing standards in those other agencies, and they would
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.eoordinate much like the Civil Service Commission presently cPordi.
Bates with all the other agencies throughout the Federal Government,
developing those standards and for developing training and recruit-

. ment programs tailored to die needs of that agency.
At the present time the Indian Reorganization Act does not provide

for any adequate legal remedies for violations of Indian preference
rights. There is no award of back pay, attorneys' fees or costs if an
Indian's employment preference rights are violated, and he is success-

ful in litigation.
Title 7 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act provides for payment of these

expenses, for violations of other Federal employees employment rights,

and wo recommend that the Indian Reorganization Act be amended

to provide like recovery when they are litigating their employment
pre ferenee rights.

It is recommended that Congress hold oversight hearings on a
regular basis to'determine the adequacy of implementation of the In-
dian career service, and the training and recruitment and advance-

nwnt of Indians within the Indian service.
There has been ag:reat deal of confusion with regard to the exist-

ence of the six pre-Indian Reorganization Act preference statutes in
t erms of their application in conjunction with section 12 of the Indian
Reorganization A.ct.

Therefore it is recomme--.ded that these pre-Indian Reorganization
X et preference statutes be tepealed so as to avoid that confusion. And,
if those pre-Indian Reommization Act statutes are repealed, then
,eetion 12 of the Indian Reo,zanization Act will have to be amended
so as to be made applicable to all Indians as defined by section 19 of
t le Indian Reorganization Act. At the present time the Department of
Interior takes the position that unless the Indian is a member of an
Indian Reorganization Act tribe, then Indian Reorganization Act
pre ferenee is not applicable to him.

This would provide for uniformity in the application preference to
all Indians, whether they are members of Indian Reorganization Act
t vibes or not. That concludes the Indian employment preference, that
is section B. Next is Indian contracting preference.

Mr. HALL. The recommendations start on the bottom of page 81.
Mr. Fuxxx. I would like to change the format a little bit of the

recommendation that is found on the bottom of page 81. One of the
major problems encountered in contracting preferences is tile lack of
understanding on behalf of all the other agencies other than the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, of the scope of section 7 (b) of the Indian
Self-Determination Act.

Section 7 (b) provides that any contract, subcontract, grant, or sub-
grant pursuant to this act, the act of April 16, 1934, as amended, and
any other act authorizing Federal contracts or grants to Indian or-
ganizations, or for the benefit of Indians, shall require to the greatest
extent feasible: (1) preference and opportunities for training and
pinployment in connection with the administration of such contracts or
grants, shall be given to Indians (2) preference in the award of sub-
vont racts and subgrants in connection with the administration of sub-
contracts and subgrants shall be given to Indian organizations and to
Indian-owned enterprises as defined in section 145.2 of this title.
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There is a great deal of confusion within the Federal agencies con-
cerning the language "any other act authorizing Federal contracts
with or grants to Indian organizations or for the benefit of Indians."

Oite of the primary recommendations would be that Congress clari ry
what. that language means and the applkability to all other Federal
agencies. 'Rased on the legislative histories that we have done on the
act. and the plain reading of the acts we interpret that act to apply to
all Federal agencies which have contfacts or grants wbich are going
to. or are for. the benefit of Indians.

recotnmend that Congress direct those Federal agencies to
amend their Federal procurement, regulations and begin hnplementa-.
tion of preference in the award of such contracts and grants.

Chairman ATIOTTEzii. Is that it ?
Mr. FUNKV.. Recormnemlation No. S. at the bottom of page 82. states

that a ulkionat baokiissociattion should be created. It is supposed to be
nnt ifmat.trade association:
Chairman 'Anoutpx. What does it mean when you say a national

bank association ?
Mr. Frxtin.A, slhould he changed to a nntional trade association.
Chairman Allorayztct Who are you telling to organize this assoeia-

t ion ?
HALL It is my feeling that the reeommendation is not aimed at

Congress or the executive hut rather should probnhly he put in the
narrative as a recommendation to the Indians. Is that correct ?

Chairman Nuortu...zti. I don't think it belongs in the report. It
doesti't est alAtilt redeial

there nbleetion to (Meting section 8?
Commissiotwr Wnrrnenow. Mr. Chairman. I hesitate to delete it

completely. I. would 14/ant to assure that it is in the narratim
Chairman -:ABOVREzic: Delete it from the recommendations and put

son let hi lig like it i n the Darrative.
HALL. Yes, sir.

( 'ha i rman Anorntry.K. Which is fine.
mmksinner linitm I think it is already underway sonwwhere.

Mr. HALL. It can just be mentioned in the narrative as a good idea
to implement this, it is prohably tlu, way it should be dentt with.

Mr. SavNs. The recommendat ions on pages 92 and 93: Yon were
just given a few sheets. I want. to say that the. text related to thi,, k
110f 1101"0.

Chairman AnormEm. Is this a new chapter. Ernie?
No: it is a part of Federal adininist rat ionpages 92

and 93.
Ch a i rninn ABC/MIMIC All right.
Mr. S'i-EvliN14. The preceding pages from 83 to 92 are kind of a ra-

t ionale, they are not the text. because the text isn't finished. hut it is a
discussion of the independent agency, and I thought yon would want
to look that over. .

The recommendation is that Congress should enact legislation rrit-
n Th,partment of Indian Affairs. Initially this new agency would

be comprised of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, removed from the
Dena rt nwnt of the Interior and the Indian Health Service.

Tt shmild also be comprised of the st n ff who function as the Division
of Indian A ffai Ts in the Solicitor's Office .of the Department of the
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Interior, and thow ofliees and personnel in the Department of Justice
which are devoted to providing legal representation for Indians, and
Indian tribes. These should be consolidated.

'The Office of Trust Rights Pi.otection in a newly c.reated department
as set forth in chapter 4 of this report : I would like to say that related
to this recommendation that. there are other parts of Federal depart-
ments that might very well be included here. but I believe that. those
should be examined by the Congress. and by the executive branch
during the time in which they are considering this legislation.

Chairman Await Ezx. MI right. The Government Operations Com-
mittee in both the Senate and the House are considering the Carter
reorganization plan. Ralph Reeser, have you been followmg that
depart went reorganization plan ?

Mr. REESER. R. WOUld11% authorize any new independent agencies--
you coithin't use that. act.

Chairnum Anovamic I don't mean that. What he is asking for
what the committees of the Senate and the House are doing, ail* Inv-
yang t-he prwedure. and I think if I'm not mistaken the nrneeilure
mys that Carter will provide a reorganization plan to both I lousws
of Congress. and that there will be the right of veto. If they don't
veto it within a certain number of days it goes into effect automatically.

I think this is a matter of form again and we ought to say here
that the. Executive should provide a phin according to the proceRses
agreed upon by the Congress to the Congress, along the following
lines: Make recommendations to the Executive. then I think you can
also say in the absence of that. Congress should enact legislation to
make this come true. I think it would be just a better thing todo
because thal is the way things are moving now so far as the executive
reorganization is concerned.

STF:yr,:xs. What we would do is amend where it said the execu-
tive branch, we would change the language there because that_ is what
we are talking about.

Chairman ABOURE7.K. Ernie. where you say Congress should say
thatI think you could say the Commission recommends that the
administration prepare. a reorganization plan along the following
lines, or somet hill(r like that. You can smooth tliat out.

A lso.J would like to make another suggest ion. As you say. inclnding
mit iallythe new agency would combine the Bureau of 'Indian Affairs,
Ind;inir Health Service, staff and function of the. Division of Indian
A ffa IN in the Solicitor's Office. and I think you should say that, it
should include but not be limited f o t hese agencies.

That means you leave it wide open for IIEW and HUD and to
bring in the Imlian desks of those.. is that agreeable to everybody?
In that way you don't shut, off bringing in the other ones.

Commissioner Bauen. Did we ever go into the situat ion of the inclu-
sion of the other Indian agencies within this separate Deinirtment of
Indian Affairs?

Mr. I kid,. The way we currently have this voncent. ComMissioner,
is that the new agency would start with the move of the BIA and the
Solicitor's Office of Indian Affairs and Justice.

Beyond tliat. TIES. and lieyon(1 that there should be sonic study of
how manyif any, or of allof the other Federal agency programs
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in Indian affairs should be moved into this new agency. You may
want to move all, you may not want to move any, or you may want
to move some.

Chairman Arsourczit. Who should do the study, Gil ?
Mr. HALL. I am i.ot sure what you have there now, but the concept

of the way we are thinking about was one that the White House could
do in terms of a special task force and make recommendations to.

Chairman Auornmc. If you do it the way we suggested a minute
ago you could strike No. .2. the congressional recommendation and
No. 1 the executive recommendation. You have done it all in what we
have just talked about : The administration should prepare a plan,
including but not limited to combining the functions of all the:-e
offices.

Conunissioner BRUCE. I think we are having the same problem in all
the agencies. Agriculture is fighting for its place on the lower end of
the stick, you know, the Indian part of it.

We ought not to eliminate the fact that they are being brought
together, if that is possible.

Mr. STEVENS. That waild be part of an examination by the execu-
tive branchthat is what we are saying.

Now, we are saving logically the agencies that we named would be
right up there in front, then the executivj branch would determine the
rest. For instance, with the Office of Native American Programs,
would it be the R. & D. section of the new agency, or would it stay in
HEW? The ETA in the Department of Commereewould that he
changed, would that be part of the economic development, or what-
ever the name of the division is.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, that is part of the study you are talk-
ing about

Mr. STEVENS. I am answering his question. sir, that is what he just
asked. He wanted to know how they would do that.

Mr. HALL. Part of the suggestion to the. Exocutive is the study also
would be a time schedule for transmission. Obviously it is not going
to happen overnight.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, page 86 on, I wanted to bring the
Commission's attention to a "for instance type of procedure" that tl
Interior Department. for its purposes. could embark on.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Ernie, before you do that, can we act on this
particular thing here? I am offering as an amendment what I sug-
gested a minute ago, and also the relation of recommendation No. .)
for Congress, anf recommendation No. 1 for the executive branch
down below that. The features of that would be included in No. 1
above. Maybe you can bring the exact. language back to us at the next
meeting, and we. will just look it over and approve it. Is that amend-
ment agreeable to everybody ? Without objection the amendment is
adopted.

Commissioner Tint-cr. Mr. Chairman. may T ask you a que,:tion ?
Do the congressional committees have a copy of whet we are recoin-
mendinrr as a Policy Review Comm ission ?

Cha i rma n A eornr.zic They will l lave.
Commissioner P Ver.. You know. I am very much disturbed. I

thought. we had briefed the transition people on a number of occa-
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sions, not only our staff but also some of us as Commissioners. Now I
discover that very little of this is known in the White House.

Somewhere the whole thing has slipped through the cracks, and
now a new Secretary of the Interior is dealing with the BIA staff,
doing the letters for them and asking and checking with them con-
stantly. What is it ? 'What is it goingg to be ?

You know, as we have proceeded, some of Its have been very much
concerned that we never did subpena anybody.

I received calls last night saying "you guys aren't too smart, you
could have subpenaed any agency peopk, and you didn't. It is a mis-
understanding of the power authority, and so forth, that this Com-
mission has.

Now some agencies are saying, "we didn't have to work with you at
all." I am concerned about that, as we move itito these final phases. I
don't know what we can do about it at this time, but I hope this adznin-
istration soon will moye to put into effect some of these ideas.

We are talking about the abuses by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
but a lot of tinait you are talking about changing the Bureau rather
than the separate agencies, and I am very much concerned about the
entire guestiori.

Chairmap-Anotimic. We can both make the agency separate and
change it at the same time.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, how aware are the peopk in
transition? How aware are those people of ale Commission's work ?

Chairman ABOITM7.7.K. The transition people in Interior were ex-
tremely aware because Ernie Stevens practically lived with them,
didn't you, Ernie?

Mr. STEVF.NS. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZN. And we gave them copies of everything we

had completed at tile time.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I think one of the probkms that there

is over there, and it is because they are new, and I don't know however
we do it, I guess when somebody is trying to start a business they are a
little bit reluctant to take advice they are not familiar with.

But I think the problem we are having right now is they haven't
hired any Indians vet, and I did complain to sonuibody in Ow White
House, and I said,'"this is ridiculous, why don't yon at least hire one
Indian, who knows what is happening, to give you sonic advice?"

I think that is a major problem. Hopefully, they are going to solve
that early on, but that is one of the problems, that is why they have to
go over to the Bureau to get advice because of those Indiams over there,
such as they are.

Commissioner DrAL. Mr. Clmirrnan. another point. Even if they aro
new, last evening they spoke of a number of blacks and the number of
chicanos gettingofiice. I don't recall the number, but they never men-
tioned the American Indian. And frequently every week or two this is
the case.

I would like to hear someone in the news once in a while saying that
my good friend Jimmy Carter and the Democratic administrationI'm
a 'Democrat, as all you know, I ould like to have sonic Indians in the
business too.

I juft wanted to say this in the record.
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Is there anything more to come before the Commission today ?
Mr. STEVENS. No, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right, the next meeting is a week from

today, Friday, March 4, room 2261, Rayburn House Office Building,
at 10 a.m.

No meetingtomorrow.
The Commission will now recess.

Whereupon, at 4:55. p.m., the meeting was recessed, to reconvene
on Friday, March 4, it 10 a.m.]
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

ISIDAY, MARCH 4, 1977

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
Wohington, D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn. House Office Building, Senator James Abourezk, chair-
man of the Commi&sion, presiding.

Present: Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Congressmen Lloyd
Meals, vice chairman; Sidney R. Yates; and Don Young; Commis-
sioners John Borbridge, Adolph L. Dial, Louis R. Bruce, Ada. Deers
and Jake Whitecmv.

Staff present: Ernest L. Stevens, staff director; Max Richtnutti,
Gilbert Hall, tleter Taylor, Eileen Stillwaggon, Laurel Beedon, and
Richmond Allan.

Chairman NROUREZN. The American Indian Policy Review Commis-
sion meeting will come to order.

I ju:Tt want to announce before we start that we are under greater
time constraints today then we ever have been. Louis Bruce jast tol i
me that he has got to leave here by 3:15 to catch his plane. because he
has a potential cataract operation on his eye coining up. lIe has to go
to the doctor in Syracuse, N.Y., and has to leave this afternoon in
order to make it.

If any one person here leaves, tliere will not be a, quorum, so we
just caA do any more business after Louis leaves. I have to leave here
at noon because I am hosting a !unch on tile Senat .5 side for a. whole
group of Senators and I have to be there. 'Unless we can get one of the
other congressional membeis to come in am: fill out the quorum, that
will be 11/2 hours knocked out of our work.

So will t he clerk call the role and let's get with it.
Omni. (lommissioner 13011)ridge.
Connnissioner BORBRIDGE. Present.
CI.ENK. Commissioner Bruw.
Commisslinier BRUCE. Present.

( ' nnnlissioner I )eer.
Connnissioner Dt.:Ert. Present.
CLF.ux. Commissioner DU.
('oninii,-;sioner DIAL. Present.
Cm< lc Senator I tat field.
Congressman Meeds.
Senator Metcalf.
Commissioner Whitecrow.
Coniniis'sioner Wiirrwitow. Itere.

140, (125)
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CLEmc. Congressman Yates.
Congrbssman Young.
Chairman Abourezk.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Here.
CLERK. Six present.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Let the record show a quorum ispresent.
Max Richtman.
Mr. RICHTMAN. I will make this very brief.
We covered a lot of these administrative matters at the last meeting

a week ago. We now have about half of the tentative final report that
has been offset printed. As soon as we complete each chapter, we are
sending it to the service department to have it printed.

We hope that by using this process to be able to mail out a tentative
draft on March 14 or 15.

On page 2 of the progress report is a list of categories that are in-
chided in the mailing list that the staff has developed.

There are slightly under 1,200 individuals and groups on the mail-
ing list. If the Commission has any suggestions or knows of any in-
dividuals or orgenizations that are particularly interested, who would
lila to get a draft of the report, we would be glad to include them on
the mailing list.

You could just let me know by phone or by mail.
Attached to the tentative fimd report will he a letter from the chair-

man urging recipients to submit their comments AS promptly as nos..
sible. We are still in the pmcess of developing a questionnaire that the
small staff can deal with when it conies back to the Commission MEWS,
in terms of categorizing the comments and including them in the
report.

During the 30-day period that these comments are out., the staff that
remains at the Commission will be editing and finally smoothing out
the report.

We also have obtained D'Arev McNiclde for 30 days to help us do
that. Charlie Wilkinson, Pat Zell, and a few other people have volun-
teered their services to help us in editing the finql report. They will be
receiving copies of the draft. and communicating with us by mail and
phone in this editing process.

We have also retained a prdessional indexer to in,.ex the report
and that process will he ongoing during this 30-day comment period.
So a lot. of Commission business will be taking place during this period
finalizing the report..

With respect. to the format of the final report, Senator Abourezk
made an annoimcement on the Senate floor that 1,000 additional copies
shall he printed for use of the Commission. Many of these will go to
the Commissioners as they requested for their use.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The Commissioners can use those as they see
fit : isn't that right

Mr. RICHTMAN. Yes: that is right.
We are still discussing a format for the final report with the Joint

Committee on Printing, and the Government Printing Office.
We have requested that the format include various kinds of charts,

eight color photographs, one or two to a pagethis is described on
page 4 of the progress reportand two double-page U.S. maps wit h
four colors.
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Chairman ABOUREZH. )19. ll that show Indian reservations?
MT. RICIrrMAN. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIL What have you done with Maine
Mr. RICHTMAN. We are going to get to that later.
Chairman ABOUREM Wliat color is Maine
Mr. ItxtrradAN. This process is very complicated. We will have to

have a precise estimate as to what it is going to cost before a concur-
rent resolution can be introduced in the Senate and the House to allow
the Commission to take this form. In order to get that estimate we
have to produce all of the art work that is involved and give that to
the Government Printing Office.

We are getting that art work for free from Andy Anderson at Un-
ion Carbide. As soon as we get that estimate we will go on from there.

If there are no other questions we can go on to the other business.
Chairman ABOUREZE. It don't! have anything.
Commissioner BRUCE. I have a question.
You say here 13IA field offices.
Mr. ItIcirrritAx. Yes.
Commissioner BRUCE. Have you made a list of Indian schools ?
Mr. RICHTMAN. We have. In here there are selected Indian-con-

trolled schools. We will have 10 of them. In talking to Chuck Emory,
he suggested the 10 that would be most responsive. We have talked to
people, selected CETA prime sponsors, and we asked Sandy MacNabb
to recommend the 10 that would most likely be responsive and write
some useful input.

We have gone through this general process all through thi list.
Commissioner WurrEcaow. Mr. Chairman, I think that we have

discussed this on several occasions. I am not sure whether we made
it a matter of record insofar as getting out letters of certificates of
appreciation to all of the people who have had involvement in the prep-
aration of this report from the Commission.

Also, I would like to make this a matter of record. The Chairman
has signed letters of recommendation for some of the people who have
gone on, but I would like to see a certificate of appreciation that would
be signed uy all of the Commissioners to those people who have had
great involvement with this Commission work.

I would also like to have a certificate of that nature for my home
wall at home signed by the rest of the Commissioners.

Commissioner DEER. We have already discussed this and Mr. Bruce
is working on it. So we should have somkhing ready to present.

Chairman Ankaszii. Thank you and have a special certificc.te for
Union Carbide.

Commissioner WiirrEcnow. You bet.
('hairman ABOUREM. Is that it ?
Pete Taylor, you are up next.
Mr. TAYLOR. The next subject for discussion is editorial action, which

has occurred since our last meeting last Friday.
I might say that the editorial action has been rather frenetic and

hect ic.
Chairman ABOUREZTE. We would hope so.
Mr. TAYLOR. In order to expedite the discussion, T would note that

we have reviewed the transcript from the last meeting and there were

3 is
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numerous suggestions made. It would be rather difficult to jump back
and forth from the transcript to the page references, but ,we have
reviewed all of the chapters. Tribal government had major recom-
mendations which we have not polished into the final position.

I hope that we can present an outline of the two major areas this
afternoon. One of them dealt with the appeal provisions in the Federal
courts from judgments of tribal courts. I think we can have an outline
of the proposed concept this afternoon.

The other was the problem of tribal override of secretarial &-
approvals of the use of trust assets and how the mechanics of that
might work.

Again, I hope I can have an outline of that this afternoon when we
deal with tribal government.

We have sent numerous chapters over to the printer for the printing
of 1.200 copies for the ultimate distribution. We have incorporated
these minor revisions or word changes or concepts changes in those
chapters as they went over.

We do have a few substantive additions. Chapter 9 involved a com-
plete rewrite. That is going to be the first item we take up after this
discussion of the editorial action. That is,on the off-reservation In-
dians. We have five pages of changes and recommendations on edu-
cation which have been substituted into the chapter that went to the
printer. It conforms to the suggestions and ,recommendations on the
ti anscript.

Chairman ABOTTRF.7.K. Pete, have you made the changes that the
Commission has recommended ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZH. MI right. Let's do away with your descrip-

tion of it, if that is all right with the Commission, and let's go on with
the substantive chapters.

Mr. TAYLOR. I was about to conclude there anyway.
Chairman Allot-REM. OK.
Mr. TAYLOR. SO I think that we are now ready for off-reservation

Indians.
Chairman AROUREZH. Is that the new sect ion we have handed to us?
M. BEEDON. Yes: that is the one.
Chairman AROUREZH. What page are your recommendations on ?
Ms. BEEDON. Page 930, and they run through 932.
I would like to begin with "the Congress would direct."
Commissioner BRUCE. Page 930 is not. here. Is it on your copy ?
Ms. BEEDON. You don't have page 930?
Mr. lima.. Does it start off with, "It is recommended that the delivery

of services * * * " ?
Apparently they have an unnumbered one, but that is the same thing.
Ms. BEEDON. Does everyone else have that ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. I have to say this is very nice. I am very happy

with the first page of recommendations.
Ms. BEEDON. "It is recommended for the delivery of services."
Commissioner BORBRIDOE. I don't have my material.
Ms. BEEDON. First, the overall recommendation before we move to

the breakdown recommendations of which there are six, is that beeanse
the problem of Indians in urban areas are uniquein the sense that

1 3
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they are physically away from tribal societyCongress should direct
that the executive deliver appropriate services through urban Indian
centers.

Then we break down services from the urban Indian centers into four
basic areas, and I would like to talk about the two recommendations
under the urban center.

First of all, "turning over BIA Employment Assistance Offices," it
says "urban offices." That is a mistake. I meant "eMployment assist-
ance." I think that should be made clear. "Employment Assistance Of-
fices and their contracts to urban service, centers; removing Federal do-
mestic assistance dollars from separate programs and targeting them
to t he urban centers."

What this would do would be to provide funds for the urban cen-
tersfunds that are already being utilized rather than have to go
through a whole new gathering of funds. The moneys are there.

All we have to do is pull them away from the executive branch and
place, at the appropriate time. administration of Federal funds tar-
geted for urban Indians under an urban Indian officea separate of-
fice within the consolidated. independent Indian agency.

Second, employment services: Under the urban Indian centers this
sets up a series of programs for employment counseling, employment
assistance, vocational skills development, an Indian employment
agency, and the appropriate administration of t nose services.

Education, priniary rather than secondary status for the receipt of
Johnson-O'Malley funds. I do not mean removing primary status
from children on reservations. All I mean, as it stands now, urban
children have only secondary status for receiving any kind of Johnson-
O'Malley dollars. I think that they should be placed on an equal foot-
ing with children on the reservation.

Technical assistance for working with regulations and expediting
the funding process. In otlwr words. grantsmanship. Again, this can
all come through the urban centers.

A positive role in program policy formation in the schools where
there are Indian children and funding for administrative and program
costs.

Fourth, housing: Once. again, assuring that the urban centers will
be funded to provide, tirst of all. a real estate clearinghouse to provido
inIcamation on available living quarters.

Consumer education. as far a- housing is concerned. Grants for:
Initial moing costs, immediate siipport. rent supplements. housing
improvements. aml reestablish the program that was formerly funded
through the BIA providing equity gnints for downpayments for re-
locatees who have lived in the city for more than 2 year. That was
the original program to extend that to all urban Indians.

Chairtnan Ant altEza. May make 0110 :-.tigge:4 ion here ?
Ms. BEI:DON. Yes.

intim= ABOVRE7.1i. ThEI hou:hig recommendationthat is just
editorial more than anything. Can you just say. "Congress Aould
direct the Executive to assure funding for urban Imban centers to
provide"vou will cut out a lot of words there, it seems to inc.

Ms. III:mos. Surely.
Chairman ABOVR7.1i. Or should mandate, period, without saying

the rest of it. "Congress should mandate that urban Indian , (nters
would be funded to provide--is that acceptable?
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MS. BEEDON. Yes.
The fifth breakdown is health and again. coining through the urban

center. The urban center: Would serve as a clearinglanise for health
care information ; let contracts for Indian lwalt ii ea re ; establ ish healt ii
educational programs; and establish health cal e programs on its
premisesagam. there are two possibilit ies t hew as far as contract-
ing out for an area in a hospital, Rlaylw having an emergency clinic
within the urban center, that is optional--serve as a liaison between
Indian people and other health care institntions: act as a monitor for
funds dasignated for Indian urban health el.& and administration
casts.

Chairman Anot-nEzit. Could you make tlw same editorial change
under that first health reconunendation ?

MS. BEEDON. Yes.
Ch .irman ABOVRET.K. Also, under genera'. it seems to me it would

be better if you were to say that the executive braneh should conduct
a detailed examination and leave out the part about appropriated
moneys because they may or may not have to appropriate amneys.
They may have them available.

Ms. BEEDON. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is that acceptable?
Are there any questions or connnents on this section?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOVREZR. Jake.
Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to just make one comment

in regard to the fur:ling of the budgot prepa rat ion.
As you know, in the past in many of our meetings I have discussed

the. requirement, or the potential rectuirement. of finmeling all of the
Federal funds down through a ribe, and I haven't changed nly
opinion as far as this is conet*Ii !d.

However, in our sessions vest day we did make a great deal of
progres.; insofar as determinirg how this could be done, and th.,
manner in which it is presentr.t to us here is a step-by-step procedure.
I feel that over a period of years the tribal government will becom,
more confident, more able to fulfill the responsibilities to their tribal
citizens who are currently away from home.

So, as the process evolved over a period of years. I would like to see
the report here. so state. I am not sure that. that is included in the
narrative. Is it. in the narrative ?

Ms. BEEDON. Yes.
Mr. STEVENS. I would like to cite that section. That is on page 18,

at the bottom of the page. It. is stated as an alternative. It says.
4i recently there bas been an ihereased amount of interest by individual
Indian tribes in assisting in the distribution and monitoring of Feoleral
funds to urban Indians."

There are, in fact, several programs now administered by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service which might easily
operated by tribal governments for all their members.

However, it is necessary to outline which of those. funds are appli-
cable to such a pr6posal and it does go into the trust funds. It points
out that many of the Federal domestic assistance programs are admin-
iste.od by various agencies who are aimed specifically at census or
geographical populations. Identifying and transferring those appro-
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priations to the tribes would be extremely difficult. The Commission
recommends that the executive branch appropriate moneys to conduct

a detailed examination of assistance programs and need areas which
would be most expeditiously administered by tribal governments.

The possibility would move that into the recommendations as a
specific recommendation. Anyway, all the way down to the bottom
of page 19, it goes into that whole rationale.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. Do you think it would be better if we
included that as a recommendation I

Mr. STEVENS. We could do that, sir.
Commissioner BRUCE. I think so.
Commissioner WHITECROW. To insure this process : I think that in

the long run we are looking at an improvement insofar as the funding
process is concerned. This would then give people 15 to 20 years from
now an o portunity to take a look at this and see that this was a
concept tl at was considered at that time.

Mr. S vms. All right. So, on the bottom of the first paragraph on
pap 19, jlie recommendation asking that the executive branch appro.
priate noneya to conduct a detailed examination of assistance pro-
grams a d need areas which could be administered by tribal govern-
ments, 1hat will be inserted with the rest of the recommendations at

the end
Mr. tAx4r. I would suggest that that be added into the general, in

which ve currentlyhave some change in wording, to reflect the tribal

govern ents administering the program.
Clue man ABOUREZA. Is there an objection to the amendment? If

not,th amendment is agreeable.
We have to adopt thischapter.
AreJ there questions on the adoption of section 0 on off-reservation

Indians 1
Is there a motion ?
Coirimissioner WHITECROW. I se move.
Commissioner BORBRIMIE. I second it.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All those in favor, raise your right hand.
The vote is 6 to 0 in favorof adoption..
Let's go to the next section.
Mr. TAYLOR. The next subject for discussion on the agenda is the

Passamaquoddy sit uat ion.
Chairman Aaorame. It is my understanding that the Commission

has voted to undertake a discussion of the Passainaquoddy situation.
Let me ask a question, first.

What other sections do we need to take up today ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Tribal government in which there is an additional

sect ion.
Chairman Anortimic. Federal administration ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Federal administration, economic development, and a

supplemental addition to the Alaska one.
Chairman ABOUREZIK. Once we finish this agenda, is that the end of

the report as far as the first di ..ft is concerned ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. sir.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Let me make a suggestion to the Commission.

Instead of discussing Passamaquoddy now, can we try to take care
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of these chapters? I understand the Passamaquoddy leaders are com-
ing to the Commission today. Has everyone heard about that ?

CO1111/1iSSiOner WIM'ECROVir. I have heard that.
Chairman ABOLMEZK. If you haven't heard, they called yesterday

and said that they would be down. They will try.to catch us all at
lunchtime so that we can have an extended discussion.

With the permission of the Commission, can we take care of the other
areas first and then do Passamaquoddy after lunch? That would also
take care of our time problem insofar as getting approval on these
elements we have been dealing with in the report.

Mr. HALL. One problem, Mr. Chairman, the person who did most of
the work on economic development is not currently here.

Chairman AD:MIME. Well, while we are doing the other ones, can
we reach her ?

Mr. HALL. We are trying to reach her now and, hopefully, by that
time she will be here.

Chairman AtIOUREZIC. SO I guess tribal government is the next
section.

Mr. TAYnon. At our last meeting we covered a great deal of tribal
government. We had a section entitled "legal status." It is divided into
four sections, the first two sections were approved. The third section
is entitled "political relationships in the Indian Reorganization Act."
Findings and recommendations for that section appear on page 45 in
chapter 5.

There were numerous recommendations made which, very frankly,
we have not had time to develop the provisions in accordance with
the recommendations. The primary discussion on this, I believe, oc-
curred on page 47 in paragraph 3.

It relatesi to the amendment of section 2 of title 25 to allow tribes
to override a secretarial disapproval. We need to flush out recom-
mendations on this. We are simply not prepared to discuss this at this
time.

Chairman Anotrumic. What do you mean flush out recommenda-
tions ?

Had we decided at the last meeting what ought to be done?
Mr. TAyr.on. I think we derided the principles.
Chairman ABOUREZII. And the staff hasn't written it yet, is that what

you are saying?
Mr. TArwa. That is correct, but I think that we came to an agree-

ment on principles.
What T would like to do draft this up and send it out first thing

next. week and follow up with phone calls to he sure that what. we have
done is in accord with the wishes of the Commission.

Chairman ABOT'REZK. I guess we have nn choice; OK.
Mr. TAvr.ort. We have a similar situation in part 4 herethe MS

Civil Rights Act.
Chairman Anommtc. What page are you on now?
Mr. TA mon. These findings and recommendations appear on page 59.
The primary point of discussion here included milking provisions

for d: et appeals from tribal court decisions to Federal courts. There
were alternatives discussed. Commissioner Dial proposed an appeal to
the U.S. circuit court level.
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There is the question of exhaustion of tribal remediestribal ap-
pellate systems. This is a provision which we have simply not written
yet. 'Ike principles that were discussed are more clear from the tran-
script, and I would like to handle that the same way.

Chairman Anornami. All right.
Mr. TAYLOR. In part B we have constraints on tribal government.

It is primarily administrative type material.
'hai Man AlloUREZK. What page are you on now ?

Mr. TAYLOR. This actually runs a considerable lengthfrom page 62

through page 89. This is one of those areas where the recommendations
were, rather, much more of a minor nature. It is possible to simply
make word changes and minor changes cf phraseology.

Chairman A1;0VRHZIE. Have you done that yet ?
Mr. TAYLoR. I believe that has been done. I asked that the transcript

be reviewed and checked against our proposed chapters down at the
office. Frankly, I found a couple of errors in it, and I am going to have
to go back and recheck to make sure what was done. But I believe those
changes were made. The recommendations or amendments in this entire
section were very clear, and there was no difficulty in making those

'changes.
Chairman ARouRF.M. All right.
Mr. TAYLOR. Sect ion C of Public Law 83-280there were no changes.

The other justice systems, part 1 which is in the report, was satisfac-
tory.

We advised you at our last meeting that we were adding some addi-
tional material to that ; namely, with respect to major crimes and as-
similated crimes. I didn't expect to get to this until this afternoon. It is
down at the office being xeroxed.

I could outline for you. basically, what we are asking for and get an
agreement in principle. Perhaps that would be satisfactory. Then we
could supply the material to you this afternoon.

Chairman ABoraEzif. All right.
Mr. TsyLon. Basically, We identified problems under the Major

Crimes Act. which is a Federal felony statute, ariplicable to Indians
in hidian country, as falling into two categories.

One of them is the failure of Federal investigators to properly in-
vestigate these cases and the failure of Federal prosecutors to prosecute
them. There is almost an 80-pereent declination rate. By declination
rate I mean U.S. prosecutors refusing to prosecute. The great problem
on this declination rate is that tribal people are never told why these
cases are being declined. So there is great resentment and suspicion
bet ween tile t ribal people. the Federal investigators. t he FBI, and the
U.S. attorney's office. So we have the invest iga I or-proseentor problem.

Our rts'ommendation on that is the ' bal police officers and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs police officei s authorized to take. eases
directly to the I '.5. attorney instead of having to call in the FBI to do
the job a second time, in effect..

The Bureau of Indian A fTairs has sought this in the past. There have
been meetings with the Departnwnt of Justice.

So what we are suggesting is a congressional oversight on thisto
call up he fore an appropriate conunittee representatives of the Depart-
ment of Justice, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and tribal police and
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judicial authorities to determine why there should be resistance to
this recommendation.

The second aspect of the Major Crimes Act is a problem with respect
to respective jurisdictions of tribal courts and Federal courts. It is
a problem we touched on at our last meeting in connection with the
concept of tribal courts being a Federal instrumentality and what po-
tential impact that that might have.

Again, our recommendation in that area is that there be appro-
priate congressional oversight hearings to determine from the De-
partment of Justice, the Department of Interior, and tribal police
and jmucial authorities what the ramifications of that decision is and
whether mandatory legislation is needed.

The third area that. we will be submitting the paper on this after-
noon deals with the Assimilative Crimes Act. The problem under the
Assimilative Crimes Actwell, first I should describe what the As-
similative Crimes Act is.

The Assimilative Crimes Act is a Federal criminal statute Or a Fed-
eral statute that adopts State law into Federal claims. The purpose
of that act was and is to supplement .existing Federal legislation in
Federal enclave areas, and the reserVitions are not Federal enclaves;
they are Indian country.

Through the Genera) Crimes Act, all Federal laws applicable and
in enclavethere is a very difficult problem between a normal Federal
enclave and Indian country. Federal enclaves originally were under
sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Government. There was
no local law at all, and it was necessary to flush out the Federal code
by bringing in applicable State law w'hich would provide a full and
complete code.

In Indian country. you have a very different situation as to Indian
people. Withoutquestion. tribal law applies. As to non-Indian people,

o.dependin on circumstances, State law may apply. And as to both
Indian arid non-Indian, certain Federai laws apply. The situation is
quite different.

The Department of Justice has taken a very broad view of the
Assimilative Crimes Act, that it brings into Indian country a very
brow, range of State regulatory lawsmorals laws. Given its broad-
est perspective, it could, in .effect, wipe out the. capacity of tribes to
legislate on practically any subject that a legislative, body legislates
on.

It is necessary that the parameters of this thing be discovered and
some limits set on what laws are being incorporated into the Indian
country and what an impact this is having on tribal jurisdiction.

So again, our imommendation on this section, the assimilative
crimes, is that the appropriate committee have congressional oversight
hearings, bring before it representatives of the Department of Justice,
Interior, and the tribal police4ind judiciary to discuss this situation
and see if mandatory legislation is required. That is the paper that will
be submitted to y,ou this afternopn.

In view of the recommendations, perhaps we can have some con-
sensus now while we still have a quorum.

Chairman ABOURP.M. Let's finish this chapter. Perhaps we can act
on what you have given us verbally as well as what is in writing be-
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cause it is not a final action anyhow. But we can give it tentative
approval as we have everything else.

Mr. TAYLOR. That completes my presentation on tribal government.
Commissioner WurrEcaow. I would like to ask a question.
Mr. Chairman and Pete, in regard to the Assimilative Crimes Act

in itself, has enough research been done on it that we can make a deter-
mination today as to whether or not the Assimilative Crimes Act could
be appealed as was recommended by task force No. 9, insofar as it
applies to Indian country ?

Mr. TAYLOR. I don't think the recommendations of task force No. 9
were for outright repeal. Task force No. 4 may have recommended that.

Commissioner WMTECROW. One of them, I remember, did
recommend.

dr
Mr. TAYLOR. We recommended a rule of construction which would

limit the application to the Assimilative Crimes Act, in which there
were either crimes of violence against a person or property between
an Indian and a non-Indian.

It is our 1.1ief, from our research, that that was the original intent
of the General Crimes Act, which is the act that makes the Asssimila-
tive Crimes Act. It brings it into Indian country. .

The recommendations we are making, . r. Commissioner, for this
report are not as broad and extensive as me iat was recommended by
task force No. 9.

Commissioner WMTECROW. It is not as broad ?
Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Commissioner WMTECROW. Why not? .

Mr. TAYLOR. Frankly, I think in the absence of some oversight hear-
ings, I just don't believe Congress is going to enact it.

Probably. the more likely way to get a resolution ef this is to call
for an oversight hearing and use task force recommendations at that
point as a lever and a push.

Commissioner WMTECROW. You don't feel that in the normal leg-
islative process in the hearings conducted if we would make a recom-
mendation to repeal the Assimilative Crimes Act as it applies to Native
country ? You don't feel enough hearings would be conducted in that
process to make a determination to repeal it ?

Mr. TAYLOR. In the hearings that we are calling for?
Commissioner WMTECROW. In the. hearings that would normally

take phice in cong, ssional action on this report, you don't feel that
there will be enough information gathered and enough comments gath-
ered on that rather than oversight hearing? Do you feel that is the

b most direct approach or do you feel that the normal congressional
con imittee. hearings are the recommendation 1

Mr. TAyma. I think the second approach would be an appropriate
step on this. Frankly, I believe that if the application of that. Assimila-
tive Crimes Act is properly challenged in district court, that. t lie present
construction that the Department of Justice is putting on it will not
prevail. They do have a case,. 1950, called U.S. v. SaRsour. Bitf , with
one or two minor exceptions, I don't know of another case they can
rely on, and I think that U.S. v. Sassour was wi mg in its citing.

Comminer WnrrEcRow. Of course, all of the Commniwioners
understarc, my concern in this particular area because I feel that that
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particular act hinders a tribe in its economic development processes,
particularly in business operations.

Mr. TAYLOR. We 11, I think there .vere findings in the task force
reports that support your statement. I believe there is a reference to
the Southern lite Tribe in Colorado that had a tourist attraction and
wished to set up Friday night bingo games, something that even the
boys club in Arlhigton is doing nowadays. The -U.S. Attorney threat-
ened to prosecute them under State law that forbids playing of bingo
in Colorado if they did such a thing. Frankly, that is lust not. tolerable.
That is not what tribal self-determination and tribal sovereignty
means.

Commissioner WurrEatow. The same thing has applied to me. T have
been threatened with prosecution also based on the Assiinilative Crimes
Act application.

So that is why I am concerned here. T am not familiar with this,
Mr. Chairman, perhaps you can tell me: Insofar as the length of time
we are talking about in oversightlearings, how long a process would
this be?

Chairman ABOURE711. It depends on the issue. They can go from 2
hours to 20 days depending on the issue. But, normally, one of this
natiire would take about 3 days, with half-day hearings, I would say.

Mr. TAYLOR. I w6uld assume there would be some advance prep-
aration.

Chairman ABOUREM Yes; ,but once you set up the hearings, it
would not take all that long.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Wouldn't that be the best process to
'bring this all to a head?

Chairman ABOUREZIL Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. I have a comment. T think on one hand the view that

the Federal prosecutors are reluctant to prosecute, but yet on the other
hand we have the Federal Government in there wanting to assert
jurisdiction.

I would hope that in our report this contradiction is
Mr. TAYLOR. I am not sure whether it was d-me. T kno - it crossed

my mind. while T was sitting there with a pencil, and we will get that,
in. But I agree with you that the T..S. Attorney is very responsive. Tf it
appears to he anything that smacks of a commercial operation, there is
protest from perhaps the local county government that. feels that tribes
would be doing something that they themselves are forbidding their
own citizens to do.

When there is a crime of violence on the reservation, it seems there
is relative indifference and delay. I certainly have noted that
dichotomy.

Commissioner WTI ITECROW. Mr. Chairman, T would just like to point
this out. Insofar as the criminal asneefs of it are concernedthe
criminal applieation of State- criminal law on Indian reservationsI
have no specific prthlem with that, but I do have problem when we
come to the moral involved in the law. 1 would like to make
that a matter of record in our report. If we are. going to provide a
trilw with an ample opportunity of developing business operations,
for instance, a tribal operation insofar as conducting bingo (tames or
parannn nal horse racing, or ,what have you, these are not, ast'I unde :
stand it, anti-Federal laws, but they are anti sonic State laws.
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZ/I. Could we put in a recommendation that might

allow the tribes to adopt whatever State laws they might want to and
reject other ones V Isn't that what you were getting at /

Commissioner WHITECROW. That is it, basically.
Chairman AROITREZR. Perhaps, to come to the middle ground on it,

what if, in your recommendation for oversight hearings, the hear-
ings would be held with an eye toward partial repeal of the Assimila-
tive Crimes Act so that tribes would have a greater option in deter-
mining which, parts they want to keep and which parts they don't
want to keep ?

Mt% TAYLOR. I think our recommendation runs right along that line.
We make the statt. -tent that in any legislative considerations a pri-
mary objective that must be kept in mind is the fact that tribes are

a self:governing. They are sovereign, and the entire Federal policy has
always been to leave them free from the restraints of State laws.

Chairman ABOUILEZK. I think that might take care of Jake's
objection.

Commissioner WIITTECROW. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZR. All right. Why don't you make it as strong

as you can in that di rection, then ?
Mr. TAyi.ou. I . yould be very pleased to.
Chairman AROUREZIC O. Are there other questions or comments?

If not, is there a motion to a lopt this chapter ?
Commissioner WlirrEctiow. iso move.
Commissioner DEER. I second it.
Chairmar 1.80I'ImEzli. The. motion has been moved and seconded. All

those in favor, raise your right hand. The vote is 6 to 0 in favor of
adopt ion.

Next chapter.
Mr. TAYLOR. The. next chapter is Federal administration. This is

Ernie Stevens' and Gil Hall's chapter.
Commissioner BORIIRIDOE. Mr. Chairman, while we are preparing to

move, I would like to introduce a distinguished visitor from the State
of Alaska, Mr. Byron Mallott. who is chairman of the statewide-
Nat ive organization in AlaSka, the. Alaska Federation of Natives, Ine.

Cha irman ABOURF.M. Weleome to the Commission. Mr. Ma l lott.
Mr. Mr. Chairman. I understand we don't have the Federal

administration chapter up here yet. I would suggest the economic de-
velopnwnt chapter is here even though the person who has spent most
of the time on it. is not. I think I can discuss the substance of the
recommendations.

The recommendations start on page 17. Wcommendation No. 1 on
page 17 states that; Congress should institute changes in the economic
development assistance programs to allow tribes tlie flexibility in

technical assistance and long-term funding on tribally determined
goals.

This should inelmle funding of tribally owned and operated enter-
prises. I should point out that this is the first time that we have cov-
ered this chapter in any depth, and the narrative backing up the
recommendations has npt yet been :.ompleted lint will be shortly.

I consider the bulk of these recommendations as policy direetions
that Congress should establish rather than specifics.
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Chairman ABOUREZIL May I ask you about No.2 ?
Mr. HALL. Yes, air.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The agency should be directed to remove ad-

ministrative obstacles in joint ventures between tribes and businesses.
I know in the past, at least in my own experience, there has been

probably as much trouble in Indian country from this joint venture
bnsiness as there is anything else that results.from non-Indian hustlers
who see a chance to get Federal funding come in and euchre the tribes
on some kinds of a business-development and drain the money out of
the appropriation and walk away.

I was just wondering what protections we might provide for the
tribes in that regard. I agree with you on that if we remove the ob-
stacle. In some cases, I think the obstacle had been put there in order
to try to protect the tribes.

Maybe it hasn't always worked all the time, but in your narrative do
you hive a full discussion of that ?

Mr. Ham. Yes; there should be. I thoroughly agree with your eon-
cern with that, Mr. Chairman. I would suggest, however, that the
intent of one. and two both is to allow the flexibility for such joint, ven-
tures in those situations in which tribes are capable of doing so, and to
provide teehnical assistance and advice to those tribes to assure that
the type of thing you are talking about doesn't happen.

The way things currently are. now. I understand, the administrative
procedures and regulations are such that, even if a tribe is quite capable
of entering in such a venture successfully and with technical assistance,it is often prevented from doing so because of administrative
procedures.

Chairman ARM-1MM I think it is a good enough general guideline
just so we will understand what the pitfalls are.

Mr. Ham. `Recommendation No. 3: Congress should appropriate
sufficient funds and technical assistance to tribes to insure the preser-
vation and consolidation and acquisition of the Indian land base be-
cause an adequate land base is essential for meaningful tribal devel-
opment.

It should include existing tribes and devise. comprehensive land
consolidation plans. There can be no question that the land base is a
primary concern in Indian country. It is pwrtially a result.. of course,
of the overwhelming heirship problems which we are faced with,
which is dealt with in the following recommendation.

Tribes have said. and Indians as a group have said consistently,
that we need technical assistance and some funding, primarily in terms
of loansis what. we hear more than anythingto assist in consolidat-
ing their land base and buying up fractionated Leirships, et cetera.

The coronary to that is also, and explains partially. why we. took
the approach that we did in recommendation No. 4; that is, not to
impose a solution which would apply across the board to fractionated
heirship problems.

The tribes insist, that they want to devise their own plans which
are appropriate for their individual reservations, and No. 4 says that
the Fnited States Code should be amended to provide for that
flexibility.

Then we list some suggestions on how tribes might deal with the
problem of fractionated heirships.
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Chairman AROUREZK. That is going to be the happiest recommenda-
tion you have made in this whole report. It will make a lot of people
happy.

Mr. HALL. To be lamest with you. Mr. Chairman, I tun somewhat
disappointed were not able to devise it comprehensive plan or a
suggested plan ourselves on how to sort the whole thing out. fiat, for a,
variety of reasons. we were not able to do o. So we identified alterna-
tives and left the option in.

Commissioner WHIT Ecuow. May I ask a question about that, Mr.
Chairman, if I may ?

We are reconunending here that the tribes should have the first
option for purchasing. How do we. see in this process providing the
tribes with the money for purchase

Mr. I lAmi,. That is the intent of recommendation No. 3, Mr. Com-
miiksioner. That was a plan as devised by the tribes. Ilopefully, funds
wo,dd be made available sufficiently so that the plan could aetually
work.

As you all know, there is currently authorization for considerable
funds to be made available for such a plan, but tliey are grossly in-
adequate in amount in terms of dealing with the problem.

Section 5 of the Indian Reorganization Act provides for a grant, or
a potential grant, of $2 million annually from the Federal Govern-
men nt. to tribes for consolidatio and purch.ase of land.

Now, since that 1934 act was passed. a total of a little over $5 mil-
lion has beAm appropriated pursuant to that section. If the appro-
priation had been used to the fullest extent- of the. authorization, it
would have been ti:.18 million-plus.

Commissioner WI I ITECROW. I know, but at the same time, these have
also been used as offsets in many of the Indian claims, so. therefore,
the money has actually been returned with interest to the Federal Gov-
ernment in this regard.

From the st a ndpohlt of providing immediate fumls to tribes to begin
repurehasing this land. berause every day that we extend we are lmv-
ing more land loss; therefore, we need to provide some method by
which we can provide an immediate loan process so that tribes can
begin plirchasing these lands.

We also need to find a process whereby the lands can be used as col-
lateral for these loans because that is one of the holdups at the present.
time. The tribes could get the. money for purchase if there was somw
metho(1 by which the land eould be used for collateral.

Perhaps, in the same attitude that the housing program is taking,
the land and paying taxes on that land for a certain period of time
at the completion of the loan and the repayme.nt, then the land goes
back into trust status. I )o we have that in these recommendations?

Mr. HALL. Not specifically, no. Mr. Commissioner. J think your point
is well taken. I think what. we could and should do here is mid that t here
are some amendments necessary to the act ant horizing t lie Iniiian land
acquisition loan program in the Department of A grimilture which lia4
been in existenee for 4 years }mt. grossly underfunded to meet the
paolilem. At least beefing up the amount of moneys that are a ilable
wider the Indian Reorganization Act or perhaps consolidat those
t wo into t he Sa me ftogra in. into a grant and loan program aimed t-4,lely
at land ro11501 ithit ion plans.
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I think you are right. We could, and should, add a recommendation
to that effect here.

Chairman ABOUREZL Would the Commission also accept an amend-
ment which would include landless tribes / That is because 1 under-
stand that the Interior and Agriculture Departments resisted pro-
viding any loans at all to tribes which have no land at all.

Commissioner WitrrEcRow. Mr. Chairman, I would think that if we
go this far we would have already establ:shed a process, and pmvided
a process; whereby nonrecognized tribes could become recognized. I
think we need to be sure that those nonrecognized tribes, as they are
recognized, would have this same loan-process available to them for.
land acquisition.

Mr. ILtLL. The way it is currently, once recognition is granted, then
they will automatically be available for those. programs.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But not landless tribes. It seems to me that
there ought to be a sentence in there saying: "including tribes which
have no land." Would that be agreeable ?

Without objection, the amendment is adopted.
Commissioner IinRBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I have a question.
Reference is made in a number of instances to "reservation" lands.

What about those lands that are simply acquired by tlu tribe ?
For one thing, the land may fall into the category of fee simple

lands under a land consolidation program, or they may he techoically
b'reservation" trwt lands, as such. Are the recommendations so framed
that they pertain, not only to those lands which are technically de-
nominated "reservation" lands, but also to lands that are acquired in
fee under it land consolidation program ? Or do they simply pertain to
those lands which are owned in trust by the tribe ? Do you consider
that the recommendations are encompassing enough to take care of
those various situations?

Mr. I think it would be clarified some to fit that, certainly. I
think the priority is consolidated lands, of course, within the current
boundaries of the reservation as recognized.

But that should not preclude. I don't think, acquisition elsewhere.
Of course, tribes now have generally the power, and do buy lands out-
right, on their own in fee.

The difficulty that they encouhter now, however, is getting that
accepted by the Secretary of the Interior into the trust stittus. There
is no consistently announced coherent policy in the Department of the
Interior currently on accepting lands in trust that the tribe may
acquire from any source.

fust got a call yesterday from a gentleman in California with a
small tribe there that has 10 acres of land which is owned in fee by the
tribe. They have been trying for 20 years to get tlmt placed in trust by
Interior. They are getting inconsistent, comments from the various
parts of the Department of the Interior that the Secretary even has
the authority to accept it.

T have no doubt that he has the authority, but they don't have a
policy for it.

Commissioner Bonnumor.. In the example that yon give wherein the
tribe has acquired land which is not in fee simple title and therefore
not in trust status, is it not possible to recommend, even in those eir-
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cumstances, that those programs be designed so they could benefit
those tribes which have land in fee simple title ?

There may be some instances where, if the Secretary refuses, for
whatever reason, to consider favorably the lands acquired in fee. shn-
ple title, these might be the only lands that the particular tribe might
have, cannot they move. then to trust status?

It may well be that the tribe will not seek any assistance whatsoever
in its land acquisition effort. Would you address yourself to that
circumstance?

Mr. ITALL. If I understand you, do you mean mandating a policy
which would set down criteria for accepting the interest as well as not
making that a requirement for making moneys available for buying
land ?

Commissioner BORBRUXIE. I am not certain, Mr. Chairman, as to the
details of the concerns that. I have, because I have not had an oppor-
tunity to read this before. T am not certain that it necessarily fits into
this specific section. My concerns may more appropriately fit into an-
other sect ion.

But, again I can well envision that there may be tribes that may not
have owned trust lands initially and may then acquire land in fee
simple. It. would seem to me that such a tribe, being a repository of
tribal sovereignty and wanting to protect its primary land resource,
should have that desire and status recognized by the Federal Govern-
ment. and be eligible to receive certs in assistance.

.un not absolutely sure that this is the appropriate section, hut it
(pm .tinly fits into the general concern that the Commission has relative
to those lands which are owned by the tribe.

Mr. lLr.r. The way we have chapter 4 drafted, with respe, to the
trust responsibility, that is not lied, necessarily, to lands at all ht being
a trust. The benefits of that responsibility, the way we have that chap-
ter currently drafted. are that it mar have lands in fee but no trust.

However. I think with regard to the outright protection of the Fed-
eral Government of those lands, it should be. plamd in trust.

Now, bow we could deal with that would be to mandate the Secre-
tary of the Interior, or the new consolidated agency, to set forth the
criteria where the presumption is that lands are acquired by tryst, and
thereby the protections and services would flow from that automati-
cally and be granted.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. All right, then, just to be certain the rec-
onunendation encompasses a. circumstance in which the. tribe, having
acquired land, perhaps in fee simple title, might wish to request that
its land be placed in trust status. Trust status could already pertain
to other lands held by the tribe or, conceivably, this could be the first
land acquired by a hitherto landless tribe.

What. we are stating here is that we want a recommendation which
assures that there is a presumption on behalf of the tribe which is
requesting that its land be placed in trust status. Is that correct

Mr. HALL. Yes; the presumption should be. there. If the Secretary
refuses to accent any trust money, then it should have to justify and
the tribe would have other avenues available to it.

Commi,sioner BORTIRMCIE. All right.
Mr. Rm.. Recommendation No. 5 on page Congress should

enact legislation which establishes the priority of Federal programs
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benefiting Indians. This is to encourage development of a system of
tribal economies that is aimed at the concept that if tribal sovereignty
and self-determination really mean anything, that it means tribal
economy.

The program shonld recognize that. and not merely be short-term,
band-ani, sock] rogran. , exclusively.

Remnunendat n No. 6 : Congress should appropriate funds directed
to the tribes to enable them to hire, the nece&,ary technical personnel to
survey tribal needs for water timber r )sources, mineral resources, and
educational needs as they relate to tribal resource development pro-
grams, wildlife and fisheries potential on the reservations and. water-
shetl.;, potential revenue that could be derived frcm tribal develop-
ment of agricultural and grazing enterprises, and the viability of
establishing tribal crodit unions, to bring together the savings of
tribal members.

Clirlinissioner BORBRMGE. If I may interrupt, I have a question which
relates to what. r proposed earlier.

In section C, "mineral resources ," and under "reservation," section
10, let's assume that the tribe has recomnwnded that the land that it
has acquired be placed in trust stat us. Let's say that this does not occur.
Now the tribe still has the lands. It is still desirous of ha,ving whatever
assistance may be available to it as a tribe,

It has tribal sovereignty and therefore an entitlement. to certain
assistance. Are we predicating assistance to tribes holding land on the
basis that t hey must be reservat ion or t rust lands ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Conmissioner, all the way through this draft pro-
posal we have used that provision. Perhaps, in view of your comments,
it would be appronriate, to alter thib word "reservation" to "tribally
owned resources." That might save our problem all the way through
this.

Commissioner BORTIRMOE. Thank yon.
Mr. Ilata,. Recommendation No. 3 is in effect an alternative to No. 6

and that, for one reason or another, the. tribe does not want or does not.
feel that it has the capability to conduct these surveys of resources it-
self. then No. 3 would provide for authority within the, Department of
the Interior necessary for the tribe.

Chairman A Bounn7.K. Are you on No. 6 now. Gil ?
Mr. Ilann, No. 7. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Amu-arm Dhl yon skip No. 6?
Mr. I km.. I f we didn't finish with No. 6, then we will go back to it.
Chairman A IIMTEZIC May I go back to that ? T just have one change

I would like to sturgest. It is more of an editorial change.
It. says that Congress should appropriate. funds directly to the

tribes. I would like. to say that- Congress should mandate assistance to
the tribes.

I will give my reason for that. I think when you start saying ap-
propriate funds directly, you throw up the red flag and I think this
is the same th i ng, essent

Commissioner Witrrnritow. Isn't that process already availabte
through Public Law 93-638 contracting I

Chairman Anormizic. Yes.
Commissioner WI irrwRow. And if Congress mandates appropriation

of the money for this, then they can have the contract.
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Chairman ABOITEZK, They are saying the same thing, but you are
going to avoid somebody getting up and saying, "Well, we can put a
dollar eost on this now, because we know what this is going to take."

It seems to me it is throwing up a red flag. The money may already
be appropriated.

('Omanssioner WHITE( Snow. I l)w would that read ?
Chairman ABOUREZIC Congress should mandate sufficient assistance

to t ribes.
Is there objection to that amendment?
'Without objection, the amendment is approved. All right, then, ir

you want to go onto No. 7.
Mr. IfAu.. As I was saying. No. 7 is intended to be an alternative to

No. fi. If, for some reason, the tribe does not feel as if it can, or it does
not, want to, comluct the survey of resourees themselves, then No. 7
authorizes the Department of the Interior, upon the request of the
t ribe, to conduct it for them.

Chairman A1101*REZK. I think with the lane,nage change, that would
even include that, and you probably wouldn't need No. 7 at all.

Is your reading correct, of that ?
Mr. HALL. That is correct. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Anotia:zic Then I move to amend No. 7 by striking it in

its entirety.
Is there objection to the amendment.
Wi, bout object ion, it will he done.
Mr. HALL. Recommeneation No. g: Congress has set forth a policy

that the ultimate goal an role of the Federal Government in manage-
ment of Indian resources. is to insure that the tribes have the power
and the financial resources to control development of mineral, water,
and forestry resources on Indian reservat;rms.

To implement this policythat perhaps should read : The consoli-
dated Indian ageneybecause that is the term we have been Using
elsewhere in the report.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. Do you want to amend that to say
that ?

Mr. IIALL. Yes.
Chairman Anot'llEZK. All right; without_ objection. that will be

amended as read.
Mr. HALL. Should review existing resource leases to determine tho

compliance with Federal htw and sound management principles and
determine whether or not the Indian owners are reedi%.ing a fair return
(au their leases, and (10 implement programs to mkc available to
t he t vibes. the funds, training and assistance for tliem to exereise such
con t

Again. I intended to put in the hands of tribes the necessary funds
and expertise to manage their Own resourow4. Recommendation No. 9 :
Congress should authorize and appropriate funds to the Federal
agency

Chairman AnorTurzic. Can we put in, "Congress should mandate that
the administ rat ion est abl ish t rain ing programs" ?

Is there. objection to that amendment ? If not, the amendment will be
so ordered.

Mr. HALT.. That the administration establish training programs in
technical fwlds relevant to reservation resource development.

1 4 ;
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Recommendation No. 10; the followina 'mac : In order to create an
atmosphere of stability in which reasonec arguments and plans for
future allocation of gsh and wildlife resources may prevail, Con-
gress should by resolution clearly state that it is not the policy of
Congress to abrogate Indian hunting, fishing, and trapping rights.

Now, in reality, this concept is already in a chapter for Indian
trustthe trust responsibility chapter. lint this is intended to em-
phasize the importance of that, and to tie it directly into the resource
question

Chairman Anoummt. I have no objection to that. I think von ought
to just switch the sentence around, so that the beginning of it should
read that Congress should, by resolution, for the reasons as you state.

You were doing so well there for awhile.
Mr. This came up about 2 o'clock this morning when we. fell

apart on style.
Commissioner WIIITECROW. I would change the reading of that

paragraph then.
Strike out "in order to," to "make prevail."
Chairman A ROUREZR. To change it around, the sentence should

begin with "Congress should by resolution clearly stat .." then at the
end after "trapping rights," then put the first part of the sentence.

Mr. ITAu,. Yes, si r.
Recommendation No. 11to be honest with you, T think there is

some difficulty with the format here. In recognition of the significant
impact which international considerations have on Tnlian rights,
specific provisions should be made for Indian representation on such
bodies as the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission and
the. National Marine Fisheries Services of the United States.

Chairman ABOCREZK. Are those congressionally established
Comm issions ?

Mr. TIALL. I don't know. sir.
Chairman ABOUREZIk. My question is: Are these two agencies es-

tablished by Congress?
Mr. MM.. I don't know.
Mr. TAyr.011. Mr. Chairman. I don't know, but I am sure there are

similar types of agencies. 1 think that this recommendation is in-
tended to reach a broader . ategory. It says, "such bodies as."

Chairman ABOTIREZIt. If they are not congressionally established. I
don't t hink you can mandate that.

Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps we should revise this then, "that it should he
established."

Chairman ABOUREZN. All right ; would von do that ?
Then start the recommendation out 1.)y saying, "Congress should

provide."
Mr. Irm,L. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZH. Is that agreeable with everybody ?
All right ; go ahead.
Mr. I Reeommendation No. 12 : Federal fish and wildlife pro-

grams, with State cooperation, should include tribal participation.
The form should be ehanged around in the second sentence. Con-

gress should deny Federal support for Federal fish and wildlife
programs if States refuse to cooperate with tribal governments.

1 4
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That is not really as clear as it could be. It is intended to go to
the question of clearly established Indian fishing and hunting rights
in a particular State and State governments refusing to sit down
and negotiate the problem areas with the affected tribes.

Chairman AllouREZK. I wonder if there is a different way to do
that or say that

Mr. TAYLOR. This was a considerable softening from the first draft.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I wonder if you said, "Congress should man-

date tribal participation in Federal fish and wildlife programs. In
cooperation with States, providing sanctions in the event states re-
f used to cooperate."

I think that is the way most Federal sanction legislation is drafted
anyhow.

Just say, "providing sanctions." If a State doesn't pass a billboard
law, 10 percent of their highway funds are taken aN, ay from them ;
so if you just say "providing sanctions." Congress, most likely, if they
agreed to this section, would say, "All right, let's do it like we did
tlw highway w and the billboard law."

Mr. TAYLOR. Would it be appropriate to, perhaps, allude to that
as an example of the sanction that maybe--

Chairman ABOUREM. I don't think you need to. I think it is enough
to say, "for appropriate sanctions." That is all they have done. Every
time they have sanctioned soniething, that is all they have done
taken away 10 percent of their money. motorcycle helmets, whatever.

Mr. INA,. In reality, that is probably the sanction we end up ith
anyway, reduction of money.

Chairman ABOUREZK. If you could change it to that, I think it
would be a better reading section. You would get done exactly what
you wantd to get done.

Commissioner WiirrEcnow. How would that read then ?
Mr. I FALL.. The way I have it sketched, "Congress should mandate

tribal participation in Federal fish and wildlife programs, with State
cooperation."

Chairman ATV/111E7.K. With the cooperation of States.
Mr. HALL. With the cooperation of States.
Chairman AnCYCHEZIC. Providing sanctions for any State whiel,

refuses to enter into such cooperative agreements or enter into such
cooperat ions.

Recommendation No. 13: 1 don't exactly know what you mean by.
"when the State enacts a law which nmy interfere with Indian hunt hip.
and fishimr rights."

Aren't those federally established rights that the State can't inter-
, fere with anyhow ?

Mr: HAM,. Legally, that is correct. Mr. Chairman. They can't as a
practical matter. Of ..mrse. they do in circumstances. but legally. and
again, under chapter 4 of the trust chapter. I he Federal Government.
would have the obligation to step in eml protect the tribe ill such cir-
cumstances.

This was really intended to he a measure to forgo lit igation of that
nature.

Chairman ATIOUREZR. T don't think you can do it. is wlmt T am
gett ing at. You can't, unless you have some k hid of sanct ion pmv idea
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by the State. There is no way you can stop them, or no way you can
put in a review.

The provision on the Federal levelI think it would be illegal, or
just would not work.

Mr. Ham. I had some reservations ataut that myself.
Chairman' Aeou REM. You could be tossed out of court.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would be a little concernexl the', this may, in fact,

weaken the tribal positio.:. So I would be in full accord with this.
Chairman AROUREZK. I would recommend striking recommendation

No. 13, for the reasons we just discussed.
Is there objection to that amendment; if not, reeommendation No.

13 is stricken.
nr. HALL. Recommendation No. 14 : Congress should appropriate

money directly to the tribes for the expansion or establishment of fish-
eries management and enhancement programs. Funding should be long

e term to enable tribes to do the necessary planning for a stable, rational,
fisheries program which would include "a" through "f", or some sug-
gestions of what these plans shou:d include : The assessment of the eco-
rtanic potential ; the establishment of overall goals; application of
proven fishery and agr:tulture methods; definition of training needs;
upgrading of water res.,arces; and environment for fisheries produc-
tion ; and establishment of fisheries resource allocation between *In-
dian and nonIndian users and establishment of harvest levels to pre-
vent. overfishing.

Commissioner 1314RBRIDOR. Mr. Chairman, again. I would raise.the
same question with respect to recommendation No. 14 that I had raised.
previously.

Are tkVrograins so designed as to make them solely applicable to
reservatioplands or tribally owned lands?

- Mr. HALL. They should not be, particula:ly since the language in
No. 14 should be changed to be consistent with the ones above.

I think probably Congress should mandateno, we can't mandate
the tribes. I think Congress should appropriate money direetly through
the tribes. That is not Jiinited to reservations though, Commissioner,
T .ot at all.

It is aimed at tribal enterprises.
Commissioner Bonnanxm. I was directing your attention to section

14A.
Mr. HALL. "Assessment of tribal fishery economics potential for Kiel

reservation" :1" eTe. thank you.
Commissioner WUTTECROW. I have a question here
Mr. HALL. Excuse me, the same thing with C also.
Commissioner Wiii-mcnow. I thought you were finished.
Mr. Chairmen. we are not limiting here just fisheries management

and enhancement programs. What -re we calling enhancement pro-
grams?

Chairman Ano-c-nem. Restocking.
Mr. HALL. I think that is intended to be restocking; yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. It could well go beyond that too. The Lummi agricul-

ture requires considerable construction effort. I think the term "en-
hancement" would just depend on the project and its feasibility, and
what assistance might be necessary to help it get underway.
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Commissioner WurrEcnow. I wonder if there might be a better word

to use than "enhancement," because that leaves ine a, little bit bland;
"to elaborate" or "to expand," perhaps.

Mr. I [ALL. Establish an expansion of fishery programs?
Chairman ABOUREEK. Can you think of a better word, how about

"imnovement"?
. Connnissioner WHITECROW. "Improvement of expansion programs
development," that is wide open.

Chairnum ABOUREZK. I just had a lawyer come up and say anything
recessary and pnaper.

( 'obit n ission er W HMI:CROW. That sounds beater.
Mr. HALL. Shall we try "improvement"?
,Chairn Ian Arornmx. I don'tknow, how does that sound ?
Conn!! iRiioner W11 ITECROW. Improvement and development.

I I Ala. "Establish the fishery management and development pro-
grains" ?

Chairman A BOUREEK Wait a minute. You have a word in here al-
ready that does it. "Congress should a.ppropriate money for the expan-
sion or establishment of fisheries management." It seems to me the

'word expansion or establishment does it all already.
Mr. lLij. Strike the last three words of that
Chairman A BOUREZK. Strike "and enhancement programs." I think

that takes care of it.
Commissioner WurrEcnow:. Is there any question if appropriations

went direct ly to the t ribes here/
Chairman A BOU REZK . It. seems that is proper in that context; it

doe.sn't jtunp at me like those other ones did, unless you have some
Objection to it.

I think there is another way to say that. The thing is I can't think
of a not her way to say that.

Commissioner WurrEctiow. I like it.
Chairman A11011112K. I think, as far as I am concerned, it is all right.

Mv political red light, didn't turn on when I read that.
Mr. So we are.striking the last three words of that sentence ?
Chairman A BOUREZK That is right ; and No. 15---wo agreed on that

a long t inu ago.
M. I That is right. That is just a reemphasis on it, it, is no.-

t ieu la rly pert inent in this area.
Chairman A BOrRE7.11. Yes; I think Li mandate the Secretary of the

Interior," instead of using all those other words.
Mr. II Ar,r.. To assist, t he tribes in developing their own water codes.

Chairman A BOUREZK. Are there other recommendations that we
have to go through now----.01C, yes; there. are 17.

Mr. I Au.. We have, 17 through 23, and I think we can get through
all of those relatively quickly.

Chairman ABOURi:M. All right, go ahead.
Mr. I kr.t. No. 17 deals with management of the trust funds by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. I think many of the, recommendations come,
directly from the. manager of that office in the MA, whieh has identi-
fied to us certain problems which interfere with certain statutory
problems which interfere with his capability to get the maximum
ammint of interest, on t ribal trust funds.
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We have' recognized the internal elenwnt of sovereignty. I have
checked with the World Bank. Tlwy indicate that if the Congress
of the United States would enact legislation authorizit g a tribe to
become a member of the World Bank, because of the unique legal
relationships that a tribe has, that they would accept the tribes as
members in the World Bank, which would inalw them eligible for
these long-term, low-interest loans for undenleveloped nations. I think

e really iwed to Int ve this a little stronger in here because, knowing
past congressional movements, we can make all of the va.st reeonnnen-
dations necessary. but let's all face reality.

How assured are we that many of these developmental moneys are
actually going to come down the pike whereby a tribe, with this kitul
of financing available to them, could go through this process and assure
developmental moneys for it ?

It. wouhl not be forcing a tribe 4ito World Bank membership. 'This
would be their option.

Chairman Awn-nEzk. I think, Jake, for this option, that. there
should be a recommendation of their eligibility at this point. Then
you get into all the other stuff.

Actually. in a couple of years thne, the tribes could probably go to.
the Penobscot and the Passamaquoddy and borrow all the money they
need.

Ms. STILIMAGCMN. Also, it can't be forced down their throat Record-
ing to this, because it says the agency will investigate it. in rcsponse
to tribal requests.

Commissioner BRUCE. Why do we limit it to the World Bank?
Maybe wo should add some other financial--

Commissioner WiirrErmiw. Any other financial institution?
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
Chairman AnolfREZK. YOU could put "international financial insti-

tutions" instead of "World Bank " That would take care of that., but
it. seems to me that if you go beyond what we have said, you are
complicating an issue that doesn't need to be c01111 i: d. That is my
view of it.

Commissioner WnrrEcatiw. We will t I men pruvh. .t prwess whereby
at least it. can be investigated.

Chairman AnotitEz.K. I think that was the intention of the section
anyway.

Mr. 1 im,r. At this point we don't have any idea of what tribes will
be eligible.

Coinmisshmer Bai-Cr. Who is we?
Commissioner Wi I 1TECR0W. I just. want. to make this a rnatter of

rt cord, Mr. Chtirman.
I have lieen involved in this proeess and have requestea staff and

task force personnel to investigate this possibility, since last. April, a
year ago.

Still, we have had no in vest igat ion from our stall on this and I want
to make that a matter of record : That our staff or our task force per-
sonnel did not fully comply insofar as I tun conmrned with do-.
request.

Mr. INT,r,. So. are. we with, "Congress should authorize the con-
solhlated Indian agency,- or should the recommendation be "directed
tc the agency"?

1 3 .4
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Chairman ABOITREZE. Directed to the agency, I think, and call it
the international monetary institutions.

Ms. STILLwAGooN. Or international financial institutions.
Chairman Anouitmi. Yes; that would not limit it only to the World

Bank. All right, without'objection, that amendment will be accepted.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Would you read that back, sir?
Mr: HALL [reading]. "The consolidated Indian agency shall re-

spond to tribal requests to investigate the possibility of tribal eligi-
bility for loans from international financial institutions."

Ms. &ILI:WAGGON. They can also get grants, so don't restrict it to
loans.

Mr. HALL. Grants and loans?
Chairman ABOUREZIE. If you said tribal participation
Mr. HAm. If we could change that to eligibility ?

4- Chairman ABM:TRUK. Eligibility of tribal participation; that takes
in grants and loans, doesn't it ?

Commissioner Witmcnow. "The consolidated Indian agency shell
respond to tribal reqnests to investigate the possibility of tribal eli-
gibility for loans and grants from international monetary agencies."

Mr. HALL. "International financial institutions."
Chairman ABOUREZII. OK, next section.
Mr. HALL. Unless there are questions, we covered No. 20.
Chairman ABOUREZ8. No. 21 is next. -
Mr. HALL. No. 21 :
Congress should provide appropriate legislation consistent with Federal Indian

policies of tribal self-government, and economic development to remove State
taxation of Indian reservation residents, and off-reservation Indian enterprise on
land held in trust for Indian tribes or people. where such taxation is inconsistent
with the announced Federal Indian policy, including leasehold interest tax.

Chairman AnornEzic. Isn't trust land already exempt from Federal
income taxes and from State taxes?

Mr. TAYLOR. It is exempt from State taxes. Trust. land is exempt
from Federal income tax in certain circumstances. It is subject to it
in certain others.

Depending on whether the person, let's say, is farming a parcel of
trust land, whether he is the.owner of the land, or the lessor or the
les-w, whichever it is--

Chairman ABOUREZK. The Indian person is deriving income from
the trust landthat is my understanding.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Does that need to be changed? If that is the

law now ; does there need to be a recommendation ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. There have been questions raised in certain types

of land ownership. There was a Federal IRS criminal prosecution of a
woman in North Carolinaa Cherokeewho was operating a motel
on a parcel of tribally assigned land, and the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice said the exemption only applies to t rust allot ted land.

Chairman Anornrzii. Was that in trustthat assigned land?
Mr. TAYLOR. It was tribally owned and assigned to her for her use.

Actually. they got a conviction of her. but on appeal. it was reversed
lycause the Interior Department had been advising her that she did
not owe these taxes.
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Chairmitn ABOUREZK. So the status of the law is what ?
Mr. TAYLOR. It is-still rather cloudy on that beeituse the appellate

court vacated and reversed the criminal conviction, but said they were
.not passing judgment on civil liability. .

Chairman ABOUREZK. Then you can leave it in if there is a question.
My. HALL. Recommendation No. 22 should have some slight revision.

It should read:
Congress should repeal statutes which authorize State taxation of Indians with

respect to gasoline on the reservation and State taxation of mineral production
on leased Indian lands.

Chairman ABOUREM. No. 23 is not a complete sentence.
Mr. HALL. That needs revision alsothat was even later last night

than the previous one.
That should be:
Congress should enact legislation which invalidates any State or local taxa-

tion wpich is inconsistent with any Indian tribal government taxation seheme
designed to implement announced Federal Indian policy.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. All right, is that the extent of your lef.qint-
mendat ions in this chapter ?

Mr. HALL. It ig.
Chairman ABOTTF.M. Any statements or comments? If not is there

a statement to adopt this chapter?
Commissioner BORBRMOE. I SO move.
Commissioner Dram. I second it.
Chairman ABOVREZR. It is moved and seconded.
All those in faVor, raise your right hand. With a vote of six to .

not him!, the section is adopted.
Ernie, (lid you say you could do this other chapter in a few minutes?

'Mr. STEVENS. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREMZ. As soon as we do this, at 11 :55 a.m. we will

recess unt il 1 :45 p.m. I want to announce the presence in the meeting
room of Nicholas Sapiel. governor of the Penobscot Tribe; Wilfried
Pearson, lieutenant, governor of the Penobscot ; Francis .T. Nichols,
tribal g(wernor of the Passamaquoddy, all from Maine; and their
attorney, Tom Tureen is somewhere on the telephone. Oh, here he is,
he has given up the telephone.

I understand there have been arrangements made for the Maine
people to have lunch with the Commissioners, so the staff has advised
Ille that if you all go through the cafeteria, down B level in this build-
ing, and go to room 13-3(19, you can all eat lunch together during lunch
period. In fact. yoli can follow Max Richtman.

Max, are they going to follow you ?
Mr. RICIITMAN. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREzli. Raise Your hand so everyone can see you.
All right, if you follow the leader down there, he will take you to

Commissioner BORBRIDOE. 'Air. Chairman, I think it is important
that he takes us to the right room so that we do not get last.

Chairman Atm IUREZK . Ernie, are you ready ?
Mr. SITNENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman AMWREZK. How long do you think this will take, Ernie?
Do you have any idea how long this will take you?
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Mr. STEVENS. About 5 minutes, if you don't pick on me.
Mr. HALL. I believe the only part that was unsettled at the end of

the last meeting was the specific recommendations on the independent
agency.

Mr. STEVENS. On page. 65 of our technical assistance recommenda-
tions, t he Commisf ion recommends :

That the executive branch coordinate efforts to provide for the direct
administration of contract funds by Indian people.

The executive branch coordinate and consolidate all technical as-
sistance efforts into a single department or agency.

. The executive branch establish a national provisional and technical
Indian skills bank administered by Indians.

The executive branch direct all agencies to establish a model of
national Indian technical assistance centers, consolidating persoimel
with technical assistance grants, and contracts. Such consolidation is
unparalleled to existing BIA service units, to test the feasibility of
the independent agency service center.

Commissioner BRUCE. Ernie,.would you explain how that would
work and why this could be done out of the area offices?

Mr. STEVENS. The technical assistance can't beprovided by most of
ihe area offices because they are not deep enough n specialists in tech-

nical areas.
Most of the successful areas by tribes has usually been done when

they were able to somehow get contract or grant funas or even founda-
tion moneys to hire techniciansfishe:ies are an example.

Them are some specialists throughout the Bureau of Indian Affai.rs
4\ but there are not enough to staff each area office. Additionally, each

area office in the Bureau is primarily in the business of administering
and overseeing or stipervising various functions of the Bureau and
relationships with the tribes.

Most of them are not technicians. In the area of economic develop-
ment, particularly in national resources, the notion of such a center
would-be to have it run parallel or as to not interfere with the day-to-
day operations of the Bureau. But yes; just a technical assistance
project-by-project effort whereby, on a priority basis. a technical force
in specific areas could go in and work with tribes; and then the idea
about being an independent agency possibly through the Intergovern-
mental Personnel Act and other kinds of devices, it could get a mix of
Bureau, IIEW, and other kinds of agencies in one facility to test the.
independent agency approach

This could be accomplished by the Intergovernmental Personnel
Act, transfer of funds. and you of coerse, would honor the intent of the
funds. Then you would get personnel and grant and contract moneys,
all administered from one point, and would test the independent agency
approach.

CommiSSioner DEER. Mr. Chairman. I would like to have more dis-
cussion on this very important recommendation : The executive branch
coordinate and consolidate all technical assistance efforts into a single
department or agency.

Is it. outside of the Department of the Interioe. on a higher level of
Interior: I think this is an extremely important recommendation and
we need full discussion on this.

1 5
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Chairman AnernmE. OK, if that be the case, I think we had better
recess now, because I have got to get over to my meeting. We will take
it. up after lunch. 'We are far enough ahead, so if there is no objection,
we will recess until 1 :45 p.m.

[Whereupon, at 11 :55 a.m. the meeting recessed, to reconvene at
1 :45 p.m.]



AFTERNOON SESSION

Chair Alan ABOUREZIi. The Commission will resume.
Ernie, do you want to go ahead
Mr. STEVENS. We just finished talking about technical assistance,

and Ada
Chairman ABOUREEK. Wanted to discuss it.
Before you begin that, Sam Cata, from the Pueblo conference, has

just delivered the Pueblo commission report to the Commission.
This is a ,report,from the 19 Pueblo govermnents of New Mexico.

I just want to insure that the staff gets the Pueblo recommendations
and they be considered in the draft report.

We appreciate it and would like to express our thanks to the All-
Pueblo Council for the work they have done.

Ada has a request she would like to make.
Commissioner DEMI. First of all, I would like to say how glad I

am, as an individual Commissioner, to receive this report from the
All-Pueblo Council. I look forward to reading it.

We certainly appreciate the effort and the time of the All-Pueblo
Council in making this available to us.

second, Eileen, who worked on our rvonoillics reportour time
is running out,, she really didn't have sufficient time to presentis a
t rained economist with advanced study in this area. I know that she.
has spent a lot of time and effort working on the report for the. chapter
on economic development.

As a suggestion, I would like to have the unedited chapter that she
wrote submitted to the Commissioners so that we could review it and
make our judgments from that.

Chairman ABOUREM. OK, that is a good reivest. If you will do
t ha t

Ms. STILLIVAGON. Yes; I will do that.
Commissioner BORIMIDGE. Mr. Chairman, with respect to the agenda

which will establish those matters which come before us the rest of the
day. I would urge the scheduling of the discussion of the land claims
of the bribes from Maine so that they would occur at such time that
the Commission quorum is still present.

Chairman AROLTREEK. We want, to finish everything we can Mole
Louis has to leave.

4 Commissioner BnucE. I have, to leave. at 2:30, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREEK. You have 5 minutes, Ernie.
Commissioner Dr.En. We were talking about the Maine reconnnenda-

t ion, Mr. Chairman, regarding the Federal administration recom-
mendation. I forget what page we were on.

Mr. STEVENS. Page 65.
Commissioner DErn. I previously asked the question and asked for

some discussion on that item; whether or not the separate department
wouhl be completely separate or within the Department of the In-
terior. If it is of such major significance to Indians, I think we have
to have a full discussion on this.

(155)
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Mr. STEVENS. Commissioner, are you referring to the whole council
ai an independent agency ?

Commissioner DEM. Yes.
Mr. SrEvEics. This recommendeation doesn't -have to do with that.

This is having all the technical assistance consolidate. It is contingent,
on the independent agency and this is the technical assistance section.

The only other part I have is tho recommendation relating to the
independent agency. If we could move onto that, that would be the
place to talk about it.

Commissioner DEER. OK.
Mr. STEVENS. That is on page 101.
Chairman AROMLEZK. Have we already taken up the independent

agency?
Mr. STEVMS. We just have to go over the. wording, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Are you done with these recommendations?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes. Remove page 102 please, while we are there?
Commissioner WHITECRONV. Remove all of page 102?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. I wanted to say, before I read the recommen-

dation, that t he.recommendat ion is cast within the context, of recogniz-
ing that the reorganization authority that is presently being used does
'not, permit the President's Office of the executive branch to establish a
separate department.

However, it, is cast within the context of asking that the President
propose a plan for a separate department.

Chairman AROUREM. Under the legislation the Senate just passed.
that would mean that when he proposes it, either house can veto that
within 60 days or something like that.

Mr. STEVENS. May I read from the act, sir ?
Chairman ABOITRI:7.K. Yes; which aet ?
Mr. STEVENS. It would also renew the, basic provision of the act in

that the types of reorganization plans the President can submit, the
President would again be permitted to propose plans to accomplish
any of the following. Then it talks about transferring all or a part of
an agency or functions to another agency. Abolishing all or part of the
functions of an agency, consolidating and coordinating all or part of an
agency ; authorizing an agency todelegate his functions or changing the
name of an agency or title of its bead.

The President would again not be permitted to propose plans which
accomplish any of the following: Creating a new executive department ;
abolishing or transferring and so on and so forth.

Chairman ABOUREZK. How do we do it thendoes Congress have to
authorize it ?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir, but the reconunendation that you proposed,
that they submit. a plan is consistent. The President would put together
the plan and submit it to Congress.

Chairman ABOUREZR. Then why don't you add in that : President
submit to Congress a reorganization plan or congressional authoriza-
tion creating a Department of Indian Affairs, or independent agency.
Is that. proper to do that?

Mr. STEvr.ss. Yes, sir.
Chairman AROUREM. I think it ought to be made clear.
Mr. STuvu.s. So the Commission recommends tha the President

submit to Cumgress a reorganizution plan for authorization in creat-
ing a Department of Indian A ffairs or independent agency.

6
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Initially this new agency will be comprised of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the Indian Health Service, and other appropriate agencies. It
may also be comprised of the staff and functions of the Division of In-
dian Affairs and Solicitors Office, Department. of the Interior and so
on.

These would all be at his discretion. The second one is: The Presi-
dent prepare a plan for transferring to the new agency appropriate
programs and f unct ions.

Commissioiwr WnrrEcnow. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, back in the
recommendationsNo.. I, the fourth sentence, the fourth linewhere
it says other appropriate agencies, I would like to submit an amend-
ment to ellange "other" to "all".

Chairman-ABOUREZA. Is there an objection to the amemlment ? If not,
the amendment is agreed upon.

Mr. STEVENS. The second is: The President prepare a plan for trans-
ferring to the new agency appropriate proorams and fmwt ions whieh
shan inchide a review of those programs iaentiiied in point 3 of this
chapter.

In the interim, the President should establish a temporary speeial
action office within the White House which would lw charged with
responsibility for preparing the plan for the President.

No. 3: The President designate the Secretary of the Interior and
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to implement and co-
ordinate efforts to evaluate, and plan the transfer of varions agencies
in the event of the establishment of the Department or independent
Indian agency.

Chairman Allot-1mm I have three. suggestions. First, in my copy
-you have left out the word "and" before independent agency. Did you
mean to have that in there; it Ftlys "or independent agencyt

StTond, that footnote doesn't make sense. There must be a word
missing out of it. "The President must submit to Congress", is that
what you mean t o say ?

Mr. STIE:sr:4. Yes, sir.
Mr. HALL There should be a new sentenc. there.
( 'ha i nun n ABOUREZK. Well. what ever.
Third, I think instead of three reomnwndat ions. these all dovetail

into one. I don't know why tlwy Lave to be. separate ones.
Mr. STevNs. OK.
Chaiiman Anotami. You are making one recommemlation, basi-

cally. Each one follow:4 instead of three recommemlations.
Mr, STEVENS. We could make tl will in subparts.
Chairman ABOUREZK. You don't even need those. It looks to me like

4 it is all part of the sanw recommendation.
.Nfr. sTEVENS OK.
Chairman AllornE7.1i. It is not any big deal. it is slightly mislead-

ing to somebody pieking it up ami reading it. Those three major rec-
ommendations are an the same thing.

Mr. S'MvENS. WC' will just strike the Nos. 2 and 3, and there will be
three paragraphs of the n Tii reconnnendat ion.

rim i main Anona:za.-. A 11 ripilt.
Are there any other recommendat ions in this chapter ?
lir. STEVENS No. We dealt With the separate conunittee, I be-

lieve. at t 1i last meet ing.

1 6i
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Chairman ABOUREZIL Yes; we have already passed that. Are there
any commentsiar questions on this section ? If not, do I hear a motion?

Commissioner DEER. Wait, wait, Mr. Chairman; perhaps in the nar-
-rat ive this was covered, but again, I am very concerned.

If we do, for example, establish a whole new agency, what dangers
does this pose to Indian people

I was thinking, for example, if we l.ad a separate agency out there, it
would be ve.ry easy for groups to zero in or maybe a hostile Congress to
cut appropriations. Since we just got this chapter, we will not be able
to read through the whole narrative. Would you comment on that ?

Mr. STE`"ENs. I 41iink that you are always susceptible, for various
reasons, to have the Congress change, their attitude and that periodi-
cally happens. I would say that, for the most part, it depends on which
things are consolidat d.

My own feeling on itand I think this will be up to the diseretim of
whoever does the planning for the President's Officeis that those
things that should logically be in the tribal parts, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the Indian Health Service, parts of Justice, the separating of
the Bureau of Imlian Affairs from the Interior Department and taking
with it the legal functions now performed by the Solicitor for Indian
Affairs, and so on. I think that there are always certain dangers. There
are real or imagined dangers in the budget ; there are real and imagined
dangers about the whole business of their doing away with certain
functions altogether.

But, I think the desirable parts of the reconinwndatic(is more than
offset any disadvantage. It enables tribes. part ie:da nv. tO'have a much
stronger hand in things. It relieves the pressure of the conflict of
interest in the examinations of t he things they have been doing in the
last 2 years.

The advantages would bring a strong tribal government which
would be the greatest protection of all. I know I have taken or made
sonic real changes in my own opinion over this last year. I run abso-
lutely convinced that a strong tribal government would, in effect, pro-
tect us for some time if not forever.

That is the greatest protection against the kind of dangers you are
talking about. because a strong tribal government van do the types of
things that the other local governments cannot.

I am not saying that that doesn't exist. I think it always exists. If we
could ever find a way to perpetually seal the situation so that that
wouldn't happen to usthat is the only real positive thing that could
be done. I don't know how we could do that, but we have that danger
now because we have the Bureau of Indian Affairs. To put it this way,
I think that they con do that hi the Bureau of Indian Affairs a lot
easier than they could in an independent or super agency.

T think the agency would be too st rong beCilllse the Bureau, as it is
within the total structure. is still a fairly strong organization.

Chairman ABOURF2K. Any other quest ions or comments?
If not, is there a motion to adopt this section ?
Commissioner DIAL. I make such a motion,
Chairman Anormax. Is there a second?
Commissioner BarcE. I second it.
Chairman ABOURE7.K. The motion is made and seconded.
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All those in favor of adopting this section oNhe Federal adminis-
tration chapter raise your right hand.

The vote is 6 to 0 in favor of adoption.
Alaska. How long is that going to take? Are there any recommenda-

tions on the Alaskan section?
Mr. TYLOR. There are. I think we might be able to run through this

more quickly, but we may have a need for Mr. Bruce's vote on Alaska.
I am not sure which one we should take up first.

Chairman ABommx. How long will it take on Alaska ?
Mr. ALLAN. Fifteen minutes.
Chairman Anaemic. We are going to lose Mr. Bruce before that

conies. Well, there is an alternative; we can start Passamaquoddy now.
We have called for Don Young to come down and fill out the quorum
in case we have any votes. He is here somewhere, so why don't you
start in with Passamaquoddy and if you can't vote on Alaska, I do. n't
know what we are going to do with Passamaquoddy.

Mr. ALLAN. Mr. Chairman, the Alaska recommendations could be
considered in 5 minutes.

Chairman ABOCREZN. TA't's do those then, real quickly.
Mr. TAYLOR. For the record, I would like to introduce Mr. Richmond

Allan who is appearing as special counsel on behalf of Commissioner
John Borbridge with respect to Alaskan matters.

Chairman A BOURF2K. All right, Richmond, do you want to give us
the recommendat ions ? What page are they oh?

Mr. ALLAN. Mine is not paginated as yours.
The reconmiendations commence on page S. The first reconunenda-

tion is that Congress shall enact legislation prescribing the order of
preference in which applications of benefits under Federal laws and
programs will be received from the several kind of Alaska Native
organizations qualified as applicants.

The second recommendation is that Congress should enact legisla-
tion confirming that the Tlingit and Haida Indians constitute a single
tribal entity of which the Central Council is the general and-supreme
governing body.

Congress should enact legislation confirming that the authority of
the Secretary of the Interior to reserve easements on lands to be con-
veyed to Naive corporations under the Settlement Act is strictly lim-
ited to definitely defined easements across such lands and at periodic
points along the courses of navigable waterways that are necessary to
discharge international treaty obligations and to provide access to
remaining public lands.

Specifically, Congress should make clear that the. Secretary is with-
, out authority to reserve any lineal easements along shorelines. any

nonspecific floating or blanket easements, or any easements to provid.e
others with any rights to enter upon any landsincluding water-
shedsto be conveyed to the. Native corporations for any purpose
other than to cross such lands by defined routes to reach remaining
public lands.

Congress should enact legislation confirming that the Secretary of
flit', Interior is not required, prior to conveyincr lands to Natives and

'tive corporations under the Settlement Act, ro prepare impact st at e-
ments pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Aet.

65
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Chairman Anol'LEZK. Why should those transfers be exempted from
NEPA?

mr. ALLAN. Beeause, as we say in the body of the subchapter, Con-
gress itself has said that 40 million acms should be granted. and by
and large has described the areas from which the lands are to 1;e
gratited.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That doesn't give me the reason why it should
be exempted.

Mr. ALLAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, the purpose of NEPA is to re-
quire the executive, when it is exercising discretion, to consider the en-
vironniental impact of its proposed actions.

Here, Congress bas dictated the action and has rather narrowly
confined what the executive branch is able to do in carrying it out.
.1herefore, the basic purpose of NEPA doesn't exist in the case of con-
eying lands to the Alaska Natives.
Chairman ABOUnr/.1:. All right. The next recommendation?
Mr. ALLAN. Congress should enact legislation requiring the Seery-

t arV to convey all lands, estates, and interests in lands that the Natives
and the Native corporations are ma. Jd to receive under the Settle-
ment Act no later than December 31, 1978.

Congress should increase its oversight relative to the carrying out
of the Settlement Act in general, and relative to the conveying of
lands to the Native corporat ions in particular. Congress shouhl require
the Secretary to report to it not less frequently than once every 3
months until it. is satisfied that all la,nds to which the Native corpora-
tions are en. -led under the act haNi, been conveyed.

Chairman . irnEzic. Back in No. 5: Is that date of December 31.
the same as in .. original Native Clahns Settlement Act.? Does that
speed it up or what ?

Mr. ALLAN. No; in the act. It is provided that the village corpora-
tion shall select their lands within 3 yearsthat period ended Decem-
ber 18, 1974and that. the regional corporations should select their
lands within 4 years. That r 'mod ended December 18. 1975.

The act then says that immediately upon the selection of the lands
by the corporations, the Secretary shall convey; so Congress

Chairman ABOU'REM So we are setting a Clate, whereas Congress
didn't, all right.

No. 7, then.
Mr. ALLAN. llecomniendation No. 7: Congress should appropriate

funds to provide the ad vani.c.payments into the Alaska Native Funcl
that were authorized by sect Inn 107(a) of the act of November 16,
1973 (87 Stat. 591). to amelioriate the adverse impact on the Alaska
Nat i ves of delay in construction of the Trans-A laska

The chairman will recall that this is the so-called Buckley amend-
ment to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Act. that provided for advance
pa vments to Natives.

The executive has never requested appropriations to fund that au-
thorization. Congress shoubl take no action in implementing the pro-
visions of section 17(d) or the Settlement Art, or otherwise, that
would have the. effect of diminishing or impairin.e the ability of Alaska
Natives to make use of any lands or of the products thereof (includ-
ing fish and animals), for subsistence purposes, or that would have the
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effect of restricting the uses that Native corporations might. make of,
or the activities they might conduct on, any land conveyed to them
under the Settlement, Act.

Congress should enact legislation permanently exempting lands
conveyed to Native corporations under the Settlement Act from State
and local taxation, so long as they are not developed or leased, and
during periods such lands are not productive of income, whether or
not they were previously developed or leased.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Does that change the policy established by the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act

Mr. ALLAN. To soi extent.
Chairman AnOCREZIK. How much?
Mr. ALL.AN. The act now says that these lands shall be. tax exempt

for 20 yearsso long as they are not developed, or leased. This will ex-
tend that exemption permanently.

Chairman ABOIMEZIC. I don'l k iow, I am not convinc«1 that we
ought to-1 think there was agree.nent made at the time the Native
Settlement Claims Act was passed. I think it would be a breath of
faith to pass on t hat no

John, what is your
Commissioner BOhisiC fit;, I think. Mr. Chairman, in observing the

basic or substantive asppcts of what. I consiCer the agreement that was
reached under the terms of the Claims Fettlement Act, there are a
number of instances in which, in my opinion, the Alaskan Natives are
suffering grievous harm, frankly, due to circumstances we never
anticipated. . .

No one ever anticipated we would have double digit in6ation; yet
as a consequence. the present worth of scheduled payments due to the
Alaskan Natives has actually been dramatimilly reduced.

I think too, with respect to this question, that unlessconsideration is
given to extending protection front taxation to lands that are not being
developld, pressures may be impacting the Alaskan Natives They
could be forced, if economic circumstances are not good, to place on tlie
ma rl?'t or cause to he developed lands which would otherwise be used
solely or primarily for subsistence hunting and fishing,

Cha irman ABOURF.7.1{. I think we can leave. it in all right. but I am
just afraid you are going to run into a buzz saw. Somebody is going to
,,:ty you are breaking the agreement that was made at the time the act
was 1,assed eyeryl)ody is subject to double digit inflatiot not only in

rommi,:sioner BOVBRIME. I know, but I would sugge. Mr. Chair-
man. that not everyone js subject to the arbitrary. and I hink capri-
cious arts of the executive when it dill not act to fulfill tile expressed
wish of the Contrress, whirli recognized that the. Alaskan Natives
would be financially damaged if delays in liavinix the. Alaska pipeline
fro o t ream were encountered. The executive branch of the Govern-
uncut chose not to fnnd the Buckley amendment. The :Natives were
film neially damaged due to delays in pipeline construction.

I think there has b.oen an utter laek of good faith to live up to that
asticc t of the agreement. I would think at. this point that what we are
doing is appronehing this as reasonable peonh .. would who are looking
for an alternative whieh would enable the U.S. Government to live up
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I don't want that right taken away from them because it is a way
of life for economic game, not like killing an animal and you have got
to eat it. That is the thing. I don't think it has put us in a position
where we don't have an out.

I know this isn't legislation but it will set precedents.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What section are you on now ?
Congressman YOUNG. I just got here. I apologize for that.
Mr. ALLAN. Section 8.
Mr. TAYLOR. On page 29.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Why don't you say, "for subsistence or eco-

nomic maintenance" ; does that satisfy, Ed? That otg.ht to take careof the trapping business.
Commissioner PORBRIDGE. Yes. What do you think, Donnirl ?
Congressman 'YOUNG. You understand my fear.
Chairman ABOUREZE. Does that language take care of it?
Congressman Youxo. I think it would. If we are going to have a

report on this, I think that it does, Mr. Chairman. Counsel understandsmy beef.
`Mr. ALLAN. I certainly do.
Congressman Youxo. I can defend catching of the fish and the trap-

ping of the caribou, but I might have congressional problems later ond wn the road, because we hate already had two or three bills intro-
d ced that ban trapping, as you well know.

here is big outside pressure now that we are killing these poor
little animals. That pressure is going to increase, not decrease.

I would like to have the recommendation of this Commission that
that is not necessarily for subsistence, but it is a way of life. If that will
do it, then I don't mind.

Chairman A BOUREZIL Will that do it f
Mr. ALLAN. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is there objection to that amendment ? If not

"..-,.., then that amendment is agreed to.
Mr. TAYLOR. For a point of clarification : What is the amendment?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Economic maintenancefor economic main-

tenance.
Mr. Amax. Let's st,,,.: "for economic maintenance and subsistence

purposes."
Commissioner WnITECROw. Are we including the word trap or any-

thing of this nature ?
Congressman YOUNG. I don't think we have to.
Commissioner Wil ITECROW. A s long as that is clear.
Mr. HALL. It says including fish, and animals; I would think that

would include trapping.
Commissioner WurrEcaow. To make use of, OK.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is there a motion to adopt this section ?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I so move, Mr. Chairman.
Com; nissioner WurrEcaow. I second it.
Congressman YouxG. May I ask a question ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Congresman YOUNG. The recommendation, I think it is 12, maybeit is not m the recommendations, maybe it is in the findings, where

you take the Secretary to tisk ?
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Mr. ALLAN. That is in the finding.
Congressman YOUNG. I think there has been tremendous tail drag-

ging, lame-legged performance. I hope there is no way that this infers
that the present Secretary of the Interiorbecause I would hate to
alienate my good friends in the Interior Department and this report
is going to come out. What I am trying to say is if you don't think it
will alienate them, you know better than I do, and I don't have any ob-
jection, but when they read thisl they are going to refer to Secretary
Andrus and not Secretary Martin or Kleppe, or the Secretary before
that, whoever was there.

I just w nt to make sure we all know what we are doing.
Chairman ABOUREMS. You mean where it nays the exerative has

failed to ge ,ppropriations?
Congre hian YOUNG. No.
Mr. ALLAN. Finding 9 on page 25, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. The Commission might add the phrase :

"which we trust and anticipate will not continue under the adminis-
tration of the current Secretary."

Chairman Asouanx. I think if you strike that last sentence it will
both lay it on the past Secretary and I think the present Secretary
eught to know that he wasn't involved.

Congressman YOUNG. How would you do that?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Just strike the last sentence.
Mr. ALLAN. Which infers you have much more confidence in Mr.

Andrews than in his predecessors.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes; so if you take that out, we are starting

fresh anyway.
Congressman YOUNG. Is it not true, Mr. Chairman,_that in the find-

ings and in recommendation, it recommends that Congress take a
more active role in this claim settlement ?

Chairman ABOUREZH. We do that in the recommendations.
Congressman YOUNG. SO, if we take out that last sentence, it might

alleviate any other problem.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is thore an objection to striking the last sen-

tence in finding No. 9 ; if not, the amendment is agreed to. Is there a
motion ?

Commissioner DIAL. I make such a motion.
Conuninner Wnimcnow. I second it.
Chairman ABOUTEZK. The motion has been made and seconded. All

in favor of adopting the section on Alaska raise your right hand.
The vote is 6 to 0 in favor of a doptino%
Commissioner WIIITECHOw. MI% ?

Ohainnan AIIOURF2K. Yes.
Commissioner WnrrEcitow. I have a point I would like to point cut

to make sure our staff is knowledgeable about this. We do need a new
table of contents inasmuch as we are inserting a new chapter 12(a)
because the current table of contents does not in reality apply to that
portion of Alaska.

Chairman AllouIlEZIC. Yes. Max said this morning there is a pro-
fessional indexer who is going to do t he whole thing.

Mr. I IALL. There. are a number of changes. you are correct, Mr. Com-
missioner, all the way throughout the report that are not currently
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Chairman ABOUREZIC. Even for trespass?
Mr. TAYLOR. Even for trespass, if it would withstand constitutional

examination, which is part of the problem.
Chairman ATIOUREM. I don't see the likelihood right now of that

legislation getting anywhere, but if it were to get somewhere would
that be considered, what we call a fifth amendment case?

Mr. TAYLOR. That wouhl be a constitutional question, I think.
Chairman ABOVREZK. What is your view on that ?
Mr. TAYLOR. I have not really researched this thoroughly. T have

diwussed the Tee-Mt-Ton case with one or two attorneys. Their advice
to me on Tee-Mt-Ton is that the Congress does have the right to t:Ae
original title without incurring liability under the fifth amendment.
There is not fifth amendment protection.

Now. whether you could retroactively do that, so as to wipe out the
trespass claims, is a different issue.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Is the Tee-Hit-Ton case on all fours with this
one ?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think it is distinguishable. It arose in Alaska, but
obviously. I have not read that case.

Chairman ABOUREZK. If it is distinguishable; Ts it distinguishable
on the grounds that you are going back and making a retroactive tak-
inz which would then be considered a fifth amendment taking?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think it would definitely be .distinguishable on that
ground.

Chairman ABM:MEM Is there anyone else in the room who might
wish to comment ?

Arr. ALLAN. The issue is now almost squarely drawn in nn'ted
States v. Atlantic Rkltfield. the Casp that arose out of Edleardsen v.
11,/rtin and Judge Gasch, although it 1..as dicta in his decision in the

United States District Court for the District of Columbia. in iicated
that he thoughtit would be unconstitutional to deprive a group with-
out compensation of a vested, chosen action which the trespass claims
would be.

Chairman ABOUREZR. So then you have gotten that much of a com-
mitment out of one of the courts, that they could not. wipe out the
trespass; they could wipe out the aboriginal title.

Nfr. ALLAN% Tnere is no question that the Congress can extinguish
the aboriginal title.

Chairman A BOVREZIC. Tint they can't extinguish the trespass claim.
A 11 rifrht, Mr. Tureen ?
Mr. TrREEN. I believe that the ninth circuit. court has taken the

same position, Mr. Chairman, in their litigation in which they said
that is discussing the statute of limitations problem. if the statute of
limitaTions wers to wipe out the claim it would raise constitutional
questions as well.

Chairman Anot'REZR. Ts there any other discussion or questions by
the Commission members?

Commissioner 130RI1IDGE. Mr. Chairman. I would like to comment
on the claims of the Penobscot and the PassamaytoddY because I con-
sider them to be. on the basis of what I have read and what I luive heard
at lunch today and the mmments of other attorneys. to be meritorious
and substantive. As such. they deserve to be dealt with by all parties
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involvedthe Federal Government and the State government of
Mainein the utmost good faith.

This is a deserved treatment of the claim because they are just and.
because the assertion that they are making their land rights becomes
not only a test of the validity of the land rights themselves which are
being asserted by the tribe; but because ultimately such an assertion in
the courts and in the congressional forum, bee.omes eventually a test of
the willingness of the Federal Government and the State government
to deal justly where justice is so clearly and so patently due.

I am very frankly impressed with tile stathsmanlike posture which,
ns I have read the record, has been consistently mainfested by the repre-
sentatives of the Penot. Tots and Passamaquoddies. I would strongly
urge, based on all that I have read and all that I have heard, that the
representatives of the Federal Government and the State government
of Maine exhibit these same statesmanlike qualities which, in my view,
exemplify a concernnot only for justice, not only for land, not only
for the resources and the benefit that might be derived from having
justice done; but also, they exhibit the type of foresight that I think the
Indians in their land claims have always exhibited.

That is their concern about how relationships will be among all
peopk after the claims are finally resolved. I would hope that the other
institutions that are working with the tribes are as statesmanlike as I
consider that they have been.

The Indian tribes have consistently sought to negotiate with affected
parties, since they have recognized and as they still recognize now, that
an equitable and prompt settlement is in the best interests of all
concerned.

They have in nowap ever songht to separate themselves from the
State of Maine. They are acting in a constructive statesmanlike manner
as they present these claims.

I must frankly state that I consider t %Ie. bills introduced in the. IT.S.
Senate, Senate bill 842, and the House counterpart, H.R. 4160,
to be reprehensible and not in aeeord with the highest principles which
the Ameriean Indian Polky Review Commission has sought to espouse
and which principle I know the. -United States seeks to follow with
consistency. I think that even considering the enactment of such legis-
lation would offer a grave concern to the entire Indian nation.

T think it is the view of Indians. largely, that. things that can happen
to the least of us in a tribal sense van happen to any or all of us.

Tt is. therefore, on this bask that I see that all Indians have some-
thing at stake in ensuring to the degree thq can that a just. settlement
is arrived at on behalf of the Penobscot and the Passamaquoddy tribes,

I would hope, therefore., Mr. Chairman, that it. might be possible
for the Commission to reach an agreementwhich agreement., in the
absence of a quorum, and which absence of n quorum therefore, pre-
cludes a formal motion that it might be possible, to reach sow agree-
namt.----t hat we would use our good offices to ensure that. these re.pre-
hensible bills don't receive prompt hearing and that, perhaps, the rev-
'ommendations whieh are presented in the. section on the Passama-
quoddy and tlw Peno'bscot land claims may lie considered. Tlw timing
of such action mi5Tlit be perhaps tined so as to allow the tiegotiator
Tepresenting the White lIouse to have an o:iportunity to proceed.

1 7,s
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I appreciate that we are in the midst of things that are happening
and I know that. is the desire of all of us to help those things move in
a way that would be helpful to those claims.

Chairman ABovanit. I wonder if I might just add to that, John. I
would associate myself with everything that you said. I think it is
highly commendable of the admini4ra1 ion to come out. a.s they have
with a very positive position on this, to say that we are going to help
the tribes because we owe them that duty.

Mr. Lipshutz, a representative of President. Carter, has taken an
fictive role in this and will continue. to do so. I would say that. speak-
ing only for the Senate Indian Affairs Committm I dp not. intend to
have any hearings on the legislation that.was introduced; at least not
in the near future.

If the time comes when we ever have to have hearings it will not
just. be on that legislation. It will be on the entire question of negotia-
tions of the rights of the Indian tribes in Maine. wherein all shies
would be heard adequately and fully. and where the justice of the situ-
ation can be aired to the Congress.

It. is not going to be any one-sided consideration of that. kind Of a
bill and I don't nmeh like the bill myself. 1 just want to say that. On
the record.

It just seems to ine that it would be a very one-sided attempt to ob-
viate and preclude any just claim on the part of the tribes.

Now, for how manv years have we been saving that the. Indians
ought to get into the politieal pro(pss aml t he legal process, and oneo
they are in it they get screwed lip against the wall.

That is not very good encouragement for Indian tribes to do that
kind of a thingthe same thing we have been encouraginfz them to
do. They are entitled to their day ir court, and I comme.nd the Indian
tribes in Maine and their representatives who are sitting in this mom
now, for their efforts to negotiate this matter in a very reasonable and
responsible -..ianner.

I furtly r want to say that Congressman Young said he would come
hack if we had to have, a vote, but I would like to recommend. in view
of the fact that there is an effort being made by the White Irouse to
get the parties together to negotiate, that. this legislation has been in-
troduced. and hearings, of course, naturally have been asked for.

But this Commission should not include anything in the report at
this time on the Passamaquoddy-Penobscot question for the reason
that if we do that there may be an increased demand on the other side
to hold hearings on the bill by itself.

I think things are moving along rather well. In addition to that, we
haven't, had a chance to investigate the thing thoroughly, and while
litigation is in progress,' it might be better not to make an official state-
ment on this matter, although I think everybody knows how everybody
else feels.

Commissioner Dm... Mr. Chairman ?
Chairman ATIOTWZR. Adolph?
Commissioner Dim,. I agree with the Commissioner from Alaska

and also with the. chairman on the previons statements.
I would also like to make a statement that in January 1958 the Lum-

bee Indians of North Carolina in Robeson County broke up a Klan
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rally which was intended to disgracl Indian people of that area. and
tribes throughout the countr ? sent moral support to the Lumbees. We
won our case with a Lumbee pdge.

Perhaps the Indians of Maine would not be as fortunate, maybe,
without an Indian judge, but I would hop( they wouhl win their case.

At this time. T mnst say---I'm not an attorneybut I have followed
the PaRRomoquoddy case in the news, and find myself on the side of
the Indians. Too often, Indian people of the Easi are forgotten citi-
zens of this great country. I do not support any action that wouhl
make a mockery of the Indian Non-Intercourse Act of 1790.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Anovaux. Commissioner Deer?
Commissioner DEER. I concur wholeheartedly. I would like to also

commend the Indian people of Maine for their patience, their perse-
verance, and their belief in working through the system.

I think it is a tremendous example, not only to all Indian people
but to all citizens of this country, to work through the judicial system
for justice. I would like to point out that the bill that has been intro-
duced has a number of inequities in it which would have tremendous
negative consequences to the private, home owners and land owners,
and I think that if the people of Maine fully understand what this
means to them as imlividuals. that they can make, their voices known
and heard to their representatives.

We do have, as a Commission, a draft chapter here. Tt seems to me
that we could. as we have with the other chapters in this final report.
have some discussion and tentative approval of this so that we could
proceed with the work of the Commission since we are under such a
time constraint.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman AROITREZH. Jake?
Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to state that the words that

have been expourded here in regard to the Passamaquoddy and Penob-
scot situation are the type of words that we need ro have'lleard in the
hallowed halls, wherever they ma:,- be, because. this has a direct 'bear-
ing upon the integrity of our Nationthe United States of America.

Once again we find that through this entire process of congressional
consideration we find hat the Indian people down through the years,
in all cases, have been most patient in waiting for actions to take 'Ave
from the Federal Government of the United States to respond to those
agreements that have been enacted.

The solemn word of the Congress of the United States n many.
many instances, we have found in this entire. pi ocess. the word that
was given was not enacted as a result of local politics within each State
or within each territory.

We find here, once again. as Indian people have been told down
through the years he patient and work through the system and in this
particular ease we find that the Passamaouoddy and the l'eimbFeot did
go through the system. They did win, and now that they have, won, the
State wants to change the rules.

I think this is indicative of the past history and the relationship
of State and Indian tribe concepts. In those relationships I think we
need to take this into account. I want to commend the Passamaquoddy
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and Penobscot for their patience and the maner in which they wish
to negotiate.

I personally feel that the issues here are of great importance. It is
really a political situation here as to whether or not these issues should
come forward. I know, as an Indian Commissioner, I am going to be
criticized in the future. I am going to have to stand up and defend the
action that this Commission takes.

I want to be. able to, at least, say that we considered the Passama-
quoddy and the Penobscot situation and that whatever action we take
here is to the benefit of all concernedthat being the State and the
Indian tribesand I think we should certainly encourage that all
parties concerned negotiate in good faith and come up with a decision
that would be just and fair to all persons involved inasmuch as we do
have litigation involved at the, present time. I would concur in with-
holding this particular chapter from the report until our next meet-
ingto have some determination as to how the negotiations between
the White House and the State of Maine and the tribes involved come
out.

However. I do not feel that we need to turn our backs upon this
particular issue. I do feel in our next meeting we definitely need to
make sonic recommendations in this regard.

Comm issioner BORBRIIMIE. Air. Chairman ?
Chairman Anorne.m. John?
Commissioner BolmninoE. Just in response to the comment, with
hich I concur, I would also urge that in this interim period between

now lnd the time of our next meeting that staff could well be, directed
lw the elniirman to monitor possible changes in the status of the
claims as they occur. They may have some recommendations to be
emisidered which could be acted on by that time. This would insure
thrit we. as a Commission, would be willing to allow things to move
ahead.

T join the chairman in commending the desire of the present admin-
istration to move in a positive and forthright fasHion on this issue.
Bnt, for the record, we should state that we want to monitor possible
changed circumstances and would consider recommendations if

ichanges should occur. Tt Would be stated very clearly that ours s a
very act ive. ongoing interest.

So. with that addition. I would concur.
Commis::ihher DIAL. Would you keep us posted. perhaps by telephone

conversation, rather than by mail. since there is a delay of maybe a
week sometimes before I get my ma ?

Chairman A norIZEzic. Yes will direct. the staff at this time that
if there are any new developments each Commissioner should be
notified by telephone what those developments are.

Commisioner DrAL. T have one question. Mr. Chairman. I want for
the recordMr. Taylor. Air. Hall. or anyone or maybe youin the
Pend Me. lezislation : those who support the pending levislatiouwhat
do they claim ?

Mr. TATTAIR. In the introductory remarks that appear in the Con-
gressional Record when they introduced the legislation. statements
were Inn (1e to the effect that this would not eliminate claims for mone-
tary damages arising from trespass over the years.

1 t)
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I believe in the preamble of the bill a similar wish is expressed, but
then in the actual substantive portion of the legislation is a retroactive
ratification which would leave it in a posture where the monetary
claims would not be viable, so there appears to be a conflict in the bill
itself.

Mr. HALL. The result would he a complete extinguishment of the
claim.

Mr. TAYLOR. I might make one other point for the record which is
the fact that the plaintiffs in this casethe Passamaquochly and the
Penobscot tribeshave offered to the State of Maine, or made su-,ges-...
t ions to them, that they would be happy to substitute the State of
Maine as a potential party defendant as opposed to the private land
owners, if the State would waive its sovereign immunity and submit
itself to the court, in view of the fact they are so certain that their
defense is solid.

The State has never made such an offer and this proposed legislation
would not acr,omplish that result either. So the tribes could very well
h., left not only with having their substantive claims wiped out but
not lurving a defendant to sue in the first place.

There are significant legal problems in this case.
Commissioner DIAL. One other question : When you speak of 5 mil-

lion acres, how, many non-Indians reside on the 5 million acres at this
time?

Mr. TAYLOR. I'm not sure. At one point the contention was made that
some 350,000 non-Indian people were threatened by the I mlian elai.ms;
however, the great bulk of the population of the non-Indian population
in the State of Maine resides in coastal areas and the claims, as laid out
by the motion of the Department of Justice, would not touch those
coastal areas at this time.

They are keeping their options open so that if there is no forward
motion at all, with the negotiating process, then the tribes can go ahead
and claim all they feel they are entitled to.

As it. is, the tribes are trying to send a verv clear signal that they
are willing to be reasonable about this ana desire to negotiate a
settlement.

Mr. HALL. Our understanding is that as a result of the amended
claim, the overwhelming percentage of the 5 million act is virgin
t imberland. virgin forest. It is not inhabited at all.

Commissioner DIAL. And owned by
Mr. HALL. Owned by a handful of timber corporations.
Commissioner DIAL. But. how many, four or five?
Mr. I fm.r,. The figure I heard was six.
Commisiotwr Botmamor. Mr. Chairman. in litrht of the ahsettee of a

quorum, is it possibk to state something to the effect that the Com-
missioners agree thatand then to indicate the action that we wish to
see followed with respect to these things?

Chairman Allot-arm I7nder the rnles, we cannot conduct 1msiness
without a gnorum. Congressnmn Young said he would try to come bark
if we had to vote, on something. He is sitting in with some Alaska
const itnents.

What specific motion did you have in mind. John ?
Continizioner Btantamor. T thomrht. Mr. Chairman. that the motion

would indicate that the recommendation of the Commission would be
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historic moment, I would like to recommend that some form of a little
go-together be arranged by our staff. so that we ran all bring our
wives, husbands, girl friem1S, boy friends, whatever it might be to a

Chairman ::noUREZIC. You are referring to Ada'scboy friend, I hope.
COII11111:;;joner WHITECI:W. Ves. Anyway, I had planned to bring

my wife to ihe next meeting. She is looking forward to it and I would
li!:0 to see some form of a little reception as a going away gift for our
involvement with the Commission.

hnirman Anoun F.Z.K. I think it is a good idea. We nye going to
to raise some money to do it. Let me direct the staff to raise sonic

nu" wy privately.
"tilos,: there is something official. we can dismiss the reporter and

talk about this.
.1 II 111111. t he meeting is adjournNI.

Whereniam. at :I ::.!;; p.m.. the meeting adjourned.]

i/
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

4 THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1077

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
Wayhington,D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant to riotue, at 10 a.m., in room 1224,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator James Abourezk (chairman
of the Commission) presiding.

Present : Senator James Abourezk, chairman ; Commissioners Ada
Deer ; John Borhridge; Adolph L. Dial ; Louis R. Bruce ; Jake White-
crow and Congressmen Sidney R. Yates and Lloyd Meeds.

Staff present : Ernest L. Stevens, staff director : Ernestine Duche-
neaux ; Peter Ta jlor ; Fred Martone x Richtman; and Alan
Parker.

Chairman Asounzzic. The American Indian Policy Review Com-
mission meeting will come to order.

Ernie, would you call the roll I
Ms. DI7clIENEAVX. Commissioner Borbridge.
Commissioner BORBRIDOE. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Commissioner Deer.
Commissioner DEER. Here.
Ms. DUCEEnEAITR: COMM issioner Dial.
Commissioner DIAL. Here.
Ms. DLTHENEAUX. Seuator Hatfield.
Congressman Meeds.
Congressman Mr:ws. Here.
Ms. DUCHENFAUX. Senator Metcalf.
Commissioner Whitecrow.
Commissioner WurrEcnow. Here.
Ms. DITMENEAUX. Congressman Yates.
Congressman Young.
And Chairman Abourezk.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Here.
Ms. DMIENEAUX. We have a quorum.
Chairman KAMMER. All right. This is the final markup on the

Commission report.
Alan. correct me if I am wrong, the law says we have to submit this

report on May 18 ; is that right
Mr. PARRER. That iS correct.
Chairman Anornmc. And refer it to the Speaker of the House am/

the Prcsident Pro Tern of the Senate.
So how do you propose, Alan, to go through this final markup ?

(177)
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Mr. PARKER, Mr. Chairman, the Commissioners received in late
March a copy of the tentative final draft and a booklet, which was
distributed this morning, identifies editorial revisions which the staff

lertook in the interim.
The cover letter to this booklet from the staff director will explain

that these revisions concentrated on grammatical improven.ents and
dumges in organization. Again, the emphasis in the revision was on
improNement in the form and structure of the report.

A very careful attempt was made tiot to affect the sul -4tance of the
narrative and the recomnwndations themselves which had been voted
on by the Commission in prior sessions. In each case where it was felt.
that a change should be brought to the specific attention of the Com-
mission, we have identified so in the booklet on the chapfer-by-chapter
basis.

I am not sure that the Commissioners have had an opportunity to
exatnine this briefing material. If they have, then could proceed
on the chapter-by-diapter basis and respond to questions regarding
ehanges whieh have been indicated.

Chairman Anounzic. Why don't we proceed on a ellapter-by-ehapter
basis. however, j1.4., discussing the changes that you have noted.

Lloyd.
Congressman Mmns. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the fact that the

staff has been very busy, and certainly I don't want to impose any
more burden _than necessary on them, however. I think that approxi-
mately 14 days ago 1 nut& an inquiry of the staff with r,gard to
changes which have been made in the text of the initi:,l report
whieli had been approved by the Commission and was told that we
would be furnished a guide to changes which havc been made.

Thereafter I was furnislal the changed version but without any
guide to where ehanges had been made. As the ehairman and all of
the members of this Conunission know, we are all busy and it was very
diflienit. if not impossible. to try to compare the text of 'he initial
version with the ehanged version and eome up with the changes.

T inquired again, approximately 7 days ago. ard was again told
tliere would be such a paper made available to all of the Commissioners
and to myself.

T must reiterate how important. T thought this WAS. Finally. I think
on Monday of this week, I reeeiv1d a letter from Peter Taylor indient-
i en' changes in a very general waya two page letter telling me about
all the ehantres that had been made.

T now find a paper ealled Ana rkan Indian Polky 'Review Plans and
Analysis of Editorial Changes and Sastantive Revisions. which T
have not bad an opportunity to look at. but which looks a little more
conwlete than the letter wL still :""nPlIls to me leaves something to be
de,ired in terms of what r. at least. had envisioned Hit, clmnfres to be.

When we talk about minor editorial ehanges. T would to know
what those N1ifori:11 ellanlIeg are and what. the rat:onale for them is. T
think the members of tills Commission are entitled to know what those
chanres are. and why they were made. This Commission Ims voted ont 9
tentative draft and I think that we are entitled to know precisely how
that draft haq been ehanged. why it has been ehanged. and what the
rat ionale for it
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Now, if the staff is prepared to tell us, in all respects the changes

that have been made on a chapter-by-chapter basis, that is fine. I will
sit here and listen to i', and I think that we all should.

If they are not, then I think we should recess until we are furnished a
paper which contains all of those changes and the rationale for them.
One or the other. I don't think that that is an unreasonable. request .

Chairman ABOUREI.K. You do have a paper indicatmg all the
changes; right ?

Mr. PARKI:n. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman AnounEzK. And it is before every Commissioner
Mr. PARKER. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I migb: ask that you take up the changes as

we go through chapter by chapter. So that pretty much sat istie:4
your

Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, the staff is prepared to explain
Congressman MEEDS. Just a minute. Mr. Chairman. I turned quickly

to chapter :3. The title of this chapter has been changed and there have
been minor editorial changes in this chapter. I want to know what those
editorial ehanges are. I think diis 'whole Commission wants a know.
before there is any vote. what those mi.ior editorial clumges are and
why they have been made.

Chairman A Iloilo:mi. Lloyd, no one disagrees with you. That is what
we ail% going to do.

Congressman MEEDS. Oh, I thought you were accepting this
Chairman ABOrREZK. No, no, no. What I said was we are goiii g. to

take it up chapter by chapter and latve the st aft discuss whatever
changes t here are f or t he benefit of the Commission.

Congressman MEEns. Fine. I think that that is a very good proee-
dure, Mr. Chairman.

Commissioner BonnitmcE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairmiat ABOUREZK. John.
Commissioner BonnamoE. As I percei-e it. Mr. Chairman. all we are

going to do at this time is review ea( h of the changes which can only

he. at this point. recommended ehans if they vary from that which
the Commission h reeon mended.

so. in t he ent . we have t he final word on het her or not t here !-hall
be a ny changes.

Cha i min n We al ways do.
Ciminnsont.t. Bounitioor.. Right.
2Ir. TAIThit. Mr. Chairman. I would like to further addres!-. t he point

that Mr. Meeds made Chapter 3 is the ehapter that I expect to pres.ent.
this morning. The minor editorial changes alluded to in point No. 3
are graniniatieal or panetnation changes. We do point out that there
was sonic change in the discussion on j urisd ha ion. It was relatively
minor.

I think where there has been any substantive variation. we :UV pre-
pare( I t ) talk about it. In this particular chapter I wtuld note that
tlwre are nn TVCOnlinnilditt inns at all.

Frankly. if we are going to 11.1) t hrough it page by page. I have t he
marked up Ormi ft I lack on my office desk.

.Chainnan Anovam,. Pete. 1 think that everybody will he happy
with the chapter-by-chapter analysis of the changes. Now. if t here are
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no changes there is no use bringing something up again because we
have voted on everything except those items which have been chang...d
during the editing process.

Congressman Mr, Ens. Mr. Chairman, if I may impose once more. I am
not going to try to nitpick here. I don't think that you should have to
explain every 'i" that was uMotted and which you dotted or every
"t" which was uncrossed, which you have now crossed. I don't. mean
that at all.

'What I mean is that where some change which would OM this
report has been made or proposed, as Commissioner liorbridge cor-
rectly points out. then. I think that we are entitled to know what that
proposed change is and why it was made.

Mr. TAYr.on. I think 'hat we are prepared to do that.
Clmirman ABOVREZK. Do you want to start out with the first cflapter

What about the introduction? Does anybody want to change that?
Commissioner DEER. I just have a question about the title. At this

point it is "Captives Within a Free Society." I am wondering if there
are other titles for the report. I am not aware of any. Maybe 1 missed
them in my papers

I am just wondering what othert itles had been suggested.
Chairman Anoraux. That is the only one that I have heard. Per-

baps the staff would like to comment on that.
Mr. TAyi.on. The title conies from the paper that was commissioned

from D'.Arey McNickle. It is a title that he put on his paper when he
submitted it and it seems like an appropriate title for the. opering
chapter which is a review of the Federal Indian relationship.

So we have simply retained that title as a chapter heading.
Chairman AROITREZR. Do you have copies of the introduction beret
Mr. RICIITMAN. No; we don't Ernie is going to bring them shortly.
Congressman MEEns. Mr. Chairman, has it been written yet ?
Chairman ABOVREZK. It has been written for a long time.
Congressman MEWS. I think it would be nice if we could refer to a

copy of it.
Chairman Aaorimi.. Yes; I vill be very happy to give you a copy

as soon as Ernie brings it up.
Well. moving right along
Mr. TAYLOR. The first chapter, whic h is an historical ipview of the

Federal-Indian relationship has not been changed in any significant
wav win) e.

2.1.-Nickle was here for approximately a week working with
us on this cl, pter and on others. There were some yerV. vey minor
grannwitical langes and footnotes were put in place. That is really
the only change in chapter 1. It stands as it has since our last mmt ing.

Chapter L. which is a review of the present conditions of Indians in
modern day America, went through some substantial editorial &tinges
and Max Richtman is going to talk about that chapter.

Mr. RICIITMAN. Chapter 2 was titled within brackets of the tentative
dra f t

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman. I have a question about the
footnotes, Are the footnotes going to be. on each page or are they going

to be a the end of 14 ^ chapters?
Mr. RUITTMAti. The footnotes in the printed version will he at the

bottom of each page; :for purposes of this meeting it was easier to type
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f(aa not es at the end of each chapter to get the material to the
Colinnissioners.

The chapter which was titled "Demographics" in our tentative
repot i.; tit led "Contemporary Conditions" in t his final version which
put have before you. As Pete says. t here were nu jor editorial clmnge.s
made in this chapter.

However, suost ant ively there are Do other changes whatsoever. The
editorial ehanges involve taking a lot of the narrat ive material that
was in this (thapter and reducing it to charts which, _if you look
through the diapter after page 7, the material on Indian income, on
.edin.at ion for nwn and women, unemployment statistics for men and
wonwn tunf housing sanitationail of that nmterial previously ap-
peared in narrative form am! what we did, for prrposes of clarity and
to maintain the reader's interest, was to take that material and put it
into these charts.

The only other change that we tmule was a form in the tentative draft
whirl, appeared within that chapter. As we state at the bottom of the
minim wmhit itm on page 1:1, this form which is used to report on facts
relating to Indians, now appears as an appendix to the entire report.

Miler than those changes. this chapter is intact and the same as it
am Yea red in t he tent at ive dra ft.

'onimissioner WurrEcnow. Mr. Chairman. Max, in regards to your
comments here on the Indians in Connecticut

Ii1CIITMAN. Yes.
Commisioner WiirrEcww. What page do we fin(l that correction

being made ?
Mr. IZICIITMAN. That referem.e was taken out of this draft entirely.

Tti th tentative draft there was a reference to it. That was taken out
.ent irel v.

'ongrcssman MELDS. Whir was that. if T may ask ?
Mr. IiirliTMAN. It is inelmled in the genenil statement which does

not 1 1sf t vibes at all. Thi:, listed some t vibes which you did not have and
.otliciallv recognized the relationship with the State of Conneetica
;Ind we decided not to li,st themjust mat, s a general statement.

Con crressman Mrns. Mr. Chairman, in all instances when there are.
.changes made, so I don't have to keep asking why, would the. staff
please indicate why they have done these things?

Mr. InctirstAx. Yes.
'ongressman1IF,Ens. Thank you.

Mr. TAYLOR. Tf t here are no more quest ions on chapter 2, we can move
into chapter 3. 1 might note that chapter 2 was moved forward to come
immediately behind the historical section.

We felt t hat that would be a more appropriate place for it since we
ha ve just reviewed the history of the Federal-Indian relat ionship and
the review Of contemporary conditions. before we moved into the more
sub...tu i1 ive end, appeared to he appropriate.

Max has just rdsed a nnestion of whether or not the Commission
would cure to vote, or feels like it shnuld vote, on each chapter as it
is pre,ented. So far. chapters 1 and 2 are virtually the same as what
had }leen presented at first.

(lutirman ABOl.REZE. T ddA't think we need to vote on ench chapter as
it is presented. Tf there is a chan,v and the Commissirm does not agree
with it. then we will vote on that change. Then we will once again vote
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on the entire report. But I don't think that there is' a M.'ed to vote on
each chapter as we go'along.

Mr. TAYLOR. Chapter 3 is a general review of certain distinctive
doctrines in American Indian law.

This chapter was prepared by Prof. Charles Wilkinson at the
University of Oregon. It discusses seven major principles which are
designated in the table of contents to this chapter.

It deals with the law lying behind sovereignty, trust relationships.
the plenary power of Congress, the definition of Indian treaties, and
jurisdiction. Until we hit the point on jurisdiction, the changes were
strictly grammatical going through this chapter and an occasional
footnote correction, but the discussion of the chapter remains exactly
as it was at our prior meeting.

In jurisdiction we made sonie very minor mvisions. On pages 3-20
through 3-24: Mr. Meeds. at the time that I rote the letter to you
which you received Monday and which I actually delivered at 4 o'clock
on SaturdayI thought that we had revised this slightly more thaji
we, in fact, did.

The changes are very minor. The general thrust of what Mr. Wilkin-
son had layed out before remains precisely es it was. This section oa
jurisdiction is entitled as a very general discussion as to what juris-
diction is. There was an attempt to write it in a form for laymen which
is an important thing.

We jump back and forth between some, rather sophistienied legal
arguments in this report and oceasionally, in certain A. we, are.
trying to write for laymen. I think that this concerned me a little bit.

Any area where a substantive issue is at stake, is really being dealt
with in the more substantive chapters that conic farther back, namely,
tribal government.

So the changes in this chapter have been very, very minor. The
general thrust of it remains exactly as it was in our last meeting.

Congressman MEEns. Mr. Martone, have you had an opportunity to
read 3-20 through 3-24 ?

Mr. MairroNE. Just brif cr. Meeds. It. does seem to be a layman's
broad view of civil ial jurisdiction.

Congressman MEEns, see any substantive change from the
thrust of thc chapter on at least the question of jurisdiction?

Mr. MARTONF.. Nothing that would change, any of the basic doctrines
which underlv. There is one comment in chapter 3 that I would like to
bring to the attention of the Commission. I am not certain that it was
in the tentative draft in that manner.

It appears at page 3-14--it is the first paragraph on that ige. That
paragraph suggests that the fact that Congress has plenary, power over
Indian affairs is somehow not premised on notions of natural -:.ight and
justice, but simply because the United States is more, powerful than
eihes.
T wonder if the Commission wants to take that position or does it

want to state that that is the opiiii(ni of soilW people in Indian country?
Congressman Muns. Mr. Chairman. the first thing t hat T woulc isk

is: Was this in the orizinal propo..;d? I read all of chapter 3 of the
origina: prolmsal and ido not recall having seen this.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Meeds. if we could take a second, let me t to fiml
it. I think that it was. but T nun not sure.

1 So
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Mr. MMtTONE. I think that the analogous paragraph in the tentative
draft would appear at page 2-17, t he last paragraph. That is a different
notion t han the paragraph that appears on page :i-14 of the latest draft
because it leads to the paragraph on page 2-17 of the former draft.

It is suggested that that was the belief of many Indian people,
whereas the latest draft suggests that that is the belief of this Com-
mis, ion.

CongreFsman Muns. I recall having seen that somewhere, but I
don't know where it was.

Mr. Mawrw:E. It is on page 2-17 of the tentative. final report.
Mr. Tavi.oR. It appears that the. two paragraphs were essentially

dealirg with the same subject but the words have been revised in this
new edition.

My personal reaction is; I find our earlier version more compre-
lwnsible. I would recommend that we substitute our earlier _.aragraph
for this one.

'ongressnian MEEns. Mr. Chairman, now this is precisely what I am
talking about and precisely what I was concerned about. That has been
turned from a statement that many Indians believe this to be the
sit nation. with which I agree. and many of them do believe that to be,
to the statement of the Commission.

I. personally. as a Commissioner, do not want. to be bound by tht.t
st atement.

Congressman YATES. What statement. are you talking about ?
Congres,man N Elms. The st at enient at the first paragraph.
hich state, ratlwr clearly that this Commission feels that the power

of ( 'ongress is not premised on notions of natural right and justice but
rather ()II the pmgmat ic duct rine that the United States is more power-

ful than tribes.
Chairman Anot-nEzic. Do you disagree with that?
Congressman WEDS. Yes ; I disagree w it h t hat.
Congres,man Y.vrEs. Why do you need it ? Why is that paragraph

necessa ry ?
Chairman Awn-al:mi. I have no idea. I didn't put the paragraph in.

'ongressman 1".vms Maybe staff can tell us.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Yates. I think t he paragraph s in there to make

clear the feeling that Indian people have toward the plenary power
that Congress exercises over them. The fact that. in their opinion when
Congress takes such actions as terminat ing Federal relat ionships and
perhaps enacting legislation that encroaches upon certain rights that
they havefor example, building dams that, flood reservationsthat
actions such as that are not taken as a matter of natural right.

Congressman Yams. But don't you take care of that in another
liaragraph in another part of the report where you require. that before
any such action be taken in the. future. that die approval of Congress
be obtained ?

Mr. Yes. we do in chapter 4.
Congressman Yams. If that he true, then why do you need this

pa ragraph ?
Chairmall Anoxia:7x. May I just resnoml to that. Shl ? Yott can

probably take a lot of paragraphs ciut of here and say that you don't,
need them, but as just a collection of words. T think it is good to have
it in there, it is not. untrue. It is not bad to have it in there.

186
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I don't think there is any big deal whether it is in there or not.
Congressman YATF.s. If I understand the thrust of this paragraph,

it is that this is a current attitude. I would be inclined to think that.
this reflects what Mit' more true in the past than at present.

Chairman ABOUREZK. For example, the example that Pete Taylor
talked aboutthe Fort McDowell Reservation in Arizona as part of
the central Arizona projectwhat is the percentage of the Fort Mc-
Dowell Reservation that is going to be wiped out by the central Ari-
zona project

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that Alan probably has a better idea.
Mr. PARKER The majority of the reservation.
Chairman ABOLTRE2.K. At one point. I knew the figure. It is like 73

percent or 80 percent of the reservation that is being condemned by tile
Bureau of Reclamation and taken. It is just absolutely taken. I don't
know how you could argue with that.

They are doing it because they are more powerful than the Fort Mc-
Dowell Indians are.

Congressnmn YATES. But you could make the same argument with
respect to white people with other dams.

Chairman ABWRE7.1c. That is true.
Congressnmn YATEs. I wonder whether or n. ' this is, in effect,

considered to be a discrimination against the Indian people any more
than it is discrimination agidnst white people whose land is taken
for dams. Now, that is why I don't think that the example that you
.rite. is a fortuitous one.

My own feeling is that Yes, the thought of this paragraph was cer-
tainly true in the past. I would like to believe that it is not true in the
present. Am I wrong in that ?

Mr. T.m.oa. I would like to address myself to the point that you
are raising about whether the Indians' sitinition vis-a-vis the. Federal
liovermilent iS the SaIlle ITS any other persons' land tlmt is condemned.
In the situation Where the Indian land is condemned virtunlly
lose their home base.

yes( rvat ions were set. aside. by treaty or statute. et cetera. as tlak
home land or tho:w Tieoph,. Their governnient al powers deli Vv fiotti
that. their livelihood, many rightstax rights, hunting and tishhig
rights. their wbole existence as independent. separate people is de-
pewlent on those reservations. I f the reservation is cot idemned. you
have t a ken More than t heir land. Yoll have taken their Nit ire lift'.

Congremnian YATEs. Was this the 'subject. of a court action ?
fr. TAyhott. Fort Mc Dowel. T bel ieve, is a matter that is tied tip in

the Pr( sidential study of tl4k .easibility of water projects.
chairman itorm.:zic I believe the original taking was congressi,in-

al. lint I lie ye to be honest with you: I don't know whether it was tied
up in court.

Mr. T.i VLOTT. Senator. it hasn't been taken yet.
Mr. MARTONE. It is really premature. It is the central Arizona

project.
(*()wzressman Y.ims. 'Isn't it possible the lands won't be talien ?
Mr. MART:fN t is very likely they won't be talien :1:-z

umlerstand the President' comprondse proposal, it. means that the
1011tis Wnli.t he taken, since they have deleted the Army dam portion of
the cent ra I A ri4olla project.
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Congressman Yam. Then this is not an example we shous.i turn
to.

Mr. MARTONE. I quite agree. I think the whole notion of taking hunt
goes to the point, that appears in the paragraph at 3-14. That para-
graph goes to the. existence of power rather than its exercise. It seems
to me that what we are talking about here, at least we have for the
last 5 minut&is, is perhaps inappropriate exercise of that. power. This
paragraph suggests that the very existence or the power is not based
on notions of natural right lnd justive. It is quite a different. co.--pt
from the concept that apptared in Om tentative draft in chapter
which said that was the opinion of some Indian people. Frankly, t here
'is, to ine at least, in that paragraph, seeds of latent hostility and a sn
gestion that the power of the Congress is somehow legitimin .

Congressman YATES. I tend tO t hilt view, too,
Mr. M.urroNE. Does this Commission want to go on record in that.

way.
Commissioner Dm. Mr. Chairman, I suggest a compromise on this

paragraph. It seems to me that if the first line would read : "Many
lio Lan people believe Congress has broad power", and delete the next
fe c words. it is not a premise. This would take care of it.

Congressman Y.vms. I low would that read ?
( 'ommissioner I )1.th. "Man,v Indian people believe Congress broad

power is not. prep iised on notions of na+ural rights and justice." Then
no one con NI deny this. When you say "many people believe"this
doesn't say that the Commission support s it 100 percent.

Commissioner BoRBRIDGE. Mr. Chairnpui, limy I a:,k a question of
Commissioner Dial ?

Chairman AIM-REM. Yes.
Commissioher I ioRBRIDoE. Commissioner, I believe that might be un-

duly restrictive, and I would suggest to the Commissicoer in a mot inn
that we have Indians and ninny non-Indians. In fact, this is not just
the view of Indians.

Com oissioher Dim,. Very good.
Congrffsman YATES You oould say "ninny people."
Coninnioner DIAL Hight. many people.
Conunissioner Boitaamoi.:. Mr. Chairman

shairman .1pouaEz1. Let's act on this first, unless you arc going
Lo t alk on that. Do you have specific language now ?

Commissioner Dim,. Yes; I t hink so.
( i rain ii Aaia107,K. Rest ate it, please.
Commi;sioner "Mnny people believe Congress broad power is

not premised on notions of natural right and just ice."
Chatrrinit Amu-W*2H. Are you leaving in or taking out "to which

many people objects'?
Commissioner It wouldn't sound right. You would have to de-

lete tlif',se words,
Chairman Aacn-riEzic. All right. Does everybody understand the

annndment ?
Congressman YATF:s. I don't understand v, hy that sentence is

necessary.
Commissioner DIAL. T have no objections to paragraph 3-14 as it

is. but Congressman Meeds had some objection, so I was just trying
to get something that all of us could work with.

1 8 s
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Congressman YATES. I instinctively pull back from that paragraph
because of what I believe to be the inherent force of it, and that. is it
is kind of an abuse of power by th Congress. I think that is implicit
in it, and .., don't think that Congrets is abusing the power.

You talk about. the Fort McDowell situation. Is Congress abusing
the power to the Indian people today ?

. Mr. TAvLoa. When it condemns a reservation without providing
new land, without providing a new reservation base--

Congressman YATES. Is Congress doing that?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Congressman YATEs. Where is it doing that_ ?
Mr. TAYLOR. It is referenced at Fort McDowell. The fact occurred

at Seneca in New York where five/sixth of the reservation has boen
taken.

Congressman YATES. For a dam ?
Mr. T.mou. Yes; and the Corps of Engineers is not satisfied with

t hat.
Congressman YATEs. Over the objection of the Indian people?
Mr. TAYLOR. Absolutely.

liairman ADMIRE/AL ',low long ago ?
Mr. TAyLoa. I think within the past decade.
'ongressman MEWS. Thirteen years ago; right ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Was it ? I Iowever, the Corps of Engineers is not satis-
fied with that. Now they want th 2 remainier to build a road around the
dani so non-Indians can go water skiing.

Congressman 3E.Ens..11ave we not agreed in. a later chapter that
wlienever condemnation becomes necessary that the alternative of pro-
viding land be provided?

Mr. TAYLOR. iTes ; we deal with that in chapter 4.
Congressnum YATES. Why don't we insert this language at that

point then ?
Congressman MEF.D. Well, I object to the language. I totally object.
'hairman ABOUREZK. May I say something now ?

('ongressman YATES. Why sure.
Chairman AriontEza. I don't think there is anything wrong with

this huiguage. I think it is true. I don't think legally or jurispruden-
tially or any other way is it untrue. I think it lays a good, factual
foundation for what we say later on about the necessity for some kind
of an Indian trust rights impact statement. I think that is why it is
necessary to be in there. As a matter of laying the foundation.

Mr. TAYLOR. It comes at the end of two pages of discussion explain-
ing t he powers that the Federal Government has.

Chairmrn ARCURi./:K. The more I thiniz I bout it, the more I would
be opposel to rewoving this. It just seems to me it is a necessary

rt of the report.
Con missioner 1Ir. Chairman ?
Chairman Anotni.Eza John
Commiss'oner lioalounar. With respect to this language I think

conceptnally we may be having some difficulties because there is no
question in my mind that historically this langw.e is accurate. When
one examines !iome of the current circunistiancts it is still ao.. irate. I
don't. believe that it will be either accurate or nearly as applicable
once the recommendations of the Coimnission have. been submitted
and in large part implemented, hopefully, into legislation.

1 S e(i
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If the language jars us conceptually as a very basic belief in the
feeling of the, Indian nations, then I suggest that is why we are
hereto proceed unembroidered and undiluted. Looking at t1ws5
concepts, these feelings however they may jar us are necessary for
ns to proceedto perceive and to understand even if they do jar us
in the. process so we can move constructively toward the kind of .policy
I feel this Commission is moving toward.

Congressman YATEs. I think rather tlum accepting Adolph's amend-
ment, %-vhat I would propose is just to strike the amendment that Indian
people object. Congress power is not, premised on not ions of natural
rights and justice.

Ch "Man ABM REM,. I would accept that. That is a good com-
promise.

Congressman MEEDS. What is t hat ?
Congressman YATES. Just strike out the words "many Indian people

object. Say that "Congress broad power is not premised on notions
of natural rights and justice." But. I don't know what that means.
What. do you nwan by that ?

Congressman Mrams. That is kind of an illegitimate Operation.
That. is what it means.

Mr. Chairman, first let me say that I think--
Congressman Yicri:s. There is something that is not right about that

Sent envy.
Congre.ssman MMUS. First let me say I think that, Commissioner

Diars proposed amendment makes the paragraph a factual parageaph.
I do not think it is factual now. As Mr. Yates points out. this may
well have. been at one timk.. What is justice? If von say absolute
justice. I guess maybe anytl.ing can be t rue against that nwasnrement.

Justice as we know it in the world todayI think Congress Dower
is prennsd as much on justice as any legislative body in the world.

(.'ongressman YATES. Would you yield for a nioment ?
I think I no senten 0. violates the premises of the. Const it ut ion and the

Preamble. Does it real./ ?
Chairman A BOVREZIL Well . so does some of the congressiomil actions

violate
Congressman Y.vms. But in those eaSCS t he eollrt s ovortern them.
'nairman AtiorraF.7.K. lint fli r don't in nmst eases. I think we are

spending too much time in this one area. I don't think you can argue
with 'he fact that it is not through the malfeasance of Congress but
the. omissions of Congress in letting the Bureau of Indian Affairs run
the Indians' lives. And what they do is based upon the greater 1ower
of the. U.S. Government over the Indian people as well as the white
people.

Congressman YATES. Will yon yield for a moment ?
Ts this what vou are trying to ,,ay, the exercise of Congress broad

power has not always resulted in natural rights and justice? Is that
what you are trying to say ?

Chairman .12a01110:7.K. 'No ; what T think they are saying is that it is
not. premised on natural rights. My view of the Government based

Congressman YATEs. What you are doing. though. every example
here. as given, has been of a case where congressional action has not
fulfilled nat nral rights and justice.

. A
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Chairman ABOUPEZK. We can determine whether it is a statement of
the Commission by taking a vote of the Commission. That is how you,ttermine t hat .

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the paragraph.
/ Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.

/ Congressman MEEDS. I move to strike it.
' Chturman. Anoums. Adolph has to withdraw hi% amendment first.

Connnissioner DIAL. Did I make n motion earlier ?
Chairman ABOVREZIK. Yes. You can either withdrav it or we will do

it as a substitute ; however you wpt to do it.
Commissioner DIAL. I am not 4ntire1y for deleting the paragraph.
Cliairman ABOUREZIL Why dpn't you withdraw your amendment,

and we will deal with Lloyd's? _1
Congressman MEEDS Mr. 'Clhairma I have an tunendment to

subst it ute
. Commissioner DIAL I withditw my amendment.

Chairman ABOUTIEZK. Ali right. The a mentinwnt by CoPure-Finan
Meeds is to delete tlw top paragraph on page 3-14.

The clerk will call the roll.
Congressman YATES. Is it in order to offer a substitute for Mr. Mecd's

mot ion ?
Cliairman A L'IMEZK. No; not to the motion to strike.
The_clerk will call the roll.
Ms. DucnENEAux. Commissioner Borbridge ?
Commissionel- Bortnnmor. No.
Ms. Dr clIENEII-x. Commissioner Bruce?
COMIlliSSi011er BRUCE. No.
MS. Duct IENEArx Commissioner Deer ?

( mtni:-,sioner 1)Ery. N0.
Ms. I h-cur..NrAix. Commissioner Dial ?
Commissioner Dim.. No.
M,. I )t*CIIENI: NI" x. Congressman Nfeeds ?
Congressman 1,:rEns. Aye.

DUCIIENEAUX. Commissioner Whiteer.lw ?
Cotnmissioner Wit rrzcnow. No.
MS. DUCIIENEAUX. Congressman Yates ?
Congressman YATES. No.
M. Dt-cii EN rArx. Chairman Abouruk ?
Chairman ABOURF2K. No.
M. DUCIIENEAUX. 7 tO 1.
Chairman ABOUREZA. OK. Do yon want to offer something?
Congressman YATES. Yes. I would like to a mend,the first paragraph,

t he first sentence of that paragraph to read "the exercise. of Congress'
broadpower against many Indian tribes has frequently resulted in the
flaunting of natural rights and justice."

Commissioner DIAL. I will go along with that. Mr. elmirman.
Ms. DUCIIENEAUX. Excuse me. T didn't Lret the last part.
Congressman YxrEs. Has resulted in the flaunt ing of nat ural rights

and just ice.
Chairman A ROVREZK. I apologiz.,-. Would you tell me lmw that is

supposed to read I
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Congressman Y Ans. The exercise of Congress' broad power against
the Indian people or against many Indian tribes has frequently
result ed in the flaunting of natural rights and justice.

Commissioner BRUCE. Why not the individual.
Chairman ABOUREZIK. Then leave the sentence in or take it. out.
'ongressman YATES. I would take it out, really. Because I think that

that follows from the previous unamended sentence. I don't know that
it contributes anything.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I would just like t.o speak briefly in opposition
to that amendment because I think it changes the whole tone of that
paragraph. I think I know what Sid is trying to get at, but I think it
dranges the whole form of the paragraph.

Congressman YATS. 'Ile whole tone of the paragraph is against
what I thought was Jefferson's concept of what the rights of govern-
nient were and the Constitution. You talk about natural rights and
just ;:.e. The exercise of t hose powers as being an exercise of the natural
rights of man and of justice. This says that CongreEs' broad power
isn't that. I rlon.t see anything to be gained by it. What we are trying
to do is say that Congress congressional action, as I understand what
we are. trying to say, I don't know that we are engaged in drafting a
constitutional treatise here, which I think is what this is moving
toward.

I think what we are trying to do is to say that the exercise by Om-
gress of its power in the past against the indian people has not. been
in accord with what Jefferson originally intended Congress action
to be. or what Lee wanted Congress action;to be. That, I think, is what
the intent of this paragraph or the whole report to be. I don't want to
talk about constitutional power and have a big argument by const itit-
t ional scholars as to what is meant by whether Congress broad power
has been premised on notions, or has or has not been premised on
not ions of natural rights and just ice.

You are getting into a constitutional argument there.
I go along with the idea. I expressed my philosophy, that what Con-

gress has done in the past in accordance with the examples given by
staffwhat it has done recently is against the Indian people and flouts
their rights. That is what I think I want to say. I don't. think the way
that paragraph says it now says what I want to say.

Clmirman ATIOUREZK. One of the Georgia cases, the Cherokees. said
the power the Govermnent has is based on the right of Congress. I think
this is an absolutely true statement. In fact, if you ask the Indian
people at any time in the last 200 years, including today. do they want
t he Government t ell ing t hem to do the things that. they are telling them
to do or not to do, then they would say, no, of course not. Then it seems
to me that the reason the Government is telling the Indians is because
they are more powerful. In fact, if I recall the courses I took in juris-
prudence in law schoolI went to law school more recently than you
did.

CongreFsman YATES. By many years, I might say.
Chn i man A BOUREZIK. By many years. J started late in life.
Congressnmn YATEs. I was a Aihl prodigy.
Chairman ATI(WREZK. It seems to me that the right of any govern-

ment with respect to governing is based on this power and rarely in the
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United States have we had any semblance of mks based on natural
rights and justicewhich is that we attempt to ask the people being
governed for their consent in that government.

Now that may be true for some segments of the non-Indian commu-
nity. It is hardly ever true for the Indian -ommunity. I don't want to
repeat what I said a few minutes ago, but that is the basis of it. It seems
to me this says it very accurately.

Congressman YATES. Somewhere along the line I have trouble sepa-
rating the Indian" community from the rest of the community. I think
maybe that is what the difference is. I am trying to say that the Indian
communityis a part of our Government. You are trying to separatt it
out. Am I right in that ?

Chairman ABOUREZTE. I guess you are partly right, and not too
wrong. You are partly right.

Conpessman "YATES. Why do you need that concept ?
Chairman ABOMEEK. It seems to me it is a basis. It lays a founda-

tion for convincing the Government that it ought to get a little nmre
consent from the Indian people.

Congressman YATES. That is the reason I offered my amendment
saying that what you have done in the past has been totally wrono.
Let's change it. But you are not saying that in that jiaragraph. WhaCI
am saying is that the Congress has flaunted the rights of the Indian
people in the past. You can follow that by saying we don't want to do
it again. That is why we make these recommendations.

But I don't know why you would have to say it is not premised on
notions of natural right and justice. I like to think that it is, as a MPIII-
her of Congress. At least T try to exercise my voice as a Memher of
Congress in accordance with what I conceive to be natural right, and
justice.

Chairman ABOUREEK. I think that is true.
Congressman YATES. What you are saying there, it is not based on

that.
Chairman ABOUBEEK. We are not talking about your singular actions.
Congressman YATES. You are talking about Congress and I am a part

of Congress, and so are you this term.
Chairman AISOMIEZR. If you keep that up, I will run again.
Congressman YATEs. I will keep it up then.
Chairman Anouitmc. Let me t.ry to work out a compromise if I can.

I don't know how the balance of the Commissioners feel, but I feel it
would be wiping out a good foundation if you wipe out this paragraph I

Congressman YATES. Why? The foundation for what?
Chairman ABOUREZK. For saying that the U.S. Government ought

to try to govern on something more than the basis that they are just
more powerful than Indians and th^y can push them around. You
wouldn't say. for example, the U.S. Government

Congressman YATES. Why don't you say that ?
Chairman ABOTTREZTc. Aro' II wouldn't see the U.S. Government con-

demning Mobil Oil's property.
Congressman YATES. Well, yni m m ight.
Chairman AROLTRET.H. I don't think so.
Congresman YATES. Denendin,r on where it was.
Chairman ABOUREER. I think-Mobil Oil would invade the United

States if you tried that.

194
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Congressman YATES. That might he, Min, 1 would suggest what you
Just stud, I don't think this paragraph saTs it. I would be willing to
accept the foundation tlmt says that, I think my sentence goes along
with what you are saying more than the pa regraph says.
.Chairman Aion.7107.K. How about ."Congress broad power, in the

view of many people, is not premised on notions of natural rights
and. justice." No. "Congress bmad power with respect. to the 'Indian
people. ¶ the view of many people, is not premised on notirms of
natural right and justice. While I heir plennry power is a pragmatic
doctrine" ond so on and so on. Does that soy it better?

Congressman YATEs. Not I.0 me. Con we piP4S this and Mille btlek
tO it.

Cha irn mn ABOITEZIi. Yes.
Congressman Y.vms. Why don't we do that and see if we can work

out sonic language later.
Cho irman Anon:Enc. OK.
Congressman Y.vms. I think I wont to say what you want to say

and I am not sure that what I %VOW to say is wflat the stair wants to say.
What I want to say is that the rights of the Indian peoples in the past
have been abused. That they have lsa-m abused without regard to what
the natural rights and justice were. We ought not to permit that to
be done again.

Chairman ABOrREZIC. I like that. Pete. wlm is peesenting the next
chapter ?

Mr. TAYLOR. We are debating that right now. Alan and I will
proboldy discuss it.

Choirnum ABOUREZli. Whoever isn't presenting it. would you write
out what we have, been discussing and get it into some kind of tight
language. I think we do agree on prhieiple. I think this states it. and
Skl thinks it doesn't.

Congressman YATEs. T don't think t hat language says that.
Chairnuin AROCREZR. See if you ea n work out sometldng that will

say what we are tlying to say.
Mr. TArLon. I think at our first break we con do that.
Chairman ABOUREZR. WW1, lers go on to the next chopter.
ME. TAYLOR. This concludes ehopter 3. Thy only other area that. we

had singled out Mr. Martone hos already addressed himself to in
response to Mr. Meeds. I gather that Fred detects no substantive.
change.

Chairman ABOUREZR. You mu.' Lloyd hove talked this over. ob-
viously. Fred. Lloyd is gone. Tf you see onything you want to eh:Inge.
we will note that. I don't think we ought to vote on anything until
Lloyd gets back. We will just note it and come hack to it if you think
Lloyd has objeet ions to it OK?

MARTONE. I think it wonbl be clear I hot he would no ye objections
to the whole chapter. for the reasons stated in his dissent.

Chairman ABOUREZK. We are talking about the changes, themselves,
right now.

Mr. MARTONE. OK.
Commissioner Dim..3fr. Cimirmon ?
Cho i rma n AM/11MM. Yes.
Commissioner DIAL. Tf an individual objeets to the whole chapter.

then it is useless to waste time discussing any points of ohjec:tion by
paragraph that. he objects to.

1 9
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Congressman YATES. No; with. due respect, Molph, I don't object

to the whole chapterbut I d.o object to that paragraph.
Commissioner DIAL. I am not speakingof this paragraph.
Congressman YATES. Oh,41..beg your pardon.
Commissioner Dm. Mr. Chairmaii? I am only, saying that we

shouldn't kill time with a paragraph, discussing it with an individual
1> if he is objecting to the whole chapter. then that is time consuming.

Chairman ABUVREEK. That is right. Unless someone else on the
Commission might object to a paragraph. That is right. OK; go ahead.

Mr. TAYLOR. Staff has also reached a consensus that the next chap-
terchapter 4will be presented by Alan Parker.

Mr. RIOIITIKAN. Before Alan starts that chapter, in the analysis of
chapter 4, the first paragraph, which is keneral, discusses the suni-
mary of fmdings awl recommendations which appear in that chap-
ter in the tentative ieport are no longer there. What we have done

4 is extracted that material and put it into another document which each
of you should have. There is a clip on it. This document is a sumnavy
of all the recommendations .of all of the chapters numbered consecu-
tively. This will appear prior to chapter 1 of the printed report. We
felt it was Unnecessary to repeat that material in each &Wen So, just
being concise, we had it pulred all together and it will appear before
we g.et into the substance of chapter 1 in the printed report.

Mr. Pmum. If you will glance at the table of contents for chapter
4Trust Responsibility; you will note that 12 sections have been
identified. The intent there was to insert headings. Again, no changes
to the text. Headings which would be more instructive and a reader
could glance at that table of contents and by looking at the progression
of headings understand the concepts.

In your booklet, which was passed out, the second paragraph in the
insertion of explanatory headings demonstrate exactly what we are
talking about. 'The heading, "Wardship versus Trusteeship," aud
"Conflict of Interest," and so on.

The material 'we wish to draw your sattention to is again mentioned
at the bottom of that page in your booklet entitled "New Tests." You
will note on page 4-8 the heading for the section which is entitled
"Scope of Trust Obligation," two-thirds of the way down the page.
If the Chair wishes, I could read through that, or, I- could simply ask
if the members had a chance to read it.

Chairman ABOUREM. Would anybody on the Commission like him
to read it through, or are you satisfied with it?

Congressman YATEs. Where do you begin ?
Mr. PARKER. Beginning on page 4-8, the paragraph two-thirds of

the way clown the page beginning "The Commission has found"
Congressman YATES. The Commission has found ?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREEK. What are the changes? Just tell us what the

changes are without reading it through.
Mr. PARKER. This is a change in the narrative intended to clarify

the recommendation. The narrative changes here draws out a distinc-
tion between application of the trust responsibility to tangible physical
assets and application to intangible responsibilities, provisions of
services, et cetera.

We drew this distinction between those two categories of the trust,
intangible versus tangible. in order to point out the difference in
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application of the trust. It was evident from the prior hearings, and the
prior discussion by the Commission on this specific point that clarifica-,tion needed to be made.

Pete was just pointing out to me that this narrative, which draws
this distinction, again relates to the recommendation which was found
on page 4-20. It may be helpful for me to read this recoMmendation
and then go back to the narrative. On page 4-20 there is a general
paragraph entitled "Statement of Policy" about two-thirds of the way
down. The paragraph reads :

In matters involving trust resources, the United States shall be held to the.
highest standards of care and good faith consistent with principles of common
law tritsts. Legal and equitable.remedies shall be available in Federal court for
breach of standards.

This additional narrative is in response to comments which were
submitted to the Commission in the interim since the release of the
tentative draft. Substantive comments criticized the lack of clarity in
the tentative draft on this specific point. So again, in response to that
lack of clarity, let me say specifically the difference in application, and
this again was in response to the comments we received, if you apply
the concept of common law principles of trust, which means standards
of care, legal and equitable remedies for each of these standards of
care, those remedies are not readily applicable to the trust as it applies
to the intangibles. So without conceding that the United States has a
trust responsibility which goes to intangibles, we draw a distinction in
the application a that trust. The application to tangibles, physical
assets, which was discussed in prior Commission meetings, and the
application of the trust as opposed to intangibles and say the common
law principles and remedies which are found in common law breach
of trust are readily applicable to the trust as it applies to physical
resources and tangible assets but not readily applicable as it applies to
the concept of the trust as it applies to obligation to provide services, a
general obligation to recognize and protect the right of self-govern-
ment. That is an intangible.

Congressman YATES. How far do you carry that principle ? Does the
principle extend to urban health care facilities ?

Mr. TAYLOR. We think it does.
Congressman YATES. How does this respond to the trust responsibili-

ties flowing through the tribe ?
Mr. PARKER. The concept of the trust flowing through the tribe to

individual in staff's opinion is not affected at all by drawing this
distinction.

Congressman YATES. Must the Indian people who live in iirlmn com-
munities and who seek health services at urban Indian clinics still
maintain their membership in the tribe?

Mr. PARKER. Correct.
Congressman YATES. If they do not retain their membership in the

tribes : does the trust responsibility of the TTnited States cease to exist
to them?

Mr. PARKER. I think we are talking about a purely hypothetical
situation. People who lose their membership in the tribeI personally
know of no individual Indians who lose their membership in the tribe
by residing off the reservations. Now maybe others are aware of it. but
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as a matter of fact, and the circumstances that we are talking about,
I know of no tribe that requires that an individual waive or give up
his membership rights simply because he is absent from the reserva-
tion.

Congressman YATEs. Perhaps I spoke from my lack of knowledge.
What you are saying then is that once an I ndhui child is born into a
tribe he remains a member of that tribe-forever unless that tribe ex-
cludes him, and this is true no matter where he goes throughout the
world

Mr. PARKER. Exactly. I know of no examples where tribes have ex-
cluded people. The power is there.

Congressman YATEs. And there is no requirement, upon the in-
dividual Indian to constantly touch base with the tribe. As for ex-
ample, the requirement that American citizens who live abroad must
cume back every 2 or 3 years to renew their citizenship.

Mr. PARKER. Not to my knowledge. There are cultural requirements
wldch are beyond the purview of us. For instance, the Pueblos regard
it as a cultural obligation for individuals to pay their dues in a cul-
tural sensein a religious sense.

Congressman YATES. What happens if they don't ?
Mr. PARKER. I think it is more of a form of ostracism. There is no

kgal separation of membership.
Congressman YATES. Thank you.
Commissioner BRUCE. Alan, aren't there some tribes that require

that a child born of members of the tribe off the reservationhas to
Tight to be enrolled? Say to people who are living in urban communi-
ties away from the reservation ?

Mr. PARKER. Not that 1 know or. One example in my own tribe, the
Rocky Roy Chippewa-Cree, if you were born on the reservation, or in a
reservation that services that population, and one of your parents is a
member of the tribe, you are automatically a ,member of the tribe. The
same thing applies to Pine Ridge. If one of your parents is a member,
and you are born there, you are automatically a member. If you are
born off, there is a higher standard which brings in ar_other standard.
I think Pine Ridge is om e-foorth degree Oglala Sioux if you are
born off. If you are born on. there is no standard.

Now that is the same with my reservation. There are probably a
number of other reservations like that. So just the fact that von are
having to reside off and your child off to my knowledge d'oes not
automat icAlly exclude one under any tribe that I know of.

Congressman YATES. Is there a difference between membership and
enrollment ?

Mr. PARKER. there is a difference. It. goes to some technical
considerations about Indian preference, but you can be a member
with out being enrolled. For example. if you can establish that you are
one-fourth degree a rnembei. of a federally recognized tribe, you are
eligible for a variety of Federal services even though you may not be
enrolled. This is becoming more common for intermarriage 1)etween

tribes. I know, from my personal knowledge, of manv individuals who
have a blood quantum higher than one-half degree.Indian blood but
not one-fourth of any one particular tribe that they can trace back to
their descendants such that they could meet the enrollment standard
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for that tribe. So these individuals meet the blood quantum standard
and are eligible for Federal services. They are members of the tribe
but they are not technically eliglle for enrollment.

Congressman YATES. What ls the lowest blood quantum which would
permit-an individual to be designated a MembSr Of the tribe? Does it
vary from tribe to tribe ?

Mr. PARKER. It definitely varies widely.
Congressman YATES. What is the minimum that you know of ?
Mr. PARKER. I hesitate--
Commissioner 13ncron. One-thirty second.
Congressman YATES. Do you know which tribe ?
Commissioner BRVCE. Oklahoma, I think.
Mr. PARKER. I don't speak from hard knowledge on that. If any-

body wants to volunteer hard information. My impression is that
one thirty-second sounds more like an educated guess on the part of
Commissioner Yfruce.

Commissioner WRITECROW. I might shed a little light on this par-
ticular subject. I may be incorrect on this, but as I recall, the Yakima
.tribe if you are a descendant of a fullblooded member, both male.. and
female, both your parents are fullblooded members of the Yakima
tribe and you are born off the reservation, I understank: you have to go
through adoption ceremonies in order to become a member of the tribe.
"So that would tend to indicate some- corrections in this discussion.

Also, in Oklahoma we do have some tribes that recognize open
ended descendants in the recent payment schedules for some claims won
through the U.S. Court of Claims. I know of one tribe. the Quapaw

ibe, who paid down to those descendants one five-hundred-and-
twelfth-degree blood.

So, for this particular instance those individuals are totally eligible
for all services that the tribe is eligible for. Therefore. Mr. Yates, I
believe that your question with reg,ard to whether or not an individual
would be excludedis that individual still eligible as a beneficiary of
the trustI think this report, as I understand the concept of it and
as it has been written and presented to me, if you retain your tribal

'membership, then you are eligible and function as a beneficiary of
the tribe irregardless of where you may live.

Mr. PARKER. Commissioner Whitecrow just reminded me of an ad-
ditional consideration. One which Commissioner Yates had raised
prior to our discussion. This was certainly brought out in the Senate
report. That is the potential liability of the 'United States for breach
of trust as it applies to intangible asseth. That is where I think this
distinction is helpful.

Some of the criticism of the remarks in the draft pointed out that, as
developed in tl.e iiniTatiTe.1The could Erperulatethat-the United Statea
would have unrestricted liability for failure to provide social services.
The specific point that we tried to make here was that the principles
upon which the United States could potentially be held legally liable
for breach of trust are readily applicable to the tangible and plysical
assets hut not applicable to the intangible assets.

Now Lint is not to say that there is no remedy for breach of that
trust, but it is to clarify that this possible interpretation of the recom-
mendation. as involving an unlimited liability, is simply not the case.

Finally, if there is no more discussion on this issue
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Commissioner WurrEonow. Mr. Chairman f
Commissioner BORBRIDOE. Mr. Chairman?
Commissioner Wunizatow. I will yield.
Commissioner BORMUDGE. Thank you, Commissioner.
Mr. Chairman, are we saying then essentially that rts a conclusion

that where the law and the right of a tribe to seek remedy for the trust
relationship pertaining to tangible assets is violated and the recourie
of the law isquite specific, we are stating here then that with respect
to the intangibles, 13uch as services, while the course of seeking recourse
may vary somewhat the obligation on the part of the U.S. Govern-
ment, and therefore the right of the individual Indian tribe to insist
on the continuation of that trust relitionship kid the fulfillment of
obligations is just as precise and really ddes not vary ultimately. In
other words, there may be a distinction that has been drawn between
tangible and intangible insofar as implementation of that trust rela-
tionship, but insofar as obligation and rights we don't make a distinc-
.tion tb.ere.

Mr. PARKER. That is exactly the intent of the clarifying amendment.
Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman ?

Chairman ABC/CREEL Ada ?
Commissioner DEER. I just want to say that I think the chapter on

the trust of tribal government is a beautiful example of legal drafts-
manship and craftsmanship at its best.

Chairmun ABOITREEK. You don't want to egg these guys on too much,
Ada.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman ABOTTREZE. I would like to recognize you, Jake, but before

I do that let me say that Lloyd and Sid have hacl to go for a vote. I
have a vote up in the committee in about 2 minutes. So as soon as you
are finished discussing, would you just recess the meeting until we get
back here ? I appreciate it very much.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to ask only one question
from staff. As you have indicated, you have issued some 1,200 copies
of the tentative final report throughout the Nation and have no official
correspondence or indication as to what type or what the numbers of
comments were received in our office. I believe you told me you were
expecting about 37 comments and that if we reneived 50 it would bc an
excellent response.

As I understand it now, we have not received any comments or criti-
cisms in support, or criticism, whatsoever of the report from any State
government, whether it be the attorney general or Governor of any
State. Is that correct f

Mr. PARKER. I would rather Max respond to that. He has been more
on top of that.

Mr. RicirmAN. Pattie, are you showing Jake the material
Ms. MARKS. Yes ; I am. We have put together an analysis of com-

ments by chapter and an analysis of comments as to whether they were
in support or critical of any particular chapter. We will distribute
them.

Mr. PARKER. They have been distributed.
Mr. RTCHTMAlq. That includes a summary--
Commissioner WHrritcaow. None of these are from State govern-

ments though; is that correct?
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MS. MARKS. Noveir.
Mr. lb:MIKAN. We did have a comment from the Governor of Lou-

isiana. I recall a comment that came in from the Governor of Hawaii.
MS. MARKS. I believe the total is eve at this time. Not all conunents

have yet been recorded.
Mr. MYERS. New Mexico, Louisiana, and Hawaii came in.
Ms. Maims. Comments from Washington State were received this

morning.
Mr. PARKER. There is a Montana Department of Community Affairs

which I think is a State organization.
Conunissioner 'WHrrEcaow. OK. fine. It looks as though we are re-

ceiving some good supportive comments then from those States which
have responded.

Mr. IticirmAN. The material in the yellow envelope is a sumtilary of
the comments from each of the participants, organizations, or officials
of tribes that responded. I remember reading comments that came in
from the Governor of Louisiana and the Governor of Hawaii, and
they favored the report very strongly.

Commissioner WArrEcnow. All right. Mr. Meeds and our chairman
have departed and he asked me to recess the meeting immediately fol.
lowing my questions until he and you and Mr. Yates were able to re-
turn as the result of casting a vote. So with your concurrence. as vice
chairman, we shall recess until the return of Mr. Yates and Senator

--Abourezk.
Congressman MNEDS. Fine.
Whereupon a brief recess was taken.]

Congressman MEEDS. Let's proceed.
Congressman Yxrt:s. May I ask a quest ion ?
Congressman MEEDS. The Commission will be back in order as reg-

ularly scheduled. The gentleman from Illinois?
Congressman YATES. May I ask a question of Alan ? Alan, I looked

through the comments on outside correspondence and one very simple
,corrment has set me to thinking. A comment by Arizona Indian Cen-
ters saying: One : financial support for urban Indian centers should
1)e based on need ; and Two : urban Indians centers should be eligible
for economic development funds.

I don't know quite what that means, except that economic develop-
ment is always aconcept of foreign aid to me in a sense. We have
agreed that the Indian people are entitled to Indian health centers in
urban areas. How far does this concepf extend? Are they entitled to
urban schools for the Indian children as a special fund I Are they en-
titled to special consideration for their transportation needs? Are they
entitled to special consideration, and funding with all of this for sani-
tation purposes? Where are you going to draw the limits, if you are go-
ing to draw thelimits, on what urban Indian people are entitled to ?

How far does the trust concept go, in other words?
Mr. PARKER. I think it does come to that.
Congressman YATES. Yes. Is there a limit or is it unlimited ?
Mr. PARRER. My own view and this, perhaps, is not satisfactory
Congressman YATES. May I ask firlit, have you addressed yoursel f to

this in the report in any way?
Mr. PARKER. We haven't attempted to draw tight lines.
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Congressman Yler Es. You hive not drawn tight lines? Well, what
have you said in the report with respect to the Government's trust
responsibility to the Indian people who live in the urban community?
You have said that you are getting away from the previously accepted
trust.concept which stemmed from,the resources of the Indian people
into a new concept of services to the Indian people. In connection
with that we talked about clinics or hospitals, if you wanted to take the
next step for the urban Indians.

Where is the line? Is there a line to be drawn saying tliis is the
extent of the responsibilities of the Federal Government, or does that
trust responsibility include as well housing for Indian people who
live in the cities apart from the other housing that is made available
to them without race distinction? And where do you go? Where do you
go in this concept with respect to the Supreme Court's decision in
Brown v. the Board of Education which said that there shall be no
distinctions on the basis of race for school facilities? The same. con-
cept is the subject of law and it is sustained by the Constitution with
respect to other facilities. The concept bei.,:z that there shall be no
distinction drawn between people on the basis of race.

If you draw a distinction on the basis of urban health funds for
the Indian people, are you not drawing a distinction on the basis of
race ? And what do you do with respect to the constitutional concept?

f you are not troubled by that constitutional concept, are you then
going to take the next step and say if the Indian people are entitled,
_as we do in our appropriations bill which we approved yesterday in
my sulwominittee, are you then going to say that the Indian people
are entitled to special housing in urban communities because of the
trust relationship? Are you going to say they are entitled to special
school facilities because of the trusts relationship? Are you going to
say they am entitled to special transportation needs? Where are you
going to draw the line ?

Nfr. PARKM Commissioner Yates, I think you are asking two re-
lated quest ions.

Congressman YATES. I thought they were all related.
Mr. PAUKER. They are all related. These are more tightly related.

The analysis of people protection as a constitutional principle and
the application of that to services which are provided solely for In-
dians on the basis of tribal affiliation was dealt with by the Supremo
Court in the decision which addressed the. Bureau of Indian Affairs
services to Indians residing on nearby reservations. In that instance,
the Supreme Court relied upon its precedents and concluded that
this was not an equal protection issue. That the. services which were
provided to Indiansexcuse methat was Warr, n v. Ree.ve. lfortmt
v. M aneari was Indian preference. The Supreme Court decision in
3famwi concluded that Indian preference is not inconsistent with
the equal protection constitutional principle, and in that in,tance
they concluded that it was not. That tile preference, which was pro:
vided by law for Indians, in employment was given to Indians on the
basis of tribal citizenship. They drew a distinction between race
pivference and political citizenship in a tribe. Of course, the obliga-
tion of the rnite41 States to the tribe falls againqt the backdrop of
the developnwnt of the whole law. I don't have it at my fingertips
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but there are several other cods where that issue was raised similarly
and analyzed by the Federal courts.

Mr. Ward just passed me a note. A recent case, United States v.
Antdope, was decicied 2 weeks ago by the Supreme Court. The-thrust

iof the Court's decision; the distinction again s permissible under the
Constitution between Indians and non-Indians.

The other part of your question, which I understand was of some
concernthe chapter on off-reservation Indiansthe chapter that
deals with off-reservations Indians contains an admittedly brief
analysis but it does conclude that residents off the reservation cannot
bar the applice 'ion of trust responsibility to those individuals. In oth-
r words, residence is not material to eligibility for trust services which

is the "thread-hole question.
Congressman YATES. It is a related question. But what we are talk-

ino. about, really, is the extent of the trust responsibility.
Mr. PARKER. Itight.
Congressman YATES. I think we have decided that there is a trust

responsibility to provide health care for Indians. Is there an equal trust
responsibility to provide for the schooling of their children in cities
apart from the regular facilities that. are made available in public
schools ? Is there an equal responsibility io provide for special hous-
ing for the Indian people apart from the programs that are made
available through public housing? Would the Indian people aet a
preference because of the trust responsibility in comiection with ap-
plications for housing in these facilities?

Congressman MEWS. Would the gentleman yield ?
Congressman 'rims. Yes.
Congressman MEWS. And, indeed, would the Federal Government be

liable for damages if they don't furnish them? If it is a trust respon-
sibility, in all probability they would be.

Could I, also, just limit Maneari somewhat ? The question in that
case Was a question of a federally recognized tribe and a preferenee
for a member of a federally recognized tribe, and the Court specifically
limited it to tribal groups, not Indians as Indians. And that is one
distinction that they made. A distinction on the obligation to tribal
group rather than Indians as Indians. I think that is very important
because that would mean that the question of equal rights could very
easily be raised on the question of the schooling of members of non-
federally revognized tribes in cities and other things.

So I think it is very important that Maneari be restricted to what
really was and not fo' r the proposition that Indians can be treated .
differently in all respects and still not have a violation of the 14th
amendment.

Congressman YATES. But we are moving from that. We are
not using the ilbrnrori case, as I understand, in what our presentation
of the trust responsibilities of the United States is. What you are
saying is that it goes through the tribes to the individuals so that nn
individnal in the city would nevertheless have the benefits of a trust
responsibility by the Federal Governmmt to health, to schooling, to
honsing, to any of these provisions. Governmental provisions that the
Government makes available to the public. Is this what you are saying ?
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Mr. TAYLOR. 1 think your stei intent is correct. I think the theory
does rest on Marton v. Maneari, which is not a new doctrine. In fact,
it is quite old. If we go back to United States!: v. Holliday in 1846.

Congressman. YATES. But you have gone a step beyond Ruiz. In the
1:413 (lige they lived fairly close to the reservation. What you are
saying now is they don't have .to live fairly close to the reservation.
As a matter of fact, if there is .a member of the Navajo tribe who is

working in New york, he nevertileless has the benefits of the trust
responsibility that exist betweetr the Federal Government and the
Navajo, so that it flows through the Navajos to him in New York City
and he then is entitled to be treated in a trust relationship with the
Federal Government.

Is that a correct depiction of what your concept is?
Mr. TAyton. Y but I would like to qualify some of this. Mr.

Meeds, you were al -ent during some of this discussion. We have made
amendments. in thi wction 4 specifically to deal with the problem of
posible liability 0 the United States for failure to deliver social
services. Any dam es in a deal like that would be highly speculative
and I don't thiiijfany court. would ever award any.

We specifical recommend that the liability and this part occurred
just before you left, the liability--

Congressnmn MEMS. Where are we? What page?
Mr. T.tyLon. Pae.e 4-20.

'ongressman M7:Kos. Is that on liability now
'Arr. TAYLOR. Yes..
Congressman AIMS. I don't see anything on 4-20 about liability.
Mr. TAYInu. It is paragraph A-1 and it is in the paragraph num-

bered t
CongrOsman YATEs. But accompanying the question of payment of

damage s. versus the question of specific performance you are getting
into equitable -remedies as well. Suppose the Navajo. about whom I am
speaking. in New York City files suit about providing a house for him.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Yates. my response to that is that in the paragraph
immediately preceding that we are talking about the standards that
the Unit ed.States should live up to in that trust responsibility. And
the objective, or the standard. would be one of bringing the 'Indian
people to the standards of social and economic well-being that. are
enjoyed by the rest. of the American public. I think that is a pretty
'conservative statement.

Congressman Y.vms: Ho do you establish that standard ? What is
the standard enjoyed by the rest of the American public? What do
yon compare it to?

11'. TAYLOR. It is substantially better than that which is enjoyed by
the Indian peoplewhich is wity we ineluded the chapter on demo-
graphicsbecause they t.ank at Cie very bottom in virtually every
scale we can exhibit.

Congressman Y.vms. .Tnst by way of information: How arc those

standards established ? Ts that done by the Department of Labor?
PrAYIPR. The Bureau of Census does some.

Me PARR 1.:P. In reference. for exalnply. to a serviee which HEW
Wimid provide. They set standards for eligibility for vlfare services.
(Ind so on. If you fall below a certain level
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Congressman YATES. We are presented with graphs showing that
Indian children suffer more cases of otitis media than others. OK.
Then where are we with respect to the limitations of the principle?

Mr. PARKER. I think the attempt has been to try to carefully pre-
serve the concept of the trust running to an individual who is not on
the reservation, 'Flint is our first prenise. We have not attempted to
delineate the specific services for which that trust 'runs. Obviously,
health centers, Congress has revognized that

Congressman YATES. Now I ask a question. Suppose the Navajo
living in New York City wants to exercise his trust responsibility.
May he do that as an individual or must he do it through the tribe?

Mr. PARKER. In my opinion he would do it as an indivioual if he
were . denied that service which other individual Indians were
receiving.

Congressman YATES. Other indiVidual Indians or other people?
Mr. PARKER. Tf we are talking about a trust serviceother individual

Lidians.
Congressman YAM. Other individual Indians. We are talking

about trust responsibilitylmd, thereforeethe standards to which he is
held, if I understand you correctly, arc!' the services provided other
India us.

Mr. PARKE% I think there is a distinction. If a Navajo individual
feels he is being denied a trust service in an urban area, the basis for
his claim is based upon the availability of the trust service. Now the
standard for that trust krvice is a slightly different question. Whether
he is receiving a service which meets the standard--

Congressman YATES. Not of other Indians, as you say, but a level
comparable to the non-Indian society.

Mr. PARKER. We articulated that as an obviously general standard,
rather than having no standard.

Congressman YATES. How does be enforce his right? Does the tribe
enforce it for him, inasmuch as it flows through the tribe, or do you
propose to give him that right, separately and let him sue? Or, do you
require him to go back to the tribe and if the tribe doesn'tleo it, then
his right becomm fixed.

Mr. PARKER. iihil)k it has to vary according to the specific instance.
Now urban health eAters are a very good example, if we are talking
about an individual Tnitien .who is in an urban area where Congress
1114 decided to establish an urban health center, this is a trust service.
That individual is denied that trust service, then he asserts his eligi-
bility for that aye ilable trust service.

Congressman YATES. some of the appropriation bills funds are
provided for the construction of housing on reservations. Is that a
rightfor housing to carry over to an urban community ?

Mr. PARKER. No; I think it is clearly limited to the reservation for
which it was authorized.

Congressman YATES. All right.
Congressman MEEDS. Does the urban Indian then, however, have an

entitlement to the same kind of housing service in the city where he
1 i ves ? That is the obvious follow-on.

Mr. PARKER. To the same kind of service that is made available to
the reservat ion Indian
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Congressman Mum. Yes.
Mr. PARKER. I think that he is not entitled if he is off the reservation.

The service is 13rovided to the reservation Indi,ns. If he moves bark
to the reservation, he would .be entitled on the same basis as other
reservation Indians.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. However, are we not making a distinc-
tion between the urban and the reservation Indian at that specific
point

Mr. PARKER. With respect to a service which has been identified and
provided by Congress specifically for reservation Indians as the Indian
Housing Service is.

Commigsioner WHITECROW. Is not that individual living in the
metropolitan area still as eligible for services delivered to his tribe
wherever he may be?

Mr. PARKER. This is why it has to be analyzed in the context of
specific instances.

Commissioner WnrrEcnow. We are touching on a point here which
we discussed previously in our nducational delivery money.

Mr. PARKER. Yes; education is another example where I think the
application would be somewhat different.

Commissioner WnrrEcnow. Whereby everything should come
through the tribe. The individual then would go back to his tribe
rather than have any recourse against the Federal GoVernment. The
tribe should have a recourse in the event there is violation of trust
responsibility.
Congressman MEEDS. I would like to followup on my question here.

How does what you have answered to my question about the responsi-
bility also extending info the person in the urban area a member of
that tribe with No. 3 on 4-21, "trust responsibility extends through the
tribe to the Indian member whether on or off the reservation."

How docs your answer square with that recommendation ?
Mr. PARKER. "The trust responsibility extends through the tribe to

the individual on or off the reservation!' It is a statement 0 f principle.
General principle. What we are saying is that residency does not affect
eligibility. We are addressing the point Mr. Yates raised earlier :
Does this trust responsibility stop at the reservation line. The answer
is no It extends on or off, But as I tried to point out earlier I think this
can only he logically analyzed in the context of specific instances.

Conuressman MEEDS. Yoll are talking abont a right without a remedy
then ?

Congressman YATEs. If you would yield. please.
What about in rPsponso to Mr. Whiterrow's question in re:rani to

education? As I underst and your reply to him, you would require that
the Indian go back to the reservation to achieve his education. Did I
misinterpret what von said ?

Commtssioner WurrEenow. I thhmk so.
Conaressman Y.vms. Would yon repeat. then. what your reply was?
Mr, PARIUM. Education viewed as trust servicethe individual who

is off the reservation is eligible for BIA scholarships. I don't think
thst that has even been challenged.

The fact that he is off the reservation does not affect his eligibility
at all.

5(19-7S-----1 4
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Congressman Y.vrEs. What about elementary education ?
Mr. -PARKER. My own feeling is that elementary education, which

is provided on a reservation basis----
Congressman YATES. I am thinking of tle urban Indian.
Mr. PARKER. That is what I am getting to.
Congressman YATES. Oh, I am sorry.
Mr. PARKER. The Congress has provided boarding schools, Govern-

ment schools on reservations in some instances, schools that are off the.
reservation, but students are sent from the reservation.

Congressman YATES. SO, essentially, the urban Indian then may go
to the schools that Congress has provided for the tribes, whether on
or off the reservation.

Now, is there any responsibility on the part of Congress to provide
such schools within the limits of the city to take care of the number of
Indians who may be there or must they, if they want to take advantage
of the trust responsibility, go to the places that Congress has already
provided?

Isn't that the essence of 37our question ?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think that the trust responsibi:ity would extend to

Indians off reservations in such areas which are presently funded
through Johnson-O'Malley funds and appropriated moneys that are
passed on to the estates for specific purposes of having supplemental
education programs for Indians.

One of the problems that we found through examination the past
years is that moneys that pass through the JohnsonArMalley funds
that are designed specifically for Indian programs actually are put in
to general school facilities to benefit all people. For example, 'build-
ing a gym. It is an area of complaint.

Congressman YATES. We are finding in work in my subeonimittee
that in at least five States the States are not putting up any matching
fund for Johnson-O'Malley in a number of instances.

So we have put in Federal funds to make up the difference. I assume
that that is a carryon of the trust responsibility. Even if the States
don't comply, the Federal Government. nevertheless, must provide for
education ot the Indian children.

IS that right?
Mr. TAyLon. I think there is trust resFonsibility to do that. ye,s.

Again, the choice of how this is going to be done is always within the
power of Congres.s.

Congressman YATES. Incidentally, what they did was to deduct
from those States benefits from hatcheries and so on that correspond
to the amount that they didn't furnish.

Congressman MEWS. If I could follow up with my question and see
if I understand you

Congressman 'YATES. South Dakota was one of them, by the way.
COriareSSIllan MEEDS. If you are saving that the trust responsibility

eNtend; to those people, but that the 'fulfillment of that responsibil't v
may be exercised on the reservation and the individual intist conic back
to take advantage of it, then I might understand you.

Mr. TAYLOR. No; that is not what I am saying and I don't think
that we are saying that here either.

Congressnmn MEEDS. I don't think that you are saving it here either,
but I just got the feeling that that is what somebody was jui-,t :5Itying
out there.
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Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman
Congressman ALM& Let me follow through so that I can get this

cleared u1i here.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think that was a question Mr. Yates asked Mr.

Whitecrow. That is how that got iwthere.
Onrrressman Mnns. What you are saying then is: This is a special

responsibility for the Fcderal. Government to provide education to

a Navajo Indian who is now residing in Chicago.
Mr. PARKER. For h;gher education. The education benefits for

higher education scholarships.
Congressman MF-Ms. What about elementary and secondary educa-

tion ?
Commissioner WiirrEcnow. Mr. Chairman
Congressman MEM& No. Let me just get an answer. Let me follow

this up now until T get some answers to it.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. I would say that there is trust responsibility.
Congressman WEDS. There is trust responsibility for the Federal

Government to provide elementary and secondary education to a
Navajo Indian who is no longer on the reservation but is residing in

Chicago.
Mr. TAYLOR. I f the public school system does not offer such educa-

tion, then I would say that the Federal Government would probably

be responsible for providing Federal funds specifically for that
purnose.

However, the public school systems are there. What we talked about
normally is either special Indian education or programs, as we have
black studies and all kinds of studies in this country today, special and
supplemental, bilingual education.

Congressman Y.yrEs. Would you yield? Tje is trApped.
Congressman MEEDS. Exactly.
Congressman YATES. How do you reconcile this statement with what

'you are doing in the ease of Indian health ?
In other communities other clinics are available that are provided

by the community. just as you suggested that education was provided
hi the community and the Indian children should go there.

Mr. TAYLOR. Bat T submit, that COngress has been providing services

to urban Indians for some time now. The Snyder Act, as early as 1921,

autluftized expenditures anywhere in the country for this purpose. As
Parly as 1912 education funds.

Congressman YATES. But that is the Snyder Act, not the trust
concept.

Mr. TAYLOR. I don't rest the trust on the Snyder Act.
Congressman rvrEs. T didn't mean to trap you.
Commissioner Dime. It seems tome you are discussing t his report in

the light of the bill that Congress is getting ready to pass on. Aren't
you making broad recommendations?

Congressman YATES. NO.
Commissioner DIAL. Yes, we are.We are stating conditions of the act

in saying that the American Indian needs this and this. Now, if von
pass a lmusing bill for a reservation, for the Navajo Reservation, then
it is (-mite obvious that that is a bill for the reservation.

if V011 puss a bill to provide funds for education to all Indians, then
that is a bill tliat applies to all Indians regardless of where they are,
,uch as our present title 4 Indian Education Act.

2
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Now, I don't see where it gets so involvedthey have no problem
much with dealing with this today saying that urban Indians and non-
federally recognized Indians are entitled to certain special programs.

This is really not a problem, but I will give an example. In Riverson
County we receive nu:ire than $500,000 for nonfederally recognized
Indiansthe Lummi Indians. Mere than $500,000. I believe that we
are second to the Navajo for edneathm.

But this doesn't entitle us to housing boneflts that are intended for
reservation.s. You see? So there is really no conflict.

I think that you fellows are nitpiclung here on problems really that
don't exist and won't exist. The Congress will take cate of them when
the time COWS.

Chairman ABOUREZN. May r interrupt here?
I have made a reservation for two tables of four people each.
Congressman YATr.s. Suppose we go off the reservation?
Chairman ATIOUREZIC. This is a nonrecogn.zed reservation. The stair

is ming to have to fend for themselves diming lunch hour.
..7We win recess for half an hour in about 5 minutes and try to eat.

quickly and come back. Before we do that, Sid and I have worked out
a compromise paragraph which will appear on page 3-14.

Congressman YATES. Is that all right. with Lloyd? Does he accept
that ?

Chairman ABOTTRIaN. He hasn't sec 11 I I et.
Congressman YATES. Has Mr. Martone seen it?
Mr. NrARTONE. No: I have not.
Chairman A notliMii. We have ust. agreed . on it. We are going to

read it and pass on it.
Mr. PARKElt. I can read it quickly, Mr. Chairman.
CongresQman Niums. I think you ought to at least give me a trial

before you hang me.
(Yiairnmn Aw)I'HEZK. What is wrong with having it read?
Congressman YATEs. What about what they say about the power of

Covernment not. ent i rely premised on natual rights and justice?
Chairman ABOrREZIK. I think in view of the complaints about read-

ing it and diseussi 'frit, let's pass it without reading it.
Co ahead, Alan.
Mr. PAIIKER. Proposed snhstitute paragraph, pep 3-14: "Powers

which spring from concepts of natural right and instice are.premised
on a measure of consent by the governed. The history of Federal deaintn4 with the Indian people has much too o en been rule based oil
Power, rather than on consent of the governed."

Congressman rms. That is true. I could have said that.
Chairman AltOrREZIC I think that says pretty much what you in-tended. Does anybody have any comment on that?
Congressman MEMS. Wait till I see it, Mr. Chairman.
Coturressinan YATES. It sounds as though Lloyd wrote it..
Chairman Anot.nr.xx. He probably did.
COMMISSTONER Dim.. That is not as strong as the way that we had it

amended the:first time.
CongreQsman Y.ms. That is pretty good.
Conrressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, T will just simply vote against

it. but let me point out several things that I have in opposition to it
right off.
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"Powers which spring from concepts of natural right and justice
are premised on a measure of commit by the governed." At the least
the original concepts of right and justice are religious concepts and
there was never any concept of consent of the governed.

Congressmen YATES. That is not true. Not according to Thomas
Jefferson.

Congressman MEEDS. The history of Federal dealings with Indian
people has too often been based on notions of power rather than consent
of the governed.

I think that this Commission is in no position to talk about the
consent of governed when later we are going to accept some recom-
mendations which will put a number of non-Indian people, who are
located on reservations, under the authority of tribes and tribal gov-
ernment over which they have absolutely, no pOrer.

Con gressman YATES. But you deal with that when you come to it.
iThis s chapter.3.

Chairman ABOLMEZK. The pestion is on this language then as a
substitute for the top paragraph on pages 3-14. Do you want a rollcalt
on that?

Congressman MEEDS. No.
Chairman ABOUREM. All those in favor will say "aye."
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman Aeourtezs. Those opposed, "no."
Commissioner DIAL. No.
Congressman MEEDS. No.
Chairman ABOVREZIE. All right. It is aareed. The "ayes" have it.
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, we have on: final response to the discus-

sion preceding this.
Chairman ABOUREM. OK; we will get back to that discussion.
Jake I think, wanted to be recognized. Then we will try to get on

with etaing.
Commissioner WIIITECROW. There was a question here. We are talk-

ing about social serviceseducation and health of urban Indians as an
expressed responsibilityare we not also saying that the delivery of
trust responsibility is assured for tangible objects, such as housing,
such as credit and finance for urban Indians? Is that not included in
this trust responsibility carrythrough insofar as the individual Indian
off reservations?

Mr. PARKER. I think tangible is used in a differeAt sense. Our dis-
tinction between tangible and intangible : tangible meaning trust,
physical resources; intangible meaning services.

Before we broke off the last discussion, Ms. Ducheneaux reminded
me that Congressnuin Meeds used to be a prosecuting attorney, so we
shouldn't feel too bad. This will be very brief in response to where our
discussion left off : the distinctiona 1-avajo living in New York who
is denied health services by the State of New York because those health
services cost money is provided health services through urban Indian
health centers. That is a trust responsibility.

The Navajo living in New York who has available to him three pri-
mary and secondary education services is not provided those services
through special Indian programs.

Congressman YATES. But suppose he has a free health clinic instead
of having to pay for it ?
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Mr. PARSER. I think that this would bear on the Federal Govern-
ment's decision to"extend those services.

Congressman Mum Under the new health act you would have those
services available to him in New York anyhow.

Congressman YATES. That is true..Also, he is limiting the doctrine
now. What would your answer be to Commissioner Whitecrow with
respect to the provision of credit?

Mr. PARKER. Admittedly., we haven't followed this out and I think
the decision was consciously made not to try to draw these things Out.

Congressman YATES. We are trying to deal in concepts, but when we
deal in concepts, you still have to deal in terms of what questions may
be addressed to us at such time as the bill is filed on the floor and some
Member of Congress poses questions of this type.

We do know, getting back to Commissioner Whitecrow's example,
the Federal Government has established certain credit funds for In-
dians who live on reservations or near reservations. So it is in order
that we inquire as to what happens with respect to aft Indian who
wants to buy 4 house in pie city of New York or a Navajo in the city
of New York Wh'o can't get credit fioni it bank, or Wh6can't gerdrédit
from a savings and loan association.

Can he go to the Federal Government and get it or does he have
to go back o his tribe to try to get it through one of their loan funds
or one of their industry funds? What happens to that poor Navajo
who finds himself in New York ?

Wouig you like to think about that over lunch I
Mr. PARKER. YeS.
Congressman YATES. All right.
Chairman ABOUREZII. We will now recess for 30 minutes for lunch.
[Whereupon, at 12 :25 p.m., the meeting recessed, to be reconvened

at 1 p.m., the same day.]

S.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman ABOVREZIE. I will call the Commission back into order.
Congressman MEWL Mr. Chairman, I think that it would be a good

idea if we heard Mr. Martone on this whole question of trust and the
changes that were made. Just a general discunion of page 4-20 and 21.

Would you_like to give us your views on tfiat, Mr. Martonel
Mr. MArroin. Of course, the bask provision in the trust responsi-

bility is articulated in your dissenting vote, but with respect to the
specific change, I am not at all sure that I understand the change. It
seems to now makt the distinction between trust resources on the one
hand and the providing for services and self-government on the other

:hupt,,Reins to stAgest that the duties of the fiduciary only
apply td<trust resoilidei is otipoged-tothose other elements of what.tt.-------
defines as trust responsibilities.

And yet, paragraph A-1, page 4-20
Congressman YATEs. Page what?
Mr. MARTONE. Page 4-20, paragraph A-1 still describes trust re-

sponsibility RS a legal obligation which includes the providing of
services and advancement of tribal self-government.

My own position would be that maybe the policy of the United
States is to provide economic mid social services and it may be the
policy of the United States to enhance and protect tribal self-govern-
ment, but it has never been a legal obligation:

Of course, this goes back to the discussions we had several months
ago. If it is a legal eblivation. then it seems to me there ought to be
ways to enforce these rights. There is nothing in here that suggests
how one would enforce those rights, if they are rights.

My own view is that the legal obligations of the United States are
defined by existing treaties and statutes and anything beyond that are
policy considerations properly within the scope of Congress' power
to define what is or is not wise public policy.

Congressman YAMS. Do you not recognize any trust responsibility
.. at all ?

Mr. MAnTorrE. I recognize the Me of the word trust in connection
with an Indian tribe or Indian affairs only as it is used to describe
situations where the United States is holding in trust for a tribe, tribal
assets, such as land.

Chairman Asounzzit. Is that the extent of your recognition of trust
responsibility I

Mr. MARTONE. Yes.
CongreSSITIan YATES. Then you recognize no\ ist responsibility by

the 'United States which exten.ds beyond the triiste4p.fjat may exist
between the United States and Indian tribes arising fro szcalled
trust resources of the tribes.

Mr. MARTONE. I am sorry, Mr. Yates. I am not clear. Would you
repeat that ?

(209)
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Congressman YATES. Your concept of a trust responsibility by the
United States to any Indian tribe would exist only with respect to
specific trusts that have been so designated.

Mr. Mitirrorix: That is correct. That is traditional trust law. I think
the whole use of the word trust a4 used in.this Commission's report
is a misapplication of trust law doctrine.

I think, as Mr. Meeds stated in his dissent, it is an attempt to seek
policy decisions under the guise of legal obligation. For example--

Congressman YATEs. May I ask that we defer this, Mr. Chairman?
I am told that we have a vote in Ile IIouse.

Congressman MEEDS. I would like to ask one qu'ck question before I
have to leave, because I am going to have to stay over there for a little
while.

Are you ware of any case, or any statute, which requires as a trust
responsibility. of the 'United States to protect and enhance tribal
self-government ?

_ Mr. MARTON& I am not.
Cagressman MEEDS. Areyou, Peter

W j
/

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. eds, ust off the cuff, the nearest I think I could
come would be 25 IT.S.C., section 175, where the United States charged
itself with a mandatory responsibility to-represent Indian interests
and later amended that la . ourt decisions have made it discre-
tionary. But that would be a sta thing. That does not use thp
word "trust". There are other sections in that code that provide for
other protection of the land. I think in section 177.

Congressman MEEDS. I understand about protectimi of the land. I
was just saying trust responsibility to enhance tribal self-government.
I am aware of none. Now, there may be some, but I am not aware of
any.

Mr. TAYLOR. There are statutes to that effect?
Congressman Mulls. Statutes, or treaties, or anything else /
Mr. PARKER, Treaties, yes.
Congressman MEEDS. Thete are some treaties
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Chairman A eorriumrc. We are in recess for 15 minutes.
[ A short recess was taken.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. We are not in Wes% WP have already voted on

this concept, so I don't think that we need another vote on it.
Was there anything substantial, then, in this area that we have to

concern ourselves with ?
Mr. PARYCM. The recommendations were not changed at all.
Comi .3ioner BORBRIDOE. Mr. Chairman.
Chaim .in ABOTTREZK. Yes.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I just have a comment here. It seems elear

to me that unless we are careful we fall into the proposition wherein
on the one hand, you are seekintr legal precedent which comes down
on all fours so that we are comfo;table that ary poliey that this Com-
mission may propow. is thus supported. Tn fact, it is the respInsibility,
RS one goes to the legislation ereating this Commission, for us to move
from the points that we consider to he rational to the points that we
consider to be in the hest interest, not only of the Tndinn tribes, but of
the United States. It is incumbent on us to demonstrate vision.

215
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. I think that it is very fortunate that the Commission has the mixture
of representation that it does have because otherwise I think we would
be bound forever to sorry devices and I think we would never catch our-
selves looking ahead for fear somehow that we were not able to pull
a writ out that would make it possible for us to move ahead.

I think that the langtege Which I find on page 4-15 makes it quite
clear that under the titre, "Development of a Sound Trust Respon-
sibility", the first sentence reads- and I quote : "The first paragraph of
the recommended policy statement A-1 below Vroposes an explicit
recognition that the trust obliggion is limited- historically * * "
and then the rest follows along. What this says to me is that there are
statutes, there have been treaties, and that it may well be that there
may be an insufficient number of cases that we can cite to cover all
points.

We are moving from this point in seeking to make it abundantly
sP clear that we are now moving toward a matter of policy and that

instead of having these gray areas where agencies are left with entirely
too much discretion to the detriment of the Indian tribes, the policy,
if it is enacted, as I anticipate that it will be forthcoming from the
Commission, will make it clear that there is an obligation.

It will tend more to define those areas of trust responsibility. I am
certain that we could argue at this point that there are gray areas. That
is why there is a Commission to sharpen up on those gray areas so that
they will no longer hamper the implementation of the policy.

Thus, I am not. at all bothered when I hear occasionally there is
not a case there to support this definite point. It is a point to build
on, but thank goodness, that is not the place where this Commission
is going to end.

Chairman ABM:MEM Do you want to move on to the next areal
Mr. TAYLOR. I think we haa just as well.
The next. chapter is on tribal government.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Chapter 5?
Mr. TAimon. I think that Alan will handle the initial presentation.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Remember we are just going through the

substantive changes; right ?
Mr. PARKER. That is right, Mr. Chai rman.
Chairman Anormx. Let me inst, say to the members of the Com-

mission that I am preparing a rebuttal to Lloyd Meeds dissent which,
6 since it consists of separate views of mine which deal with the dissent

itself, does not need to be voted on.
It is just automatically inserted in the report as separate views of the

chairman.
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, referring again to the booklet which

was distribited describing changes : Chapter 5: Tribal GovernmentIon
the first page on the tribal government section, it refers to organiza-
tional changes.

I would refer the Commission to the text which was distributed to
you with the revision, turning to the table of contents of tribal govern-
ment. I think those organizational changes would be readily apparent ;
in the March draft. release the material had been organized differently.

It has been reorganized to present a more apparent subject develop-
ment as evident from the three new title insertions : I. Fundamental

21
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Elements of Tribal Government ; II. Federal Constraints on Tribal
Government; and Ur. Status of Tribal Governments in the Delivery
of Services.

The material was reorganized into these three lin* subject areas.
Additional material is moved from the chapter on economic develop-
ment to this chapter on tribal government, dimcifically, the section on
'fixation and the section on hunting, fisLinetrapping, and gathering
rights.

The staff decision was made in response to comments received that
these subject areas of taxation in hunting, fishing, and gathering rights
were more appropriately inserted under the tribal government chapte-r.

Turning to the second page of the booklet under changes in chapter
5, there is a discussion of the fact that new textual material that is
in the narrative was inserted when taxation, as a subject, was moved to
tribal government.

There is an omission in your booklet. There should also be a reference
to the fact that hunting and fishing was moved over and that begins
on page 5-7.

bo, under that paragraph entitled taxation in hunting and fishing,
page 5-7, I think that it would be more appropriate just to refer you
to the pages where this new textual material 13egins, whieh_is_page
5-46.

There are two basic themes which were developed in the textual ma-
terial on taxation. The first theme is an elaboration of what is called
revert and benefit analysis question of taxation.

The second theme develops the comparison between taxation as ex-
ercised by tribal governments in comparison with taxation powers as
exercised 1,.)37 State governments.

Now, the first theme, the burden benefit analysis, is something that
Peter developed. I would just as soon he elaborated on that.

Mr. TAYLOR. This is sort of an underlying basis for a lot of the
criticism that we have been receiving from Aon-Indian sources in
Indian country. It is clearly an issue, I think, that is highly misunder-
stood. The exact economics of the locale around Indian reservations
and there is, I think, a misperception to the effect that Indians receive
social benefits. Indians don't pay any taxes; that this is highly
discriminatory and it is causing a burden on the local non-Indian
community.

I think, in some instances, it does. There are times when there is
some legitimacy to this argument, but I think that the argument
really has to be carefully examined. First of all, from the standpoint
that Indians don't pay taxesthat, essentially, is not a true statement.

Indians pay most of the taxes that anyone else does. I think that
one of the biggest problems is that most counties finance their gov-
ernmental operations through real estate tax. County governments are
almost unique in that. I don't know of any States who impose gen-
eral real estate taxes, and the Federal Government certainly doesn't.

So, of all of the governmental units that we have in the urea for
concern, it would be only county governments. We point this out in
this introduction and we acknowledge that in some instances there
may be sonic legitimacy to this complaint.

We also point out that Indian people do pay almost all of the taxes
that any other citizen in this count ry paysboth Federal and State.
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Then a third area that we point out is the comparative financial
benefits that the local, non-Indian community is conqistently derivins
from the fact that the Indian communities exist as Indian commum-
ties where they are and we use a study that was financed by the Ninth
District of the Fe4eral Reserve Bank at Yankton Reservation in South
Dakota.

I think that there are some incredible financial flow statistics that
were generated there as to the amount of Federal money that is going
into this extremely small reservation. The kind of turnover of. these
Federal moneys, namely, the Indian community essentially has no
.economie enterprises whatsoever at that reservation.

So every dollar that goes into that Indian commmity inunediately
goes to the cash registers in the local town.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you have a copy of that. study ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; I have.
Chairman ABOUREZK. May I have a copy of that?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; I would like very much to give it to you.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Wlien ?
Mr. TAYLOR. This afternomt
Commissioner WIUTECROW. Could you make several copies of that

for us?
Mr. Tirtha.'T liasve-been trying to order-more -from the -Federal_

Reserve Bank.
Mr. PARKER. It is a short, concisestudy.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I want to semi a copy of it to the newspaper

on that reservat ion.
Mr. TAY-Lon. We cited here a paper that waS pnblished in the Con-

gressional Retord, at the request of Senator McGovern, concerning
the economic problems at Thorsen County, S.Dak. I think this Yank-
ton study brings'a new perspective that simply needs to be examined
when we start talking about these benefits awl burdens.

So, essentially, this new introductory material refers to that. It also
refers to a stnay in Arizona which. Mr. Chairman, I would like to
send to you, which studies Federal cash flows, and tribal cash flows in

the State of Arizona.
I think a lot more material of this nature should be developed.
feel like most of the discussion in this tax area is based on an emo-

tional level without an examination of the facts.
6 This is an attempt to supply someof that.

Mr. PAmErn. I might also add something which we learned later
And probably should have inserted, hut at any rate, a bill has been
introduced in the Semite and I believe our chairman added an amend-
meat to S. 1388. the payment in lieu of taxes bill, which is also designed
to alleviate the potential bnrden which looal units of government
would suffer fis a resnit of having federally held land within their
jur'srlietions. It is basically an impact aid.

Cliairman AnotruzzE. It is payment in lieu of taxes. That is what
it is called.

Mr. PARKER. And your amendment meant. to include any Indian
reservations within the definitions so those connties that have 'Indian
reservations participate in this funding system. Is that correct?

Chairman AROURF.7.K. Yes.
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Mr. TAYLOR. I might make one further comment there.
The chairman of the National County Organization conferred with

us in a meeting at Billings 2 weeks ago. I asked him how many coun-
ties were significantly impacted by the fact-of having Indian reserva-
tion.s in their area. am not sure of the accuracy of his collection
methods.

But his statement to us was that there are approximately 200 coun-
ties throughout. the entire United States that are signiAcantly im-
pacted. That seems like a very small problem for the National Govern-
ment to be able to deal with.

Chairman Amalinx. Any questions in that area ? If not, let's move
.on to the next one.

Mr. PARKER. Referring to pages 5-63 through 5-67, this is where the
comparison is drawn between" Indian tribes hnposmg taxas on the
same basis that. States impose taxes.

Essentially, the proposition is that when a tribe imposes a tax on
nonmembers who are transitory on the reservationthey pass through
or they are tourists or what everusing no appreciable distinction be-
tween a tribe.imposing that kind of a tax and the State impoing that
kind of a tax. The State imposes sales taxes, et cetera, on tourists who
-come on and off within the States, just as a tribe does.

It might cotne into a tribe, under our analysis. to impose taxes on
industrial development and natunil resource development on reserva-
tions. Again, we see no distinction bei ween a t vibe imposing that kind
of n tax mind the State imposing that kiml of a tax.

If you are tal in ont a powerplant or a strip mine or whatever
whieth emes on to reservation in New Mexico and it is owned by a
corporation whicl loated in Delaware or whatever, there is no
constitutional probleii with the State imposing a tax on that enter-.
pri§e, a license to d business wit, n a variety of excise taxes.

In the same manner, if that enterprise begins or is initiated within
a reservation bonn'dary. we see no di fferenee in the basis for the tribe
to impose that same varietyof taxes.

Again, this is new material intended to elaborate on the ritt ionale for
the recomnwndations and in response to Com went-, that we have re-
ceived on the tentative draft. I' emphasize again that the recommenda-
tions themselves have not changed. That would be our discussion of
the new material, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman AnouRnzic A II Hula, move on to the next. area.
Mr. PARI:ER. I hinting and fishing would be the next area.
Again. the booklet that was distributed indigates that hunting and

fishing--
Chairman A aorami. what page and cluipt:n are we looking lit ?
Mr. PARKER. Chapter 5, page 5-70, and the recommendations are

on page 5-78.
Chairman Anounr.z.K. Have you changed those recommendations!
_Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I think that. we tmthablv have.
Chairman ABormx. Then gro ahead and discuss the changes.
Mr. PARK MR. The recommendations which follow the discussion of

hunting and fishing were, as I said, fornwrly in the eeomimic chapter.
They were directed to t he e(meept of hunting, fishing, et cetera

Commissioner W lirmcaow. Mr. Chairman. nuly I interrupt?

0.
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Itis'apparent that we. !Hive two Commissioners here who do not have
a complete chapter 5.

Chairman Auounzzx. All right. Can staff provit that ?
Mr. PAIIKER. Beginning on page A-TO and extei ding through page

5-78, is a fairly concise analysis of hunting and fishing rights.
The next heading is "Off-Reservation Rights and Regulations

Limit of State Authority."
The next heading, page 5-74, is "Tribal Authority."
Page 5-75, heading is "Need for 14'd6ral Involvement," and a sum-

mary and recommendations begin on 5-78. The material was prepared
by an individual who was formerly with the Commission and we did
not formally prepare this, although it was edited by us and the rec-
ommendations are probably most relevant to direct your attention to.

Turn now to 5-78.
Mr. TAYIA/R. There are four very basic recommendations here. I

think.that I should read them and 'then discuss what they mean.
"A comprehensive management plan on fish and wildlife sources,

in which Indian people have an interest due to treaty rights or Federal
law, must recognize that there is a legitimate management interest."

lirliat this is saying is that Indian people must be involved in the
management of their own trust resources.

.Commissioner BORBRIIKIE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOVREZIL
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. On that I would like to see that additional

sentence, because as I mad it now, Mr. Chairman, it "must recognize
that. there is a leeitimate management interest," does not adequately
spell out what tat interest would be; tilt. sentence that you had does
so adequately.

Mr. TAYLOR. The sentence as T said itperhaps this should he put
into a motion form and it would be as an additional sentence to the ono
that I just read"Indian people must be involved in the management
of their own trust resources."

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Does that require a motion, Mr.
Cha i rman ?

It. just refers to the proposed addition of one sentenve which would
follow the first sentence of the recommendations on page 5-78.

You might read that. one sentence GMT more.
Chairman Ammiezx. I assume that. if you want to make a change,

it would require some kind of a consensus on the part of the
Commission.

Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps we should rim on through the rest of these.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Before you run on tbrough the rest of them,

Pete- and I hate to sound like a broken reeordbut in looking over
what you call recommendations, they don't look like recommendations
to me.

Mr. TAYLOR. I see that they don't follow the format we tried to set in
the rest of this.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. I am glad that you said that. I don't want to
say More than what I have said about ROO times already.

Mr. rAYIPIL They should either direct the Congress or the Federal
Exeem ive or the tribes.

Chairman ABOUREzli. That is the purpose of the report.

....,001,
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Mr. TAYLOR. I agree.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. I don't know from looking at this who ought

to do what and what it is that who it is ought to do.
Perhaps we ought to pass over this for the time being, Mid perhaps

somebody ought to go oft right now and rewrite these recommemla-
tions and bring them back in maybe half an hour so that the Commis-
sion can have soinething to pass on and if you want to include John
Borbridge's anumdment iii there, that is tine.

Mr. 'num% yes, Mr. Chairman, we will do that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is that agreeable with the Commission ?

' Mr. PAnian. I Suppose we can finish off the changes in chapter 5
Avhile we wait.

Chairman ABOUREM. Are there any other recommendations that
look like ails iu the bookMwzfL

. 4
don't think that there are.

,ww In eam, mut development, I know that we formulated them all by
direet4pg the.Oingress, the Executive, and the tribes. We were very
careilll about that in. the 'other chapters. I think that this is a unique

17reuce.
iairxqn ABOUREM OK ; go ahead and fmish,.

Mr.'PAits,m. Mr. Chairnmn, the March draft of chapter 5 had two
separate sections; oue entitled "Political Relationships in the Indian
Reorganization Act" and a separate section entitled bAdministration
of the Trust Responsibility by..the Bureau of Indian Affairs."

ahose wp sections were comlensed and combined with the revision.
aliiititito: wilt emphasize that the recommendations themselves were

" -Mot changed. The subject matter was very similar and siniply condemied
for thevurpose of orgimization.

. So juk to point out that change ngainno change in the reconnnen-
4lationw1merd you have previousl3 separate sections, we only have
one section entitled -The Indian Reo.ganization Act of 1934" on page
549 of the draft.

So, that is a change and yet no change in the recommendation
material combined.

I I you have no further questions, that is the extent of the changes in
chapter 5.

Chairman Anounmic. Would you like to move on to the next chapter
then We will come back to this particular section when the recom-
mendations are done.

Mr. TAI DIR. The next chapter on tlie aerenda is chapter`8.
Chairman ABOUREZ.K. All right.-Proceal.
Conunissioner Wiirrtglum. Mr. Chairman, before we iwoceed wit Ii

chapter ti I would like to take just a few moments to give credit where
redit is due in the specific instance here. All too often we receive all
kinds of criticism. And all kinds of slamsit is always easy to criticize
an individual or a situationI don't think we, as people, really give
credit where just credit is due.

I would like to take just a. second here to make a cominent in regard
to some information I received this morning. It is my -understanding
t hat Congressinan Sidney Yatesincidentally, he did not give me this.
iii!

YxrEs. You are delivering it just the way t hat. I wrote
it, Jak.

21.
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Commis'sioner WIIITECROW rcontinuingi. But lw brought about a
great additional appropriation for the Indian Health Care Improve-
ment Act.I think we need to give him a great vote of thanks, especially
ido as an Indian, for this work because it will bri»g about tremendotis
improvement...in We field of health care for Indian people all.over the
Nation.

Those of us who have been urging the appropriat ions for this bill, of
course, were pushing for full funding. We did not quite get full fund-
ing, but what we received was most appreciated. .

I think that we can give Mr. Yates the credit for bringing this
about. So, Mr. Yates, personally I do thank you very much from the
bottom of my heart as one Indian citizen in these I Tnited States.

Congressman YATES. Thank you, Jake. If I may be permitted a reply,
Mr. Chairman.

I wouldlike to say that it is the work of the subcommittee and not
just the chairman. We have a very enlightened and very responsive
group of Members of Congress who happen to be nwmbers of the sub-
committee which I have the honor to chair.

I think that the credit should also go. to them. We, think that the
be,st tlumnks that we can get will be an improvement in the health of
the Indian people because right now, as a group and as a people.
the amount of health care that they have received is reflected in the
condition of their Italth.

It is woefully bellind the rest of the American people. I know that
I speak for the other members of my subcommittee in saying that we
propose to do everything we can to take care of that deficiency.

Thank you very much. And you did deliver it just. a.s 1 .vrote it.
.Mr. liacirrmAN. The next chapter- is cliapter 8. We were about to

start that. Chapter 8 in the tentative draft was titled "Social Services."
We have changed the title to "Community Services," with the thought
that'that was more encompassing the material that, is in this chapter.

The editorial changes in this chapter also are very minor. Some of
the sections were reorganized so they would flow more logically. A lso,
some of the material that was in this chapter has been eliminated be-
cause it appears elsewhere in the report in the other chapters. We have
also gone through this chapter and changed a lot of the titles o f va rious
sect ions and subseetions. The original version which was in the tenta-
tive draft divided the chapter into four sections: Welfare, child
placement, healt h, and education. In this version we have Tilaced health
first. Education is the second section and we have combined welfare
and child placement.

Aetually, we have incorporated child placement into welfare think-
ing that it was not significant enough t o he an entire sect ion.

However, all of the material which was in the child placement sec-
tion is now a mbsection of wel fare. In some casesand we will get to
this in a few minutesrecommendations were combined or c.ondensed.
That was done to clarify the recommendations.

Tn a couple of instances there are some new reeommendat ions and
when we get. to the recotnmenda t ion section in this discussion, the Com-
mission will have to net on those recommendations. These are reeoln-
mendat ions which did not appear in the previous draft voted on by
the Commissioners.
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Within the health section, as far as technical changes are concerned,
two sections of the tentative draft were removed in revising and editing
this chapter. Those Aver the section on environment and the section
on employment.

Each of those subsections on health duplicate the material that was
already in what is now chapter 2, "Contempory Conditions," which
was cflPed demographics in the previous draft.

It was essentially the same material in the narrative so it was elimi-
nated from those chapters. As I said, a number of the subtitles have
been changed with the hope that they would be more interesting to
the readers of this report.

For example, I note this is the discussion on the subsection of the
draft called, historical background, is now referred to as "a balance
upset." We have also taken some of the jargon out of the title of this
chapter. Wlwre, for example, we refer to the IHS consumer, we now
refer to as the IHS patient.

We thought that that would read a lot better than in the previous
draft. Major substantive change in the health section dealt with
housing.

We talked with Commissioner Bruce, in the last 30 days comment
period, alma this area. It has been expanded quite a bit. In the nar-
rative on the housing section, we now have statistics as to the numbers
of housing units on reservations which are less than standard, num-
bers of housing units which nquire renovation or replacement.

Also, in this revised housing section the narrative outlines problems
of housing as they relate to regional and cultural variations in dif-
ferent areas of the country where Indian people live and discuss the
inability of HUD programs to adapt to these changes and indicate the
fact that HUD programs are not flexible enbugh to adapt to these
cultural and regional differences.

There is a new recommendation in this section on housing which the
Commission has not acted upon prior to this meet ing. The only other
subsections in the health section which are at all altered deal with
nutrition and the health care improvement act.

In each case, the material that was in the previous draft is repro-
duced in its entirety. Some of it has simply been condensed and some
points have been summarized because the staff felt that the lengthy
discu.ssions on those two areas were unnecessary and served no th,eful
purpose.

Getting to the recommendations in the health section, as we did with
all of the other chapters for purposes of consistency. we have taken the
findings out of the chapter as they appear in previous versions of this
chapter because these findings were repetitive. 'They appear throughout
the text and the narrative of the health section.

We have also recorded the recommendations in the previous draft,
general recommendations came last and the staff thought it was more
logical to have the general recommendations appear first.

Under facilitiesall of the recommendations in the previous draft
are in this draft. We have combined the first two recommendations
and we have combined a third and a fourth since there were four
recommendations in tl- - facilities. There are now two, including all of
the material that was in the previous draft.

2 2
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The same process was undertaken with recommendations under
staffing. We combined the first and second recommendations and we
combined the fourth and fifth recommendations. This whole chapter,
the staff feels, reads much better and quicker because rif this consoli-

dation of the recommendations.
I want to point out an error in the report. The recommendation listed

under environmentif you read it, you will note that that is not the
correct placement of that recommendation, it was a typographical
errorthat recommendation is the second recommendation under the
budget subsection on health.

Commissioner DEER. What page is that on?
Mr. RicirritAx. Page 47; the recommendation uniler environment

should be the second recommendation under budget. There is no
environment section.

Now, the recommendation under housing is a new recommenda-
tion. It is on page 848. That recommendation requires Commission
action.

Commissioner DIAI Are you finished?
Mr. RICIITMAN. I think that we have to have a vote cut this recom-

mendation. Perhaps we should wait until the chairman and vice chair-

man return for that vote.
Commissioner DIAL. Who is acting as chairman ?
Congressman YATES. Mr. Bruce.
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
Commisioner DIAL. On page 8-1. third paragraph, "Indians are

substantially less educated than the general population" and so forth
I wonder if you don't want to say "Indians receive less formal educa-
tion" or change it some other way than saying "Indians are substan-
tially less educated"? I don't feel that they are substantially less edu-
cated, but when it comes to formal training, yes. Do you see my point ?

Mr. RICIITMAN. Yes. What we are referring to is number of years
of formal education.

Commisioner DIAL. I know. But you are not saying that. I want you
to say it.

Mr. RICIITMAN. How would von say that ?
Commissioner Dm. You say, qndians receive less formal education

than the general population.".
Congressman 1 ATES. Do you want to say that or do you want to say

the opportunities for education are less ?
Commissioner DIAL. Well, you can say that the opportunity is less.

(*ongressman YATEs. Indians receive less opportunity for education.
Clunmissioner DIAL. lila I don't like saying they are substantially

less educated.
Congressman YATEs. I agree with you, but what I am offering is a

suggest ion.
Commissioner DTAL. Fine.
Congressman -174vrEs. The quest ion is on schools and facilitieq that

n ro available. I agree with you. We just put $1 million in our bill for
degrees for Indians.

Mr. RWIITMA N. If we have the consensus of the Commi$sion, we can
change that to "Indians receive less opportunity for formal education."

35- 569-78-15
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Commissioner DIAL. OK, that is fine, I accept that.
Mr. Iticirrsmx. Is that in agreement ?
Commissioner Dm. Very good.
Mr. Ricirrsmx. We can return to the housing recommendation
Commissioner BRUCE. That is on 84 or 8-401
Mr. RICHMAN. Page 84.
Commissioner BRUCE. The housing recommendation.
Mr. RICHMAN. The housing recommendation is on page 8-48 of

this chapter. We could discuss that at this point.
Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to have some discussion on

that from the rest of the Commissioners here in regard to eligibility
of an Indian away from the reservation and.away from his tribal area
insofar as applying for Indian housing.

Mr. Bruce, would you mind elaborating on that? You are quite in-
volved in housing programs.

We recognize the Commission recommended here that Congress re-
organize the Indian housing program. You give one agency the pri-
mary responsibility for coordinating and administering the program.
This i alls in line with our other recommendations insofar as creating
one separate agency.

But how. then, would we go about an application process for an In-
dian who lives in Chicago or New York for a house under the Indian
Housing Act ?

Would that be possible in this consideration?
Commissioner BIII CE. I would think so. Max, would you think that

that was true?
MI% RICIITMAN. I think that goes to the discussion between Alan

and the Commission, particularly Congressman Yates, this morning.
Mr. PARKER. I am sorry. I wasn't following.
Mr. RICHMAN. We are talking about eligibility of an Indian living

in New York or Chicago for this kind of a housing program.
Commissioner Wiirmcnow. How would we bring about the delivery

of Indian housing to an Indian who lives in Chicago through one In-
dian agency here having responsibility for housinF.

Mr. PARKER. So your question goes to the administrative structure
for delivering that 'service?

Commissiwer WHITECROW. Shollhl Me not make some recommenda-
tion in regard to how this administrative process might be developed?

Mr. PARKER. I think that we might be anticipating something whnli
will come out in chapter C on Federal administration which evidently
is not in front of us Tight now. They look at the whole problem of
services being administerm across the board bv different agencies in
the Federal Governmem and emphasize the 111(.4; of coordination and
details.

I don't know that they come to the conclusior that any specific
service should be consolidated in one single agency.

Mr. RICHTMAN. Commissioner, in addition to what Alan has just
said. in chapter 9. which we will get to later in the day on off-reserva-
tion Indians. there is a housing recommendation which directs the
executive branch. particularly the Bureau of Indian Affairs, to re-
establish a program formally funded providing equity grants for
downpaynwnts to urban Indians who have lived in particular cities
for more than 2 years.

25
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Commissioner WIIITEVIUM. I am sorry, Max, I don't have that
chapter,

Mr. Itiorramx. Chapter 9. Do you have chapte4 8
. Commissioner WIIITECRow. I have chapter 8, but no chapter 9.

Mr. Ittc1tT3tAs.. We sent chapters 0 and 12 in the mail. At any rate,
that recommendation, I think, deals with the question that you raise.

Commissioner Max, where are you retuling in chapter 9!
Mr. It nAITMAN. That is on page 24 of chapter D.
Commissioner Warn:clam. Max, I might also say I don't have

chapters 1 or T.
Mr. ltictrrm.tx; Those won't be ready until after today. They are

being typed and copied.
Commissioner I am sorry. I don't have chapter 9, either.
Mr. 11.1(3IT3IAN. I think 9 is coming over. Sonwone is bringing them.
Commissioner DIAL Max, wouldn't there be a difference between,

say, a loan for Indhilis where the Government was involved in build-
ing houses on t' e reservationI can see where the Government may
decide to erect, .ay, 100 homes on the Navajo reservation which would
rot he the same as if you were going to provide urban housing, say, in
the city of Chicago.

On the other lmnd, I can see through economic development, if they
'WM making loans, where yon could make a loan for an Indian. who
owns a home in Chicago. I think that that is the only way that you
could ever do it.

Mr. Inctrot... That is what this twonunendation addresses itself
to.

Commissioner Dr.u.. I don't feel that we should go around building
a house*for every Indian in the country regardless of where he lives.
It would he such a big problem that you could never deal with it. But
the Goverment eould make money available to the. Indian indivnlnnl
to build a house or something similar to a low-rent home and so forth.

Mr. 1{ IVIITM AN. Tlw section in elm pter 0. besides supplying these
equity grants or Ion us. calls for grants for initial moving costs, and
supports housing inprovements through the executive branch.

(1-ommis:-ioner DIAL T feel that as a so-ealled nonfederally recog-
Pim1 Indian that I would never receive every benefit that reservation
Indians receive shup.1 don't live on a reservation. I think it is impossi-
ble, hut I do feel that benefits need to he extended to nonfederally rev-
ognized tribes or off-reservation. not only near reservations. but to
Indiansperiod.

I don't . .e how those benefit.; would always equal the same as the.
reservation Indians, not in every respect. Yon know, it comes to pro-
viding schools and so forth. I can see where they ean appropriate.
money for 'Indians in an Indian area as they do now in Indian
tion, title IV.

I think if 'we try to mix the two of them up all the way through--
that is wile we were this morning, where we were confused. We toot;

a couple hours on that topic. and I believe when we tried to di,vuss-
all benefits to all Indians, on reservations and off reservat ions. that
somewhere along the line Congress will have to make a distim.ti.
because the people who are off the reservation are looking for the

same benefits.
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Where I live with 30,000 Lununiswe are not looking for the
Federal Government to coins in and build roads us the people would
on the reservation or to approve their timber and cut the timber and
SU forth.

I think that we have to think of it in that light.
Mr. Rwirrualc.. This particular recounnendation under housing

addresses only the question of how housing program and services
are to be delivered to Indian people. It does not go into the other
things.

Commissioner DIAL. I was carrying it a little further.
M r. RIC:11MAX. I might add that there is a bill that has been intro-

duced.ht the Senate that would transfer all Indian housing programs
to 1111.) under an assistant secretary. That legislation would not be
inconsistent with our reconnuendation which would like to see all
thepv programs in a single agency, and upon establishment of a con-
solithited Indian agency, all of the housing programs, as well as all
programs involving Indian people, would then be transferred to that
ageney.

CommisFioner DIAL. How would y,ou view an Indian off the reserva-
tion, say, off a Navajo Reservation, living in the city of Chicago with
one who is not off the reservation, who is a nonfederally recognized
Int lian living in the city of Chicago t

Would they be in the same boat or would this Indian off the Navajo
Reservation need to return to his reservation to acquire that home% .

What would you say about that ?
Mr. Ric1rr3tAx. l'he housing issues that we ere talking about now

don't make that kind of distinction. I think that in the discussion
much earlier today, it seems to me that there is a distinction between
those two types of individuals as far as eligibility for housing in an
urban area.

'ommissioner DrAr.. But then when you come to chapter 11, dealing
with nonfederally recognized tribes, rhat does that do then in the
wa v of housing ?

kr. Ricirrmax. Alan, could you refer to that chaptor? .

Mr. nuntnn. Let me restate wnat I think von are saying. If we have
a nonfederally recognized tribe, and under cliap...er 11 the recommenda-
t ion callS for a mechanism for tribes to achieve recognition through a
procedure that spells out establishing proofs and so on that once they
are recognized. then there is your question: Does Indian housing
become a service to that newly recognized tribe?

'ommissioner DIAL i iioin g- fo the reservation and hous-
ing for off-reservat:on as being exactly the same because the meek-
anism that is provided for, say, housing on the reservation would not
allow off the reservation.

lt would have to be some kind of grant or loan or something or other
beeam-e I can't see the trust responsibility being exactly the sante off
tlw reservation as on the reservation. but I can see how the Federal
Government wouhl aid people otf the. reservat ion, but it would have to
be through a different mechanism.

Tina is what I am trying to say. As all of you know. I live oft the
ro...cr% at ion. I am a member of a non federally recognized tribe, a term
that we hope to ditch some of these days.
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I don't know that I am coming through and this is one of the big
things that you have to consider. What would happen to housing, com-

. paratively speaking., fur someone who left the reservation and then
lived in the city ot Chicago or someone who had never been on a
reservationl

Mr. PARKER. I think that the theories that we *ere developing this
morning would lead to the conclusion that housing, as an example,
would not necessarily be a trust responsibility for ofi-reservation resi-
dents. It would be consistent with the theory that was propounded
that if an individual Indian in an urban area had no available means

-----of-waring_housing.,..hejust..simplyieekectitthe, wasn't eligible for
whatever housing program may have otherwise been iivairalire to
residentw of that urban area,that the Federal Government would be

imore than within its rights n providing services in any number of
ways to that individual supplementing State programs, or supplement-
ing_speci al prograins.

Commissioner DIAL. Yes; I agree with that.
Mr. PARKHR, SO 1 think that it would be unwise to try to tie it down

and say exattly how that would work. So the bit in the question is to
try to follow up the logical extension of the theory. But as I under-
stood, where our discussion left this morning2 that the actual recom-
memlations in the trust section simply establish a conunon principle
that trust doesn't stop-at the reservation line and social service is with-
in the scope of the trust. Now

'
exactly how that applies to a specific

service and:a specific individual is not, answered.
Coimnissioner DIAL. Then would you say that trust responsibility

doesn't stop on the reservation, but oll the reservation it may vary
Mr. PARKER, Yes; I would say that that is a good way of putting it.
Conunissioner BRUCE. Max, do we have to vote on each one of these

recommendations?
Mr. RICHTHAN. No; the Commission has to vote on the hor.sing

recommendation which appears on page 48. Right now we don't have
a quorum. We can go on with this chapter to the two other sections
winch are very brief and come back and vote on this recommendation
and another recommendation which has been dropped from the educa-
tion section.

If there is no further discussion, we could continue with the edn-
cation section.

Commissioner BRUCE. We had talked about the urban centers and
that is a specific recommendation. Here on 9-23

Mr. IlicirratArt. No; that chapter will be dealt with next. There are
some housing recommendations in here as well and we will talw 1 hitt
up after we finish this chapier.

Commissioner BRUCE. OKI do you want to ao ahead ?
Mr. RictITMAN. The educat ion seet ion of elltpter 8 has been.modi tied

very slightly in terms of organization and editing. We. were pretty
faithful to the original version in the tentative draft. The editorial
changeg for the most part involved checking ont citations, footnotes,
other references and material that appeared at tlw end of tlw c:Inpter
and moving that back to thQ beginning of the chapter.

All of the recomnwndations that appeared in the tentative draft are
in this section of the draft, except for the second recommendation in
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the tentative draft which has been eliminated. That recommendation
called for a training program for Indian teachers and administrators.

We discovered during this comment period that this program was
already provided in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and felt that there
was no need to put in a recc mmendation, which was already super-
fluous, as those programs already exist.

The order has been changed on several of the other recommendations.
The recommendations are the same and are discussed in the same way
as they were in the previous draft.

Commissioner BRUCE. The off-reservation hoarding school recom-
mendations have been reorganized and is that how they have been
reorganized?

Mr. RICIITMAN. No; the only difference is the way that they are
listed. All of the words that appeared in the previous recommendations
on off-reservation boarding schools are in this section of 'thapter 8..
They have just been laid out in a different way.

The words themselves are all there and there have been no changes.
The Ni;e1 fare section. which is the last section of this chapter, appeared
first in chapte'r 8 in the tentative draft. .

The findings in this chapter have been ehnunated and incorporated
nt t lie text of the welfare section. Also. the first two reeommendat ions

have been combined. The original recommendation. No. 4. in the
tentative draft stated the recommendation in the form of a principle
and the staff, after reviewing some of the comments, thought that it
would be more responsible to state that recommendation in the form
of a di ret ive rather than a principle.

The recommendation now directs the BIA and ITEW to promulgate
regulations that would insure that Didion trnst land and money not be
considered to be an asset in complying with eligibility for welfare
programs. That recommendation is the same tecommendation that has
been changed, as T said, from stating the principle to stating a direc-
t i ve to those agencies.

The other recommendations that are new in this chapter involve the
child placement section. The discussion of child placement and the
recommendations included in that discussion in this chapter are much
more sneci fie. They clarify the relationship bet ween the tribes and the
jurisdiction the tribes have ,ver the custody cr? children who live on
the recervation and also raise the issue of how much tribal input there
should be with respect to children who do not reside on the reservation.

reeommendations in this section appear on pages NI and Pr.
These recommendations are new and have not been acted on by thc
Commission.

We could discuss these and vote on them when Ow other Commis-
sinners return or we could wait for the discussion, whatever the Com-
m i,Qion decides.

Commissioner BnrcE. A ny disen qsion ?
Commissioner WurrFcnow. Mr. Chairman. T would recommeml that

we recess until the return of the rest of the Commissioners so that we
do,,'t have to dunl into our work upon their return.

Very definitely, as it stands now, von could rest assured that they
will renuire additional conversation and discussion. Therefore, I would
recommend that we now recess until their return,
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COMMikisioner DIAL. Jake, why don't you take up some of the house-
keoing business while they are gone I

Conunissioner Baum. Because they need to be here, too.
Commisioner WHITECROw. They need to be here fot that, als.o.
Commissioner BRUCE. WO will stand in recess until they return.
[Brief recess.]
Chairman ABOUREEK. We are back in order.
W]iere are we now I
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, we are ready to deal with the problea

of child placement.
Cilairman ABOUREZE. Can you give us a page number '1
Mr. T.viruin. Page 8-96. But Afax says we may need a vote on housing.

I am sorry. I am just getting here myself.
Chairman ABOUREER. Was there a change in the housing section?
Mr. RICHMAN. We have a new recommendation on housing the

Commission has never acted on.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Have you discussed it I
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All right, we have a. quorum present.
.Mr. RICHMAN. It is on page 8-48.
Chairman ABOUREZIL. Has there been sufficient discussion on this

part
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes ; we have had discussion.
Chairman ABOUREZH. Is there objection to the recommendations on

housing on page 8-481 If not, those changes are agreed to.
All nght.
Mr. "rAYLOR. We are ready now for the section on child placement.
Chairman AnotrazzE. What are the changes that are involved there?
Mr. TAYLOR. We have changed our recommendations in the version

that we have now. We have shortened the recommendations consider-
ably to three items. Item A would recognize that Indian tribes have
exclusive jurisdiction over the custody of an Indian child living on a
reservation.

Part J3 would provide that where an Indian child lives off reserva-
tion and is subject to the jurisdiction of non-Indian authorities, the
child's tribe of origin should be notified before any action a ffecting
the child's custody is taken.

Part C simply indicates that non-Indian social servico agencies
should be required to provide training in Indian culture and traditions
to their staff to sensitize them to the Indian people.

Frankly, in cowering it to our earlier recommendations, I feel that
we hava weakened what we had before and I would like, to make a
recommendation that we go back to the recommendations that we had
in the earlier version.

If T could read those, I would be happy to do so.
Chairman AaoritEzil. We already passed on the earlier ones, didn't

we
Mr. TAYT.OR. Yes; I think that we did.
Chairman ABounnx. Then why discuss them ?
Mr. TAYLOR. Could we simply make that substitution then?
Chairman ABOUREZIC. If it is agreeable to the Commission; yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I think our earlier recommenda-

tions actually detract from legislation that is pending.

-
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Commissioner WHITECRONV. Why did we chan,ge those recommenda-
tions in this report here ? We already voted on the other recommenda-
tions. Why are these changed?

Mr.. TAYLOR. I can't explain that. I was not involved in that.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. Whoever added to the report made the changes.
Mr. 'Linos. Right.
Chairman ABOUREM. So, without objection, we will just stay with

the original recommendations.
Next section.
I just thought that I might advise all non-Government people that

is how we make our living here is making things more complicated
than they ought to be.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I think that we are ready to move on to
chapter 9.

Chairman .A BOUREZIL All right. Would you discuss the changes that
have been made on chapter 9 and what we have passed on before?

Mr. T.mon. I am sorry. I meant to skip to chapter 10. Another per-
son is going to cover chapter 9.

Chairman ADOUREZIE. All right ; move to chapter 10.
Mr. TAYLOR. This is the chapter on terminated Indians.
Chairman ABOUREZIL W011111 you discuss the changes in chapter 10?
Mr. TAYLOR. The reconunendations in this chapter remain unchanged

from those that were in the tentative draft.
Chairman Anormmx. Are there any other substantive changes?
Mr. TAYLOR. The only other substantive changes in those reconunen-

dations is that there is a discussion of a restoration process. There was
ft eriticism received that there was not sufficient clarity in the projess.

We reviewed the reelmmendations that we had. We felt that they
were adequate. So we simply added a little discussion that would not
change. the reconunendat ions,

Chairman ABOUREZK. Any objection to adding that discussion?
If not, let's move on to the next section.
Mr. TAYLOR. All right. can take us into tomorrow's session.
Chairman Anot'REZIC That is tine. We are .going to try to finish

everything today if we can.
lin TAYLOR. That would take ns into chapter 11 which deals with

unreeognized Indians.
Chairman ATIOnWzmc. I would like to try to finish all of the sections

today hut put off a final vote on the report- until tomorrow so that we
can notify everybody at the time of the vote.

Lloyd and Sid are gone and I think that they ought ti) be here
for the vote.

Commissioner DIAL. 'Right.
TAywit. lir. Cliairman. this is it vbIlitt er in whieh e had to

take a final vote. in our deliberative processes. The t.ecommendations
have not been changed and tl wre has h(T11 Minor t ext nal corrections.

ChaHnan Aiwa-m.7.K. Textual &vial ions ?
( ononissioner T)tAt.. I rend every word of thig chapter and I find no

major ehange<4. There are really no rhane-es in content.
Chairman AROTTREZIC. Tf there are no objections to the changes made,

we will pass that and pass on to the next section.
Mr. TAmon, The next section is chanter 12. which deals with special

circumstances. That is. Alaska, Oldahoma. and California.

2 :1919 e_
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We probably received more comment on Alaska than any other
single subject, almost all of it was favorable. We did have one adverse
criticism which went to the question of governmental status of the
Tlingit-Haida Central Council.

That criticism came from the Native Anwriean Bights Fund. As
we view it, their concern dealt with the pogibility of funding to
subevetnmental areas. The villages might be affected through con-
gressional recognition of the central council as the governing body.

We received a great -deal of support for our position on the Tlingit-
Haida Central. Council and Commissioner Borbridge had individual
remarks that he submitted on this issue. We reviewed our submis-
sion of this. We feel that the way that it was handled was correct
and the position of the Commission is correct.

So we have left our recommendations intact, just as they were. We
added a note at page 1249 that refers to the NAIW criticism, that
we reviewed the material and why we have left it the way that it iS.

Chairman ABOUREZK. In other words, you have maae.:iio changes
and you have noted the criticism ?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Chairman AROUREZK. We may as well pass on to the next section,

then.
Mr. TAYLOR. The next section is Oklahoma.
Commissioner BORBRIDOE. Mr. Chairman, if I may, as you recall I

had submitted to the Commission for consideration for inclusion into
-the final report a paragraph pertaining to the cost of living and of
doing business in Alaska.

Both Opposed texts have apparently been made available to the
Commisisioners. In light of the changes in the original draft, I am
not certain as to which page number these would fall on. But I cer-
tainly announce my intention, tomorrow, to formally move for its
inclusion. So that will-be the only change tl at I would urge be con-
sidered tomorrow when we vote, Mr. Chau attn.

Chairman Asontr.m. Do you want tc, int ve it now?
Commissioner I3ORBRIDGE. Yes. I would like to move for inclusion of

the language which is contained in the. ,daterial in 0 e hands of each
of the Commissioners.

Chairman ABOVREZIC. Are there any questions on the adoption of
that language?

If not, all those in favor of adopting the Borbridge language in
that section. raise your right hand. -

[Show of hands..1
Chairman Awl-1mm Those opposed?
Ther. n re si x "ayes" and no."noes,"
Mr. TAYLOR. The next major segment of this chapter is Oklahoma.

We have done an additional editing job on the Oklahoma section.
One of the (-ritieisrns leveled was that it. was a sernewhat emotional
treatment. We reviewed it and felt that perhaps it was and we softened
it a little bit, but we did not change any of the text material in

terms of what it was saying and where it. was going.
There was also one criticism of the juxtaposition of a couple of

statutes. Commissioner Whitecrow, you were particularly sensitive
to this. We had two statutes dealing with eastern Oklahoma in a
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tions aMong the different service areas and require, each agency to
specify the procedure it will follow in future budget developments to
avoid repetition of these occurrences.

So, essentially1 the recommendations are directed to the agencies to
review the situation and report back to Congress. Those recommenda-
tions require a Commission vote,

Chairman ABUUREZlis All right. Is there any objeet ion to the Cali-
fornia recommendations?

If not, those are agreed to.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you. That brings us to chapter 13, it is the last

one. Max Richtifian will handle this last chapter.
Chairman ABOITREZE. I3efore you start, I want to acknowledge the

presence of the chairman of ihe Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe in South
Dakota, Wayne Ducheiwaux. lie is related to Frank Ducheneaux.

Go ahead, 'Max.
Mr. RICILTMAN. Chapter 13, general problems. There is only dile

change in that chapter from the previous chapter 13. That is the addi-
tion of one section wliich we call, in the table of contents, cultural
isms. That is pages 13-1 through 13-8.

The recommendations that are included in this new section, under
general problems4 were included by the staff and arP designed to
strengthen and enhance Indian culture. The reeonnnendat ions appear
on pages 7 and 8 and these are new recommendations That require a
vote by the Commission.

Other than these recommendatim, the chapter appears as it did
before in the tentative draft.

Other than these reconnnendations, the chapter appears us it did
t ions about the changes ?

If not, they will be agreed to without objection.
'Does everybody lmve a copy of page 5-78 ?
These were the recommenaations. The language merely has been re-

written without a substantive change.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is true, Mr. Chairman. We have not yet adopted

these recommendations. We have to hrve a vote on this.
Chairman ABOIIREZX. All those in favor of adopting these recom-

mendations. raise your right hand.
[Show cf hands.]
Chairman ABOLTREZIC Those oppose(I ?
The vote is six to nothing in favor of adopt ion.
Next section.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Clairman. I think that that th&hes everything ex-

cept ehapters 6, 7, and 9.
If we can take a short recess. we ean get chapter 9 here.
Chairman ABOVREZIC What al1011t chapters 6 and 7 ?
Mr. STEVENS. They are right behind chapter 9.
Chairman Anounxzx. They are not here ?
Mr. STEVENS. SiX will be, here in about an hour. They juht r-tarted

copying it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What about chapter 7?
Mr. STEVENS. I don't know. T could find out.
Chairman Am,. chapter 7 here?
Mr. R1CIITMAN. It will be here. It is 1:ot lien, now. I f we could have

a recess for about 30 minutes.

r-
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Chairman Auounrzn. That he be ellowed to offer a surrebuttal to
whatever myseparate views might be prior to t he time that the report
goes to the printers.

Now, we had better set some kind of a date on that, too. When do
you want to sena it to the printers. Max ?

Mr. RICIIT3LAN. We wouhl like to send it to the printer by the end
of May.

Chairman AnounEzit. By the end of May ?

Mr. RICHTMA:.. It will take about a month to get it printed.
Chaim= ABOvREZIC. What day in May are you sending it to the

lninters?
Mr. Iticirrm.tx. Whatever date we setMay 30.°
Chairman ABotlinn. All right. That will be sufficient time.
Congressman MEEns. As long I have the rebuttal by the 11"th.
Clmirman ABOVREZK. The fund deadline on any separate views will

be May 30. Is there objection to that request ?
Without objection, that is so ordered.
We are now adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning when we

will meet in room S. 208 of the Capitol Buildingthe majority
leader's office.

[Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the meeting was recessed, to be recon-
vened the following day at 10 a.m., May 13, 1917, itf room S. 208 of
the Capitol.]
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

NILIDAY, MAY 13, 1977

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY RE1 UM COMMISSION
Wathington,D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :34 a.m., in room S. 208

the Cqpitol Bnihling, Senator Jtunes Abourezk (chOrman of the
Commission) presiding.

Present : Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Congressmen Lloyd
Meeds and Sidney IL Yates; and Commissioners Louis R. Bruce,
Adolph Dial, Jake Whitecrow, Ada Deer, and John Borbridge.

Staff present : Ernest L. Stevens, staff airector ; Alan Parker; Max
Richtman; Peter Taylor ; Tony Strong, and Chuck Downs.

Chairman Asonizzx. The American Indian Policy Review Com-

mission will come to order.
We have three chapters remaining. Is chapter 9 first ?
Mr. Dowxs. Nine is first.
( 'ha irman ABOUREZK. A ll right.
Would you int roduce yourself, please ?
Mr. Dowxs. My name is Chuck Downs. I started worriing for the

Commission in October.
Congressman MEWS. Could I interrupt for a moment to make an

observation ?
Chairman AnOrItEZK. Yes.
Congressman Mmos. I certainly know what it is to be a minority

now, since being on this Anierictui Indian Policy Review Commission,
and I have a whole lot less to do within the Connnission now than I
had before, and I appreciate the usual customary courtesy.

I Laughter.]
Chairman Anonmzic. I was very happy to provide a final solution

to Lloyd 1%Ieeds' problem.
I Laughter.]
Chairman AROL'ItIaK. Turn off his mike.
( Laughter.]
Chairman Anotinrix. All right, we are back on chapter 9.
Mr. Dowxs. On chapter 9 : There have been very few changes made

ir. the copy which you have before you.
Chairman ABOVIUtzIi. Have any substantive changes been made in

chapter 9?
Mr. Dow xs. There was a deletion of a ease citation, which was con-

sidered in the situation, but it did not change the cor text or affect
any part of the text.
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There was one recommendation that was unclear. It was criticized
as being internally conflicting and that recommendation was deleted.
The recommendations are clear now.

Chairman AUOVREEL Is that the extent of the substantive changes?
3Ir. Down). It is. Most of the changes in this chapter were changes in

the historical overview section and an emphasis on urban centers was
added, which I think is a substantive addition.

Chairman staotramt. What do you saY about urban centers ?
Mr. Dowivs. There is more discussion of the development and of the

type of institutions that urban centers are, what types of services they
can provide, and why they provide those services.

Chairman ABovaux. Were there any changes in the recounnenda-
dons

Mr. Dowils. There was one recommendation which was very con-
fusing in the tentative draft and that recommendation was deleted
from this copy.

Chairman ARMIES/Ls Any discussions on chapter 9 I
Congressman MUDS." ain sorry, I didn't understand you.
Mr. Dcwics. I wish I had a, copy of the original. Do we have the

tentative version of that recommendation 1 This was a very confusingly
worded recommendation that seemed to lead nowhere, and sO we
dropped it.

Congressman MEEDS. It was replaced by what?
Chairman ABOUREEK. Did you replaee it with anything ?
Mr. DowNs. It was not replaced. It was just deleted, as I under-

stand.
Congressman MEEDS. What did it provide ?
Mr. PARKER. The substance of the recommendation, which is re-

ferred to in the booklet which identifies changes
Congressman Mszns. On what page I
Mr. PARKER. Chapter 9, item No. "6. It calls for delivery of service

funds to urban Indian centers through the tribal government. The
mechanism was never quite defined, but the concept was that, ,:ertain
funds which went to the tribe could be distributed through the triLJ
to urban centers to the extent that those funds could be identified as
being accruing to the individualsuch as education services and
health services.

There are two reasons why : (1) it was not a carefully formulated
recommendation, essentially it is not sensible ; and (2) those service-,
such as education services and health services, under present law are
being administered directly to the individual. On rethinking, we saw
nothing was added by that recommendation.

Mr. BRUCE. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREEK. Louis.
Commissioner BRUCE. I would like to speak to that point. But, first, I

would like to introduce you to the new president of the National
Union Urban Council. The president of that council is here with us
todayMr. Gregg Frazier.

Mr. FanziEn. Good morning.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Good morning. Welcome.
Commissioner BRUCE. I wou hi like to ask Gregg, since he is the new

president : How do you feel about the farmers going through the
Council and then to the urban centers?

2 3 6
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Mr, IN Amy% The coteept is rather unique. The question is one of
how you could get an eqiutable distribution to the urban area based
upon the population because the migratories have been recently mov-
ing down in the areas?

And, second, it would certainly require acknowledgement of what
is important to try. I don't believe that anywhere in the Connell meet-
ing did I hear any efforts that would reduce or impact in any way the
solvency of the tribe with respect to the urban organization in an
attempt to repeat it. Anything that would affect that would be the
responsibility of the tribe leader who would probably take a second
position to that.

Chairman ABOUREEK. there a reconnnendation in there tbat the
money go through the urban center?

Commissioner BRUCE. Either directly to an urban center or through
the tribal council ,thd then to the center. I think Ernie Stevens testi-
fied on that and also Commissioner Whitecrow has some feelings
about it.

Cmmnissioner WurrEcnow. Mr. Chairman. I covered this speeific
area. A great deal of them were in comenrrence with the funds going
through the tribe, and a great' deal were not in concurrence.

The attitude of the funding agenciesof course, that has been
funding directly to the various urban facilities, ag they have been sub-
mitting their various applications to the fund.

In regard to the relationships the Federal (lovernment has with
American Indians, in regard to the attitude of self-retardation of this
coneept,J think we l.ave already pretty well established this. The obli-
gation is not to these individual Indians, even though the individual
was a beneficiarv of the trust. The obligation is to the tribe as a result
of the treaty re.lationship or other legal relationships.

Therefore. I assume that the tribe should have direct input into the
funding of any organization that receives fimds through this Federal-
nd ian relat ionship.
If 1 could just define this amount. It needs a very severe study ap-

plied to it, became of the intricate details. of funding within the entire
structure.

I think I would like to table my particular efforts at this time until
we get into eha pter 6.

Congressman 1..vrr.s. May I ask a question about urban Indian
centers ?

Suppose you have enmpeting centers. Where does the money go?
Suppose some of the tribes don't net along and set up their own centers.
We have in Chicago. for exampre. several Indian centeroand they are
not able to get along with each other. I tried to persuade them to com-
bine so they could be much more effective and I don't think I was able
to do it.

There is a recommendation ben% for help for the Indian centers.
Hqw wonld von channel that help
Mr. Dowws: It would be difficult for us to make recommendations

directing urban centers to join together. In the discussionin the text
of the chapterwe called for coordination efforts anionn urban centers
to suggest a way that. they could Pstathish bottlxiF whielt could

Congressman YATES. That doesn't really answer the question.

35-560-78A3
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How do you propose to establish Indian centers? How does an In-
dian center qualify for help? Who determines that an Indian center
represents the Indians in the community ? How do you determine
that ?

If you are going to fund that center and provide it with money, don't
you want to make Sue that t hat center represents the Indians?

Mr. P.utuliii. Certainly, that would be a Government responsibility
to see that the center represents the Indians, to handle the service pop-
ulation.

Congressman YATES. You mean you would handle it the way the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board lunatics unions, to decide who is the
bargaining agent ? hiow do yotkpropose to do it

M. PARKER. Well, Connuissioner Yates, admittedly, the recommen-
dations do not address that specific problem. In response to your ques-
tion, I would think that there could be some control on arbitrary
exercise of the Government agency's division as to which competing
center slmuld receive the funding. But to institute some limitation on
the discretion of the officials to make that kind of decision, I would
think we would have to fall hack to administrative lawthose kinds
of limitation on Federal offieialsso that there would have to be some
justification and sonic. articulation of the standards that are the basis
for such decisions.

Congressman MEWS. Well, Mr. Chairman, we have urban centers
Row.

Mr. PARKER. The. recommendations don't call for establishment,
t hey simply call for Federal support.

Congressman MEEDS. Yes; for service to the present urban centers.
Mr. PARKER. Exactly.
Congressman MEEDS. And perhaps an expansion of urban centers.
Congressman YATES. And what if you had two or three if you don't.

stop.
Congressman Minis. There is a method for selection of the urban

centers t hat are present ly exist ing.
(*ongressman l'xrEs. What is that ?
Congressman MEEDS. It is usually set up under the CAP program

anti financed underwhat section is this? It conies out of the De-
partment of Ikalt Ii, Educat ion. ahd Welfare.

Mr. PARKER. ONAPOflice of l:ative Ameriran Programs.
Congressman MEms. 0\ APthey also become centers for medical

services.
Congressman Y.vms. That is not the way it works in Chicago. You

have a, separate health center than you do for the urban center.
(*ongressman MEEDS. Well, t hat may be.
Congressman YATES. Yes: but the point I am making is this: I had

representatives of different centets come to my Mice and say that, they
are. the ones that need the help. And we may say that. yes, you have
these provisions set up in ONAP, and maybe the American Rights
Fund, and so forth, but that doesn't

The question is: Should there lw a procedure recommended whereby
the Indians can vote on the question of which center they think ought
to represent them ?

ongressman MEEns. 'I would agree with the gentleman from Illi-
!lois who is suggesting that we recommend a procedure for selecting ur-
ban center representat ions. .

wfA.
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Congressman YATEs. Yes.
Congressman MEEns. It is presently being done by the Government.
COngreSSIllan YATES. That is right. It is a detail that is confronted

by an actual factual situation, and something ought to be done in
connection with your -ecommendation.

Chairman ABOUREEK. May I make a suggestion ? That we add a rec-
ommendation saying that the Federal funding agency funding such
urban center, or centers, shall determine the actual representation of
such 'center, or centers, according to membership certified by the
Agency.

44 So, if there are two urban centers they have to have an actual
'certified membership according to tribe and whether or not they are
enrolled Indians off of some reservation.

Congressman YATES. Suppose you do have two centers that. qualify
under those, would you fund them 13oth

Chairman Anoulinx. Well, to the extent that you don't duplicate
services, yes.

Now say, for example, the Indian Health Service wante1 to set up
an outpatient clinic. Well, they certainly wouldn't do it in both centers
unless you had one on one end of Los Angeles and one at the other
end. Maybe they %mild want to then. But I think that should be left
up to the discretion of the Agency as well.

Congressman YATES. I thought Alan didn't want to leave it to the
discretion of the Agency.

Mr. PAnxEn. I was recommending that standards be articulated and
there ought to be an opportunity for administrative review of the
decision of the Agency.

Chairman ABOUREZR. But I think, as far as the recommendation is
oncerned, this probably details enough. And when it comes time for

legislation then guidelines could be put in there.
Congressnmn YATEs. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Is that satisfactory ?
Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman ?
Chairman A.nornux. Yes.
Commissioner linrcE. May I raise one point ?
We have made some specific recommendations here. We are not

backing away from these rules. We are talking about the executive
branch in the Federal Government making a detailed examination of
these programs. Then we are also saying that we would take the grknt
that provides financial support for Indian centers in urban areas, and
then sending over Bureau of Indian Affairs' financial assistance
officers and their contracting powers, all these things, even in urban
center& like Mr. Yates is inlike Chicago.

I (It. feel that the Employment Assistance Office of the Bnreau of
Tndiaa Affairs ought to be the coordinator, but they have not been the
coordinator. They have been the problem because they take sides with
one organintion that is made up of a splinter group or something of
this order. I would say to it that if there were two, and they were in a
large city, that maybe they both ought to be funded.

We are talking about establishing health care nroarams around
the center. We have made sonic specific moves, and I think we ought
t o continue them.
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I have looked at this new urban Indian organization, which I have
stayed close to. I went up there on :Monday at my own expense to
observe what they are doing. They,'with their regional people, stand
out and they ought to be able to help coordinate these activities in the
urban field. And 50 I. am encouraged by not only the organization bui
also by their adjustment to changes. They are improving on the insight
in between the centers which is now going on today.

Chairman ABOVREZIL Adal
Commissioner DEER:Mr. Chairman, Ijust wanted to raise a point

that all the people who receive services in the urban centers are not
necessarily members. I think this is something you might want to
considet in looking at this point in your recommendation about mem-
bership. Many more people receive services than actual wembers do.

Chairman ABOIIREZK. But I think to establish how the fundiwf is

going to be handled,. that the only way to do it is through some kiwi
of membership to determine how many people are being served. Other-
wise, there is no way to know.

We are not asking they they charge people .to sign up as members.
If they just certify that they are a, memberan enrolled private mem-
ber or something of that type.

Commissioner DEER. O.K.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Are there any other questions or comments?
Commissioner BORRItIroE. Just one other comment, Mr. Chairman.
First, I will ask the statf about this recommendation which the staff

considers should be deleted because it was somewhat unclear. I wouki
suggest, Mr. Chairman, that these are reeommendations that have
been voted on previously. Therefore, the record should show that the
Commission concurs on the recommendation now.

Chairman AROUREZIL All riight. Without objection, that recom-
mendation that was deleted will be deleted.

Now are there any other comments on the additional recommenda-

tion about determining which center, or centers, should be funded ?
If not, will you add that in ?

M r. PARKER. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. If not, that reeoimnendation is agreed to.
Were any other changes made in this section ?
Mr. PARKER. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Any other questions or comments on this section ? If not, is there

objection to agreeing on this chapter ?
(No response.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. Wit hout objection. this chapter is agreed to.
As long as we are introducing guests, I just want to :,ay that Gregg

Frazier has a very distinguished orandfather who has now passed on.
But he was a doctor on the Rosebitd Indian Reservation back in 1931

when I was born. In fact, his grandfather delivered me.
fi Aughter.]
Congressman MEER& You have a memorial cabin there ?

r Laughter.]
Chairman Anornezic. Only a wreath.
Also I would,like to introance Addle Yates, over here, who is wat ch-

ing Sid's progress with great interest.

21
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And we have another distinguished visitor. Is Maggie Gilbert here?
UNIDE.NTIFIED SMARM. No ; she is not.
Chairman AsounzzE. She missed her chance, but Maggie is visiting

today.
All right. What is the next chapter that you are ready to discuss ?
Mr. PARKE& Chapter 6.
Chairman tuounszs. Chapter 6?
Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir.
Chairman Asotraram. All right.
Mr. STEvENs. Mr. Chairman, this chapter has not been changed

except for casting and reorganization of the chapter. We have
reorganized the introduction and at the end of the introduction are
four or five precepts for administration. It is on page 8. We arrived at
them by taking all the Indian resolutions and positions in the Chicago
and San Diego Conferences, all the impact, about that high [indi-
cating], and we reduced their requests into categories. What this is
hereif you buy the concept of Indio& control of the community,
and .so on and :4) forth, the whole self-determinationis that any one
of these precepts could be matched against legislation, statutes, regula-
tions, procedures, or administration and if they failed in any way,
they will cause problems. But if they pass, it is a clean self-determina-
tion concept, whether it is in management or any other way.

This was arrived at by examining all these resolutions and cate-
fr,,rizinir them.

So we are proposing that these are .he concepts or precepts that
should be wed m Indian affairs.

Chairman ABOURFZIL But you are saying that there are no sub-
stantive changes or recommendations that have been made in th is
chapter ?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes; I have some small changes on the recommenda-
tions.

Chairman Asn:REZK. All right.
Would you tell us what they are ?
Mr. STEVENS. There was a little bit of confusion on the BIA man-

agement recommendation that we bad endorsed previously. So I put in
one recommendation: "The Commission recommends that the Secre-
tary of the Interior impleinent an action plan for the modernization of
the Bureau of Indian A Ifni N ill order to change it from a management
to n service agency. Such a plan ;five maximum consideration to the
Comm ission.:-. 'BIA Management Study proposals."

And then on pages 78 to 81 they are taken right from the manage-
ment study and sinnmarized in a divst.

niairman AnounEnc. You have included the management study in
th is chapter ?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Mr. DowNs. A discussion of the management study.
Mr. STEVENS. The discussion. and we put the digest of the recom-

mendations in. The only exception that we took was with the manage-
ment informati2n system. They had a recommendation in there to fully
fund the management information system that involved adding spend-
ing about $10 million in Albuquerque. And in our view, to oversimply
it. is like having the carriage and buying a horse and a new car. The

2 i
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idea is that you can purchase on the open market much better kinds of
equipment than we have now and, furthermore, tribes can have access
to those types of systems where they can just pick up the telephone.
Their tcpuprient is obsolete.

Congressman WIT& Mr. Chairman, is there a chapter of the
changes? It is not in my book anti my microphone doesn't have a cord
on it either.

[Laughter.]
Mr. STEvEn. All of these recommendations are at the end Of 'the

chapter. We took the Indian preference recommendations which had
previously taken up two or three pages, and condensed them to three
statements. Csle is: "the executive 13ranch establish an Indian Career
Service consistent with statutory provisions, and should 1-e. charged
with the responsibility of developing the employment standards
required by section 12 of the Inman Reorganization Act of 1934."

Two : executive branch propose a plan to implement the provi-
sions of section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 1337 es-
tablishing standards for the hiring of Indians and

i
relaxingthe re-

quirements of the Civil Service Commission." And the last. s that:
Congress amend section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act "to make
the Indian reference provisions applicable to all Federal agencies."

We did add in the text about one page explaining that there were
other independent agencies. Where you come to issue on that is you
have to decide whether a separate service makes sense today.

A couple of weeks affo we conducted an eicamination of the other
independent agencies iiiGovernment, and there are 42 of them, every-
one of them works separate for the same reasons that Indian service
should he separate, but basically they were '.cry different. We added

.ane page in the narrative explaining that. I lmve just one other thing.
I made a pen change. When we did the independent agency recom-
inendaticns, we had in there that Congress provide through appm-
priate legislation. I just noticed this morning that that. is inconsistent
with the independent agency recomMendations.

The task that the Commission had voted or taken was that we
were to give the prerogative consensus, and so I changed and recom-
mend that we change that language to "the President submit to Con-
gress an appropriate plan for the yemoval of all Indian education
programs from the Office of Education to a consolidated independent
Indian agency." So t hat would give the prerogative to the executive
branch to review that.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Does anybody have any questions or
cOmments?

If not, is there objection to agreeing to chapter C. If not, chapter
6 is adopted.

Congressman Mrms. Mr. Chairman. I would just like for the record
.to show those things that extend to jurisdictions. sovereignties and
trusts. Those are the major objections I made in my dissenting opinion.
I would like to record it as, voting "no'' for those changes that apply
without saying it all the time.

Mr. PARKER. We deferred to the early chapters on that silbject for
the most part. except for the statement in the beginning relating to
trust responsibility, but we did not elaborate.

212
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Chaiman ABOUREM Do you have another chapter now that we have
to consider changes on ?

Commissioner WurrEcnow. Mr. Chairman
Chairman ABOUREZX..Jake.
COMMisSiOner WHTM7CRONV. I would like to enter into the 'record

some comments that I Imie about Federal administration before
we leave chapter 6. That is, as I personally knew, the relationships
between the Federal Government and the tribes. In the history, the
Federal Government has made promises that they would assist these
tribes in the building of their areas, developing them from an econom-
ical standpoint, developing industry and assisting in the conservation
of lands, minerals, water resources, doing all those things insofar as
improving the educational concepts and the educational opportunities
and improving the health of individual Indians.

In the prwess of tribal evolution we have Indians who have re-
located from their original reservatIon areas and original lands as
such. Now we have a new problem created whereby o e now have In-
dians residing all over the Nationthe metropolitan areas, urban
t vas, and what have you.

personally feel, from the standpoint of a, former tribal chairman
an knowing how difficult it is to get individual Indian citizens to
parti ipate in tribal elections and tribal meetings. whereby Indians
reside nd live all over the Nation, that the concept in the delivery of
services 'n effmt does nothing to really generate a return of the in-
dividual ndians to his tribe, granted there are a few Indian people
who do hal\e a great concern Sor tl ,eir tribe. They express this concern :
however, they never express it tr their tribal leaders and they never
express it to their tribal government.

And they take advantage of these various Federal programs where-
ever they might be. I would personally like to see. and I supported this
administration chapter, but from the standpoint of a taxpayer in
this Federal system I would like to see a more efficient delivery system
whereby we could be absolutely certain that only those Indian citizens
that are members of tribes that have relationships with the Federal
Government receive those sevices.

Now, in our report, we provided a method whereby unrecognized
and terminatedtribes can be recognized, and hopeftilly this report
will bring about a solution to the many definitions of Inaian and that

, the Federal Government will provide those funds that we are rec-
ommending here to allow a tribe to blossom, allow a tribal area to
develop, and allow the individual Indian citizens of those tribes to
begin functioning in a competitive atmosphere, if they so desire,
wherever they may be.

I do not feel, from the standpoint of a taxpayer. that we are really
reaching the ultimate end of this problem. because I am fearful that
we will continue to have individuals receive services who are not
eligible to receive servicesthat have no relationships with the
tribesand that they will continue to receive these services from all
of the many programs and projects that are around the United States.

I don't see anything in this report today that specifies that an in-
dividual receiving services must show proof of membership in a t rihe.
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I would like to see that come about before any services are delivered to
that individual.
. The only way we Shave proof of that membership is to have a
relationship with the tribe, and I feel that is the most important part
of this entire report, and I don't feel that we have reached it. I don't
s.ee it anyplace in our reporethus far. So I want to enter that into the
record, and I will be submitting a sur-report to the sur-reports that are
going to be genemted. I did want to insert that.

Chairman Anoxia FAK. Thank you. Do you ha ve another chapter now ?
What chapter is it

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to
have some discussion on the publication of our report.

Chairman ABOUREM. Could we. do the chapter first and then talk
about the publication?

Conunissioner DEER. Certainly.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Are you ready for the other side?
Conuntsstonek BORBRIDVE. Yes; if I may ask one ques II after the

vote, Mr. Chairman, but it isn't a change. I just wa o clarify with
the staff that with respect-to the problems in P le Law 93-638 im-
plementation, i4 struck me during the testimony that we concurred that
one of the concerns expressed related to the requirement of siL, toll of
various entities in such manner occasionally to Interfere with the sov-
ereignity of tribes. At least, this has occurred in-Alaska, as I recall. A
statement has been made that it has occurred in other areas, but I did
not see reference to that as a specific problem. 'Was it simply because it
had not occurred enough times to be considered a problem of sufficient
magnitude to note, or what is your recollect ion ?

Mr. DOWNS. My recollection is that this section in this chapter is a
comdensation of what appears in chapter 3 and that that specific prob-
lem was dealt with in chapter 5.

Commissioner Hom3aveoE. All right. Do we have a. specific reference
to that in chapter 5 now ?

Mr. DOWNS. We should, perhaps, refer to that at the end of .para-
graph 2 on page 660.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. That would certainly be sufficient because
it certainly does refer to problems in Public Law 93-638 implementa-
tion, and that very definitely is a problem. If it has been handled pre-
viously, I think by re ferenctrthat vihl take care of mYconcern.

Mr. Dowxs. Great.
Chairman 14..eounEzii. I would like to recognize Ada Deer here for

her discussion.
Connnissioner DEER. There has been discussion over the months

about the typing and the final appearance of our report. I would like
to call on staff for background work that has been done on this. It
was our feeling that we would like to have pictures and a report that
would be much more readable than our regular Government-styled
report.

Mr. RicIrmAx. Commissioner, we made considerable efforts to have
tlw kind of report that we talked about last year to be printed by the
Government Printing Office aml have oeen unsuccessful thus far.
The model report, that some of the Commissioners have looked at
t he Public Land Law Review Reportchws have photographs. colored
charts, and graphs.
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That was an executive 'branch report, and the cost of printing that
report came out of the appropriations that went to that Commission
for their studies. As yOu know, the cost for printing all of our task
force reports and the final Commission iTport is not part of the money
that has Wen appropriated to this Commission.

It is money that is appropyiated to the Govermnent Printing Offlee.
The Joint Committee on Pruiting is chaired by Senator Camon, and
the Rules Committee,.Which is also chaired by Senator Cannon, the
staff people from those committees have indieated dint we cannot get
the kind of publication that we talked about.

Congressman YATES. Does that mean that they are going to be
mimeographed I

Mr. RICHMAN. No; that means they are going to appear just the
way the tusk force reports appear. The way all committee reports
appear.

Congressman YATES. Green bound, right ?
Mr. RummAx. Well, I doirt know if they will be green, but they

will be committee prints. g

Chairman ApoimEzx. In this case, red. [Laughter.3
Congyessman MEM& Are the task force reports printed ?
Mr. Exarrmax. Yes.
Congressman MEWL Are they circulated
Mr. EICIITMAN. Yes; 1,000 copies of each report was sent to the

Commission, and we distributed them.
Congressman MEEDS. Do the Commissioners get them ?
Mr. Thum/JAN. There are two task force reports I haven't received,

Mr. Chairman. I think 9 is one, and we have modified the other.
ConEressman MEEDS. Would you see that I get a whole set, please ?
Mr. nrcirrsrAN. Certainly.
Congressman YATES. If my memory is correct, there are reports

that do have pictures, charts, and graphs.
Mr. RicHniAN. We can have charts and graphs. We can't have

color. We wanted to have some colored maps and some colored graphs
and charts, but we can't do that. We can have artwork in ink but not
in color. As far as photographs, I am familiar with the kinds of photo-
graphs that appear in committee prints, and they are very poor
quality.

The kind of .paper that is used in committee prints is such that you
can see the prmt on the back of the photograph. It wouldn't, serve
our purpose very much.

OCalgreSSMan YATES. How much will the report cost ?
Mr. RICHMAN. I think the task force reports that were about 300

pages long, which I think this would be, the final report cost will be
betwetn $1.75 and $2.25 per page from the Go.:ernna.nt Printing

Congressman YATES. 1,000 t. 2 them would be substantial then.
Mr. RICHMAN. The chairman introduced a resolution in the Senate

which provides 11500 additional copies of the report for the use of
the Commission.

When the report is printed, copies will be available for sale by the
Government Printing Office. Copies will be sent to the How Docu-
ment Room and the senate Document Room. Copies will al.:o be sent
to the library system, which means that the university libraries and
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public libraries will have copies of the Commission report. That
is all the &Ties normally that are printed.

A Senate resolution was required to provide an additional 1,500
copies for the use of the Commission, and those will, be distributed
to the Commissioners, and anyone that a Commissioner, wants a copy
sent to.

We will have to put togetiier another Mailing list on that.
We also have made arrangements with the Joint. Committee on

Printingt but we weren't able to get the kind of report wc talked about,
Commissioner. We will have a hard-bound copy of the report for
each Commissioner.

Commissioner WitITECROVV. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Yes, Jake.
Commissionet WHITECROw. What are the possibilities of having

a private concern print this report, such as the "Nations Within a
Nation" booklet that Mr. Anderson came out with or the "Captive
Nations" booklet that we just received?

Something like that is really eye appealing and is put together in a
manner that is of readable context. I believe that is what the Conunis-
sion voted onto have this kind of readable publication.

What are the hangups or what is the objection to this kind of a
publication I

Mr. Riarritralc. Money. Th. possibilities of having it printed the
way you described is directly related to a funding source for it. I
understand from the Senate 1"rinting Clerk that once our report is
submitted to Congress it can be reprinted by anybody if the Commis-
sion agrees.

So, if someone could find a funding source for printing another 2,000
copies of this report with photographs and colored nmps and charts
and till that, we could do it if the Commissiou approved it. We would
lmve to take sonie action on that.

Cl. airman ABOUREZK. Maybe banning the books .vould do it and sell
it.

Mr. RICHTMAN. As I understand it, it becomes part of the public do-
main once it is printed.

I know how expensive it is. That little orange book that we dis-
tribute 1, I think.cost $25.000 or $30,000 to print.

Congressman YATES. Is there any way that Senator Cannon can be
moved?

Mr. Ricirrm.tx. Well, kt 11W sti` this. We would have to imss a con-
current resolut ion stating how much it would cost. We would have to
get estimates front n11 sorts of printers stating how much it would
cost to print exactly what we want, and then it would have to be passed
in the House and the Senate and luive to be approved first by t he links
Committee and the Joint Conunittee on Printing. And they have said
that there is no way that they wouhl approve that kind of expenditure.

We are talking about limulreds of thotu ands of dollars additional
cost.

Commissioner DIAL Mr. Chairman, I believe ,vou tried to furnish
10 copies of the task force reports to each Commissioner. What about
the final reports ? Will you furnish 10 copies?

Mr. Mumma.. We can furnish inore than that. We will have
1.500 copies of that report. aml I think we talked with the Connnis-
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sioners at sonie point about supplying each Commissioner with 50
. Copies or suof the final report.

Commissioner Baum Is there anything, Mr. Chairman, that pre-
vents us from moving ahead on this- last suggestion about printing it
privately ?

Chairnmn ABOLTEZK. No; in fact
Com missioner linucx. If we could find the money
Chairman Auoviwzit. I think a motion would be in order to grant

the Commission's permission for anybody that wants to print the
prodiat

Commissioner Baum I would like to make that motion.
( 'ha inuan An(a.111:21i. All right ; is there a seeond ?
(*ongressman MEEns. Mr. Chairman, would von make sure that we

(Tive our permission for its printing and distribution by a nonprofit
01121 11 intim t

Chairma» A.110VHEzli. Them is a vote in e House. What. is your
motion now ?

Connnissioner That we explore the possibility to find the
funds to print the final report with pictures and so forth.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, it seems to me that as a Commission
Nve ought not explore the i>ossibility of the Commissionthe indi
vidtin 1 Comm issi(fll members can't do that. lint I think the only thing
we need to aet on is gra»ting jawmission at this time for any private
emeern who might want to print that for us with photographs and so
forth.

I )o you want it on a nonprofit baSis or how do you want it?
(*.aninissioner BRITE. On n nonprofit basis.
Chairman Allot trAm. That is the motion. Is-there a second?
'ommissioner DIAL I second it.
'onintissioner I hit-cr. Somebody said something about photographs.

Chai main AnornEzN. I saidthat.
onnalissioner WirrvErwiw. Are we saying that they can edit it in

any way they want with photographs, anything else that they want
in it ?

Chairman ABoUREZK. I think ti ey ought to print it just as they
see it.

Commissioner WIIIT,EXT0w. Exactly.
'ommissioner MEEns. Mr. Chairman, you have a very good point

there.
'ommissioner Dtm,. What happens? You know the Commission re-

port is all finished. Now. snppose an individual wanted to print it-
take McMillan & Co., well sayand it would be fine for someone to do

this
So. t hese reports would be available for university students and

a tip)/ w else. What I want to knowthe legal aspects heresuppose
-ny Louis Briley works ont a deal with McMillan & Co. to pub-

jishm the entire Commission report.
Can he do this without the permission of the Congress? Could he

retteh an agreement without the permission of the Commission ? Could
he reprodnee the entire report ?

Chairman AllouREZIC Let me tell yonwithout looking up the law
whnt I have seen happen. Remember the. President's Comntission on

allography. It printed a very nice report. Some private concern to4ik
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that Cpmmission report and had it reprinted with dirty pictures all the
way through it. There were some of the most horrible pictures I had
ever seen. I, personally, don't think there is any way, whether we
pass this resolution or not, that we are going to prevent people from
printing it because 1 belkve it. does go into the public domain.

You said it requires the Commission's consent. I don't know that
it does.

Commissioner DIAL. If it goes into the public domain then any in-
dividual can take the entire repat, work it out with a publisher, and
make it avtiilable all over the country.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is right.
Connnissioner MAL. I believe that is the way it is.
COMB issioner PEER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZE. Yes ?
Commissioner DEEn. Does this mean that whoever would do this can

also edit it? They wouldn't publish the whole report in its entirety ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes; that is true.
Commissioner DIAL. 'Well, an individual, Mr. Chairman, if he so

desired, could say he is going to do a 500-page bookthe entire Com-
mission reportand give it any kind of name. You can't keep them
from that ?

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is right. I don't think you can.
HibliTMAN. I think the only restriction is that a private com-

pany, enterprise, or whatever couldn't reproduce this book or whatever
into a book and call it the Report of the American Indian Policy .Re-
view Commission. They would have to indicate that this is their edited
version if it is not faithful to our version of it. They would have to
indicate that.

Chairman ABOUREZK. They would have to say edited report of the
American Indian Policy Review Commission.

Mr. Ricirrm %N. Right.
Commissioner Hommmon. Mr. Chairman, this point was raisea

earlier with respect to the addition of photographs.
If this additional enterprise, that other Commissioners have ref( rred

to, should take place : Might it not be possible to have the volunteer
effort of a committee chaired by yourself. which is to a v. perhaps. I he
staff director could approve any photographs that might be added to
any further report if such should take place?

I am just wondering about how those might be approved, and that is
dbout the only way I can think of it right off hand.

Chairman Anonnizrc. I don't think we can prevent anybody who
wants to print photographs or.anything else.

omm issioner BORREIDOE. No.
Commissioner Dim,. Well. I think it. needs to be nmde available. be-

cause a year from now you will try to ,aet, this from the Government
Printing Offi Wce and they will say, ell, we don't have any more." It
needs to be distributed around the country, it needs to be in all the big
public libraries and university libraries.

'h a irman ABOVREZIC Is chapter 7 ready ?
Mr. Dowss.,Where is chapter 7, do we know ?
Chairnuin ABOUREZK. That is what I am asking you.
Mr. DOWNS. Collld we take about 3 minutes recess?
Chairman A norinizK. What, 3 minutes?
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Mr. Dowlis. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZE. All right, we will take a 5-minute recess.
[Whereupon, at :28 a.m.,,a short recess was taken.]

mClmiran ABounizi Ci. The ommissiow will come to order.
The famous chapter 7 is now here. We are ready to resume.
Tony Strong is hindling this, right ?
Mr. STRONG. That is correct, or it is handling me.
Chairman ABULIIIF2K. All right.
Tony, you weren't here for the meeting yesterday. What we are

interested in is knowing what the substantive changes are in the chap-
ter. We would like a -description of those changes, what was said
originally, and what it was changed to, so that the Commission can
pass on each change.

Mr. STRONG. The only r.eal substantive change in chapter 7 was deal-
ing with human resources.

Chairman ABOIIIIEZK. All right. How was it changed?
Mr. STRONG. There were several reconunendations in chapter 7 that

were very detailed.
Congressman MEEDS. Are they in here?
Mr. SmoNo. No. There were a lot of changes made in language on

the narrative parts of the report. A lot of it had to be beefed up. The
way I look at it, there were recommendations in there that were passed
upon that didn't have enough substantive background on them. I took
the past 2 weeks to beef up the narratives on those. The section dealing
with human resources had a lot of recommendations

Congressman MEWS. What page is that ?
Mr. STRONG. Human resources would be on
Congressman MEWS. Are. all the recommendations at the end, on

page 98?
Mr. TAYLOR. No., Congressman Meeds. The recommendations follow

each particular subject area of treatment.
The table of contents that covers this is rather difficult to read be-

cause the Xerox was running out of ink, but the page. numbers do show
where the recommendations appear.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Because of the appearance of the copy
here : Would you give us, in successive order, the pages on which the
recommendations occur ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes would like to do that, and I think there are other
areas besides human riesources in which other changes have been made.

Mr. Smoxo. The nipst substantive ones were in human resources.
Congressman MEWS: What were the Oanges?
Mr. &mow. In human resources ?
Congressman MEWS. Yes.
Mr. STRONG. MI the very detailed recommendations on what kind of

school should be set up, who should be in it, what kind of program
tI wy. should run in the school, who should be on the hoard of directors,
whether or not there should be an advisory board made up of rec-
ommended people who would be appointed by the President of the
United States.

I don't know how they got into the first draft. I understand from
sonw discussions down there that it was not intended to get in there
and somehow it got into it.
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Chairman AsouRsza. What got into it ?
Mr. &mom. The discussions of the dialog on the recoimnene dons

for setting up of a school.
Chaiiman Asounnx. What kind of a school ?
Mr. STRoiro. It would be a natural resource school for Indians.
Chairman .Asollaszs. All right. Is that in your changes in your

final draft I
Mr. STRONG. The recommendation for changes in educational pro.

grams is in the final draft, and that was narrowed down. All those
recommendations that were in there were narrowed down to changes
in educational programs from grade-school level through high school,
end then Some emphasis being put on natural resources issues while
they are in college.

Chairman ABOUREZK. T3ny, what page is the human resources rec-
ommendations on ?

Mr. STRONG. I aM trying to find that now. I am sorry I wasn't 1-Wle
to get this to you sooner. I lust finished it this morning.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All rikht.
Mr. STRONG. It was more to the point of about 10 minutes ago.
Chairman Anormmic. Would that he physical interstructure Is

that what you tall human resources ?
Mr. STRONG. It was originally physical interstructurejust as a part

of physical interstripture. I Made a whole separate chapter on it
rather than dealing with--

Chairman Anotraczn. You don't hav it in the index.
Mr. STRONG. That is correct. The index was typed about 15 minutes

ago.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Well, if it is not in the index it is probably

not in the contents.
Mr. STRONG. I may have left it down tlure. and I am just terribly

sorry if I did. Let me look through this stuff here and seP how it goes.
Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps Tony could explain what it is tha written.

T think there is a considerable modification that would me,t with the
Commission's approval because it sealed down the ( onocot ; of the
President of the 'United States as superintendent of the school system,
and tried to bring training progiams to the reservat ion level.'

Lthink. also, they are very modest concepts with respect tç),expendi-
tur of money in connection with human resources.

Mr. STRONG. There is a whole 'section that deals with human
resonrees.

Apparently it got left hebitul when we pia this thing together.
Chairman A BOUREZR. We are just about ready to wrap up and vote

on the final passage of this whole report.
Mr. STRONG. Yes ; I understand that.
Chairman AROUREZK. What do we do now ? \

Mr. STRONG. There is one alternative we can do. I car. go down there,
and get it.

Chairman Anoramc. That seems C) make sense.
Mr. Smoso. Then why don't I do that ?
Chairman Anormq.K. No ; yon stay here.
. rP there any other changes that we have here before us thit we

could talk about ?
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< Mr. TA-mon. Yes, Mr. Cl irnt, there are.
In the origin writii,up-Vi economic development there was no

discussion with respect to agriculture and the cattle imhistry. There
now is a section in this chapter on that. The recommendations appear
on pam 33.

Chairman ABOURF2a. So, are these all brand new recommendations?
Mr. TAYIAM. Yes, sir.
Essentially, these reconnnemlations get to the problem of the cycle

of leasing of trust allotments, particularly to non-Indian cattle raisers
or farmers, the position that the individual allotee is in and the pos-. ture of the Bureau of Indian Affairs inlcontinuing these leases. The
narrative discussion points out that many of these farm leases are
for a fixed period of 5 years, usually with options to renew at the end
of t hat 5-year period.

sit In fact, there is a rather continuing viactice that trust allottees
renegotiate those leases annually, even though they were originally a
5-year term and, as a result, the tribe loses an opportunity to consoli-
date functional farm areas short of simply acquiring title to the, land.

So, one of our recommendations here is the tribe§ should be given a
first option on leases of trust land within reservation boundaries.

In the land acquisition section of this report, which has no changes,
a recommendation was made the last time for the establishment of a
special fund to aid in consolidation of land. The recommendation here
would call for the utilization of that fund also for thp tribe to buy up
lease options or lease interests, and it reeominends that that fund bV
specially tailored so that the tribe, for example, could acquire a lease
interest that may have 5 years to run. The person who rented the prop-
erty would not want to give his lease up for 5 years. but the tribe
would be able to expend money 41%1 advance in anticipation that at the
end of the lease term they could take over the lease interest in that
parcel.

There is also a suggestion, with respect to heirship problems or ree-
ommemlations, that laws be amended by Congress to provide that
powers of attorneyswhich trust allottees and heirs very frequently
execute to the, Bureau of Indian Affairs to put them in the posture of
the landlord and the person doing the leasingthat provision he ninth.
that those could be executed in fevor of the tribe so that the tribe
itself could undertake this function of leasing out the property.

So. essentially, that is the direction that these recommendations take.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. You are sa ing we never passed on those be-

fore? It seems to me we had a lergthy discussion about heirship
problems.

Mr. TAmon. Yes; it is similar to the problem that you encounter in
land acquisition and consolidation, ant 1 this is trying to get a different
phase of it.

Congressman Mk:Ens. There are other recommendations with regard
to heirship: are there not '?

Mr. TAYMM. Yes.
Chairman ABOITUK. That we have already passed 011 ?
Mr. TAYIAM. Yes.
Chairman Ant )1 RUN, 1 am sore we ha ve.
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; it was this agricultural leasa problem that we felt.

really hadn't been dealt with.
There is another recommendation here that springs out of the prob-

lem that I guess is frequently encountered in Indian grazing land
where sound conservation practices are not being followed. Papago
Reservation was singled out as an example, where apparently there

snbstantial overgrazing.
The General Accounting Office, in 1975, had a very comprehensive

report on all Indian natn rid resources. They singled out. Papago. and
had a finding to the effect that the Papago Tribe had never instituted
range mana,rement procedures. The Bureau of Indian Affairs had
never institUted these, even though the tribe and the Bureau have
liwiwn for 40 years that this land was being overgrazed.

The GAO *found that one of the problems here was traditional In-
dian cultnre. which favors animal ownership. However, when you look
at the economics of the situation, it would appear very likely that the
problem of overgrazing comes from the fact that these people are so
poor they cannot rut back without suffering grave economic conse-
quences to themselves.

So. again, we recommend that the tribe and the Bureau institute
sound range management programs; that the Congress endorse a con-
cept similar to soil bank, which would pay individual Indians for :ak-
ing their cattle out of_ the pasture land and not grazing them for a
period of years necessary for that range to regenerate itself. It is, in
my opinion, a recognition of the economic realities oi the individual
cattle owner.

That is essentially the recommendations that are in this section.
Congressman MInms. Any other changes?
Mr. TAYLOR. If I might inst. quickly run through : The land acquisi-

tion and consolidation is the same as it was before, and timber recom-
mendations are the

Tony, how abo»t water?
STnoso. Water reconunendat ions are the same as before.

Chairman ABOVIIEZK. Minerals?
STRoxo. The Mineral recommendations in the present chapter

the present form chat we have them inhave not changed. However.
while I was going through the data that we have on it, T ran across
!-evera 1 other problem areas that were not identified by the person who

Wrote the first chapter On economic development.
Those proldem areas were things that were identified by the General

Accounting Oflice and it pointed ont several different areas of' defieien-
cies in contracts a ml lease agreements betTen Indian tribes Itud de-
velopment companim

hie of thOSe a roas that was identified was that royalty rates were
usually way too low. sorry. that may have been identified as an
earlier recommendation. Ian the rec'tmlinendal ion 011 it wasn't gettimr
to the point of being able to 11 tl t 1 I I 1 I tlr..ws .0 Je a.,,e ,o (eve,op
rt-;o1irrti t or he able to attriwt of 110, rivht kinds of--
lei me back uo here.

I'm sorry. I really haven't slept in 2 days.
! Lii wr1iter.1
Mr. STuom:. (The of the major deficiencies. as T was the en-

forcement provisions of cot» racts. Now t hat kind of reconnnemlation
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was not in the original draft. It is not in the present draft, but my
personal recommendation-would be that it would go in and you could
.vote on it. One of the difficulties that comes about from lack of enforce-
ment of the provisions that are inleases themselver, is that the tribe
loses tremendous amounts of money. Some of the areas of lack of en-
forcement would be for collection of royalties themselves or collection
-of late fee charges.

Some of the provisions in the leaseS call for reporting to the U.S.
Geological Survey and the Bureau of Indian Affairs on what amounts
of development are taking place on the resources that they are
exploiting.

-A lot of those things were identified as not being reported to the
U.S. Geological Survey and tile BIA, and the DIA or the Geological
Sun'iey was not requesting the stuff because, as they identified, it was
lack of funds.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question ?
Chairman ABM-TRUK. Certainly.
Concre'ressman MEEDS. Recognizing you haven't slept for 2 days,

Tony, if Peter wants to help you out that is fine with me.
Mr. TAYLOR. Sure.
Co..gressman MEEDS. I am sure you both recognize one of the criti-

cisms I made of the recommendations was that there was no recom-
mendation in this report for a waiver of sovereign immunity by tribes.
One of the greatest impediments to contracting and to development of
reservations, as I see it, is that there is probably no way for tribes to
waive their sovereignty, and, therefore, contracts cannot be enforced
a aainst tribes. Therefore, people do not enter into contracts with tribes.
%That, if anything, was done Wore or is being done by changes that

were made to address that problem ?
Chairman AsouREzx. May I just ask a followup question on that,

Lloyd ?
Congressman MEEDS. Surely.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. The tribe can be sued in tribal court. Is that

correct or not?
Arr. TAYLOR. I think they would have the same defense of sovereign

immunity in tribal cOurt as they would elsewhere.
4 Congressman MEEDS. And there is even a question as to whether they
can will ve it. It probably has to he waived by the Federal Government.

Mr. TAYLOR. Congressman Meeds, I know that there is a recom-
mendation in this report that tribes are being authorized to waive their
sovereign immunity.

Congressman MEEDS. Was that a reconimendation be fore ? It was
not in the original recommendations because that is one of the thinus
which I suggested as a shortcoming of the report. Has someone put
this in ? If so. I would like to compliment him.

Mr. SmoNo, Tn reviewing the data that was available to rnn at the
Commission office and in the Library of Congress, I never did come
across that as a difficult area or an area of difficulty for the tribes.

There seems to be a substantial amount of development going on
on the reservations without any kind of countrol by the tribes triem-
selves. There is usually the case where theiribe is not able to control the
exploiting company to any sufficient degree to protect itself.
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r Those are the big problem areat that I ran across. I really didn't
come across any kind of data that would support a recommendation
like that.

Congressman Mum. Were questions asked of people who potentially
would have sought a contract with Indians I

Mr. STRONG. In the week that I had to do this, I. didn't go out and
do a survey; no.

Congressman MEWS. Without sleep.
Mr. TAYLOR. I-know that we had prior discussion on this point, in

the context of tribes being able to override a secretarial veto of their
userof the trust asset, and this was cited as one of the problems.

I have located our recommendation now. It falls under the chapter
on investment capital, and the recommendation is at page 7-84.

Congressman MEEDS. Was this in the report before
Mr. TAYLOR. I think that it was. I thought I saw it in the summary,

but I didn't bring the summary with me. I just happened to see that
this morning.

Congressman M.EEDS. We looked very closely for it and were unable
to find it. Incidentally, I think this is an excellent recommendation.
It seems very inconsistent to me for this Commiesion to be asking for
all this jurisdiction, all this authority and responsibility for tribes,
and yet not to have them be able to waive their own sovereign
immunity.

So I compliment whoever put this in there, finally. I think it is a step
in the right direction.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think it would interconnect. Mr. Meeds, with the part
we did on tribes setting up the system for overriding a secretarial veto.,
It would directly relate there.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, in regards to the con-
cern I expressed at our previous meeting concerning the possibility
of international financing for a tribe: What has been done in that
reg: rd ?

Chairman AROITREZIC. Do you mean foreign aid I
Commissioner WHrrEcnow. Foreign aid.
Congressman YATES. There has been a recommendation made of a

similar nature. Tn the overview there was a discussion.on World Bank
concepts. As T understand how the World Bank operates, they would
not have jurisdiction to come into the United States and give grants
to tribes.

T can't answer the question whether, if it was authorized by Con-
gress. they would actually go ahead and do it.

Commissioner Wim mcRow. Are there any statements here?
We had many comments that came from the staff that did some

research in this regard. I would like to have a report on that if I could.
Mr. Smoxo. In line with your earlier request. Mr. Whitecrow. on

page 7-84. point number 4, there is a recommendation that deals with
the same type of concept.

Comm iFsioner BonneronE. Which number recommendation ?
Mr. STnown. Number 4the last sentence in number 4 would be

addressed to what you are concerned aboutcareful consideration for
the development bank proiect.

Congressman YATES. There are now in existence certain types of
funds for the developing stages such as the loan guarantee fund that

2.54
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is funded out of my committee. How does your proposal differ from
that

Mr. STRoNG. The loan parantee fund has so many restrictions that
come with it that it is very difficultand the amount of moneyI don't
mean to interrupt--

ConEressmanAram No.
Mr. bTRONG. But the amount of money
Congressman YATES. That $16 million.
Mr. STRONG. Yes; the amount--
Congressman YATES. But they have never really used it up. As of

the present time, I don't think they have even gone into the amount
of money.

I have no objection to a development bank, but I assume it would
.replace the loan guafintee fund. There are a number of funds that are
available at the present time, and I don't know Whether we would
contemplate that your development bank would replace all of these.

Mr. STRONG. I hadn't given consideration, personally, to whether or
not a d3v dopment bank would replace all of those. If the development
bank were to be more flexible than the present loan guarantee funds
that are available to BIA it would seem that

Congressman YATES. Do you, in your commentary, point out the
restrictions and the obstacles that are encountered by these people?

Mr. STRONG. Yes. I will try to locate them.
Congressinan YATEs. I did.n't mean to take you away from Commis-

sioner Whitecrow. Let me gaze upon this as he asks his question.
Commissioner Wurrzcnow. Would you explain to us what look place

with the comments that you brought. back that explains the interim-
tional finance situation ? Tony tells us he is not too familiar with that
concept.

Mr. STEVENS. One of the people that did the researMi said that the
World Bank was kind of a misnomernot exactly a bank in that sense. I
wish you could hear it. It was the conditions, I tliink, that we would be
mostly interested in

The United States has spent about $178 billion and, ru know, that
is expensive aid. I think it was loans. They made some progress in the
process of extending many loans that are very advantageous, like very
little interest, or else period of times of about 10 years that you don%
have to make payments.

What is needed on the reservation is a central development bank.
For instance, in farmers' homes and some of the regular financial issues
today, like, say, if you want to buy agricultural properties, with the
existing rates and with the way the situation is in terms of the assets

raise capital, you can get lower rates than mfrs.
With the existing rates to farmers' homes with the regular institu-

tions, Indian tribes have a very difficult time breaking even on buying
property. We have had a lot of problems with farmers' homes and part
of it is the financial. The other part is that we have to justify that it is
a profitable venture before they will loan you the money, arid with the
existing rates they give you, in the purchase of land, and what the
fundamental problem on reservations today is the fact that they need
the development bank. They don't have access to regular financial insti-
tutions and they don't have that kind of condiments themselves.
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We are saying they need a special trust fund. They need a develop-
ment bank Dist as the rural countries do. Of course, you say they are
part of America, and that is true, but they are not part of financial
A.merica.. They do not have money of their own. .

In order to stabilize the economy we need things like a type of
development bank or else to change the kinds of restrictions. The most
difficult problem that they have today would be negotiating with the
Buerau of Indian Affairs and the Small Business Administration. The
Small Business Administration has restrictions and the most difficult
part of our securing loans, like, say, in Indian financing, is that Bureau
of Indian Affairs people are not able to make these loans to an Indian.

Congressman YATES. Why V
Mr. STEmls. They are not capable of doing that. They don't know

how.
Congressman YATES. They know the money is there.
Mr. STEvErts. Two years ago when they started financing that and

they were already at the end of the financial time, it was like April.
They were getting ready to call it in. I went to Pine Ridge at their
request to talk about the financing act and try to get an estimate.

I think the reason the BI A people are credit people and they are in

charge of it and they are not technicians. And not only had theyiipplied
two sections in the regulations but they had to tell them how it went.

A month later the Bureau called the money ha
Congressman Y.vrEs. The Bureau ought to be 4 abolished. There

should be something else set up because it is totally nept at the present
time.

Commissioner WIirrECRow. I wouhl like to say also, Mr. Yates, that
in the area that I come from we had people turned down, just here
recently, from the Bureau on loan guarantees because they said that
they were out of funds. This was just this past week.

So, the concern that I want to express here is that we are in the pro-
cess here of new developments, and if it is difficult to provide interna-
t ional financing and if it is too difficult for a commission of this nature
to face. I don't see that as an obstacle because we have undertaken
many many obstacles in this entire process.

And this Commission is in the process of making recommendations
for a new policy and that any ob: facie that is in the way, we have a
potent in] of working toward removing those obstacles. Now, if there
ls a better suggestion than going to the World Bank financing, perhaps
it is increasing the loan guarantee and reducing the interest rate.

But we are in the process of trying to develop Indian nations. Indian
tribes< those principles in developing industry, in developing an ceo-
nomic impaet that will improve a community in which these Indian
nations reside.

I feel that we are going to be missing the boat as a Commission unless
we provide some form of an investment capital available to these tribes
either to allow them to enter into joint ventures or to totally bring
abota an economic development in their own community.

The programs that are currently available are so encumbered with
rules and regulations that most of these tribal officials today just throw
their hands up in the air and walk away from it. My meetings with the
World Bank peoplethey indicated to me that the loans that they have
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made for 50 yeara, also that they make three-fourths of 1 percent in-
terest loans, and that there is a 15-year Frace period on these loans.

I concur with the attitude of our chairman, that in the past he says:
that our recommendations don't go far enough, they are not point
blank. We have too much in generalities here.

. For instance, with this No. 4 it. says, "Because of the large scale
capital requirements of Indian country, Congress should consider the
establishment of an Indian development bank." That does not tell me
that this Commission is saying, "Congress, do it." That just says, "Con-
gress, please think about it."

I think our recommendations should say point Nank what we really
mean. I don't think this says it. This doesn't say it to me. It just sus,
"Please, Congress, help us." Here we are, a congressional Commission.
Let's recommend to Congress point blank what it is we mean. Let's not
beat around the bush. I don't think we are doing that in recommenda-
tion No. 4 at all. I don't think we are reaching the economic impact
needed to bring about improvement and development of areas.

Mr. STRONG. T4et me diverge just a little bit here and explain some-
thing that I was not aware of because I hadn't worked on the Commis-
sion staff in writing up the report itself. The thing that I wasn't aware
of in the past is that I could change the nature of the recommenda-
tions that were voted on in the last meeting. As a understood it, I had
to keep the recommendations that were in existence.

Congressman Mmes. Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that No.
3 is now on page 7-84. I would ask unanimous consent to delete from
mv dissenting views that section dealing with the failure of this Com-

%mission to recommend that tribes be allowed to waive sovereign im-
munity.

It was not in the report before and that is why I complained about
it. It, again points up the process we are going through here, if I had
not. asked aliout it it never would have been mentioned and my dissent-
ing views would look kind of strange.

Chairman.Asoumx. I think they look strangeanyhow.
Congressman MEEDS. Yes; well, in view of your majority opinion I

guess you would. But I would just like to ask unanimous consent that
that section be deleted.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Without objectionFred, you will take care
of deleting it, right /

Congressman 111.EEDS. And that any other section that looks strange
maybe I would be allowed to insert something at the beginning say-
ing these were dissenting views based on the original report. Insofar
as tlie final report may have been changed to reflect or to meet some of
these criticismsI am delighted.

Commissioner DIAL. Ma3r I just respond to that ? I don't think you
need unanimous consent, Lloyd. If you want to make any phanges in
that. dissent prior to May 17, you are very

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I think anybody who deletes
anything from that report as approved

Chairman ABOUREEK. But your dissent
Congressman Mimes [continuing.] Perhaps to get
Chairman ABOTTREZIK. No ; that is true, but I am talking about your

dissent. Nobody needs to approve that but you. So, if you want to
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\ chan_gelit, you are entitled to do that on your own without consent of
the Commission.

\ Congressman MEM Well, I do not intend to do that except, as I just
\ stated, as it might have been rendered inoperative by a later change. I
\ don't think anybody else ought to be doing that either.

Chairman ABM:1=ZZ. No, no, we are not.
\ Congressman Mmws. But once it is approved, it is approved and no
'change is to be made in it.

Chairman ABOVREEK. We are not talking about the report. We are
talking about your dissent which is the sole responsibility of Lloyd
Meeds. .

Congressman Moms. My dissent is now a part of that report. I agree
that I should be alk wed to say anything I want.

Chairman AnoraEzx. That is right.
Congressman MEEDS. But I don't think I should be allowed to delete 4'

anything I have already said without unanimous consent or a vote.
Commissioner Wnritcsow. Would that also indicate that if we have

a motion, perhaps, if I could get permission that we could delete the
entire dissent ?

Congressman YAWS. Mr. Chairman, I don't understand one thing. I
don't understand how you can file a dissent to ft. report when the re-
port hasn't been fully approved yet.

So I would think your dissent really doesn't become operative
... Chairman Anormx. That is right.

Congressman YATES (continuing) . Until we have a report.
I don't think we should have a consent to do it.
Chairman ABOVREZIC. Lloyd can do anything he wants, with or with-

out our consent, to his dissent.
Congressman YATES. That is correct because the report hasn't been

approved yet.
Chairman Anorraux. That is right.
Congressman YATES. I would think the dissent hasn't been approved

really, technically.
Chairman ABOTTREZIE. That is right.
Congrmman 3rFAMS. All right.
Commissioner Dim.. T would like to say that I read the 102 pages

last evening and T think that in reading this considered opinion by
ConoTessman Meeds that to me it would lead me. to believe that he is
objee'cting to more than he really denies that. he is r;ally objecting to.
I hope people who read this opinion will understand that it stood for
something. In other words, he is not against the entire report.

For instance, I would say that, perhaps, he supports chapter 11
wholeheartedly. I don't know. But this is one thing that I am afraid,
Congressman Meeds. that. peoph. will get. the idea that you were op-
posed to all of the report '. which yon are not.

This is what I gather from reading the 109. pages. Again, I realize
you are dealing with certain subjects like tribal problems, press re-
lationship, and so forth.

Chairman AROTTREZ11. I think the human resources section is here.
While Tony is orienting himself to that : May I bring up another issue
that we can MISS on or not at this noint?

I finally have a draft in production that I would like to offer be-
fore adoption by the Commission. I have passed out copies and I want

236
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to make a modification in the introduction. I passed out another
sheet.

The other sheet asals with Felix Cohen'a quote which I want to
insert on page 3 of the draft introduction. Now, starting on line 4
of page 3 where it says? "Encourage, within the larger culture, societies
of Indian people" strike the word "with" and insert in lieu thereof

who wish to maintain their own unique governments" is another in-
sertion "cultures and religions."

Then a new paragraph, 4As Felix Cohen once said:" and then I
would like to insert the quote on that other sheet of Felix Cohen. And
the rest of it remains the same.

I am offering these changes to the introduction of the report.
Congressman YATES. Was that, "their own unique govermnents"?
Chairman ABOUREZH. "Their own unique governments, cultures,

. and religions," right.
Congressman YATES. That is just an in.sert rather than some-thing
Clmirman A.BornEME. Right.
Congressman MEEDS. What was that aguin ?
Chairman ABOUREZIE. "Their own unique governments, culures. awl

religions."
CongressmanYATEs. I don't understand the use of the term "gov-

ermnent" there ?
. Chairman Anor-anzn. Tribal governments.
Congressman YATES. Is that what you are putting in, "tribal gov-

ernments"?
Chairman ABOUREZ11. No; I am putting in "governments", but it

refers to tribal governments, obviously.
Congressman METZ& Mr. Chairman, what if their religion happened

to be a state religion? Would that also be aeceptable to the chairman
even though it. might be a violation of the first amendment?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, the introduction doesn't deal with wheth-
er it is a state religion or not. That woeld have t be teken up as a
separate issue. This is merely the introduction, not a legal background
and not a constitutional one.

Congressman MEEDS. Well. I am speaking against the proposal of
the chairman for several reasons. First let nw read from the dissent-
ing opinion. page 100, at. the l)ottom, beginnino. "That would be un-
fortunate. While it may have been necessary a one time to pursue
the melting pot theory in this Natirn, we are now big enough and
strong enough, mature enough, hopefully wie. enough to countenance
and even encourage diversity in our own cult u re."

I am st ruck by how close we track in this desire that Indian people
be allowed to exercise and to keep their own cultural diversity. I
certainly feel that that is a central desire of everybody on this Com-
mission, but I do not wish to see the Indian people practice or to
have a state religion which would be a violation of the first. amend-
ment and. as T see it, also a violation of the first art icle of the Indian
Civil Rights Act.

I think when we say "their own religion" we leave that open. Addi-
tionally. I disagree with the statement on the first page where it says
"trust relationship and the right to sovereignty are of the highest legal
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standing, established through solemn treaties, and further ratified
by layers of judicial and legislative actions". I disagree with that
aiSO.

For that reason I would be against the iro -ed -
Chairman ABOUREEK. Do you want to o ; er any amendments to ito just,
Congressman MEWS. I will Nit oppose.
Chairman Anouasur. Any other questions or comments?
Conunissioner D. Mr. Chuirman, I move for the adoption of the

introduction.
Chairman ABOTIRIME. A motion has been made to adopt the in-

troduction ak modified.
Commissioner NAL. I second it.
Chairman -Aaommx. Seconded. All those in favor will raise their

right hand.
Congressman YATEs. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOIIRtziC. Yes?
Congressman YATES. IS there any discussion on, the motion ?
Chairman ABOUEEZIC. If you want to.
Congressman YATES. All right. I would like '1 discuss for a moment.

I am not sure what you mean by "the ri8nt to sovereignty," Mr.
Chairman, at that point. Do you mean total and complete ?

Chairman ABOUREZIE. Which, Sid ?
Conftessman YATES. By what Lloyd is talking about. "What gen-

erally is known as trust relationship and the right to sovereignty." Do
you mean total sovereignty or are you having a separate nation within
the United States through that concept ?

What do you mea that ?
Chairman Anorm.. Sid, it is recognized throughout the report

that sovereignty is at file will of the Congress of the United States,
and whatever is said in this introduction, of course, is more or less
by reference to what we have adopted as part of the report.

So, what this means by sovereignty is the kind of modified saw-
eignty that is expressly recognized throughout the report itself which
is a modified sovereignty at the will of the Congress.

Congressman YATES. I think your verb is wrong.
Chairman AnotraEzit. Which verb?
Congressman YATES. You said that the trust relationship and the

right to sovereignty "is of the highest legal standing". Do you mean,
itare of the highest iegal standing?'

Chairman ABOTTREZIC. You are right.
Congressman YATEs. Or do you want. to say that "the sovereign

rights which they possess are of flit. highest legal standing?" It
seems to me that you are subject to an ambiguity there. I wonder
whether there isyou are not e,xplainingalmost an individual sover-
eign right. The Siate is equivalent to the Federal Government there.
Is that plain ?

Commissioner Boanninor.. It could he said, Mr. Chairman, as T would
state, "that what is not generally known is that within the Federal
syqtem, the trust relationship and the right to"

Chairman AnouitEM. Would that do it, Sid ?
'ongressman YATES. Well, perhaps that. is what you are doing. I

was trying to find outat least in My own mindwhat sovereign rights
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we are talking about. They are talking about certain sovereign rights.
I recognize that the Federal Government has negotiated with Indian
tribes in the past and Made treaties with them on the basis that they
did. havetertain sovereign rights. Otherviise, they wouldn't have made
these kinds of treaties.

And yet, I don't know whether it is intended that they would have
a right to secede from the Federal Government, for example, when
you say within the Federal Government or the Federal system? Do
you eontemptate that as b.:,ing the same as a municipality ?

Commissioner BORIMIDtiL No; I wouldn't see any challenge what-
* soever to the notion that the plenary power of the Congress,-through

tlw Fefleral GoverTirlf.nt, is really the paramount part within that.
Congressman YATES. Well, do you mean within or subject to the

Federal Government ?
Commissioner BORBRIDGF.. Yes; this is what I was suggesting.
Congressman YATEs. Within the Federal Government ?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes.
Congressman YATES. And you contemplate that the phrase "within

the Federal system" /neer, tie. power of the Federal Government and
parts of the Government arz sovereign to that, to any sovereignty of
.the Indian nation ?

( 'ommissioner BORBRIME. Right.
Congressman YATES. With that kind of an explanation, I don't see

any objection to that phrase.
( 'hairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Commissioner BommunuE. Then if we are to be consistent with

everything we have said thus far
Chaiyman AnoritzziE. Yes. I will further modify dirt Introduction

on page 1, starting on the sixth line, eight lines from the bottom,
"What is not generally known nor understood is that within the Fed-
eral system the trust relati.)nship and the right to sovereignty are of
the highest legal standings," and so fat h. Does that clarify it enough?

Congressman YATES. I am not sure about the phrase. "right to
sovereigut.' I don't know quite what that means. Would you try
to clarify it for me ? Jhn, what do you mean by the "rights of
sovereignty"?

Chairman AnotAtEzk. The rights granted by the Federal Govern-
ment to the Indian tribes. They havo granted modified sovereignty
"b") t ribes.

'oligressman MEEDS. I agree.
( 'ongressnmn YATES. If that is what that means then I

. ( 'intirman Attoul:r.k. This doesn't challenge anything that has been
the report, Sid. It goes along with it.

( 'ongressman YATES. OK.
Congressman MEEDS. May the record show what the chairman just

? "The Federal Government has granted to the tribes modified
rights of sovereignty."

(hairtnan A BorREZK. The trouble is we say that in the report. It is
one t hing I never understood about your dissent is that.you seem to say
that ought to be said in the report

( 'oturressinan MEEDS. In the renort it says
Chairman Auouhrzit. May I finish?
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Congressnh. MEMS. Yes.
Chairman ABOLTREZIC. You seem to say in your dissent that we deny

that in the majority part of the report. Yet, it is in the majority part
of the report.

Congressman MEEDS. Is that in the majority part of the report,
Peter ?

Mr. TAILOR. I thinkyou could say that the Federal Government
has granted that sovereignty in the context that we have talked about
.by never having taken it away. It has recognized the tribes as the
governmental body through which it administers its Indian policy.
It has never taken the sovereignty away.

Chairman AMUR/MC. We have sitia, time after time, in the report
kaat it is at the will of Congress whatever rights

Congressman Mr.I.Ms. BM; you see, Mr. Chamman. there is a vast
difference in the tribe having the sovereignty which the Federal
Government grants them and the tribes having inherent sovereignty
sovereignty which the Federal Go% ernment has not taken from them.
Time after time after time in this report, in the majority opinion, we
are saying that tribes had and have inlwrent sovereignty, are we not ?

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is correct, subject to the will of Cong!.ess.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
-Congressman Maims. Subject to the will of Congress. And that they

have and possess all that sovereignty which the Federal Government
has not taken from them or modified or abrogated.

Chairman ABOUREZH. That is right. That is the 10th amendment.
The 10th amendment says that. Whatever rights not. taken by the
Federal Government are left to the people. We now call Indians
people.

Congressman Y.vrEs. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOVREZIC. Yes?
Congressman Y..-rEs. May I read the paragraph to you ? I think that

that sentence does not refer to tlw Indian people. I think it intended
to but it doesn't do it. I think von ought to amend it to say what you
mean. Let's read that paragraph.

"But what is not generally known or understood is that the trust
within the Federal system, the trust relationship and the right to
sovereignty, is at the highest legal st and ing." We have not t:t11;e:111mnt
the rights of sovereignty before of the Indians and I think voll MILdit
to indicate that what you imend there is that it be in the Indian
people.

It is a sentence that is isolated standing lw itself and it isn't iden-
tified. as I read that sentence. T don't know if T am wronir or not imt
that is the impression T have. "Within the Federal system the Govern-
ment's trust relationship with the Indian people and their sovereign
rights are of the highest legal standing. Trust relationsoip with the
Indian people and their sovereign rights are of the highest legal
standing." I would offer that in there.

Chairman AnornEzu. The trust relationship within the Federal
system with the Indian

Congressman YATES. "The Government's trust relationship with
the'Tmlian pf,onle and thei. 3overeiffn rights are of the highest legal
standing established by solemn treaty." I don't know what "further
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erected" means but I would say "and by layers of judicial and legisla-
tive actions." I don't see why you need "further erected."

Chairman ABOUREZK. Wait a minute.
Congressman YATES. "That within the Federal system the Gov-

ernment's trust relationship with the Indian people and their sovereign
rights are of the highest legal standing, established through solemn
treaties, and by layers of judicial and legislative actions." Why do we
need "further erected"?

Chairman ABOUBEZN. OK. Now how did you say the sovereign
rights again ?

Congressman YATES. Their sovereign rights. The Government's trust
relationship with the Indian people and their sovereign rights, what-
ever they may be. -

Chairman Asounnic. All right. I can ack...ipt that.
Congressman Yates. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZIL All right. Any other discussion ? If not. the

motion has been made and seconded to adopt this as modified. All
those in favor will raise their right hand.

Congressman YATES. Mr. Chairman, before we
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes ?
Congressman YATES. May I just ask, would you put the word "tribal"

in front of ,Govermnent" on page 3 ? You said you wanted to amend it
to include "government, culture, and religion. ' 'Would you make it
with their "tribal government" so it isn't their government as such,
it is their tribal government ? Does that change it materially from what
you intended ?

Chairman ABOUREM. NO ; it doesn't. It doesn't change it from what I
intended.

Congressman YATES. Well, would you put it in there ? Wouldn't that
clarify it more for what is intended ?

Chriirman ABOUREZK. All right. I have no object ion to that.
Congressman YATES. OK. Then I can accept it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. There are seven in favor. 1Tow many.

opposed? One opposed. Seven to one would mean the introduction as
modified is adopted.

Congressman MEEDS. Let the record show that it was Mr. Meeds who
was opposed.

Chairman ABOUREZIL Mr. Meeds is opposed. Let the record show that
Mr. Meeds opposed.

Here is the modified copy.
Congressman MEEDS. All the rights of the Indian people.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let's try to do this human resources part and

then we will vote on the final passage.
Go ahead.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, we have received the narrative portion

of our human resources part. Somehow or other the recommendations
were not attached. I would like to make thia suggestion, that we could
simply include those recommendations which I have described. It is
essentially vocational education relevant to the natural resource base of
the tribe at the reservation level.

It would be adult vocational education and vocational education pro-
grams at the high school and junior high level, so that young Indian
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students would be learning trades relevant to their own reservation
base.

Chairman AnounEzx. Were those the only two recommendations?
Mr. TAYLOR. Tony7 isn't that it ?
Mr. STRONG. That is pretty much it.
Chairman ARM:MEEK. All right.
Mr. STRONG. There were other types of recommendations that were

in the original report that were deleted.
Chairman Anovaux. Will they be retained in this?
Mr. TAYWIL No ; they were modified which we discussed few

minutes ago.
Chairman Anotrim.x. All right.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to saggest that we include that wi. . the

report, with a notation to the effect that it is advisory only, that it was
not formally voted upon by the Commission unless you are

Mr. RICHTMAN. You don't have the recommendations before you as
written out. But if you don't want to vote on it without having them
beforeyou just

Chairman Anourimx. Well, you have given us the recommendations
verbally.

Mr. RICHTMAN. Right.
Chairman ABOUBEEK. And they deal with vocational education,

eght? And that is the extent of it.
Mr. RiciprmAN. Yes.
Chairman ABOTTREZIC. All right. I will see if the Commission wants

to act on it then. But I don't think we ought to do it provisionally. I
think we either ought to do it or not do it.

All right. Any questions on the recommendations of the human re-
sources chapter as expressed verbally by the staff ?

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman AROUREEK. Lloyd.
Congressman MEWS. I don't hays any questions other than I can't

read the whole first page of this, and I 'haven't seen the recommenda-
tions. I think this is just another illustration of the unfortunate wa v

°.that we've gone about this entire proceeding. The thin that I obreete'd
to initially and was apprehensive about initially turd that was that
we are sitting here in effect, rubberstampino. what the. staff is doing.

Now, you know:these are fine people, brd-if this is going to be the
Commission's report. the Commission ought to have these things before
it and it ought to have clearly any changes that were. made. And yes-
terday it developed that after we'd been told there had been no changes
made. we found a change which was a very substantial change. Just by
changin!, some words around\it completely skewed the Commission'sie .

T don't know what these recommendations are. I am all for vocational
education. But what kind of vocational education, where, who pays
for it ? All these things are very relevant questions which this Com-
mission onOt to be. asking. We ought to have this kind of information
before us before we pass on it.

would urge the Comm,ssion not to act on something without at
least having seen what they are acting upon.

Chairman AnornEZIC Let me. respond to that for just. a minute. Now,
I said once when I was informed that the recommendations were not

.
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here in front of us that the Commission would decide whether or not
to act on the verbal recommendations.

Now, Lloyd, personally I resent the fact that you say that that is the
way this thing has been operating all the way along. It has not been.
I think this Commission and the staff have been very responsible, and
I think it is an unfair attack upon the staff and upon the Commission
to state that we are sitting here rubber stamping the actions of the
staff.

We have voted on every single recommendation, to my knowledge,
that has been p-lposed to us. We can either accept them or reject them.
We are all grown people, men and women here. I don't think that
anybody here is '-iterested in rubber lampina anything.

We either at .e with them, or we don't, a'.nd I don't know of any
other way to operate a Commission other than to have a staff assemble
the alternatives that we can decide upon and which I think we have
done very responsibly.

I think the Commission member§ by and large, have studied these
recommendations and have studied the context of the report, and have
made their decisions based on that. I think if you want to say, fine, we
shouhln't act on it, that is one thing. But to say that this is the way
we Nye operated all the way through, I think it is unfair. It is not
acc urate.

I think it is a broadly based, unfounded attack on the Commission,
and it is similar, incidentally, to the kind of press you were putting
out when we brought out the first draft. You said, why this report
should be held up for ridicule.

Congressman MEEDS. No, no
Chairman ABC/MIMIC Well, actually
Congressman MEEDS [continuing]. In terms of you, I never said that.
Chairman ABOTTREZIL That is the press I read. '
Congressmali MEEDS. I said that the report is apt to be held up for

e ridicule, and this is exactly the way it will be held up for ridieule, is
if we do not have ihe material th work with.

The whole procedure that I am talking about is the procedure we
have gone through for the pas, 2 days. As many as 14 days ago I was
told by the staff that we would be presented with a written piece of
paper indicating all changes that were made and why they were made.

I got a two-page letter indicating all changes that were made. Now
vou know, and I know, and the staff knows that thdt is\Rot all the
'changes that were made. Indeed, we came across some chanOes yester-
day which were made which we found after I had asked two times
riet there, "is this all the changes that have been made?" And it was
said, "yes," and then we found a very substantial change that had
been made.

You said you don't know how we could function. We could function
somewhat like we do in your body. and \we do on the House side, and
that is, when you amend something, you bring in and show what
changes you have made. That is all that I ask. I wasn't. trying to pick
nits. I didn't want to worry about whether we crossed a "t" or dotted
an "i." I just wanted to know whore substantial changes were made.

We discovered again today another substantial change. Here is a
recommendation which I am very much in favor offor tribes being
able to waive their sovereign immunitybut nobody told us it was
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in there. How many other things are there that have been changed
that we are not told have been changed?

Just with this cursory discussion and a few questions I have asked,
there are two major changes that have been made that we have not
been told about.

Now we are asked to accept some recommendations that aren't even
before us in writing. So that is what I am complaining about, and I
don't mean to use th.e word "rubberstair-ing" in a bad context. I don't
mean to be a nitpicker. I just mean to say that this is not a workman-
like way to go abbut the business of this Commission.

Chairman Anomiszx. May I respond to that just briefly, before I rec-
ognize Adolph? I have to inform you that we are operating on a very
limited staff basis, and that is why Tony had to stay up for 2 nights
without sleeping to try to prepare this chapter.

I have to say that. Let me ask you, Max : How many staff people
have been working the last month on the Commission? How many
professional stAff clo we have there

Mr. RICHTMAN. We have had about eight.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. No LI mean on the staff payroll.
Mr. RICHTMAN. Of the commission I
Chairman ABOUREM. Yes. None
Mr. RICHTMAN. Not for the whole month. We had. three or cfour

people for part of the month, and then we had help from the sttI of
the Senate Seledt Committee on Indian Affairs.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Yes ; they are my staff peopletbiC8enate
Indian Affairs Committee people.

Mr. RICHTMAN. That is right.
Chairman Anounzzx. Because we have run out of staff money, inci-

dentally.
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, the answer to that, if you yield,

is for you and I and Mr. Yates to go back and try and get some
more money and to do it right. This is a report which is goino to take
a significant place in history, and we ought not to be hapazard or
sloppy about it.

If it takes more money to do it right, then, I will be happy to support
further funding to do it correctly.

Chairman ABOUREZH. I don't think it isbeing sloughed at all. I think
that in the rush to get this down here with the limited staff resources
we have, I think they have &me an excellent job.

Congressman YATES. Mr. Chairman, if I may get into this contro-
versy--

Chairman ABOUREZN. Well, we have to vote on that, 3id.
Congressman YATES. I haven't seen chapter 7 before. I must say I

am a little unhappy about some of the language I see on page 1, where
it says, "That Inaian timber, minerals, water, rich agriculture and
grazing lands, and fish are exploited by non-Indian enterprises which
return a mere pittance for their Indian owners."

If that is true, that is another violation of the trust. I can see this was
true in the past. Is it still going on?

Chairman ABOUREZN. 'Well, let me ask Tony. Do you have evidence
that it is still going on ?

Mr. STRONG. On the stuff that I talked about earlier?
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Congressman YATEs. I just read it : "Indian timber, minerals, water,
rich agriculture and grazing lands, and fish are exploited by non-
Indian enterprises whici return a mere pittance for their Indian
owners."

Mr. STRONG. Yes, sir, they are.
Congressman YATEs. Can you tell me where ?
Mr. Strnoxo. They are taking place in specific 13laces that were identi-

fied by people from the General Accounting Office; they were on the
Yakima Reservation and the Quinault Reservation.

Congressman YATES. Are these pursuant to leases that were approved
by the Department of the Interior?

Mr. STRONG. Yes, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. I am sorry, but I didn't hear that response.
Mr. STRONG. Yes, sir, they were. All those leases that are operable on

the reservations are-approved by the Department of the Interior.
Congressman MKEDS. I mean the first part about the Quinaults. I

didn't hear that.
Mr. Snioxo. The Quinaultslet me back up and say that some of

those things that are said in there about the resources being exploited,
speak to mineral resourcesspecifically coal resources. The deficiencies
in the manner in which the Bureau of Indian Affairs manages the
forests is another area in which tribes lose tremendous amounts of
money.

Congressman YATES. Your language says "return a mere pittance to
their Indian owners." Now, you have all this listed ?

Mr. STRONG. Tribes?
Congressman YATES. Yes. Facts are what we are looking for. This

would indicate that throughout the whole United States where there
are Indian tribes with resource. -Indian timber, minerals, waterall
these things are being exploited in favor of non-Indian enterprises,
and the Indians are receiving a pittance.

If this is ,true, there ought to be an indictment of the people in the
Department of the Interior.

Mr. STnoxo. That is right.
Congressman YATES. I have a feeling that there has been in coal

1 eases. For example, I know about the coal situation in Montana. Coal
\ leases were entered into some years ago, and under what coal brings

today those leases are not compensatorythey are not fair.
I (lon't know whether it was fair at the time they were entered into.

Now, I don't know whether this is what you have in mind. Are you
saying conditions have changed? Or were they unfair at the time the
leases were granted ?

Mr. STRONG. The conditions were unfair. The stuff that I was able to
find thi ough the General Accounting Office reports and through task
force No. 7's reports, all indicated that the conditions in which tribes
were living are unfair in negotiating or at least for exploitation of
t heir resources.

They end up in negotiatipAs with the mineral exploiting companies,
without any kind of technical expertise. they end up without being able
t o sustain themselves for long periods of time without giving in because
they don't have the money to say, "No; we don't want to exploit our
resources."
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- Those kinds of unfairness are things that have been identified by
two different investigative bodies.

Congressman YATES. How prevalent is that? Is that the rule or the
exception

Mr. &Rom. The General Accounting Office identified one exception.
It was the Osage Tribe.

Congressman YATES. When was the report of the General Account-
ing Office?

Mr. Srlowo. March 16, 197T.
Congressman YATES. Thiel. year I
Mr. STRONG. Yes.
Congressman YATES. I haven't seen it.
Mr. Sraoxo. I haveon page 68 of the report
Congressman YATES. What does the main theme of the report say ?
Mr. STao.wo. The gist of the report is thatwell, let me summarize

for you, somewhat. The GAO went into looking at the portion of the
contracts for receiving royalty payments on time, whether or not the
tribe was receiving the money or the MA or the U.S. Geological Survey
were asking for the moneys to be received on time.

If they haven't been received on time, whether or not they were
getting late payments or late interest charges on them, the amounts of
money that were lost that have been identified by the General Account-
ing Office is terribly severe.

In a 14-month period on one of the reservations the GAO identified
$270,000 in royalty payments that were 1 to 11 months late.

Congressman YATES. Are you telling us that your conclusion, SS I
have read it, is sustained by the General Accounting Office reports ?

Mr. Smowe. That is correct.
Congressman YATES. Well, why don't vou say that the General

Accounting Office points out in its report, aated such and such a day,
that this is what is in there.

Chairman ABOUREZH. Have you said that ?
Mr. Smoico. I have on page 65, in the report to the Senate Committee

on Energy and Natural Resources.
Congressman YATES. Page 7-65 ?
Mr. STRONG. Yes, sir. A lot of this stuff, perhaps, follows that state-

ment, talks about the significance of the natural resources to the United
States and how it relates to Indians.

Chairman Anotramx. In fact, I was just noticing, it is pretty well
detailed right after 65.

Congressman YATEs. Well, the things that T object to in your state-
ment-i-I will concede, I will accept, if what you say is perhaps in
eeriain instances is the universality in the statement.

T am not sure that it is universal. Should it not read "in many in-
stances" rather than just saying "that it happens in every instance."
Ernie has his hand u p.

Mr. STF.VENR. I would say it was universal. Tt is a rule rather than
an exception. It is always so. It is hardly ever not so both from the
standpoint of the trustees of the companies. I don't know if they have
it in there. but I read it

Mr. TAMon. We do at page 7-28.
Mr. STEVENS renntinuingl. A study of the non-Indian person who

owns property off of the reservation and an Indian person who has a
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lot on the reservation leased from these stune persons and there was
a very large (ttitertuu e in whit I they were g..tting paid on the lease.

Thu I it eniplutikaily ionlit till to volumes. 1
wonidn'i want. to e% en judge, in general. the l'uirean locals whom I
hink the 14.1111.ttli employs. Maybe It is an inept it tide, maylir it's some-

thing else. but t IldiallS al11101 !LI ay- gel heat cn.
Congressmtm YATES. I h) pal ha ye a copy Ii hal ; ) report
Mr. Smolio. I don't have it with me.
Congressnum YATES. Would you get it. bee:lust, you say is

t rue I would think we would want to send out our investigating teams
of our Appropriations (!onnt it tee to really find out about these things.
What you are saying is tint the Federal Government is really being
subjected to a tremendous an ent ial

Mr. STvms. In the coal areas. I don't have the exact
Congressman YATES. Not only in the coal areas, he is talking about

water. minerals
Mr. SmvENs. It was the same way when I was in the Bureau.
They had this beautiful picture which I wish we had in the book.

It showed it in eleareut and the:, in the backdrop was the U.S. forest
of the different shades of green and it is cut in the circle S. And that
is true too.

Another thing, when I headed up the forestry branch in the
Bureau--this is a Mind boggier and I don't know if we have it in
then. Ian we should put it in the,.e. I submitted sonw companitive
literature when 1 was t here. Internal Revenue said that a subsidy is a
subsidy. In other words. when you gel a tax writeoff that is money
given to yon. When I get money or services. that is money. And t hen
what we said and clomp wined was i hat 11071-Indian timber Operations
got more free money than Indian tribes from the BIA.

That is t rue and on that basis that is true.
Congressmaii Mtts. Gentlemen. may I b,trrow this juist momen-

tarily ? What percentage of the employees of the 1 1 IA an Indian?
Mr. STEVENS. Well, about al right now.
Congressman MEEnsi. :16 pereent ?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes. sir.
Congressman MEmts. This also constitutes a pretty scathing indict-

ment of the Indian people in the B A doesn't it ?
Mr. STEVENS. No.
Chairman Aitounfrzw. Wait a minute, would you yield on that ?

I think you have to also add to t lint the percentage who are in policy-
maid ng tosit ions.

Onigressman MEI-Jis. All right . Let's ha ve it.
Mr. Smyrss. Of the Bureau employees. there illy approximately in

the npper grades- -there is a to do about wople like myself. and
(Alleys, holdin,, to) positions with the linmi a and the Commission and
all of that --but throngliont the Bureau. and this %vas 191, approxi-
nitfiely g3 percent of the upper pay grades of GS -13 and lip. are
non-Indians.

Congressman MEEDS. Policy levels Iliv appointed levels. right?
Mr. STEvrxs. Yes, sir.
rha int= AnonnEztr. Civil service in
C011011.111:111 WEDS. No. no: polic.v ltvi.c aro appointed levels.
Mr. STEVENS, Just for direct ion.
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Chairman ABOVIIEEK. In other words, if they deliver it to your home
you will have it.

Congressman YATES. Yes; the.r can always leave it at the desk.
Mr. STEVENS. One more, sir. Will you grant us the discretion to

chane the language the other way ? In other words what I would like
to do is, in our own judgmentwe have a lot of this, documentedand
in our own good judgment to he very careful about what we say

Congressman YATts. You have got to be careful.
Mr. STEVENS. All right but if it is justified on one count, then we

want to hold with that. If it is not on another, then we want to take it.
out.

Chairman ABOUREZR. All right ; because we have got to pass on it
anyway.

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Congressman YATES, The only thing I want to point out, when I

expressed what seemed to be an exclamation as to the universality of
that statementwhat that statement says as it appears now is that
everywhere this is going onI just can't believe there aren't some
good leases.

Mr. STINExs. Do you know where they are? They are the exception.
Congressman rms. That is what I pointed out.
Mr. STEVENS. What you are saying is that 1 percent of them are

good leases.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairnum. there is no way he can say

AN: h a t pei cent are good leases and what percent are poor. I think if he
ipoints out that in many instances this s taking place, that is different

language.
Congressman YATm T would be willing to accept that. Adolph.

I would be willing to accept a statement like that, but that is not what
it says.

Mr. STEVENS. I am saying in most in: 'ancesa majorityare cer-
tainly bad.

Conunissioner DIAL The purpose of the Commission, and the reason
this Commission is sitting today, is because such things exist through-
out the country in every phase cif Indian life.

Conlressman YATEs. Adolph. T would be willing to accept a state-
ment that said in too many instances this is what has happened. Tt

is going on today. I would accept a statement like that because that
$ is not a universal statement.

Commis5ioner T have been ivading for several years and there
appeared to be ripoffs everywhere.

Congressman Y.vms. I aon't think there is any question'about that.
coninds,:ioner NAL. You can have :15 many rndinn5 i:t1 the Bureau

as you please but if you don't have one top heavyhanded fellow, they
don't amount to 'very much. A non-Indian can pop the whip when
Indian people Tn't pop a whip.

Chairman ABOUREZIK. All right. Let me say it this way. Whatever
the staff can substantiate with evidence, that is what they will say.
I f they can't, they won't .

Max has been arranging for delivery Of the items tO the COM-
mission members, both eongressional and noncomresslonal, so that
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lnarnian .1notituy,k. No; that is I./0%1114e We didn't, decide on it,
.kdolph.

Tommissioiwr Yes. :NIy feeling is that I stand where Toni
Ttuven stands, wherever he is. on tl:e Maine i,,sue bevause if he feels

, vi; shonla leave it oir iboa 1 rat or it.11. he, feels we should deal with
it then I favor that.

'ongressinan YATE1.4. NVill you yield for a quest ion
'ommissioner ThAr., Yes.

Congresman Y.tms. Isn't he an attorney for the litigants?
( 'hatpin:in ADA: HEM. Yes.
Congressman Y.vrs. And why would you want to take a position
; ccoillatice with the wi,hes of Ote of Ow attorneys involved in the

suit.? Suppose there was an at torney on tile ot 11C1* Shit%
Co.innissioner IllweE. Well. I re:Teet his ability in the ease, and 1

would be willing to go along whit it.
t:onurt Mr.Ens. Mr. Chairman.
( imam A Bid "Ezic. Yes?
l'ongressinan r.ns. I would just like, to ask a qUerit ion. What was

in die init ml re))ort this?
,:ssent ially it was a factual recitation of the

a:nonin land cdc. v,a.A Wider illdiel:11 eX11111.111:16011
the,0 In wsuP.s. the statutes upon whieh the Stlit WaS 1111d a

dismi,sion or Op.: lefral theory. To my recollection, it did not take a
1,0it ion one Way or he other on he merits or that legal t heory.

ressionalIt al make titian:as to tln; ellect than the Mame emu!:
ion. hot Ii 4'1' I louse nnd ic:t1 introduced legislat ion t hat,

iii ;. ,\ ,tv. the effect or probably
joy provity despito

'I.' 111'11 11'iie.. Wed 1!1:1t was Ilot. the '110(90.
.11:,, ---lee.11 tit,!1, ;pm rospird(led to nu)! tfiiit

,d* \Ord 1.'41 tit hi tho (1.14St'nlill!rOpi111011.
t \, 1, ioid I ':11 I;(0. Ili the IWtI relhirt

! liut in it. it novel. has lwen.
I I); t: titi 1:1vc!!'t nliov,Tti it It) i11

Lel roe Alan Piir'..el whai Tor: Tureen's
,i.; ;- 441 pHlite;:son,etHea hi Oa; Ibi:11 report on tle. Maine question.

}P. 1k 1) C.11' (*(111111listiii Ufl fliiS :IS eillef
.111 .; Ht. 1 in. Scii!ilt. Ctiiie..1it lee ti11 11.1i1111 .\ frail's. We 1111Vt%
"! t t ill! lit it !I I tyr,Ilt 1. ivy! vcry ionlfortnhle
.; h wenki ;,refer no ;0 bat rjec. 111ate1ial

:1 1.H,1 t i t ii t ;PI". n!!11 i" iefut a a settle-
wail! b- .11 11.1 1,4'h !.ot It) upset hat

-11".!. I ti . it I: (!likvii the it win. have
; tin' fir lin".

Mr. 1' 1,1:111:. I v..(IiihhiCt !hat f( tht.
!wt.. 41 urail11. nefT:Itive ulIhi.lI.l 0.1 hi ri.,ht of tribes

I-Il Idopi,,,,Itup.
f \ie. ( ! 111:vo c!wohed With c'Hin

1 Inv 1,a 11 initinl report
; .1 -;I

I I:. i tt
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Congressman MtEns. Right.
Mr. PAtutrat. Never publicly released.
Chairmaq AnoultEZIL. Never publicly released except by some.

body from the Maine delegation. It was not considered. it was:not
voted on, and, therefore, not hwluded in t he tidal report. It has never
been voted on and never been inclmled.

Mr. TAYLOR. In fact that action, or noniwt ion, was taken at t he

request of both t he Maine dekgat ion and---
Chairman Anounmt. And Tureen.
Commissioner Dim.. That is right. That is what I am thinking of,

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREM. Now, Ada, .10 you have a mot ion or do you

want to--
Ocardnissioner DEMI. I waded to bring it up for a discussion.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Oh, all right. Then, if that is all them is. we (

will see you Monday at 1 :30 p.m.
The Connnission v.ill recess unt i 1 that time.
[Whereupon. at 1 :10 p.m.. the n wet ing in the above emit led matter

wa:: recessed until Monday. May 10, W77.1
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

MONDAY, MAY 16, 1977

A EIUCAN INDIAN PuLICIY REVIW CoM3IISSMN, -

Wwithinytun,
The Commission met, pursuant to notice, at 3 p.m., in room '400,

Rayburn House Office Building, Senator James Abomezk (chairnian
of the Commission) presiding.

Present: Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Congressmen Lloyd
Meeds, Sidney R. Yates, and Don Young; and Commissioners Louis
R. Bruce, Adolph Dial, John Borbridge, Jake Whitecrow, and Ada
Deer.

Staff present : Ernest L. Stevens, statt director; Alan Parker, Peter
Taylor. and 'roily St rong.

Chairman Awn nr:zR. We now have a reporter. ho we can go on the
record.

Sid, do you want to emit i nue
Ccmgressmall YATES. We were on 7-4.
Chatrman ABouRrz.. There was a motion by you to delete a couple

of paragrr phs on 7-3.
Congressman YxrEs. Do you want a formal notice ?
Chairman Ailouitl:21i. Let the record show t hat a quorum is present

and has been present since the beginning of t lie ',wet mg. and tliat we
have undertaken informal discussions in the absence of a court.
reporter.

I lowever, we have not taken official act ion. We aro now ready to
proceed.

We are ready for ,your motion on page 7-3.
Congressnnui I.vrns. I move t hat t he paragraph beginning "1 'lilted

States Federal transfers" on page 7-3 of the pmposed Chainer 7.
nonlic I feve!opment, and ending with the words f-sullicieney: and
containing t lie chart . be stricken.

Chairman A,..ouREzk. Is t here object ion t o that mot ion ?
No response.]

Without objeCt ion, the amendment 16 agreed to. The motion to strike
is agreed t o.
. There were some other minor editorial changes which, without ob-
jection, will be approved.

Congressman YArEs. I would hope there would he a revision of the
language on page 7-4 immediately above "Indian people can re-

..

gain.
Chairnian NrIouREm. I do not know what the thought behind tlmt

vas. actually, Mr. Yates. I thought we would ha ye staff review it.
(275'
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Mr. TAYLOR. I have sonic amendatory language. The first sentence
would say, "Altho,Igh absolute productivity," the word "absolute" is
inserted,*"on reservations has increased, the bulle--=to replace "large
majority""of transfers has resulted m a reduction of relative pro-
ductivity in relation to total income in Indian coMmunities."

Sincel am not an economist .I had to have it explained to me. I
would follow that sentence with another sentenee.

"In other words, the rate of increase in expenditures by the' United
States has exceeded the rate of increase in reservation productivity."

Chairman AJIOUREZK. I thought you were talking about this, "geared
toward developing a self-sufficient economy."

Congressman YATES. What he said has to be said, Mr. Chairman. T r

you want to return to the previous paragraph, it is all right with

Chairman ABOUREZR. Without objection, we shall agree to the modi-
fication which Pete just enunciated. Do you have that now ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Congressman YATES. Wh:, not finish this paragraph and go back to

the previous one?
Mr. TA :MR. I have no other corrections until the last sentence--
Congressman YxrEs. Would von defer? Let's look at. the third

/;e. Should not the word "could" be changed to the word "might"?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Congressman YATEs..We do not know what would have happned.

That is pure speculation. "This situation might have been averted"
rather than "could have been averted."

I do not understand the last sentence.
Mr. TA vr,ra. I made a revision in that sentence so it would read as

follows: "The continua, ion of policies which lead to such conditions
does not lem: itself to investment opportunities."

Chairman AnorREM. IS t hat satisfactory ?
Without ohject ion, that change is adopted.
Congressman YATES. All right.
Chairman A1OUREZ1C Now you want to go back to the first para-

graph, right under the chart, on pap 7-4.
Are you satisfied with that, Sid. or do yo i want to change it ?
C6ngressman YATES. I am not sure 1* understand the last sentence

in that tmragraph. We were discussing it. We came io certain conclu-
sions with regard to the Indian people's need to develop sufficient
education. I am not sure we are in agreement on that because I think
t he rndian people can use more lawyers, more accountants, more doc-
tors, and more people with advance'd degrees. I gathered the impres-
sion he does not agree with that.

Congressman Yorso. What is happening is that economic self-suffi-
ciency means development of natural resources on the lands they have
and will hay& The, reason they are economically depn yed is that they
have o go outsidcr that field to get the expertise and sometimes they
are fleeced. We do not have the capability to do right now what should
be necessary.

Congressman YATEs. We agree that the resources have to be de-
veloped. The question is how the development of the resources will be
pro,ected and who they need.

2 7
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Hearings Dhave had before my subcommittee indicate that Indian
people now do not have accountants, lawyers, or economic experts.
They have to go outside in order to get them.

Congressman YOUNG. They also do not have the nuts and bolts cap-
ability.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Agricultural people, cattle feeding experts, or
timber experts.

Conkressman Yourto. They do not have them.
Congressman YATEs:Let's put that in, then.
Mr. STRONG. I have some clarifying language.
Mr. PAmiEE. The sentence beginning "'I his is encouraging," I

would substitute "These figures are encouraging."
The next sentence would read, ''If additional opportunities for edu-

cation and training in such fields as natural resource development and
business management are provided, Indian tribes would have an in-
creased capability to develop a self-sufficient economy." Then scrap
the remainder.

Congressman YATES. OK.
Congressman YOUNG. All right.
Congressman YATES. I will accept that.
Chairman ABOUILEZIL Without objection, that amendment is agreed

to.
Mr. TAYLOR. I have gone through 7-5 and 7-6 and made notes.
On the second line, page 7-5, a sentence which starts "This following

section," I changed "this" to read "The following section."
The second paragraph on that page is duplicated further down so

we just took out that entire second paragraph beginning, "Indian
people, not Federal- agencies." That paragraph would be deleted.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Very well.
The paragraph which begins wro develop, Indian people must move

towards," tale out the "s" at the end of the word "towards."
Further down we have another sentence which states, "self-reliance

will not mean scorning all Federal assistance," I would put a "period"
there, strike the wards "only using," and the next sentence would
then read, "It does require effective and wise use of that assistance."

Back up at the toi) of that paragraph, "To develop, Indian people
must move toward stepphig out," make it easier. Say "Indian people
must begin to step out of the dependency rel at ionship."

"Must move away from fhe dependency relationship." That is
better.

Congressman YATA All right.
Chairman ALloun.,.. Any other changes on t his page ?
Commissioner DIAL. What about "Indian people must be the ones-1

Why not say, "Indian people must"
Mr. STRONG. We deleted that entire paragraph. It is repeated else-

where.
The last note I had on this page is on the next to the last line. There

is a sentence which states, "There is an essential theme." The question
is whether the word "that" should be replaced with the word "which."

Chairman ABOUREZIS. It does not matter.
Congresman LvrEs. In +' 3 fifth line from the top, "In their struggle

to develop their resources for themselves," make "these" "their."
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Mr. STRONG. I say, rather than "for themselves," "by themselves."
If we say "for themselves," it means they use the resources for them-
selves as well. I meant Indian people would develop resources by them-
selves for whomever will use them.

Congressman YATES. 'Why not say "by and for themselves"?
Mr. STRONG. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZ1L Do'you have all the changes
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Is there objection to those changes on page

7-5?
[No r me.]

z
Without o ction, they are agreed to.

, Mr. TAYLOR. n page 7-6, first line at the top of the page reads,
"Over their resources landl water, minerals, timber, fisheries, et cetera."
Strike the word "to" and insert "and they must be responsible for all
decisions as to their use and development."

On the fourth line down, the use of the word "control," I would sub-
stitute the word "establish." The sentence would read, "For a tribe
whose goal is self-determination every goal should be evaluated on the
tribe's ability to establish a meaningful development process."

Under the subnote there, "the Federal rule"
Mr. STRONG. "Federal rule" should be "Federal role."
Mr. TAYLOR. In this first paragraph under the Federal role I have

made substantial changes. In fact, I changed the next two paragraphs.
The first sentence starts, "In viewing these characteristics as funda-

mental." I have broken up the sentence and would suggest the follow-
ing changes:

The fi est sentence would read, "The policy changes discussed above
must be viewed as fundamental." "The Federal role must be to provide
those e&,ential elements needed for economic development."

Congressman YATES. I have "The Federal law should provide a fav-
orable climate," and so on.

Chairman AsornEm. Ile is changing the e,- tire thing, Sid.
Congressman Y.vrEs, it is the same thing. .. sort of simplified it a

little. "The Federal role should be to provide a favorable (!limate for
economic development."

Chairman Anounr.zK. I am sorry. I thought you were r,ading it
back. I apologize.

Congressnum Y.vrEs. I was amending his amendment.
Conimissioner WurrEcnow. "Policy changes cited above are funda-

mental--
Mr. T.m.on. It would now read : "The Federal role must be to pro-

v le a fa voral de climate for economic development."
The next sentence, I would strike the two words "these provisions"

and substitute "This policy must be expressed." Strike out the
words "not only." It should be "This policy must be expressed in
terms of drastically increased appropriations for capitalization of
necessary" .

'ongres,man Y.vrEs. Why not "through"?
1fr. T.mon. "Must be expressed through."
Congressman YATES. Put the word "and" there.
Mr. TAYLOR. So we are amending the sentence, then, on the line be-

ginning "syitems, and by alternative means for acquiring capital re-
sources."

2
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Congressman YATES. Right. Do you need "for example"?
Mr. Tavyton. The sentence following says, "For example, this may be

accomplished." I have stricken that all the way to the word "new."
The sentence starts, "New Imlian mechanism. i.e., develop financing
mechanisms. e.g.. developtriat banks." Check that.

"And investment pyreedur4 must he established," strike the words
"bv encouraging""must be established and development of basic
skills and technoldgies must be fostered."

Congressman YATES. And what?
Mr. TAyLon. "Development of basic skills and technologies must be

fostered," so that the words "translers of" would he stricken, and the.
, last three words there, "tribal governing activities," would be stricken.

The sentence contitmes: ''New Indian financing mechanisms (e.g.,
development banks) and investment, procedures must be. established
and development of basic skills and technologies m ist he fost eyed to
enhance the capacity of developmental functions on Indian reserva-
tions."

Congressman YATES. Very well.
Chairman Awn-amt. Can you strike "to enhance the capacity of

development.,1 functions"?
Ts there objection to those changes already discussed?
rNo responsel
Without objection, they will be adopted.
Commissioner WIIITEcRow. Are we striking up to "to enhance"?
Chairman Aflornirm. I have moved to strike those words. ,nk

ou can end it with the words "technologies must be fostered."
Mr. TAyr.oa. The last change I had is in this next paragraph. The

second sentence I would strike entirely. I do not think it 4s necessary.
I think we have already covered that.

Chairman AsotraEzx. Which one is that ?
Mr. TAYLOR. The sentence which reads: "They will 1)0 discussed

in terms of what. is necessary for maximum fulfillment of tribal goals
of self-sufficiency through economic development."

Chairman ABM-REY:1i . Witholl+ -0-iection. that will he stricken.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think that er trea where major editorial work

was required.
Chairman Anoturp.m. I think pyre is another one where it states:

"The onaly,is contained herein is based on confluents from across the
country and, we believe." We should say, "and it is believed." We have
not spoken in the first person inThis report as yet, have we?

Mr. TAYLOR. Very well, sir.
That concludes the editorial changes.
Chairman AflorurAK, Whal aJout page 7? Have von ,,olw thn n;r1I

that ?
Mr. "I'yr.o):. Tlmt takt, into thy area where Conunis-ioner Bor-

bridge mid he has ony or t Ay() correct ions.
Commissioner lifiantwx :F. Mr. Chairman. just a matter of style

solely. On page 7. 7, fourth centeney down, why not simply say. -The
a llot nient policy contained"? The word "containNr would replace the
word "repres.nted."

Chairman knol-aEzic How about the sixth line down. "to break up
the t ribal communal land base"? .Tust say "The tribes'." Is that all
right?

Mr. T.Avt.ofl. Yes.
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Chairman AnoiluEnt. I do not understand the last paragraph :
This ambivalence of the United States Government and the general refusal of

the American people to recognize that Indian tribes are not going to disappear.

Mr. TAMOR. It relates to the shifting policies described in the pre-
ceding paragraph.

Chairman ABOUREZK. "This ambivalence" is clear, but how about
"the American people to recognize that Indian tribes are not going to
disappear" ? When did they recognize that ?

Mr. TAYLOR. An allusion to current attitudes which seemed in many
instances directed to the idea that eventually Indian tribes still will
disappear. It is an attitude of local communities, one of a denial of
tribal ex:stence as (rovernments on an assumption that they simply will
become assimilateSinto the mainstream of A.merica.

Chairman ABOUREZK. This states the American people refuse +o rec-
ognizefour negatives are contained.

Mr. TAYLOR. A correetion in the sentence is in order. Could we say :
"This ambivalence of the U.S. Government has taken a very heavy toll
over the vears." ?

Cliairm,an ABOUREZIL I think so. It wouhl be much better than trying
to explain the other.

Is t re objection to changes on that page
r No response.1
T f not, the changes are agreed to.
Commissioner Drat,. What about tl 3 last paragraph on page 7-7?

Whv not say : "By 1887, with the passage of 'the General Allotment
Act1' ?

Chairman ABOunzli. That would be better. Is there objection to that
change ?

[No response.]
Without objection, it is agreed to.
I do not think we can sit as a Commission and continue to go through

a line-by-line editorial policy.
'ommissioner Dian. No; we cannot.

Chairman ABOURIV.K. I think what we skull ask the staff to do is to
go through this and make unly editorial changesno substantive
Chi:lTlgv-.

MI...Emma. Right. sir.
Chairman A novitrzk. What alma the recommen(lations in this

dia pt er I )o yon want to di rect us to t hat . please ?
The only recommendat ions we have not yet approved are t he hunian

resources sect ion. Is t hat correct
Mr. S.11:(iNG. Essent
chairman A BounEzn. nave we a proved any of the recomnienda-

tions in this chapter ?
M r. TA). Loa. I do not t hi nk we have.
( 'madman AmunEzti. Let's start wit h the recommendations, then.
What page are we on ?
Mr. Smoxo. Page 7-17.
Chairman Anoraxzn. For the purposo of uniformity. the staff should

put all the recommendat ions in the back of the chapt eror is it at the
beginning?
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Off the record.
Off the record.]

Onairman ABoxiiiEzic.. Have all the recommendations in on;1 group
at the end of this chapter.

Mr. STRONG. Take them from where theyare now and transfer thein
Take them out?

Chairman AnouilEzic. Do you want to discuss your first recommenda-
tion ?

We did not vote on any of the recommendations of this chapter.
Mr. STRoNo. I was not aware of that.
Chairman, AIRTUREM. We did not mark it up nOr vote on it. We will

have to vote on the whole ehaptcr ab initio.
The first set of recommendations appears on 7-14. Does anybody

have any questions or comments on those recommendations?
I refer to page 7-14,
[No response.]
If there are no questions, without object ion, this first set of recom-

men& ions beginning on page1-14, ending on T-16, is adopted.
Commissioner WIIITECROW. I have no objection but I have a ques-

tion with regard to the interest rate as reflected in recommendation
No. 1.

Chairman ABOURIV.K. What is the question ?
Commissioner WIIITECnOW. WOUlei it not be more advantageous to

this recommendation if we would perhaps make a suggested interest
rate. or NN ould we be in violation of other interest rate schedules

Chairman Anornmx. I think, personally, it would be a futile act
because it will be set in whatever legislation, and perhaps set accord-
ing to the existing market rate. That is the way it is done around here,
anyway, as far as legislation is concerned. Therefore, I do not think it
would be very vahmble to do that.

Congressman YATES. The basic authorization has expired. I know
there was none in the I Louse Appropriations Committee.

Congrnsman MEEDS. It is now in the Indian Financing Act.
Chairman AaominzK. That is right.
Congressman Y.vrEs. My staff says authorization has expired. Tlwre

has been no request for appropriation by the Office of Management and
Budget. BIA does not ask for it but OMB does.

Chair= n ABOUREY.K. it iS controlled by 13IA.
Mr. T.m.m. The answer may lie wit h passage of the Indian Financ-

ing Act of 1971. and its additional funds. I believe the funds provided
in that act a.'d the 1934 revolving Ian fund were merged and
administered.

Congressman MEEDS. They were merged. I do not know how they
were a dminiFtered.

Congressman YA ITS. The insurance fund expired. There is no money
requested for it this year. That does not mean it should not be
req nested.

Chairman AnomtEm. On what page is the next set of recommenda-
tions?

Mr. Smoisro. Page 741.
Chairman Anoumax. Are there any questions or comments on the

agricultural recommendations?
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[No response.]
If note without objection, those recommendations wll be adopted.
What is the next set I
Mr. STRONG. Page 7-46, on timber.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Are there any questions or comments with

regaid to the recommendations on timber?
[No response.]
If there are no objections
Congressman YATES. I have a comment to make and I would like the

advice of the group here. MA timber policies have been SO Int, with
.respect to Indian timber resources that I am thinking of recommend-
ing that the US. Forest Service take care of it rather than let"ng
BIA do it.

Congressman MEEDS. Forest Service hasn't done that good a job,
either. =

Chairman ABOUREEK. Do you mean technical assistance from the
Forest Service ?

Mr. STRONG. Why can't we allow the tribes to contract from the
eest Service rather tnan BIA?
Congressman YATES. Or private sources.
Chairman ABOIIREZE. Is that in this recommendation ?
Mr. TAYLOR. The recommendation alludes to tribal development of

timber management programs which would be supported with tribal
moneys.

Congressman YATES. Can we put that in there ?
Chairman knounnic. Why not add a specific recommendation that

Congress should pass legislation to enable the tribes to contract man-
agement of their timber resources, whether to the U.S. Forest Service
or private forestry companies ?

Congressman YATES. Government agencies or outside private con-
cerns.

Do you need special legislation for that ? Can't they do ii, now ?
Chairman ARM-REZTC. We already have that. Public La w 9:14:18 will

permi them to do that.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think our recommendations in the first reeommelida-

tion shown, amendment of existing law, will help facilitate that
nroblem.

rna i rum n Anert'REZA. Ts there objection to that amendment ?
IN0 resnonsel
If not. it is adopted.
Commissioner DrEn. There is some relationship to the trust eoneept

here in terms of timber. T wouldn't feel comfortable in Votina on this
at this particular point without some additional information from
counsel.

I know we have had mntinuing discussions with the Bureau on this
in terms of mannEring timber o.irselves. It relates to the trust concept
and their perception of it.

T won der-whether any counsel can comment on that.
Mr. PAWKY% This points to the existing regul; tions under the Tmlian

Self-Determinaticn Act. There .is a difference between services not
related to manam.ment of trust resources and those directly related to
management r.nd trust ..esources.
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With respect to the latter, the _position of the Bureau is that they
can go only so far in contracting. They have to maintain basic control.
Otherwise they would be abrogating their trust responsibility, in effect.

The narrative does - It go into the details of tactly how that would
be changed but our committee has announced oversight hearings on
Public Law 1)3-638. That is one of the issues we have identified on
which we hope to receive testimony from the administration and
Indians.

However, in response to "your question, I would think that the
recommendation as stated would not call for any waiver of the trust
responsibility.

Mr. STEVENS. One of the things not in the report is this: We had
difficulty in figuring out a way to say it. The responsibilities in the
trust, like accountability for govermaent funds and so on, are things
that should be minimum requirements.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Constants all the way through ?
Mr. &Erma. They should be minimum requirements and people

should know what they are. They should be addressed as to account-
ability in such a way so that if you know what the minimum is right
across the line, then there is no reason that you could not contract out
these things as long as you. report them out.

Chairman ABOUROIL That is understood.
All right. Next is page 7-46, recommendations on water.
I think that first recommendation has to be changed somewhat. All

forms of water usage, on or adjacent to the reservation, where the
tribes have legal cont rol over the water.

Don't you think that woule be more a !curate?
"Where such tribe has legal control over that water."
Congressman YATES. "'Tribes having control over the water to

develop their own water usage should allow the tribes having control
over thei; water to develop their own water code," and so on.

Chairman ABOUREZIL Then it reads : "The Secretary of Interior"
rike the word "should""The Secretary of Interior allow the tribes

having control over waterways to develop their own 'water codes
designed"strike that "would he""designed to regulate all forms of
water usage on such waterways" and st. ike "on Fr adjacent to the
reservation."

Congressman MEEDS. What if the waterways are off the reservation ?
rpm Annum:xi:. If t he t rilws ha ve legal control over them, then

they enli' write a code for them.
Congt essman YouNu. "Waterways" is a definition T will have to ask

counsel fordefine not water as a body only but use of water.
When yon get into the w ird "ways." you g.et into a legal connotation

other than "water ce.le." 'tier u.-:nge" and tluit kint or thing. You
can nk counseL

Chairmln Aitornrm. I think we can say "legal rights to such
water."

Cop gresman Yor No. Waterway.; Lroes into legal determination.
Congressman YAWS. What about leaal rights? They might have

minor legal rights. Suppgse they share legal rights with mt..' lers
with a slight interest ?

Chairman ABOTTREZH. Can't they develop a code according to the
rights of the water they have I
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CC:011MM= YATES. Outsiders have to haw. participation, too.
Chairman ABOUREZH. But if the tribes art entitled to rights over

part of the water, can't they develop a code for that part for their
own usage V, Congressman YATES. That portion of it over which they.have rights.

Chairman Amor-ans. That is what we are saying.
Congressman YATES. I don't know the *answer to this because I don't

know the question about water. Can you let a tribe establish a water
code over water it shares with others I

Chairman ABOUREZIL Over its portions, certainly. It is not binding
on anybody else. If they don't have rights on other waterways, then
whatever code they make is not binding on them.

Congressman YATES. If they have a limited proprietary interest in
a body of water of any kind : Does their attempt to establish a water
code for Lheir limited interest affect the other owners I I don't know.
What does counsel say ?

Mr. TAYLOR. What you are getting into is the Winters rights doc-
trine. Tribes under that doctrine have a rather open ended use interest
in the waters which flow either through or past the reservation.

Congressman YATES. What does ihe phrase "water code" mean,
though I Is it a series of regulations as to the use of the water ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes ; and the allocations of its use.
Congressman YATES. If others share it : Can they make such a code ?
Mr. PARKER. Particularly in the western States, the whole appropria-

tion system requires Government regulation. We are not the govern-
mental entity exercising regulatory authority.

Congressman YATES. This proposes taking it away from them.
Mr. PARKER. Proposes to confirm it with respect to water over which

they have rights.
Cnngressman MEEDS. I think the latest case is relatively clear with

regard to the rights of the Winter8 doctrine. It is a right which is
acquired by Indians through the Federal Government, not an inherent
right to water.

Mr. PARKER. There ... difference of opinion.
r'ongressman MEEDS. But the latest ease, in effect holds that.
Mr. PARKER. Which case?
Congressman MEEDS. The Aiken case.
Mr. TAYLOR. We have a reconnuendation here dealing with the

21,:ken case.
Congressman MEEDS. You may disagree with the Aiken case, as I

di, gm! with some of the other cases, but The Aiken ease does say that.
Nr. TAYLOR. I think it implies it. It cannot he supported without

such a conclusion. I think the legal term is sub rosa.
Arr. PARKER. Obviously. attorneys for the Indians are sePlcing inter-

pretations of the Aiken decision which .vould confirm the original
1Vintep8 theory or inherent right, and attorneys for the opposing side
are seeking an interpretation to confirm the Federal nature of the
right.

Congressman MEEDS. The Case rather clearly holds that the Federal
right is carried to the Indians through that act. It is a Federal right
and not an inherent right of i:he--

Congressman YATES. That has nothing to do with this.
Congressman MEEDS. Somebody asked about water rights.
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Congressman Ems. If the Indian tribe controls the water, it should
be allowed to establish its own water code.

Chairman ABOUREZIL Is that what you are talking about
Mr. Smoxo. Yes.
Congressman YATES. The only point I make, if it shares the water

with others, what is yo ir answer to that I
Mr. STRONG. It seems to ine they would be allowed to develop water

codes in conjunction with those other users.
Mr. Pmi. That seems to be the opinion of the majority group.
Chairman ABounnii. Does that state it clearly enough to suit

everybody
Without objection, then
Congressman MUDS. I do vote against approval of that.
Chairman ABOUREM. All those in favor of that amendment to that

recommendation raise your hands.
COngreSSITUM WEEDS. I have no objection to that.
Chairman AROUREZIE. That is what we aredeciding.
Congressman MEEDS. I vote for that.
Chairman ABOURESK. Those in favor of the amendment, raise your

right hands.
[ Show of hands.]
Chairman AROUREZli. Thai is unanimous.
Any other questions or comments on these recommendations ?
[No response.]
Chairman Asounnzs. If not, all those in favor of adopting.the water

reconnnendations as amended raise your right hands.
[ Show of hands.]
Chairman AnotanK.Those opposed.
[Show of hands.]
Chairman ABOUREZ/1. Le'it the record show Congressman Meeds is

opposed to the adoption of tliose recommendations.
The recommendations are adopted.
What page is the next recqmmendat ion ?
Mr. STRONG. The next set of recommendations are on mineral re-

sources, page 7-80.
Chairman Anotntnic. Any questions or comments on the mineral

recommendations, page 7-8Q
Congressman YATES. I have a question with respect to paragraph A,

which states that the results should be confidential to the tribes.
The question is whether or not the information can be denied under

the Freedom of Informatiori Act.
Congressman MUDS. We have amended the Freedomof Information

Act to prevent that.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. We have not yet. passed it. It was proposed.
Congressman YATES. I tried to do it in my bill last year and was told

that was amending the Freedom of Information Act and that I should
take it out of the bill and thq would put it into the Freedom of Infor-
niation Act.

We say, "Results should 4.e confidential to the tribes," and I assume
that is merely a recommendrition.

Chairman Anotianx. I imagine I can say, "provided FOIA can be
amended accordingly." I
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COngressman t'ATES. Do we deal with the question of the proprietary
rights of the Indians as not being available to the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act ?

Chairmall ABOTTREZN. 1 don't think so.
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't believe we do.

Congressman YATES. Should we not ?
Mr. PARKE& We can insert that.
Congressman YATES. I remember some question up in the Northwest.
Mr. TAYLOR. At least two task force reports make such ft recommen-

dationmine was one of thembecause of the cOmplexit and magni-
tude of the present report, we did not get it in. \

Congressman YATES. It should Lin in here. This is a question of
Indian proprietary rights and its resources.

Chairman ABOUREZK. There is an amendment proposed by Congress-
man Yates to the re ommendations : That the Freedom of Information
Act ho amended t4 exclude from that act -)roprietary information
rela t ing to the reso rces of Indian tribes.

Is there ohjectoi to the adoption of that language?
[No response.]
Chairman ABOrSEZS. There being none, that is a new recommenda-

tion.
. Any other questions or comments?

[No response.]
Chairman Anoriti.. t. If not. without objection, these recommenda-

tions will be agreed to.
What is the next set of recommendations?
Mr. STaor.m. The nlxt set of recommendations has to do with human

resources, page 7-96.I
Chairman AeorrtEzn. Any questions or comments on the human re-

sources recommendations
[No response.]

. Chairman ABOTTREZIC. If not, without objection, those recommenda-
tions are accepted.

The next one is on page 7-105.
Mr. STRoxo. That is
Chairman ABOUREM Transportationany questions or comments

on the transportation recono iendations, page 7-105?
,r No response.]
Chairman ABOtTEZN. There being none, without objection. the rec-

ommendations are adopted.
Congressman YATES. "Congress appropriates such funds to upgrade

the existing transportation mechanisms in the Indian communities."
What does that mean ?

Mr. STRoNa. Mechanisms meaning all those things necemary for
movement within the reservation, whether it will he water, waterways,
roadsessentially dealing with roads. Most of the discussion in the
narrative deals with roads.

Congressman YATES. Does "mechanism" refer to roads?
Mr. STRo.o. "Mechanism" is meant to refer to roads.
Congressman YATES. To my mind a mechanism is something capable

of moving.
Chairman ABOrREZIT. Think of a different word. "Facilities"? ,

Mr. SimoNo. "Facilities."
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Chairman ABOUREOL. Without objection, "facilities" is inserted as
au amendment in lieu of "mechanisms."

The next recommendations are on page 7413. Any questions or
comments on these recommendationst

[No response.)
Chairman ABOUREZK. If not, without objection, the recommendations

on.page7-up are agreed to.
Page 7-117 is next.
Congressman YATES. Might I go back to page 7-118 for a moment I

"Provide that the tribal government may waive its immunity from
suit." What is the corollary to that I They can claim immunity ; that
they have immunity from suit?

Mr. TAYLOR. They wijoy sovereignty ; yes.
Congressman Mums. Even I would agree with that.
Chairman Anounnx. All right, page 7-117. Are there questions or

comments with regard to the recommendations on page 7-117 V .
[No response.]
If not, without objection, that recommendation is adopted.
Enterprise development effortsrecommendation on page 7-121.
I certainly hope that you wHI spell out all these acronyms.
Mr. STRCING. EDA is Economic Development Administration
Chairman ABOUREZK. You don't have to tell us now. Do it in the

report.
Mr. STRONG. Surely. That was put together rather quickly.
chairman ABOUBEZK. I understand most of them. I (Ion% know what

DI).. means.
Mr. STRONG. Department of Labor.
Commissioner Baum:. Why is not DOT on that I feel that is impor-

tant today.
Chairman ABOIIREZH. Put DOT in there.
Without objection, as amended, this is adopted.
On chapter 7, totally, I shall entertain a motion tO adopt chapter

7 as amended.
Conan issioner 1nOre

v Congressipan YAWS. Seconded.
Chairnutn A nounr.,,K. All those in favor of adopting chapter 7 raise

your right hands.
Show of hands.1

Tltose opposed.
[ Show of hands.1
One opposed. The chapter is adopted. The record will show Con-

, ri essman Meeds is opposed to it.
We do -iot need to take action on the separate views. They are sepa-

rate views o2 ndividual Commissioners or groups. They will be in-
serted in the report as they are submitted.

Congressnatn MEEDS. Might. I he hcat t hat !
Chairman A BnUREZK. Yes.
Congressman MEEDs. I want to speak a moment regarding separate

i

While it is general knowledge that I have disagreed with each of
w!tii I has been adopted by t he Comm issiollbased on some differences

opinion with regard to sovercigniy, jurisdiction, and things such as
thosemid while it is clearly I hat anybody can say anything they
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want to in separate views, I would just say, and I do not intend at this
time to reply in a surebuttal type thing, it was my understanding that
the chairmaa would speak for the rest of the Commission in filing a
rebuttal. Inasmuch as these are separpte views and since I agreed
anybody could say anything they wanted in separate views, 1 shall
not reply to that.

I would.like to state for the record, however, that the implications--
and I deem * regrettable because I have not felt tha,t the 'differences.
of oRinim -(ve have had had run to the depth of almost motivation
the tact that the chairman, I think, misunderstands lay dissenting
views when I say this is one-sided utivocacy and talk about its being
'inevitable that some-of the problems come from the fact that there
was a huge majority of Indian representation. This was not all di-
rected to this Commission 'at all as implied here in the statement of
the chairman. Indeed, I think this Commission has done a very good
job.

lIowever, if you will look very closely, .you will see that it applied
to the task forcesof t1ie-33 people on the task forces, 31 were Indians.
That is what the- statement Was directed to in that regard.

On page 4, where the chairman in his separate views indicates, and
I am r,uoting, "In an effort such as this report, dependent upon co-
operation and mutual respect, arguments which tend to rekindle the
flames of racial mistrust strike me as exceedingly irresponsible."

Later on the same page, "Favoring Indians raises the spectre of
racial antagonism and majorit a rian domination which I hoped were
buried forever in ashameful past."

I again think it is regrettable that there is even an inference by t be
chairman. If the chairman does get that inference, 1 feel badly that
such an inference would come from me.

I think my record is so clear in the U.S. Congress on racial issues,
and it is so clear with rortard to support of Indian causes, and so free
of bigotry, that I am deeiily hurt that the chairman of the Connnission,
or any other person, would view my views as in any way, as the chair-
man says, "rekindle the flames of racial mistrust" or to "raise the
spectre of racial antagonism and majoritarian domination which I laid
hoped was buried forever in a shameful past."

I hope, too, these things are buried forever. I hope it is clear that
in my dissent there never, ever has been any effort by me, any intention
by iiie, and as 1 say, if someone should be so unfortunate as to get even
that inference, I hope that will be dishlissed immediately because I
have certainly never felt that way. I think the chairman understands
that. I think everybody on this Conunission understands that.

I would hove that my record in this field has not lent any credence
to that kind ot proposition.

Chairman AnounEzic. Would you yield?
Congressman Mup)s. Yes; I would be delighted to yield.
Chairman ABOLTREZK. I have to be vei:y honest. I have never in per-

son, in talking to Lloyd Meeds or listening to Lloyd Meeds in person
at a meeting or sitting down privately or publicly, ever heard nor have
I ever seen a hint or indication that Congressman Meeds would want
to stir up racial fires of any kinds. That is why I was totally su-
prised to read not only his dissmt but several -comments attributed
to :2ongressnian Meeds in the press.
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I'm example, just a few days ago the statement in the Associated
Pressit was in the Washington Star, there was an AP slug on it
stating "Under the Commission's report the Indians could take over
Tacoma, Wash."

Congressman Mums. No, no.
Chan man Amumx. Does anybody have a copy of that. here? It

was attributed to you.
Congressman larms. I said, and I think the story accurately reflects,

that under the recommendations of this Conunission and the concept
that this Commission takes with regard to sovereignty and jurisdiction,
the Puyallup Indians would be able to assert civil and criminal juris-
dictions over a large portion of the city of Tacema. We disciiSsed that
in this Conimission. .E don't think any of the staff would disagree,
that under the view _taken in this recommendation that is true.

3Ir. TAYLOR. checked the record on that. The context of that dis-
cussion was that the question of sovereignty was an unlimited one
at this moment. Tacoma was discussed specifically. It was agreed by
stair and everyone present that if the tribe were to attempt to assert
general tax authority or any kind ofauthority you are alluding to now,
they would be terminated under congressional plenary power within
24 hours.

Congressman MEEDS. That is not the point. The point is that my
statement is a correct statement of the effect of this Commission's
views. No. 1, the Puyallup Indians could, indeed, because that area
we were talking about, and we discussed that in this Commission, is
so-called Indian country, and the recommendations and indications
of the direction of this Commission report are that Indian tribes ha ve
and can exercise all the attributes of sovereignty which have not been
taken from them by the Federal Government, by the Congress indeed,
o ver Indian country.

Therefore, they could indeed assert jurisdiction over large parts of
the city of Tacoma. What might happen from that, I don't know.
I agree with you. That is what I said in my dissenting opinionthat
the fastest way for Indians to lose their uniqueness was tor Congress
to implement all these views. The backlash would be sudden, quick,
and decisive, and I agree it will be. That is one of the reasons I have

disagreed.
I don't want to get into a long discussion. That is not an abrasive

statement in any way.
Chairman ABOUREM I have to disagree. It may not be intended as

such.
Congressman YAWS. Can I get into this fight?
Chairman ABOUREZIC. No. Whether or not it was intended as a racist

statement, raising the spectre of Indians taking over a city which is
predominantly white, at the time we discussed this matter nobody
disagreed that the Indians are not trying tothere is no effort being
made to do so--nor would they try to because it would be politically
and perhaps even legally unrealistic. We agreed to that concept.

Now, at the time the final report is about ready to come out, to have

the Vice Chairman of the Commission raise that kind of a spectre,

of an "Indian takeover of a white city." to me smacks of trying to
discredit tl'e report through a number of devices.
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Congressman YATES. I don't apes with that, Mr. Chairman. I voted
With you on practically everytlung. I have read your dissent. I must
say in all honesty I hadinteuded to urge you to rephrase some of your
dissent. .

It is your privilege to file whittever you want to file. However. I
really think Lloyd Meeds has been a very diligent and conscientious
member of this Commission.

He has not agreed with a number of the c'biclusion e that the rest of
us have agreed to, but I think that as a result of his opposition to
certain of the concepts .that were under consideration that it served
to help define some of the matters before us. I think it was construe-
tive for that purpose. When he took issue With some of the aspects of
sovereignty, i think he did it in a fair, reasonable, and legal manlier.

His request for the appointment of a member of the staff, Mr.
Martone, was helpful, at least helpful to me in my analysis of the
issues at hand, which were very complicated. The question of
sovereignty is a complicated subject. Questions relating to sovereignty
still will he tried in the courts. We do not have precise answers ta the
concepts as yet.

It is perfectly proper for reasonable people to take different inter-
pretations with regard to questions as complicated as these. It is for
that reason that I am intervening where angels fear to tread and

,suggesting, with great respect Mr. Chairman, that I, for one, would
urge you to reexamine some of the language you used and hope that
you woulel acknowledge that some of the language is a little beyond
what I think should go into the report.

Chairman Anommx. Mr. Yates, if I may say first of all: %%lien
Lloyd proposed that a minority counselminority meaning minority
views in this easebe retainea, I immediately agreed to it without
trying to delay it or fight it.

Congressman YATES. I remember that.
Congressman Mims. Agreed.
Congressman YATES. As a matter of fact, I was opposed to it at the

time because I thought it was too much money. It turned out to be
helpful.

Chairman ABOURF2x. More than once T said on the record that I
thought Fred llartone and Lloyd Meeds served a tremendous pur-
pose in pointing out what they thought were imperfections in thiq
report. You have o have that kind of thing You cannot have a
dandy thing where everybody goes along with it.

Congressman YATES. I think they will concede you were the faire,t
of ehairmen.

Congressman MEEDS. Indeed.
Congressman YATES. Having played that role is why I urge you

now not to use this kind of language.
Chairman ABOURF2g. For Lloyd or anybody else to disarrree with

the concepts in the report is one filing. I think they ought t(rdisargr,n.
If they don't agree, they should say so.

Congressman YATES. OK.
Chairman ABOLTREZE. But to try to attack the credibility of Ole

Commission and its staff in the manner in which the dissent did
sn---
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Congressman YAM. No.
Chairman Asoutuizic. If you iead Lloyd's dissent, you will see it.
Let me give you one example right off the beginning. In the report,

and in our discussions with the staff during markup, we said time and
again that whatever jurisdiction the Indian tribes have is at the will
of Congress. We said that continuously.

The fast several pages of Lloyd Bleeds' dissent attacked the con-
cept. In fact, he says the same thing, only trying to lead the reader
of the dissent to believe we say something opposite of what we said.
It is at the beginning of his dissent. It is an amazing document.

Cengreisman MEEDS. You have substantial disagreement about the
degree of sovereignty, the liature of sovereignty as claimed by Indian
tribes.

Chairman ABOUREY.H. Where is a copy of the dissent ?
Congressman MEEDS. I have never disagreed that we could not be

reasonable and disagree.
Some of this, it beems to me
Chairman ABOUREZIE. Let me just state
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I have the time. I yielded.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I have the time.
Congressman MUDS. I did not even finish my statement and I did

yield.
Chairman MOURESK. Go ahead.
Congressman MEEDS. The substantial disagreement we have had

about the degree of sovereignty has been more than simply one of
words. It has been a basic disagreement in the basic concept of this
Commissionthat soverfignty is inherent in Indian tribes, and that
inherent sovereignty has never been abrogated except in its exterior
practiee and in those specific ways it. has been infringed upon by a
spec i tic act of Congress.

My view is that all Indian sovereignty was abrogated, either by
war,, by treaty. or by subjugatioii, and that Indian tribes have oncy
that sovereignty which is given to them by the Coegreq.

There is a vast difference in that. I think counsel would agree that
t hat is the basic difference in the views.

Chairman ABOUREZ1i. Have von finished ?
Congressman MEM& I woula be delighted to yield.
Chat man Anommic. Are you done ?
Congre:-sm in MUDS. I had a couple more points to cover.
Chairman Anommi. Go ahead if you want to hold the floor.
Congressman MEEDS. I will be happy to yield.
Chairman ABOUREzii. What I want is the floor as soon as you are

finished.
Congressman MEEDS. Let me just make the last point, then, before

I yield completely.
On page b, quoting again. "The big pict ure of Indian life which

the dissent proposal paints for us would mark a return to the worst
features of terminat ion and allotment periods. Termination. of ecum-o,
is not a goal explicitly articulated by the disczent. but that would be
the sure and practical effect of implementing the series of proposalq
advanced by the vice chairman. el iminal ing t determination and
so On.
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Let me again say that I think it is unfortunate that the chairman
has interpreted iuy dissenting views in that way. Let me again state
that I think my record is amply clear on this issue. I was the main
.sponsor of what I think laid termination to an endthe Menominee
Restoration Act. I worked hard for its passage. I do -not believe in
-termination. I believe the best course for Indian tribes in this Nation
is to have internal government and to be allowed to be different. I
have said in my dissent that this Nation is big enough and, hopefully,
wise enough that it can recognize differences. I believe that very
tlioronghly.

I do not believe in a policy of allotments or terminations. I am
violentiv opposed to it. Indeed, I would like to see, and again I say
in my dissenting opinion, a method for recognizing Indians who are
not now recognized federally, to have them recognized, have their
tribal membership set so that they can also receive the fruits of
treaties under which they entered. I have always -been for keeping
treat ies.

I think it is unfortunate that after a record such as mine in the
Congress tluit I should again be painted as a terminationist or being

for an allotment policy.
If any of the commissioners or anybody in this room or anybody

reading this report thinks that is me, I hope they will be disabused.

. I will be happy to yield the floor.
Chairman ABM:REM:E. I see no purpose in my debating this. I think

we should get to vot. out the final report.
If Iibight now
Commissioner 7 IITEcnow. There is a point or two I would like to

address inasmuch as we are talking about dissenting views.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Might I ask a question first ?
Cominissioner WHITECROW. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZ.K. Can we try to vote on final passage of the re-

port? I have other matters I have to attend to. The staff has to get
corrections in and start printing them for the turnover tomorrow
for presentation to the Congress.

Can we do that and then try to discuss some of these things which
we cannot change. anyway ?

Commissioner WHrrEcnow. I would be ham to.
Chairman ABM-REM TheV are in separate views.
Commissioner DEER. Befo`re we had a reporter present we talked

briefly about the. situation this morning regarding the Passamaquoddy
and Penobscot Indians.

I would like to bring this up for brief discussion because. I think,

over the. weekend, there has been some clurnge in their thinking.
Yon have before yon chapter 12special circumstances. It is my

understanding there has been some change in the thinking of the
counsel and the governors regardiAg the inclusion of this in our final

report.
I would make the point, also, that. there has been mention made

in the. minority report on this. I would like to call on counsel to en-
lighten us a little further.

Mr. PARKER. At the Friday session. Mr. Chairman. you will recall

wo discussed this. My response, at that tinw, was that based on the
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latest communication with counsel on both sides they were still of-the
view they would prefer not to have the material which had been
offered earlier presented in the report.

I have since been in communication with the Passamaquoddies
through their counsel. They are very anxious to have the Commission
inellide a discussion of the Passamaquoddy-Penobscot land claim
question which we have prepared as a five-page discussion intended
simply to srate the facts and which calls for Commission approval

of the recommendations which are on the last page.
Chairman ABOVREZIE. Once again, I am personally oppdsed to it on

the ground we have not had any kind of a real investigation of. this

question.
To be very honest: I think the ComMission has enough on its hands.

We cannot even finish what vze set out to do. We are having 4 hard
time.

It would be a serious mistake for the Commission to enter into that
at this point. I understand the feeling of some of the Commissioners.
I want you to know that. I think it would be a serious mistake for
us to jump into it Without doing it thoroughly.

We have tried to do the best job we can on these other issues. Nobody

ever will be satisfied with what,we have done, I am sure.
Mr. P.inion. The statement is intended as a factual discussion. It

could certainly be inserted without recommendation.
Chairman Asominzit. Idon't think there is any point in putting it in.
Congressman YATEs. I agreewith the chairman.
Congressman MEEDS. For the reason that I based my dissenting views

on r discussion of the Penobscot situation, and I think it is important,
I think it should be part of the report. I don't agree with the conclu-
sions, however.

Congressman YATES. I think there is.litigation pending. The case
will be tried in court. It is the practice of many of us in Congress not
to try to move to influence either side. Let the case proceed impartially.
For that reason I find myself in agreement with the chairman.

I recognize that the Commission is not a committee of the Congress.
It can do anything it wants to do.

Traditionally, we have taken the position of avoiding trying to in-
fluence the course of a lawsuit.

Chairman Asotrazzic. I think, occasionally, we have gotten into
areas of litigation but committees have thought twice before doing it.
I think we should think twice.

If we do not have a riècommendation, then there is really no point
in putting a factual report in. People can read it in the newspapers.

Commissioner DIAL. I see nothing wrong in including the factual
information. It will not injure anyone. It does not say anything about
our position.

Congressman YATES. How do you lmow ?
Commissioner DIAL. It only states we knew about it and looked into

the matter.
Congressman YATES. HOW do you know it will not injure anybody ?

You don% know what the impact of this might be.
Commissioner DIAL. How do you know it will if you do not put it in ?
Congressman YATES. You have a better chance of not injuring any-

one if you do nothing.
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Commissioner DIAL. I am not sure that is the case.
Congressman MEEDS. Two quick points: No. 1, where we do not make

any recommendations we do not have a title on that. I would be happy
to go along with thatjurisdiction, sovereignty, and the whole dis-
cussion of tribal rights. There aye no recommendations but a lot of
facts, and a well-reasoned legal djscussion of the basis for sovereignty,
jurisdiction, and so on.

If the chairman wants to strike that, I will back a tile Maine situa-
..tion.

No. 2, Mr. Yates said litigation is pending. We are in a minefield of
litigation in this entire report. We are dealing with water rights where
there is litigation, taxes whep3 there is litigation, fishing rights were
there is litigationolealing with resource development where there is
litigation, lt is all litigation surrounding this.

If we were to withhold our recommendations based on the fact there
is litigation pending, we would not be able to publish one-tenth of_what we have hete.

Congressman YATES. Where in the report is there reference to pend-
ing litigation Do we take any position with respect to any litigation
pending

Chairman AnotinEnt. I have a prok,osed solution.
Mr. TAYLOR. Several cases were cited. There are more in process.
Congressman YATES. I was not aware of that.
Mr. rAYLOR. J ust stating the fact, cases have been decided in par-ticular.areas.
Congressman YATES. Decidedthat is different. I am talking about

pending.
Mr. TAYLOR. And are going through the appeal process.
Congressman YATES. Why taki a position t
Mr. fAvLon. I don't recall we took a position.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Why don't you put in, those of you who agree

with that 5-page sunnnary, as a separate view on the Maine question
1, personally, would have to vote against including it. I do not want
to do that.

If you put it in in separate views, it would save my doing that.
Commissioner 13nucE. 1 want to repeat what I said last Friday. I

believe that we, as Indian Commissioners, owe it to our people to
include the fact we did meet with the Maine delegation, and these
facts were involved. 1 think counsel has prepared this report.

I would like to see the recommendations included but just the fact
that the facts are included and are part of the report is very important.

Suppose something happens in that instance that Congress supports
a bill to wipe out claims We are here to defend and support our peo-
ple. I fl that by meeting with them, and knowing the facts, and
discussing the facts, that this should be in the report.

I would be willing, as one Commis,ioner, to go along with not
including rec9dmiendations, although I would like to seo that.

Congressman REEDS. 1 know a quick wav to decide this. .1 move
chapter 12 be made part of the American Inaian Policy Review Com-

,.mission report and recommendations.
'ommissioner DIAL. I second it.

Chairman ABOUREZii. All those in favor raise your right hands.
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[.Shoy of hands.]
Those opposed.
[ Sh* of hands.] i
Two opposed, one abstains. I abstain.
Congressnum YATES. Might I ask a question about one of the re(om-

mewlations you abstained from voting on? "Congress should reject
any' legislative solutions whieh would completely eliminate claims of

ilies based on aboriginal rights."
What if there is a legislative solid ion which has the approval of the

tribes that eliminates some of their claims or they come to some kind

fi of comproniise?
. Clini,man ABOI'REV.H. This il:+ advisory only.

Mr. TAYLOR. The paragraph leading into the recommendations spe-
cifically alludes to what you are referring to now.

) Congressman MEEDS. Might the re .ord show I disagree with the
recommendations but I do think a y should be made part of the
report. I said that when I started.

Chairman A noranzic. All right. We have one part hil abste»t ion anti "
one full abstention.

Congressman METMS. And one disagreement.
Chairman Anormx. The chapter on the Maine land case has been

adopted as part of the report ilichapter I. .

Now. if I may come to the summary handed out. called "Policy for
the Future," I am advised this reflects a summary of the recommenda-
tions throughout the book. Is that correct?

lrr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZA. Let me ask for a inot ion for adoption. This will

be in front of the report.
Congressman Y.vms. Might T ask for an explanation of IV? "We

also reject the notion that the power of the tribe should be limited to
their membership alone." What does that mean ?

Chairman ABOCRI:ZK. What page ?
Congressman YATr.s. Second paragraph. IV. line 7.
Chairman ABOUREZR. I don't know what it means. either.
Mr. TAYMR. What is intended is that the jurisdictional power of the

tribe is not limi.ted strictly to its own membership.
Congressman YATEY. What does t lint mean ?
Mr. TAYLOR. It may alro exercise jurisdiction over non-Indians who

are within reservation boundaries and whose activities are directly
affecting the tribe. That could be criminal, civil,, or regulatory in
nature. I

Chairman AROUREZR. Don't you think you should say instead of "the
power." "the jurisdictional reach"?

Congressman Y.vrrs. Doesn't the report speak for itself?
Mr. TAmon. I think it is a summary analysis of tlw major themes of

the report.
Congressman YATEs. Yon are t reading onto a very complicated arca.

For one thing. you do not say that it should be limited to their nwm-
hership alone on reservations. Are you going to have the power of
the tribes over their members wherever they are or only on their
reservation ?
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Mr. TAYLOR. We did not make teference to that in this introductory
material.

Congressman YATES'. You say : "We reject the notion that the power
of the tribe should be limited to their membership alone."

What you are saying is thqt for other tribes or people of other races
the tribes should have some control, but you do not say where they
should have some control.

Mr. TAYLOR. We could insert in there that the power of the tribes
"within their reservation boundaries" should 'not be limited to their
-own membership.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. 'That is, in effect, what we have said all
along.

Congressman MEWS. Are you trying to say : Tribes have power over
their own citizens on their own trust properties?

Congressman YATES. That is not what they are saying. They say
they have control over all citizens on tribal trust lands.

Chairman ABOTMEZIL. I think that should be changed to say : "We
also reject the notion that the jurisdictional reach of tribes within

Indian country"that is more accurate"should be limited to their
own membership alone."

Congressman MEEDS. It is still part of the city of Tacoma.
Mr. TAYLOR. Subject to the caveat on the record.
Chairman Alumnus. It reads, "We also reject the notion that the

jurisdictional reach of the tribes within Indian country should be lim-
ited to their own membership alone."

Congressman YATES. That is saying it in another way.
Chairman ABOUREM. Only more clearly.
Congressman YATES. I don't understand. What is the power of tribes

in Indian country over the people who come there ? Is it absolute over
the white people who come there ?

Mr. TAYLOR. Customer,' governmental jurisdictional authority. It
*can extend to law and oraer mattersspeeding. If the opposite posi-
tion is assumed here, tribes do not have the power to control speeding
activities within reservations, theft of property, any other subject mat-
ter which governments customarily act upon.

Congres3man YATES. All criminal cases?
Chairman ABOUREZK. No.
Congressman YATES. Suppose there is re murder ?
ChairMan ABOUREZIE. That is under the Federal Crimes Act.
Congressman tyres. That is not what that said. I am trying to be

precise. I don't think your revision helps us.
Congressman MEEDS. The position of this Commission report is that.

Indian tribes have jurisdiction over all people, in all matters, en
reservations which jurisdiction -has not been abrogated by the U.S.
Congress.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Let mo say, Mr. Yates, that i f you start at the
beginning of that paragraph, it lays a foundation for the following
statements: "This Commission has not proposed any legislative action
with regard to the jurisdiction or authority of tribal governments."

What the Commission does is to reject a number of concepts which
have been advanced by various people, and the concepts being rejected
are outlined following that first sentence. I think that will clarify
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any ambiguity that anyone might have had with regard to that para-
graph.

Congressman YATES. I am ready to vote but I would also like the.
record to show, with respect to that one sentence, I want to reserve.

Chairman Asomm. Is the amendment I suggested agreed to?
"We also reject the notion that the jurisdictional reach of the tribes

within Indian country should be limited to their own membership
alone." Is there any objection to that amendment ?

[No response.]
Chairman ABOUREZIL. If not, the amendment is adopted.
Congressman MEEDS. Speaking very quickly in opposition to the

entire matter, I think it ls a well-written rebuttal of the dissenting
views. That is W' .at it really turns out to be. I compliment those who
wrote it. It is well written,

I take violent exception to the third paragraph on pag,e I : "And
yet the American Indian today finds himself in a position little better
than that which he enjoyed in 1928 when the Meriam report was
issued."

This is another one of those typical examples of overstatement by

the people writing these things for us.
First of ally this is clearly not so. The record will show that we have
self-deternunation act. We have repudiated termination. We have a

Health Care Improvement Act. We have all kinds of things. Legisla-
tion providing the right to govern. We have had all kinds of good
legislation since 1928. Indeed, with some exceptions, most of the things
have provided advances for Indians since 1928, particularly in the
past 6 or 8 years a great number of better things. It is not perfect and
it is still not good, but it is a hell ot a lot better than it was in 1928,

as stated in this report.
Again, I make my general observations with regard to my differences

reaarding sovereignty and with regard to jurisdiction and with re-
wird to the trust status which are the three major issues in the dissent
and the th ree major issues in "A Policy for the Future."

With that I will yield back the balance of my time.
Commissioner DIAL. I have a question on restoration and recogni--

tion.
It seems to me that you are dealing with tribes here and you are

speaking of 130 other tribes which never have been recognizea by the
Federal Government for various reasons. I have some quarrel, or
question, with the word "tribe" because when you get into definit ion

you could still leave out Indian people.
Mr. TAYLOR. Does anyone have a summary of our recommendations?

I think we had special language on the chapter with regard to rec-
ognition.

Commissioner DIAL. Chapter 11 was fine, but in this paper, "A Pot-
icv for the Future," I think you should have included a little something
tliere, one or two statements, as to what you really said in chapter
11.

Mr. PARKER. With an amendment the sta ff can conform this.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is what I was going to sug!iest. We should amend

after the word "tribes" and add in the additional language?
Commissioner DIAL. You see my point. Definition of a tribe could

still leave out some peoplelike Lumbee people.
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Chairman A.UOUREM Do you have -specific language you want to
-reconunendt
--Ciiiiii-WainerDtm-J-don't-like to .come up with sonwthing off the
top of my head. Pete knOws what I ant talking about.

Chairman Altta'REZE. hit in the body of the report?
Commissioner D/AL It would be like the body of the report in

chapter 11.
Chairman Alioriumt. It should be made to conform with that. Then

tlwre is no substantive ehange.
Any other questions or continents on this rannmary

No response.]
Chairman Amt.:ma. If not, without objection, the summary is

adopted.
One other item. I have asked the staff to go through and take all

of.the recommendations which have been adopted by this ( 'ommis-
sion. 1111111) them together, and they will he put probal4 editorially in
front of the report itself, or be put in one section in addition to being
at the end or beginning of each eluipter, whatever they decide. to do.
It will not change language but just compile it together.

Commissioner 1 h.tt.. Where will the statements of the five Com-
missioners be mentioned in the report ?

Chairman Aunclima. All tlwse separate views will appear at the
eml of the report. Congressman Meeds', mine. and thOse of the other
Commissioners will appear at the end.

Congressinan Y.vrEs. Whet is t deadline
Chairman Anotlay.K. Separate views can be filed up until May

30.That is when it goes to the printer.,
Congress-,an Youxo. Everybody 'else :Weals to have views. Does

everybody feel badly if I put in no views?
Chairman AnorBEZE. I want to say this, Congressman Young: I

have some views on your neglect hi putting in views. I lowever,
shall not mention them.e.

Congressman Mmns. T ack unanimous consent to insertT don't
care wherethat letter from the GAO regarding the costs which I
furnished to the (+airman oi e t mint' ago.

Chairman Anm-ary.x. Tf I may see a copy of it.
Congressman MEns. You will recall that I asked that tlie stair pre-

pare an estimate of the costs of the implementation of this report.
I was outvoted in having the staff do that.

I asked GAO to do that and GAO. in effect, said it could not be done
because of policy questions.

Chairman Anounnx. Why would you want to put this in ? I don't
understand.

Congressman MEEDS. Because I think it gives some i iea of the costs
or difficulties in trying to determine costs.

Chairman ASOITREZIE. Personally, I would object. T object to your
unanimous consent request.

Congressman MEEDS. I will make it part of my separate dissenting
views.

Chairman ABOVREZ11. All right.
Commissioner Tionmunor.. I think when one considers inclusion, or

possible inclusion, of some reference to cost, very often it is done so on

.4,
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the basis that this is good government and fiscal responsibility. I do
not luarrel with that as a worthwhile motivation.

However, I find myself very much concerned that when we talk
ibout costs we certainly do not seem to look at the Indian tribes and
say : "If we are going to discuss dollars and cents, my friends, let's
discuss what has happened over the last lot) or ibO yWirs."

find myself asking what agency will help us to determine what the
cost,of not doing justice to the Indian tribes would be.

What is the cost of the land erosion which has taken place over 100
years despite the fact we have had good, well-intentioned and, thank

.1)
goodness, people who have cared about what has happened to the
Indian people?

What has been the cost of loss of certain water rights I
What has been the cost of the erosion ofpride that we have viewed I
We have even seen instances where services are provided and where

there is an effort made to portray the presentation of those services and
their provision as something which is entirely at the goodwill of the
provider without any reference to the fact that in so doing this clearly
erodes the pride of the recipients who may well have an entitlement
that is not clearly spelled out.

Whenever We talk about costs I would like to talk about those costs,
too. I would like to point out that the'y htive not been computed. They
have not been presented to us, either. If we are going to talk about the
costs which are not clearly presented along with this report, let the
record clearly state that the history of that cost has not been presented
to this Commission.

There is one other thing I would state, too. I will start off by stating
that my respected colleague on the Commission, Congressman Lloyd
Weds, has an outstanding record as far as Alaskan Natives and
Indian affairs are concerned. After I am through presenting my views,
you still have that place in my fishing boat because of my respect for
what you have done. The record is very clear.

However, I was frankly very much concerned in quickly looking
through the minority dissent which I had before, and I roughly touch
on"the majority report of this Commission is the product of one-
sided advocacy in favor of American Indian tribes." I disagree with
that.

"The interests of the United Statet:. the States. and non-Indian
citizens, if considered at all, were largely ignored." I vehemently dis-
agree with that.

This advocacy was inevitable bemuse five of the Commissioners are
Indians and task forces had a majority. That to me is what made this
so significantly different from any other effort we have had. This is
why credibility is attached to this report.

T can only commend the authors of the law, and one of those authors
was Congressman Weds.

T further quote : "In support of its one-sided advocacy, the Com-
mission's stn ff relied on language in the enabling legislation." How
can we possibly look at a history of the 0.,velopment of such a subiect
as the history of our Indian people and not reach a conclusion that
there is a great deal of catching lin that has to be done and mist be
done ? Yet, if we are to do our jobs as we hope we have done them.
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then it certainly will appeur that we did come out on the side of
advocacy.

If I am painted with a brush of advocacy, I will wear that coat
verT proudly.

urther: "This Commission failed to consider the fUndamental and
controversial issues in contemporary Indian law." I am very much
concerned with that, because as a Commissioner I listened to all the
views presented. I can .only say, Mr. Chairman, that you gave ample
opportunity for all of us to hear those views and to express our con-
cerns and to debate them very freely. I feel that I did consider the
fundamental and controversial issues. The fact we are discussing these
matters today is a very clear indication that such was done.

Further : "Hence, the report is advocacy and cannot be relied upon
as a statement of existing law nor as a statement of what future policy
should be."

If we are not capable with the Indian representation, which, makes
us far different from any other effort we have ever had., of reaching
some conclusionstentative and fmalas to what ought to be done
with respect to Indian policy and the determination of the nature and
the extent of the uniqul trust relationship existing between the Indians
and the Federal Government, then I can only ask : Who is capable of
accomplishing that task ?

I submit to you that this was something that all of us undertook.
I do not feel we have been at all sensitive about engaging in good, free
discussion and debate. However, I do have to take exception to aspects
of a dissent which departs from disagreeing with conclusions and
disagreeing with premises.

. These, after all, are part of the system of government under which
we operate, and there is f-reedom to disagree. However, I take exception
to having my capability questioned in terms of being able to insert some
objectivity and fairness in the deliberations which have taken place.
I may disagree with other elements of the report but as to those per-
taining to interpretations of the law, conclusions, and policies, I can
only respect those differences.

However, where the dissent so characterizes our effort I must not
only respectfully, but I must vigorously, take exception to that. I am
not. at all happy to be painted in that fashion.

I want that on the record and that is why I presented it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is 5 o'clock and time to vote.
Congressman YATES. I have had an opportunity to read chapter 12

special circumstances which you so hurriedly called up for a vote
without giving us the opportunity to read. I would like the record
to show I would like to move to reconsider the vote, and change my
vote to voting for it.

Chairman Asounszs. I thought you did vote for it.
Congressman *rims. I voted against it first.
Chairman AnouREzn. All right. Do you want to ask uranimous cone

sent to change your vote I'
Congressman Y.Ans. Yes ; from no to aye.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The witching hour has arrived. Question is on adoption of the report

in toto, as amended.

'Sr
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Will the clerk call the roll
'The CLERK. Commissioner Borbridge
.Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes.
The CLERK. Conunissioner Brace V
.Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
The Cuss. Commissioner Deer I
Commissioner D. Yes,
The Cum. Commissioner Dial
Commissioner DIAL. Yes.
The CLERK. Senator Hatfield I
[No response.]
The CLERK. Congressman bleeds ?
Congressman MEEDS. No.
The CLERK. Senator Metcalf I

1No response.]
The CLERK. Commissioner Whitecrow ?

Commissioner WILITECROW. Yes.
The CLERK. Congressman Yates
Congressman YATES. Aye.
The Cum. Congressman YoUng I
Congressman YouNo. Yes.
The CLERK. Chairman Abourezk
Chairman ABOUREZK. Aye.
The CLERK. Eight for, one against, and two absent.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I ask unanimous consent that since it will not

gclialige the outcome of the vote that the absent Commissioners be
allowed to record themselves on this issue.

I shall direct the staff to poll the absent members tomorrow to
-determine how they would have voted.

Is there objection to that request I
[No response.]
Without objection, it is so o rdered.

I want to express my thanks to everybody. This is our final and last
meeting. Tomorrow, at 3 o'clock, we will present the report to both
Houses of Congress. It will be printed beginning May 30 and it will
be distributed to the public as soon as the printing is completed.

I express my thanks to everybody on this Commission, to everyone
who contributed to the ,work, to the staff, to NCAI who offered some
'help over the weekend. We thank all of you very much for your help.

Also. I want to express appreciation to all of the agencies which
pmvided information. I want to condemn those who withheld infor-
mation.

.Take Whitecrow, thank you.
Commissioner WIIITECRONV. Mr. Chairman, I want to bring to the

attention of the Commission some of the things that have been
happening as a result of the dissenting opinion.

1. personally, have been receiving a great deal of, shall we say. flack
with regard to the dissenting opinhn. I have been experiencing a
great ,deal ot popularity, insofar' 'as the press is concprned. recently

'having had the opportunity of appearing on national NBC nightly
news and also being interviewed by channel 8 of Tulsa, Okla., ana
also with regard to approximately 11/2 hour long-distance interview via
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telephone at a radio station in Okldhoma City just the tlay before
yesterday.

The questions that were put to me brought about the fact that a
great deal of education is needed in the so-called non-Indian com-
munity.

I would'also like to express my opinion, insofar as my activities and
invol venwnt, on this Connnission are ctincerneci., that I feel this has been
one of the most educational periods oi n iy entire life.

For those of you who supported my participation in this Commis-
., sion, 1 want to say tlumks for the opportunity of receiving such a

tremendous education.
1, also, would like to zdake known t hat from the standpoint of my

personal endeavors on this Commissionas an officer in the U.S.
Army, and as a veteran of the Korean conflict, and also as a person
who has on three separate occasions now pledged my life in the support
and defense of the Constitution of the United StatesI want it te be
firmly known that all of the considerations for which 1 voted on this
Commission were given as a result of deliberation and concerns insofar

-as my activity as a citizen of t hese United States is concerned, and the
'Votes expressed by me Ntl'It my VOI. es determined 'from study, deter-.
mined from the data and the 111 fon mt ion vitich was presented, and
that 1, too. if I am termed an advocate tor, American Indians when this
h over, then so be it. and I all, too, along with Commissioner
Borbridge. wear that banner proudly.

I do want it to be known that I am a citizen of these United States.
I support these United States totally, and I also feel that this countyy
is large enough, big enough, strong enough, and wise enough to allow
Indian nations to develop in an economic and viable atmosphere that
will bring about it condition of which we car, all be proud 15-.20 years
from now. IIwefully, it will not take that long.

Thank you. \.
Chairman ABOUREM. Thank you.
Congressman MEEDS. 1.9 too, as vice chairman, would-like to express

my gratitude and my 'commendations to the Connnissioners. The
Indian Commissioners particularly, have been attentive, have been
studious, have made some very tough decisions, and have carried forth
-their responsibilities as members of this Commission in the highest
r.,spect and the highest history of Indian people.

I think we owe them a great deal of commendations. With the excep-
tion of Mr. Yates and the chairman, I would have wished that the
congressional members had been more attentive and been here more
often and worked as hard as the Indian Connnissioners have.

I also would like to express my commendation to the core staff. I
think there is no secret that I had some substantial disagreements with
sonic of the task forces and some \of the conclusions they reached. I
think the core staff has been a very capable group. I have my disagree-
ments with them, but we can disagree without being disagreeable.
There are disagreements on legal distinct ion. I think it would be diffi-
cult to thel a better group. of what 1 have termed Indian advocates,
as attorneys in the entire United States, and I am very serious about
that.

Chairman ABOUREZIL lie did it again.
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Congressman MEEDS. I mean that. I think they have done a tremen-
dous job and that they have been excellent in their presentation of
information to this Commission.

To my colleagues on the Commission I also again suggest that I am
sure this will be an historic document. I think we have all been privi-
leged to have been part of this Commission. I certainly appreciate my
membership on this Commission.

Chairman ABOIIREZIE. Anybody else before we adjourn?
<, [No response.]
Chairman ABOURERK. If not
Commissioner DIAL. In closing, I added one statement to this report

to be sure it is not overlooked. It reads, "It is also imperative that the
U.S. Government examine the rights and develop a policy of recogni-
tion of all Indian people not living on reservations."

I want to be sure that this statement is included.
I would also like to say that you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice Chairman,

Mr. nails, and Mr. Young, are to be commended for attending the
meetings and working diligently throughout the course of this work.

Wlien all the reconnnenclations of the Congress, in the halls of the
Senate Chamber and the House, I hope that you will not forget the
terminated and nonfederally recognized people. Also, I hope you will
not forget reservation people.

Congressman YATES. May I at the conclusion
Chairman AROUREZE. Just one thing. Ask the absent congressional

members whether they would give you their votein a letter rather than
over the phone.

Congressman YATES. I wanted to say how much I have enjoyed
working with all the other members of the Commission. It has been a
ven extensive and enjoyable education for me. I have learned a great
deal from the Commission as a whole and the Commissioners ancl the
staff to whom I want to pay tribute for a job well done.

This is the last meeting. In a way I am sorry it is the last meeting.
It has been a long road we have traveled. I have every confidence that
the work we turn out will be a document that will be looked upon as
being constructive, innovative, and will be used as the basis for future
legislation and future policy.

Again it has been a pleasure and a privilege to work with all of you.
COMIllifiSioner BRUCE. Might I just say that I give my thanks and

appreciation to you. the vice chairman, ancl those responsible for giving
me the opportunity to serve as a Commissiontr again. I consider it a
great honor and privilege.

I want to give thanks to the staff and all those who have helped us.
r hope this report will go down in history as one of the greatest.

Cha irm an ABOUIMZR. John ?
Commissioner BORRRIDGE. I certainly want to join in with what the

Commissioners who spoke previously have stated so eloquently.
I also want to state for the record, Mr. Chairman. that T feel after the

'2 years I have served that I finally learned a lot more about what this
Indian business is all about and I am truly ready to serve effectively
as a Commissioner.

Chairman AnorsEzx. We will organize another Commission.
Commissioner BORBRITX F.. I want particularly to acknowledge, Mr.

Chairman. Mr. Vice Chairman,.Congressman Yates, and Mr. Young,
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who joined us later. I counted the times you were there. I was consciolis
of your presence and conscious of your interest. Each of you has an .
outstanding record when it comes to Indian matters and concern.

I want to promise you I will be visiting you in the future as to what
we will do with the report itself.

I want to express my deep appreciation to my fellow Indian Com-
missioners from whom I learned a great deal, and I also want to thank
the staff for its efforts.

I am not used to having a green light go on at the hotel at 5 :30 in
the morning indicating a report is now there and I can start to peruse
it.

Chairman ABOUREME. We delivered.
Commissioner DIAZ.. I certainly want to thank everyone for this

great opportunity.
Congressman Yourro. I came on late. I liked what I saw. Perhaps- I

was not here as often as you might have wanted me, Mr. Chairman, but
I think you have done a fins job. I don't get into people's differences of
opinion but I served with Mr. Meeds for the past 5 years and he has
done tremendous yeoman duty for us throughout the years. He is a very
talented individual concerningthis subject. I want the record perfectly
clear on that. I consider him a friend of my State and in this total
field.

I think everybody has done a good job. I hope tomorrow someone is
there to receive the report.

Chairman ABOIIREZIE. Thank you.
Ada g
Commissioner DEER. I had no intention of making an extensive

speech bu after all these eloyent comments I think I have to make a
statement or two.

First of all. I would like to commend you, Senator Abourezk and
Vice Chairman Meeds, our very able Congressmen, Mr. Yates, and Mr.
Young, for the leadership and the vision that you have shown in the
work of the Commission. I concur in the comments of my fellow Indian
Commissioners.

I would like to state ihat it has been a distinct honor, privilege, and
pleasure to serve on this Commission.

I think this signifies a new roie and a new partnership between the
Indian people of the country and the Federal Government.

Chairman Azounzzx. Thank you.
The Commission is adjourned.
Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 5 :15 p.m., the Commission adjourned.]
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